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Preface 
 
In consideration of the remarkable intensity of research in the field Virtual Acoustics, including dif-
ferent areas such as sound field analysis and synthesis, spatial audio technologies, and room acousti-
cal modeling and auralization, it seemed about time to organize a second international symposium 
following the model of the first EAA Auralization Symposium initiated in 2009 by the acoustics group 
of the former Helsinki University of Technology (now Aalto University). Additionally, research com-
munities which are focused on different approaches to sound field synthesis such as Ambisonics or 
Wave Field Synthesis have, in the meantime, moved closer together by using increasingly consistent 
theoretical frameworks. Finally, the quality of virtual acoustic environments is often considered as a 
result of all processing stages mentioned above, increasing the need for discussions on consistent 
strategies for evaluation. Thus, it seemed appropriate to integrate two of the most relevant commu-
nities, i.e. to combine the 2nd International Auralization Symposium with the 5th International Sym-
posium on Ambisonics and Spherical Acoustics. The Symposia on Ambisonics, initiated in 2009 by the 
Institute of Electronic Music and Acoustics of the University of Music and Performing Arts in Graz, 
were traditionally dedicated to problems of spherical sound field analysis and re-synthesis, strategies 
for the exchange of ambisonics-encoded audio material, and – more than other conferences in this 
area – the artistic application of spatial audio systems.   
 
In the intense atmosphere of a single-track conference, more than 120 experts joined in Berlin for a 
three-day symposium. Thanks to the Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz (SPK) the conference could be 
hosted in the inspiring environment of the Museum for Musical Instruments and the Federal Institute 
for Music Research, keeping one of the largest collections of musical instruments in Germany, and in 
the immediate vicinity of the Berlin Philharmonic Hall. The scientific program of the conference fea-
tured keynote lectures, regular and rapid poster talks, and a roundtable discussion on the concept of 
a planned Round Robin on Auralization. Moreover, several binaural and opto-acoustical room simula-
tions as well as an immersive CAVE environment with photorealistic stereoscopic imaging and binau-
ral rendering were presented to the audience. The program was completed by artistic contributions 
employing the 832 channel rectangular WFS array of the TU Berlin and the 26 channel hemispherical 
array of the Graz acoustics group for the presentation of live performances. 
 
The publication at hand contains the official conference proceedings. It includes 29 manuscripts 
which have passed a 3-stage peer-review with a board of about 70 international reviewers involved 
in the process. Each contribution has already been published individually with a unique DOI on the 
DepositOnce digital repository of TU Berlin. Some conference contributions have been recommended 
for resubmission to Acta Acustica united with Acustica, to possibly appear in a Special Issue on Virtual 
Acoustics in late 2014. These are not published in this collection. 
 
The preparatory work for this conference has largely been provided by a research consortium dedi-
cated to the Simulation and Evaluation of Acoustic Environments (SEACEN, www.seacen.tu-
berlin.de), installed in 2011 and funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). Thus, the editors 
wish to thank the members of this consortium for their part in the organization of the conference 
and the publication of the scientific contributions, as they wish to thank all visitors of the conference 
for intense and inspiring discussions on each individual presentation! 

Berlin, July 2014 
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CHALLENGES IN THE CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL REVERBERATION FOR SOUND
FIELD SYNTHESIS: EARLY REFLECTIONS AND ROOM MODES

Jens Ahrens

University of Technology Berlin
Emst-Reuter-Platz 7

10587 Berlin, Germany
jens.ahrens@tu-berlin.de

ABSTRACT

Practical implementations of sound field synthesis evoke consid
erable artifacts that have to be considered in the creation of arti
ficial reverberation. The most prominent artifact is spatial alias
ing, which manifests itself as additional wave fronts that follow
the desired synthetic wave front in time. These additional wave
fronts propagate into different directions and occur at intervals that
are similar to the intervals at which acoustic reflections occur in
real rooms. It may be assumed that the human auditory system
is not capable of differentiating aliasing artifacts and room reflec
tions so that a synthetic reflection pattern should be designed such
that it evokes a plausible pattern together with the aliased wave
fronts. Two potential solutions are outlined. Finally, the capability
of sound field synthesis of synthesizing room resonances (room
modes) is analyzed and the promising results are illustrated based
on numerical simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound field synthesis approaches employ high numbers of loud
speakers in order to synthesize a given desired sound field over an
extended area [1]. The two best-known methods are Wave Field
Synthesis (WFS) [2] and Near-field Compensated Higher Order
Ambisonics (also termed Ambisonics with Distance Coding) [3].
The vast part of the scientific literature so far has focused on the
synthesis of the direct sound of virtual sound sources. However,
the creation of appropriate reverberation may be considered as im
portant or even more important for achieving a desired spatial im
pression. Throughout the paper we assume the simple yet effective
model of reverberation being composed of discrete early reflec
tions the density of which increases over time and that gradually
turn into diffuse late reverberation. The time interval after which
the perceptual transition occurs is referred to as mixing time [4].

While the perceptual properties of mid-size and large rooms
are mostly governed by the later part of the reverberation, small
rooms can exhibit distinct early reflection patterns and low-fre
quency resonances also tenned room modes [5, 6, 7]. This paper
focuses on the creation of appropriate early reflection patterns as
well as room modes. Late reverberation is not considered as solu
tions already exist as discussed below.

A first outline ofthe process ofcreating artificial reverberation
for WFS can be found in [8] where a two-stage implementation is
described. Early reflections are generated using a mirror image
model [9] and late reverberation is generated using signals with
appropriate statistical parameters. In [10] the capability of WFS
ofcreating perceptually diffuse late reverberation via a set of plane

waves is proven. Early reverberation was created using the mirror
image model but was excluded from the evaluation. Appropriate
input signals for the plane waves can be obtained, e.g., from mi
crophones distributed in the recording venue as they can deliver
sufficiently uncorrelated signals.

In [11] a convolution reverb is described that uses multipoint
room impulse responses in order to create the proper reverber
ation for a given virtual sound source in WFS from dry (ane
choic) source signals. Due to the large amount of data involved,
a parameterization of the captured reverberation based on a plane
wave representation and psychoacoustic criteria is proposed. How
ever, no formal perceptual evaluation is provided. [12] presents an
extension to the approach from [II] that enables the manipula
tion of measured multipoint impulse responses based on a three
dimensional visualization using augmented reality technologies.
The manipulation is perfonned in time-frequency domain and its
motivation is the provision of more flexibility and artistic freedom
to the sound engineer.

None of the above mentioned approaches considers the men
tioned artifacts that practical implementations of sound field syn
thesis exhibit. The synthesis of room modes has not been dis
cussed in the literature. The present contribution discusses two
approaches for the design of appropriate early reflection patterns
considering the unavoidable spatial aliasing artifacts. It then inves
tigates the potential of sound field synthesis of synthesizing room
modes. When considering early reflections, we focus on artifacts
as they appear in spatially fullband sound field synthesis methods
such as WFS and the Spectral Division Method (SDM) [I, 13].
Spatially narrowband methods like the members of the Ambison
ics family exhibit artifacts with slightly different properties. The
extension of the presented results to narrowband methods will be
outlined. The presented results on room modes are valid for all
methods since room modes are only perceptually significant at
lower frequencies [14, 15] where all methods exhibit a similar high
accuracy [I].

This contribution focuses on the creation of artificial reverber
ation. It is not clear at this stage how the results can be transferred
to reverberation recorded/measured with microphone arrays.

2. EARLY REFLECTIONS

2.1. Properties of the Spatial Aliasing Artifacts

The sound fields created by practical sound field synthesis systems
exhibit a number of deviations from the prescribed virtual field [I].
These deviations are termed artifacts and the most important arti
fact in the present context is spatial aliasing. The term spatial
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fronts (that exhibit their own aliasing artifacts). Informal listen
ing shows that the reverberation in such a scenario tends to sound
too dense. Note that each artificial reflection causes an entire set

Figure I: Spatial impulse responses of a circular secondary source
distribution in the horizontal plane when driven in order to synthe
size a virtual plane wave propagating in positive v-direction. The
absolute value of the time domain sound pressure is shown on in
dB. (from [1, Fig. 4.19(c),(d)])

aliasing is typically used in a very broad sense and often refers to
all artifacts that arise due to the combination of spatial discretiza
tion of the secondary source contour and the radiation properties
of the involved secondary sources (i.e. the loudspeakers). Note
that spatial aliasing can theoretically be avoided by using a contin
uous distribution of secondary sources. A detailed treatment can
be found in [I, Sec. 4.4.4] and [16].

We illustrate the most relevant results based on the example
scenario depicted in Fig. I: A virtual plane wave that is synthe
sized by a circular distribution of 56 monopole loudspeakers. The
properties of other non-focused virtual sources are very similar.
Focused virtual sound sources are a special case in which pre
echoes arise [17]. They are excluded from the present investiga
tion.

The two different basic options - spatially narrowband syn
thesis (27th order, Fig. lea)) and spatially fullband (infinite or
der, Fig. I(b)) synthesis - are illustrated. It is evident that ad
ditional undesired wave fronts occur that follow the initial plane
wave within a few ms (Fig. 2). A simple but useful model, espe
cially for the spatially fullband example in Fig. I(b), is the assump
tion that each active loudspeaker of the setup creates one additional
spherical wave front that is emitted at the time instant at which the
virtual plane wave passes the considered loudspeaker. As can be
deduced from Fig. 2, the amplitudes of the additional wave fronts
in Fig. I(b) are only a few dB lower than the amplitude of the
intended plane wave and are therefore perceptually relevant.

As illustrated in Fig. I(c), the aliasing artifacts occur exclu
sively above a so-called aliasing frequency, which is approximately
1700 Hz in the current example I . Note that this behavior is very
similar for spatially fullband and narrowband sound fields [I].

The timing and amplitude distribution of the aliasing artifacts
is at least qualitatively similar to the timing and amplitudes of re
flections in small reflective rooms. Fig. 3 shows some quantitative
results. It is evident when comparing Fig. 3(a) and (c) that the ar
tifacts arrive much denser than typical room reflections and in a
time window that is much shorter. A situation in which a pattern
evolves that is similar to the aliasing artifacts is when either the
sound source or the receiver are located in a corner of the room.
The proximity of the three walls that form the corner causes a very
short delay between the direct sound and the first few reflections.
Whether or not the two situations and spatial aliasing are similar
from a perceptual point of view is not clear.

Another inconvenience arising from the densely spaced alias
ing artifacts is the circumstance that the time interval between the
direct sound - or the combination of direct sound and floor re
flection - and the next following reflection is always very short
in the artificial reverberation. Recording engineers often refer to
this time interval as pre-delay. It can give important information
about the size of the room and the location of the sound source. A
large pre-delay suggests that the sound source is located at a sig
nificant distance from the closest wall. The room has therefore to
be large. Manipulation of the pre-delay is a powerful audio mixing
technique [18].

Despite certain differences, the working hypothesis in the pre
sent paper is that the human auditory system cannot distinguish
between the aliasing artifacts and room reflections. This hypothe
sis bases mostly on the observations discussed above as well as on
informal listening to setups like the one presented in [8], i.e. when
the early room reflections are added as separate synthetic wave

I A minimum-phase filter is applied in Fig. I(c) in order to obtain a
compact support of the resulting wave front.

2
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of wave fronts. A formal perceptual proof is not available at this
point.

2.2. Adding the Low-frequency Content to the Aliased Wave
Fronts

As noted above, a simplified interpretation of the aliasing artifacts
is that an additional wave front arises from each loudspeaker. In
the present context, we interpret these wave fronts as highpassed
room reflections (recall Fig. l(c)). The cutoff frequency (i.e. the
spatial aliasing frequency) is typically between 1500 and 2000 Hz.
It seems to be useful to artificially add the low frequency content
to the highpassed reflections in order to make them natural. It
should also be considered that room reflections experience diffrac
tion at the boundaries of the reflecting surface at the very low end
of the audible frequency range and a more modal behavior arises.
It might therefore be preferable not to add the very low end to the
(specular) reflection but treat it differently as discussed in Sec. 3.
Note, however, that perception-based data are not available at this
point.

2.3. Adding Artificial Room Reflections

Adding artificial room reflections as separate synthetic wave fronts
similar to the direct sound does not seem to be a favorable ap
proach. Each added reflection will evoke a separate wave front
pattern as illustrated by the blue marks in Fig. 3(a) so that only
very few extra reflections lead to a very dense pattern of a high
number of wave fronts. There are two obvious alternatives:

a) Use an individual loudspeaker for each reflection.

b) Synthesize the reflection using fewer loudspeakers with lar
ger spacing than for the direct sound.

Ad a) This option is simple to implement and runs efficiently.
However, the virtual room reflection that is produced by a single
loudspeaker will exhibit an amplitude decay that is close to 6 dB
for each doubling of the distance to the loudspeaker since the latter
is typically very small and therefore acts like a monopole source.
Larger sound sources - and therefore also reflections off large sur
faces - exhibit a slower decay. This might not be an issue for small
systems but with systems that have dimensions in the order of tens

211"

(b) Fig. 3(a) but with the virtual reflections
synthesized by every third loudspeaker.

211"

(c) Timing and incidence azimuths of the
first couple of reflections calculated from a
mirror image model [9] for a room of dimen
sions 5 x 3.1 x 2.33 m. Green marks: Re
flections that impinge from more than 30°
off the horizontal plane.

Figure 3: Timing and incidence azimuths of the wave
fronts/reflections. The radius represents the delay in ms of a given
wave front/reflection relative to the first arriving wave front.

of meters the relative amplitudes of the artificial reflections change
differently with the listening location than real reflections.

3
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Ad b) Using fewer loudspeakers with larger spacing causes
aliased wave fronts that are less dense than those of the direct
sound. It is therefore possible to achieve a more balanced dis
tribution of the wave fronts than when all loudspeakers are used as
depicted in Fig. 3(b). Using more loudspeakers causes a slightly
slower amplitude decay of the wave fronts than for af

Note that for both options a) and b) the incidence angles of the
virtual reflections change somewhat differently with the listening
location than those of real reflections. The perceptual significance
of this circumstances is not clear.

2.4. Extension to Spatially Narrowband Methods

As mentioned in the Introduction, spatially narrowband methods
for sound field synthesis such as the Ambisonics family of ap
proaches exhibit spatial discretization artifacts that have somewhat
different properties than those of the spatially fullband methods
discussed so far. As evident from comparing Fig. I(a) and (b),
the additional wave fronts are fewer and are less homogeneously
distributed over the listening area. Note that this is more ofa quan
titative than a qualitative difference. We assume that the consider
ations presented in the previous sections hold.

3. ROOM MODES

3.1. Physical Fundamentals

In order to illustrate the physical circumstances that lead to room
modes, i.e., resonances of the room, we use the simplified model
of a plane wave bouncing off an infinite rigid plane that extends
normal to the propagation direction of the plane wave. We neglect
phenomena like diffraction that occur at boundaries of finite ex
tent. The reader interested in a detailed treatment is referred to [7].

Rigid boundaries such as the walls of a room constitute Neu
mann boundary conditions for the sound waves inside the rooms as
the particle velocity in the propagation direction of the wave van
ishes at the boundary (the particles cannot move due to the bound
ary). As a consequence, the wave bounces back without a phase
shift of the sound pressure. Refer to Fig. 4(a) for an illustration.
The result is a field that consists of two plane waves of equal fre
quency and amplitude but with opposing propagation directions.
Expressed in one-dimensional and in complex notation, this reads

-i~x iwt i~x iwt (W ) iwt
Pincoming + prcflcctcd = e c e + e c e = 2 cos -;; x e

(I)
when assuming monochromatic waves ofunit amplitude and choos
ing the time reference and coordinate system such that the two
waves exhibit a relative phase shift of O. The result is a stand
ing wave of equal frequency like the component waves and with a
pressure antinode at the boundary as illustrated in Fig. 4(b).

Note that this formation of standing waves occurs at all fre
quencies. We are usually not dealing with monochromatic waves
but with waves that carry broadband and therefore time-varying
content. In real rooms the waves bounce back and forth between
the bounding surfaces. Standing waves occur only at particular
frequencies in a room, namely at those frequencies for which the
path length of the periodic path that a wave travels inside the room
corresponds to an integer multiple of half the wavelength after the

2Note that the slowest amplitude decay that e.g. an infinite linear loud
speaker array can produce is that of a cylindrical wave of 3 dB attenuation
per doubling of the distance [1].

4

(a) One-dimensional wave impinging on a rigid
boundary (solid line) and being reflected off (dashed
line).

(b) Standing wave resulting from a superposition
of the impinging and the reflected wave. Different
shading of the wave refers to different time instants.

Figure 4: Illustration of the formation of a standing wave due to
reflection off a rigid surface.

system has reached a steady state. The simplest case is a wave
bouncing between two parallel walls of infinite extent. When the
propagation direction of the wave is perpendicular to the walls and
when the walls are perfectly reflective a persistent standing wave
evolves at those frequencies specified above. Depending on the
periodic path, different standing wave pattern evolve.

A significant amount of diffraction occurs in real rooms espe
cially at low frequencies where the wave length is of similar order
like the dimensions of the wall so that always a wave component
that propagates perpendicular to a given wall arises. The amplitude
and the Q-factor (and therefore the ringing duration) of the reso
nance depend on the acoustical properties of the boundaries, which
are usually not perfectly rigid. Room modes occur all over the au
dible frequency bandwidth but only the low-frequency modes are
perceptually relevant because of their sparsity [14, 15].

Fig. 5 illustrates the node/antinode patterns that evolve for the
combination of different numbers of plane wave pairs so that dif
ferent patterns can be realized. The standing waves exhibit their
maximum amplitudes at the depicted time instant. Refer also to
the animations at [19] that accompany this paper.

3.2. Room Modes in Sound Field Synthesis

The parameters of modes in real rooms are complicated to deter
mine because they depend heavily on the position of the source
and many of the acoustical properties of the room. The interested
reader is referred to [7]. It may be doubted that the human audi
tory system has a detailed expectation of plausible room modes so
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Figure 6: The standing wave from Fig. 5(b) synthesized by two
quadratic sound field synthesis systems of different sizes. The
black lines represent the secondary source contours. Note the dif
ferent scalings of the axes.
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Figure 5: Cross-sections through the horizontal plane of the sound
pressure evolving from different numbers of plane wave pairs of
frequency f = 200 Hz. All sound fields are normalized to unity.
The arrows illustrate the propagation directions of the plane wave
components. The dotted lines mark the nodes.

that the more pragmatic approach of choosing the parameters like
resonance frequency, amplitude, and bandwidth based on simple

statistical assumptions might be sufficient.

The creation of room modes based on pairs of plane waves as
described in Sec. 3.1 is straightforward in three-dimensional sound
field synthesis systems such as spherical arrangements of loud
speakers because plane waves with low-frequency content can be
synthesized accurately. A set of narrow peak filters can be applied
to the input signal of a given virtual source to efficiently create the
narrowband input signals for the plane wave pairs.

The situation is more challenging in 2.5-dimensional - i.e.
horizontal-only - synthesis. Here, synthetic plane waves exhibit
an unavoidable amplitude decay of 3 dB for each doubling of the
distance to the loudspeakers [I]. Short arrays exhibit an even faster
amplitude decay because of the spatial truncation. Fig. 6 depicts
the sound field from Fig. 5(b) synthesized by two loudspeaker
systems of different sizes. Fig. 7 shows cross-sections through
Fig. 6(a) and (b). Refer also to the animations at [19].

The simulations from Fig. 6 and 7 indicate that it is indeed
possible to achieve standing waves in 2.5D synthesis. The devi
ation of the synthesized sound wave from the theoretic standing
wave is small even for the mid-size array with 7 m edge length. It
seems that the propagating components in the synthesized sound
field are negligible. Future work has to investigate in what situa
tions a considerable perceptual impairment arises.

5
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(a) Cross-section through 6(a).
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(b) Cross-section through 6(b).

Figure 7: Cross-section through Fig. 6(a) and (b) along the x
axis. Different gray shading represents different time instants. The
blue lines represent the envelope of the prescribed (exact) standing
wave calculated similarly to (1).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We presented guidelines for the creation of artificial early reflec
tions and room modes in sound field synthesis. The most impor
tant aspect in the context of the creating of early reflections is the
fact that practical sound field synthesis systems exhibit artifacts
that are known as spatial aliasing that exhibit properties that are
similar to room reflections. We presented two approaches for the
design of reflection patterns that take the spatial aliasing artifacts
into account.

We also suggested that the modal behavior of real rooms can
be mimicked by synthesizing pairs of plane waves that propagate
into opposing directions. Numerical simulations showed promis
ing results even for 2.5D synthesis where the synthesized plane
waves exhibit an undesired amplitude decay.
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ABSTRACT

It is often desirable to reproduce a specific room-acoustic scene,
e.g. a concert hall in a playback room, in such a way that the
listener has a plausible and authentic spatial impression of the
original sound source including the room acoustical properties.
In this study a perceptually motivated approach for spatial audio
reproduction is developed. This approach optimizes the spatial
and monaural cues of the direct and reverberant sound separately.
More specifically, the (monaural) spectral cues responsible for the
timbre and the (binaural) interaural cross correlation (IACC) cues,
responsible for the listener envelopment, were optimized in the
playback room to restore the auditory impression of the recording
room. The direct sound recorded close to the source is processed
with an auditory motivated gammatone filterbank such that the
spectral cues, lTD's and ILD's are comparable to the direct sound
in the recording room. Additionally, the reverberant sound, which
was recorded at two distant locations from the source, is played
back via dipole loudspeakers. Due to the arrangement of the two
dipole loudspeakers, only the diffuse sound field in the playback
room is excited, therefore the spectral cues and the IACC of the
reverberant sound field can be controlled independently to match
the cues that were present in the recording room. As indicated by
a preliminary listening test the applied optimization is perceptu
ally similar to the reference signal and is generally preferred when
compared to a conventional room-in-room reproduction.

1. INTRODUCTION

The perception of a sound source strongly depends on the room
(e.g. church or a concert hall) in which the source is placed. When
a recorded sound source is reproduced, it is desirable to not only
faithfully reproduce the sound source but also the room acoustics
of the recording room. There are several methods to reproduce a
sound field which are based on using large arrays of loudspeak
ers, e.g. Ambisonics [1] or Wave-field-synthesis (WFS) [2]. Since
the above-named methods need a large number of loudspeakers,
they are less suitable for sound reproduction in the living room.
Furthermore, these approaches assume that the room where the
loudspeaker array is placed has no boundaries and the propagating
sound wave is not affected by the room. The inaccuracies that will
occur due to a reverberative environment are generally not consid
ered.
Some problems that will occur when a sound recorded in a 'record
ing' room is reproduced in another echoic 'reproduction' room
can be understood when considering that in this case that the lis
tener who is present in the reproduction room will effectively hear

Steven van de Par

Cluster of Excellence "Hearing4all"
Acoustics Group

Carl von Ossietzky University
Oldenburg, Germany

steven.van.de.par@uni-oldenburg.de

the combined room acoustics of both rooms. This implies that
the Room Impulse Responses (RIR) of both rooms are convolved
with one another. As a consequence, the envelope of the result
ing impulse response will look like a second order system. Addi
tionally, also the spectral statistics will change. For a single RIR
the standard deviation in the magnitude spectrum is approximately
IJ = 5.5 dB [3]. Due to the convolution of both Room Impulse
Responses the standard deviation of the magnitude spectrum will
increase by a factor of v'2 which may be perceived as an increase
in spectral coloration.
This study presents a method that compensates for the detrimental
effects of the reproduction room using human auditory perceptual
criteria. Thus this method will not attempt to reproduce the sound
in an exact physical way at the eardrum of a listener. Instead it op
timizes timbre and spatial characteristics based on auditorily moti
vated frequency bands and on the interaural cross correlation. For
optimization an artificial head is placed in the playback room so
that the spatial and timbre cues can be matched to a reference arti
ficial head in the recording room. In normal loudspeaker playback,
loudspeakers are designed such that the direct sound path has a flat
transfer function. As a consequence, there is little control over how
the reverberant sound field in the playback room is excited. In our
approach, a set of rear dipole loudspeakers will be used the excite
the reverberant sound field separately, by aligning the dipole loud
speakers such that the listener receives no direct sound path from
the dipole loudspeakers. In this way both the timbre and the spa
tial properties of the reverberant sound field in the playback room
can be controlled separately. This approach has the restriction that
the reproduction room needs a smaller reverberation time than the
recording room.
Similar perceptually motivated approaches for sound reproduction
have been investigated before. De Bruijn et al. [4] showed with a
similar setup that it is possible to modify the perceived distance by
separately presenting the direct sound over a conventional stereo
loudspeaker setup and the reverberant sound over rear loudspeaker.
Breebaart et al. [5] found in the context of low-bit-rate audio cod
ing that the binaural attributes ILD (interaural level differences),
lTD (interaural time differences) and the IACC (Interaural Cross
Correlation) can sufficiently describing the spatial percept of a
stereo audio signal. The ILD's and lTD's are responsible for local
ization and the IACC is responsible for the perceived spaciousness
and the listener envelopment [6].
In this study in order to be able to optimize the direct sound and
the reverberant sound field separately, the direct sound is recorded
close to the sound source in the recording room and is presented
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over a stereo loudspeaker setup. The reverberant sound is recorded
at two distant positions and is rendered via two dipole loudspeak
ers. This loudspeaker arrangement gives the possibility to control
the overall timbre of the reproduced sound source, the IACC, and
the reverberation time of the recording room including the effect
of the rendering in the playback room.
In order to evaluate the authenticity of the sound reproduction that
can be obtained with the proposed method, the reference signal
is compared with the applied optimization over headphones in a
MUSHRA-Test (MUltiple Stimulus test with Hidden Reference
and Anchor). For additional simulated listening situations, a multi
channel reproduction and a more conventional room-in-room re
production method is used.

2. METHOD

In this section the optimization method is described in detail. An
artificial head is placed in the recording room (as the reference) as
well as in the playback room (Fig.l) which are used for recording
binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs). In this approach, the
optimization does not aim for an accurate reproduction of the phys
ical sound field at the ear-drum of the artificial head, but rather the
excitation pattern created on the basilar membrane is considered
[7]. In this context, the direct and the diffuse sound are optimized
separately taking into account the room-acoustical properties of
the playback room. In Section 2.1 it will be described how the
BRIR is divided into a direct path and a diffuse sound path. In
Section 2.2 the analysis of the playback room is described. In Sec
tion 2.5 the method is introduced for optimizing the reproduction
in the playback room based on perceptual criteria measured at the
"ear-drum" of the artificial head.

expressed in terms of the excitation pattern determined for the
recording room. The analysis of the the recording room will oc
cur for the direct sound and for the reverberant sound separately to
optimize the timbre in the playback room. To clarify the notation
conventions, only the left (noted as l) ear of the artificial head is
considered in the following. Derivations for the right ear are sim
ilar and only require I to be replaced by r and vice versa. If we
observe a BRIR in the recording room h(t)rej we can split the
BRIR (denoted with the subscript ref) into two parts.

h(t)~IJj = h(t)~l,~ej + h(t)~IL,rej (I)

where the indices d, rev are indicating the direct sound and the
reverberative sound in the recording room, respectively. The sepa
ration of the two parts will occur with the separation time constant
t m . For the separation, a squared cosine window is used with a
4 ms flank. The separation time constant t m in the optimization
will effectively control the direct to diffuse ratio, therefore it con
trols the T60 reverberation time in the playback room. The deriva
tion of the optimal separation time constant can be found in section
3.1. After separating the BRJR, the two parts are filtered with an
auditory motivated 4th -order gammatone filterbank (GTFB) (cf.
[8]). The filters are distributed equally on an ERB scale (equiva
lent rectangular bandwidth) in the range of 20 Hz to 24 kHz. This
yields 42 gammatone channels. The filtered BRIR signal h in each
gammatone channel n is denoted by hn (h)). The overall excita
tion pattern is determined by:

Recording room Processing Playback room
where td indicates the start of the impulse response. The excitation
pattern of the reverberant part is calculated by integrating the BRIR
from t m until the end of the BRIR. The expression h; (h(t))) con
tains the energy in each frequency band n at the center frequency
Ie of the gammatone filters (called excitation pattern). This exci
tation pattern control the overall energy in the playback room.
The second parameter analysed is the interaural cross correlation
(lACe) in the recording room. The normalized cross correlation
coefficient of the whole BRIR is determined by observing the time
signal in each gammatone channel n for the whole BRIR. The
IACC is processed in the following way:

Figure I: Left: Recording room with a reference artificial head,
the close microphone C(t)for the direct sound and two omnidirec
tional microphones B1,r(t) in the diffuse sound field. Right: The
playback room with the artificial headfor the perceptual optimiza
tion, two front loudspeakers (60 0 stereo triangle) and the dipole
loudspeakers to excite the diffuse sound field. The processing
stage is divided into an analysis and a synthesis stage. In the
analysis-stage the energy outputs of the gammatone filters are ob
served. Each filter output is multiplied with a real-valued gain
factor ((3nfor the direct sound C(t), oonfor the reverberant sound
B(t)) to control the overall coloration. The mixing factor "'n con
trols the IACC in the playback room. The synthesis stage includes
the phase-alignment of the gammatone filters and finally sums up
all sub-bands.

2.1. Analysis - Recording room

In this section the analysis of two parameters, the timbre and the
cross correlation is described. The first parameter is the timbre

8

I ACC[g, n] = 2:=:=-00 h[m, n]rej,l . h[m + g, n]rej,r

V(2:=:=-oo h[n];ej,l) . V(2:=:=-oo h[n];ej,r)
(3)

in which I and r are the left and right channels of the artificial head
and q is the time delay in samples. Within this context the value at
g = 0 is used.

2.2. Analysis - Playback room

The analysis of the playback room is quite similar to the analysis
of the recording room. The complete BRIR in the playback room
(denoted with the subscript play) is defined by:

h(t)~?ay = h(t)~l,~lay + h(t)~IJv'Play (4)

The BRIR can again be separated into a direct and a reverber
ant part. The separation time constant is the same as in Section
2.1. hpr is the BRIR in the playback room (room-in-room (RinR))
when rendering the impulse response measured with microphone
C and B. The correction factor (3n is used for the direct sound
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2.3. Coefficient processing

For solving the values of alpha and beta, only the magnitude re
sponse is considered. Equation 12 shows exemplarily how the ma
trix A is computed for the direct path in the playback room.

An interesting property of Equation 9 is that the term
b~(C(t) * h(t)rev,play)) describes the diffuse part of the BRIR
in the playback room which is excited by the front loudspeakers.
The Equations 10 and 11 can be solved by adapting the excitation
pattern of the particular part in the playback room to the excitation
pattern in the recording room.

The direct sound adjustment makes sure that the energy of direct
sound is comparable in both rooms. The overall timbre can now
be controlled via the dipole loudspeakers. In Equation 9 the differ
ence between the first two terms pI and p2 should be zero because
the energy of the direct sound in the playback room was adjusted
one step before. This leads in Equation 9 to the following expres
sion for the diffuse sound field:

(11)

(10)
(32 _ b~(h(t)~l,~ef))

n,l - b~(C(t) * (h(t)~,l~lay + h(t)~:~lay)))

2 b~(h(t)~IJv,ref))
an,l = -b-~-(B-(t-)(-l)-*-h-(t-)-'-;-~l;;-;-~)-+---'-(B----'---(t-)(-r)-*-h-(-t)--,--~:-;-;-~-))

(3~,lb~(C(t) * (h(t)~~~'Play + h(t)~:~'Play)))

b~(B(t)(l) * h(t)~lil~) + (B(t)(r) * h(t)~~))

Because the direct sound in the playback room also affects the ex
cited diffuse field in this room (noted in Eq. 9 as p4), the direct
sound has to be adjusted first. To match the direct sound in the
playback room to the reference, the factor (3~ in Equation 10 has
to be processed. The term p4 in Eq. 9 where a (3~ appears does
not appear in this equation because the adjusted expression is taken
into account when a;' is calculated. Equation 10 contains the en
ergy of the direct sound in the recording room and the playback
room.

h(t)~l) = (3~I) [C(t) * h(t)~l,~lay + C(t) * h(t)~lJv'PlaY] +

a~) [(B(t)(l) * h(t)~l;~) + (B(t)(r) * h(t)~:~)] (6)

in each band and an is needed to control the overall energy, thus,
the amount of the diffuse field in the playback room. Theoreti
cally, since the recording microphone, C(t), is close to the sound
source, only direct sound is recorded, and the RIR is a simple con
volution with the BRIR of the loudspeaker to the artificial head in
the playback room. We will, however, consider the more general
case where C(t) also incorporates some reverberation. In addition
the diffuse sound field is excited separately with dipole loudspeak
ers:

h(t)~l) = (3~I) [C(t) * h(t)~?ay]+

a~)[(B(t)(I) * h(t)~lil~) + (B(t)(r) * h(t)~:~)] (5)

where the superscript II refers to the path from the left loudspeaker
to the left ear and the superscript rl refers to the path from the right
loudspeaker to the left ear of the artificial head. The BRIR h( t )dip
of the dipole loudspeakers are convolved with the signals B which
were recorded at two distant positions in the recording room. Due
to the directivity pattern of a dipole loudspeaker it is possible to
excite only the diffuse sound field in the playback room when the
zero is directed towards the listener. Because we know that hplay
can be separated into a direct and a diffuse part we can express
Equation 5 as:

The aim is to make the BRIR measured in the recording and play
back rooms equal:

h(t)~IJf = h(t)~l) (7)

One classical approach would be to equalize the transfer function
such that the sound pressure signal at the listeners eardrum is the
same in both rooms (like crosstalk cancellation). In the perceptive
approach of this study, however, we do not want to optimize the
transfer function in an exact physical sense but rather in a physio
logical sense, i.e. by optimizing the levels measured at the output
of the auditory filters. Thus, we only consider the excitation pat
tern. We can express Equation 7 as:

where each row corresponds to the magnitude transfer function
of the gammatone filtered signal. Equation 13 shows the transfer
function of the direct path in the recording room.

(8)

Now we can substitute all given impulse responses of the record
ing and the playback room. By solving Equation 8, the cross terms
between the direct sound field and the diffuse sound field are can
celled out because of the assumption that the direct signal are in
coherent to the diffuse signal. The resulting final term is shown in
Equation 9.

p

An,! = IL "Yn(j) . H(j)d,playI2
n=l

(12)

(13)

In Equation 14, A is a matrix (known) and a 2 (unknown) and b
(known) are vectors.b~(h(t)~l,~ef)) -(3~. b~(C(t) * (h(t)~,play + h(t)~:~lay)))

"-v--' ' ,
pI p2 A· a 2

= b (14)

(15)

p3

-?~. b~(C(t) * (h(t)~~~'Play + h(t)~:~'Play))),

p4

- a~ . b~((B(t)(I) * h(t)~lil~) + (B(t)(r) * h(t)~:~))) ~ 0
, .I

p5

(9)

If the Matrix A has more rows than columns, the simple solution
a = A-I. b can not be applied because A is not a square matrix.
In our case we do not have a square Matrix and so we have a over
determined problem which can be solved using the method of least
squares:

at which superscript H resembles the conjugate transposition of the
matrix A. The solution a gives us the gain-factors for each band
pass and can be multiplied in the frequency or time-domain by tak
ing the square root of each element in a 2

• In our specific case, the

9
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2.5. Synthesis

Now, the direct sound C(t)opt can easily be played back in the
playback room via the stereo loudspeakers. For a listening test it

vector a2 is the wanted coefficient a;; for the dipole loudspeakers
and /3~ for the stereo loudspeakers. This solution was suggested
by [9].

The iterative process Step 2 to Step 4 is done for every frequency
channel. After that, the final processing is made with the best suit
able ~n which minimizes the correlation difference between the
recording and the playback room.

3. RESULTS

is possible to have a headphone reproduction such that a compari
son can be made between the reference artificial head signal from
the recording room with the artificial head signal of the playback
room. This can be achieved by convolving the optimized direct
sound with the BRIR of the front loudspeakers. For the headphone
reproduction this procedure is done for the dipole loudspeakers,
too.

3.1. Objective evaluation

In the following section the optimized parameters will be discussed.
Figure 2 (top) shows the energy difference of the left artificial head
ear between the recording room and the playback room for the sim
ulated lecture room and different conditions. The red curve shows
the error between the recording room and the playback room for
the perceptual optimization. It can be seen that the fluctuations of
the error is fairly small over a wide frequency range. For compar
ison two conventional recording methods are evaluated also. The
first is a Room-in-Room (RinR) rendering which refers to a mi
crophone placed at 2.6 m from the source in the recording room
and for which the signal is rendered over two loudspeakers in the
playback room. The multi-Channel (mCH) refers to a similar con
dition where the signals from the omni-directional microphones
were rendered on two surround loudspeakers that were placed in
the playback room (cf. Fig. 4). The comparison of the render
ing methods RinR and mCH with the applied optimization shows
that the fluctuations of both methods are greater than the applied
optimization. In Figure 2 (middle) the interaural cross correlation
is shown. By comparing the IACC of the recording room with
the room-in-room (RinR) rendering method it can be seen that the
IACC of the room-in-room method is higher over the whole fre
quency range. The multi-channel reproduction is much lower than
the simple RinR-method, but it does not fit to the IACC of the
recording room. The comparison of the optimized IACC with the
IACC in the recording room shows that both curves fit quite well
in most of the gammatone channels. In some channels the IACC
cannot reach the desired correlation with simply the dipole sig
nals. For a better adjustment of the correlation, a compensation
with the front loudspeaker signals should be taken into account to
achieve the reference lACe. In Figure 2 (bottom) the energy decay
curve (edc) is illustrated for the recording room and the conditions
Opt, RinR and mCH. The RinR-method shows that the edc has
a higher descending slope and has a T60 ,RinR = 597 ms. The
multi-channel conditions shows a similar slope with a small offset
like in the recording room and a T60 ,rnCH = 695 ms. The applied
optimization shows that the the slope as well as the reverberation
time T60 ,Opt = 706 ms is comparable with the reverberation time
in the recording room T60 ,Rec = 699 ms.

Figure 3 (top) shows the energy difference of the left artificial
head ear between the recording room and the playback room for
the simulated church and different conditions. The error of the ap
plied optimization is rather small over a wide frequency range. As
can be seen the error between the recording room and the play
back room for the conditions RinR and mCh is relatively high,
which results from interference of room modes in both rooms. The
difference among the RinR and mCh condition is fairly small be
cause of the high front to back ratio of 10 dB, which leads to a
similar IACC in Figure 3 (middle). The optimized IACC shows
a good agreement with the IACC of the recording room. The en
ergy decay curves illustrate similar properties. The T60 ,Opt =
3033 ms in the playback room are in good agreement with the

(18)

(16)

(17)

B~ = B~ + ~n . B~

B~' = B~ + ~n . B~

P

C(t)opt = L /3n . bn(C(t)))
n=l

• Step 2: Mix the omnidirectional microphone signals (ac
cording to Equation 16 and 17) in the range of [-1: 1] in
each frequency band n.

• Step 3: Optimize the dipole loudspeaker signals according
to Equation 11 that the overall energy in the playback room
is comparable to the energy in the recording room.

• Step 4: Comparison of the IACC in the playback room and
the IACC in the recording room. (arg min(IACCrec(n) 
IACCp1ay(n)))

The synthesis stage is used as it was introduced by [8] and is shown
in Figure I. For the synthesis, a 4th -order gammatone filterbank is
used with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. The filters have a band
width of 1 ERB (equivalent rectangular bandwidth) between 20 Hz
and 20 kHz. This leads to 42 filter coefficients per channel. After
processing the coefficients as described in Section 2.2, the coeffi
cients /3n were applied in each gammatone band n as a real-valued
gain factor for the direct sound. The same process will occur for
the coefficients an for the dipole speakers. For the synthesis, the
gammatone channels were phase aligned with a delay of 16 ms to
avoid audible artefacts in the synthesis stage. The phase alignment
is necessary to compensate the physiologically motivated delays
of the auditory filters on the basilar membrane. [8] showed that
a delay of 16 ms gives good results in this stage. After the phase
alignment, the filtered impulse responses are summed across all
filter channels P. An example for the direct sound C(t):

2.4. IACC optimization

The next step is to optimize the lACe. The correlation strongly de
pends on the optimization of the direct and diffuse sound. There
fore, the optimization of the IACC is done iteratively by mixing
the signals of the omnidirectional microphones in the following
way:

were ~n is varied iteratively in the range of [-1:1] with a step size
of 0.2 in each band n to control the IACC via the dipole loud
speakers. If we apply a ~n = 1, the omnidirectional microphone
signals B have a maximum correlation. With ~n = 0 the signals
are mostly decorrelated.

• Step 1: Adjust direct sound such that it is comparable to the
direct sound in the recording room (according to Equation
10).

10
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Figure 2: Comparison of the parameters for the simulated lecture
room. Top: Energy difference between the recording room and the
playback roomfor the perceptual optimization (Opt, red), room-in
room (RinR, blue) and the multi-channel condition (mCh, black).
Middle: Illustrated is the lACC of the recording room (green), the
perceptual optimization (Opt, red), room-in-room (RinR, blue) and
the multi channel condition (mCh, black). Bottom: Illustrated is
the energy decay curve (edc) for the recording room (green), the
perceptual optimization (Opt, red), room-in-room (RinR, blue) and
the multi channel condition (mCh, black).

T60 ,Rec = 3040 ms in the recording room. The multi-channel
condition has a T60 ,mCH = 2768 ms and the room-in-room re
production a T 60 ,RinR = 2921 ms. The comparison of the T 60 re
verberation time at the artificial head between the recording room
and the playback room with the applied optimization showed that it
strongly depends on the separation time constant tm which was in
troduced in section 2.1. It was found that for the simulated lecture
room, a separation time constant of t m = 28 ms gives a good ap
proximation of the reverberation time of T 60 ,Opt = 706 ms which
is 7 ms above the reverberation time of the recording room. For the
simulated church an separation time constant of t m = 60 ms was
found which leads to a reverberation time in the playback room of
T 60 ,Opt = 3033 ms which is 7 ms below the reverberation time
of the recording room. The reproduced T60 are below the just no
ticeable difference of reverberation time, which is in the range of
20% to 30 % [10). The optimal separation time constant tm can
be derived iteratively by varying tm from small to bigger values.
A small t m means that only a small amount of the direct sound
energy in the recording room is considered which leads to a small
amount of direct sound in the playback room. Because the overall
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Figure 3: Comparison of the parameters for the simulated church.
Top: Energy difference between the recording room and the play
back room for the perceptual optimization (Opt, red), room-in
room (RinR, blue) and the multi-channel condition (mCh, black).
Middle: Illustrated is the lACC of the recording room (green), the
perceptual optimization (Opt, red), room-in-room (RinR, blue) and
the multi channel condition (mCh, black). Bottom: Illustrated is
the energy decay curve (edc) for the recording room (green), the
perceptual optimization (Opt, red), room-in-room (RinR, blue) and
the multi channel condition (mCh, black).

energy in the playback room should be comparable to the energy in
the recording room, a larger amount of energy has to be rendered
over the dipole loudspeaker. This leads to a higher reverberation
time in the playback room compared to the T60 of the recording
room. The optimal constant t m is derived when the T60 in the
playback room is comparable to the T60 in the recording room.

3.2. Subjective evaluation

In the following section the experimental setup of the listening ex
periment will be introduced. In this listening test, two recording
rooms were simulated. The first room was a lecture room at the
University of Oldenburg (no = 650 ms), the second recording
room was the St.Marien Church in Oldenburg (T60 = 3040 ms).
The playback room was the loudspeaker lab. (T60 = 400 ms) at
the University of Oldenburg. The loudspeaker orientations used
are shown in Figure 4 for the different test conditions. In the sub
jective evaluation a MUSHRA-Test was used to evaluate the dif
ferent rendering methods over headphone relative to the reference
condition (called ref) in the recording room. In addition, a conven-
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Figure 4: The four conditions of the listening test. Room-in-room:
The microphone signal O(t) (red) is rendered over the front loud
speaker (red) in the playback room. Multi channel: The close mi
crophone signal O(t) (red) is rendered over the front loudspeaker
(red) and the microphones B(t) in the diffuse field (blue) are ren
dered over two rear-loudspeaker (blue). Opt: The optimized close
microphone signal O(t) (red) is rendered over the front loud
speaker (red) and the optimized microphones B(t) in the diffuse
field (blue) are rendered over the two dipole loudspeaker (blue).
dss: This condition contains just the room-acoustical properties of
the playback room. The dry source signal is rendered directly in
the playback room over the front loudspeaker (red).

tional room-in-room reproduction (called RinR) method was used.
In this condition, the close cardioid microphone 0 in Figure 4 was
recorded in a distance of 2.6 m to simulate a conventional stereo
reproduction with a small amount of reverberation. This signal
was rendered over the front loudspeaker. For the multi-channel
reproduction (mCH) the close cardioid microphone signal 0 was
recorded in a distance of 1.4 m. This signal was rendered over the
front loudspeaker like in a 5.1 setup. The signals B l , B r was ren
dered as the two rear-speaker-signals of a 5.1 multi-channel setup.
In the multi-channel condition no subwoofer and no center speaker
was used. The applied optimization (Opt) was processed like it is
described in Section 2 and then rendered in the playback room. As
the anchor test-condition (anchor) the reference signal was low
pass filtered at 3.5 kHz as described in [ITU-R BS.1534-1]. The
secondary anchor test-condition (called dss) is the dry instrument
played back in the playback room. This condition was used to
investigate the change in the perceived room-acoustics with re
spect to the other reproduction methods. To use the source sig
nals of the recording room for the multi-channel reproduction, the
energy-ratio of the front channels to the rear channels of four mu
sical DVD's were analyzed. A front to back ratio of 10 dB was
found. The close microphone signal of the front loudspeaker was
recorded at the same distance which was used in the condition
Opt. The dipole-speakers were replaced by two loudspeakers with
a conventional directivity pattern (Genelec 601OA) and positioned
as described in the [ITU-R BS.775].

3.3. Stimuli and subjects

Twelve different monaural recordings of musical instruments of
five to ten seconds in duration were used. The instruments were
dry music signals recordings without any room influences. The
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recordings used were as follows: a piece of Beethoven (recorded
by [II]), a choir (recorded by [12]), female speech, a violin (one
self recorded and one recorded by [12]), two guitars (chords and
picking), clarinet, piano, saxophone, snare drum and a trumpet.
All stimuli were presented at 67 dB-SPL. All stimuli were con
volved with the room impulse response of the close microphone 0
and the microphone B in the recording room. These signals were
then convolved with the specific binaural loudspeaker impulse re
sponse which was measured from the loudspeaker to the artificial
head in the playback room (0 with the BRIR of the front loud
speakers and B with the BRIR of the dipole loudspeakers). The
same procedure was done for the listening conditions RinR and
mCh. To have the possibility to compare the recording room with
the playback room, the original source signal was convolved with
the BRIR of the artificial head of the recording room as a refer
ence signal. The listening test were performed by N = 12 normal
hearing subjects, nine male and three female, with a mean age of
29 years. Five of twelve participants reported to have musical ex
perience with playing an instrument. The rating was done from all
subjects for all conditions and instruments in two sessions. The
duration of one session was approximately 60 minutes. The task
of the subjects was to rate in a blind test the difference of five
processing algorithms (anchor (low-pass filtered at 3.5 kHz), Opt
(perceptual optimized room-in-room reproduction), dss (dry sig
nal in playback room), RinR (a conventional room-in-room repro
duction) and a multi-channel reproduction) on a scale between 0
(large difference) and 100 (no difference) . Additionally, a hidden
reference condition was included. All subjects completed a train
ing phase where all stimulus manipulations were presented for a
select number of test stimuli.

3.4. Subjective results

Figure 5 shows the results for the MUSHRA-Test for the lecture
room (red) and the church (blue). Illustrated in Figure 5 is the
mean over all subjects. The standard error is derived from the
mean scores calculated over all subjects and thus shows the varia
tions between the instruments. Examination of the data in Figure
5, it shows that our proposed method, Opt, was always rated with a
smaller difference than the conventional room-in-room reproduc
tion (RinR). This trend can be seen for the lecture room as well
as for the church. The perceived difference could be caused by
the stronger variations in energy (which cause an increase in col
oration), a much higher IACC over all frequencies and a lower
reverberation time which are illustrated in Figure 2. A comparison
of the results of the condition Opt with the multi-channel condition
(mCH) shows that for the lecture room the perceived difference is
comparable. This can be seen in Figure 2, that the Energy De
cay Curve of this condition is comparable to EDC of the recording
room as well as the lACe. Comparing the conditions Opt and mCh
of the church, it shows that the condition Opt was rated with no dif
ference. The condition mCh shows that it was rated much lower
as the RinR condition in the church. The reason why the condition
RinR is rated much higher than the multi-channel (mCh) repro
duction could be explained considering that the front to back ratio
of 10 dB is too high. A reason for this is that the distance of the
close microphone signal is closer at the sound source than the RinR
condition. Therefore, the mCH condition has less reverberation in
the close microphone signal, which cannot be compensated by the
rear-speaker in the mCH condition. In the multi-channel condi
tion, the ratio between the front and back channel signals control
the direct to diffuse ratio of the rendered signal. The reproduced
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 5: Subjective measurement results for the headphone re
production of the lecture room (red dots) and the church (blue
diamonds) in a MUSHRA-Test. The symbols are the mean over
12 instruments and 12 subjects. The error bars are the standard
error and indicates the variation over the 12 instruments. The x
axis are the different processing conditions, the y-axis indicates
the difference on a scale between 0 (large difference) and 100 (no
difference). Our proposed method (Opt) is marked in red on the
x-axis.

In this study a method was presented for rendering the room acous
tics of a recording room in an echoic playback room. This method
compensates for the reproduction conditions in the playback room.
Rather than attempting to recreate the physical sound field, the pro
posed method optimizes the perceptual attributes lACC and the
overall timbre in a playback room using a fairly small amount of
loudspeakers. Because of the placement of an artificial head at
the recording side it is possible to analyse the specific room de
pendent timbre and binaural cues and reproduce these on the play
back side. For sound reproduction in the playback room, a conven
tional stereo loudspeaker setup is first used to reproduce the direct
sound. With this setup, we can control the direction of arrival and
the amount of energy in the playback room corresponding to the
direct energy in the recording room. Furthermore the energy dif-

signals in the condition (mCH) are less reverberant than the con
dition RinR. The condition dss shows the dry source signal which
was played directly in the playback room. This condition shows
how large the perceived difference of the recording room is com
pared to the playback room. This condition should be rated much
lower than the other conditions (with the exception of the 3.5 kHz
anchor signal (anchor» because only the room-acoustical proper
ties of the playback room is included. In addition to the previous
listening test, a live listening test over loudspeaker should be per
formed, to validate the previous results. This could be necessary
to include the effects of head movements and the individual head
related-transfer-functions of the listener. Olive et al. ([13]) com
pared a live loudspeaker reproduction with a binaural reproduction
over headphones in a subjective listening test. They showed that
the scores between a live representation and a headphone repre
sentation have minor discrepancies which could result out of the
removal of the visual biases and head movements. However, it can
be seen that the standard errors are in a fairly small range and our
proposed method works quite well over all stimuli used.
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ference as well as the lACC can controlled with diffuse sound via
a set of dipole loudspeakers. Because of the directivity pattern
only the diffuse field is excited which implies that the dipoles are
not perceived as a separate sound source provided that the head
is in the sweet spot. For a better understanding in terms of head
movements with this setup, a new listening test which covers vari
ous listening positions should be conducted. A comparison of the
subjective ratings in Section 3.4 showed a higher preference for
our proposed method with reference to the conventional room-in
room reproduction.
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ABSTRACT

The use of acoustical scale models has been replaced for the most
part by computational models and numerical simulations for room
acoustic studies as well as artificial reverberation units. There re
mains however a number of acoustical phenomena which are diffi
cult to address with computer simulations, such as coupled vol
umes, diffraction, and complex scattering, due to the computa
tional complexity and/or calculation time necessary for addressing
such acoustical wave phenomena on the scale of room acoustical
problems, even small rooms. This paper presents a pilot study
of a rather unique artistic architectural structure consisting of a
self-supporting construction composed of small stacked linear ele
ments. Acoustically, the structure combines modal behavior, con
cave forms, and very regular scattering patterns. An example scale
model has been constructed and studied in order to separate differ
ent construction features and their associated acoustics effects. In
an attempt to explore the interest of the specific acoustic for mu
sical performance, a computational platform was created to utilize
the scale model as a physical convolution reverberation unit for
musical performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of recording, and dry recording studios, there have
been many efforts developed for the reintroduction of reverbera
tion into studio recorded music. Some of the first technologies
developed were the use of "echo chambers", wherein the dry au
dio captured with the microphone was diffused in a reverberant
environment over loudspeakers, and then recaptured with micro
phones. This physical-based artificial reverberation was quite pop
ular, with examples existing in such famous institutions as Abbey
Road Studios where the echo chamber was constructed in 1931 a,b.

Echo chambers are, however, space demanding, difficult to trans
port, and not extremely adjustable. With improvements in elec
tronics, other physical-electronic reverberation systems have been
developed such a plate reverberators and spring reverberators.

ahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wikifEcho_chamber, last viewed 2013-11-30
bhttp://audiogeekzine.com/201 I102/the- history- of-echo-echo-chambers-chambers/.

last viewed 2013-11-30
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With improvements in computer processing power, purely
electronic reverberation became possible, such as using feedback
delay network (FDN) for reverberation processing [I, 2, 3].
These reverberators could be easily adjusted, for example us
ing perceptual descriptors relying on a simplified model of the
time-frequency energy distribution of parametric FDN [4]. Such
reverberators are however limited, lacking certain realism and
ability to represent unique architectural elements. Additional
increases in computational power allowed for the use of convo
lution reverberators, using complex impulse responses, either
measured or calculated based on geometrical models such as
ray tracing [5, 6], beam tracing [7, 8, 9], or radiosity [10, 11].
Convolution reverberators capture the fingerprint of a given space,
but require preparations for the acquisition of such IRs and allows
little flexibility with regards to modifying the room at time of use,
though perceptual control of convolution based room simulators
is a subject of current study [12].

Scale models, to date, have been used as off-line convolution
reverberators to study architectural spaces [13, 14], but never in a
performance setting. The current study envisages the possibility
of using scale models in the same way as the old "echo cham
bers" of the early and mid-twentieth century, while allowing for
the creation of complex and unique acoustic spaces rather than
just simple reverberators. Real-time use of one, or several, mod
els and the ability to dynamically alter source, receiver, and even
room positions and configurations as desired offers a new form of
reverberation and musical expression.

In parallel, the development and exploitation of real-time scale
model convolution offers a number of interesting scientific aspects.
To begin with, there is the basic signal processing challenge of
achieving such a system. The applications of real-time physical
based convolution in scale models, in contrast to off-line convo
lution with measured impulse responses of the scale model, of
fers the ability to study room excitation by dynamic sources, such
as moving or rotating, with perceptual studies. of specific inter
est are perceptual studies concerning musician/room interactions,
which require real-time processing of generated music in coordi
nation with source dynamics. The effect of dynamic architectures
can also be examined, such as movable panels, or dynamic listener
placement or movement during a performance.
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2. ARTISTIC CONTEXT

What child has not dreamed of being able to experience, as a Lil
liputian, a world in miniature: doll houses, electric trains, minia
ture circus ... In the "Stupaphonic" I project that childhood dream
will become a reality for musicians: they will be able to play to
their audience in a space in miniature.

This particular space is based on a special type of structure,
which is at the core of the architectural project Woodstacker [15].
This architectonical type of structure is a solution to the geometri
cal problem of how to cover a large area by stacking small pieces
of wood without the use of glue or nails. The result is a bottle
shaped three-dimensional rose window (see Figures 1 and 4). This
new building system, based on "stacked laminated" timber struc
tures, can evoke references to pagodas whose construction also
consists of wooden stacked elements. This stacked architecture,
like chorten of Tibet, belongs to a family of stacked structures
which are derived from a Buddhist mound-like structure called
stupa. Stupas originated as pre-Buddhist earthen burial mounds,
like tumuli in Europa. Thus was born the idea of linking our new
project to these ancient and universal architecture.

The stupa is used by Buddhists as a place of meditation. In
the original pre-Buddhist burial mounts ascetics were buried in a
seated position. The American anthropologist J. Jaynes [16] pro
poses that they were buried in this position so they can continue to
speak to living people. Hearing voices from beyond the grave sug
gests some acoustic illusions which are also a part of our device.
In the Woodstacker system, the special geometrical pattern of the
lamellas not only focuses the sound [17] but also functions as fre
quency filters producing a particular, almost metallic, sound. This
strange acoustic effect is a second reason to link our project to the
stupa as a kind of container for "voices from beyond the grave",
a "voice granary" ("grenier a voix" in French) to cite the french
writer Pascal Quignard [18].

The larger structures we have currently built can accommo
date about 30 people for sound experiments (see photograph in
Figure 1). This size limitation is a compromise between the fund
ing for artistic experiments and the cost of such a construction.
With the project's evolution we desired a means to quickly exper
iment with different architectural structures in a flexible way. The
use of physical scale models which are powerful tools for archi
tects, carpenters, and acousticians [19] offered a solution to ex
ceed the current constraints. Thus, we found a way to invert the
acoustical environment, like turning a glove inside-out, and give
the musician and audience located outside of the building the same
acoustical experience that they could have inside the structure. Us
ing the acoustic scale effect we are able to drastically reduce the
size of our installation and increase the number of structures per
formers can play with and turn "stackscapes" (see Figure 2) into
interactive soundscapes.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

To achieve the artistic, acoustic, and audio scheme imagined, a
basic scenario and system architecture was envisioned. One can

'Stupaphonic: from stupa (from Sanskrit: m., ~, stfipa, literally
meaning "heap" a) and phonic (from Ancient Greek ¢wvr" phone, mean
ing "voice" or "sound" b)

ahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stupa, last viewed 2013-11-30
bhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonetic, last viewed 2013-11-30
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Figure 1: Photo of live performance at StackCamp 2013 featur
ing Didier Petit (cello) and Emre Gultekin (saz). Champ-au-Beau,
France.

Figure 2: Blue Stackscape, @2006 O. Delaroziere.

imagine a performance area, where the performer is equipped with
one or several microphones. The space is open and large. Near the
musician is one or several acoustic scale models, equipped with
ultrasonic speakers and microphones. Around the musician is the
audience. The sound produced by the musician is captured, trans
formed to the scale of the model where it is played and recaptured,
then transformed to the full scale of the musician's performance,
where it is played live to the audience over an electro-acoustic ar
ray of speakers either on-stage or around the audience.

3.1. Signal Processing

The signal processing chain is depicted in Figure 3. First, the in
put audio signal is up-sampled to the ultrasound sampling rate,
which is determined by the scaling factor of the model. Sec
ond, the up-sampled input signal is transposed by the scaling fac
tor preserving the harmonic structure of the signal. Two imple
mentations have been tested: a) off-line transposition that allows
for the time-stretching of the signal; b) a real-time implementa
tion thereof, which compensates for the time-scaling effect using
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Figure 3: Signal processing flow chart: (a) instrument signal cap
ture, transformed audio signal playback; (b) up/down-sampling
with anti-aliasing filters; (c) frequency transposition, and (d) the
Stupaphonic scale model.

a phase vocoder and thus preserves the continuity of the audio
stream.

The off-line version study was carried out using MATLAB®.
Audio samples were processed individually, with no audio stream
ing functionality. The basic approach consisted of taking an audio
extract, resampling the audio, modifying the sample rate in order
to apply the scale factor, play/recording the sample in the model,
and then retransforming the recorded physically-convolved signal
to full-scale for audio playback. A code sample for the described
process is provided below:

© o. delaroziere

o Sm

fs ~ 44100;
[y] ~ wavrecord(audio1ength,fs);
fs_max ~ 192000; % sample rate in scale model audio chain
scale desired = 12;
[y_re;amp] ~ resample(y,fs_max/scale_desired,fs);
fs_resamp = fs_max/scale_desired;
[y_convolved]=wavplayrecord(y_resamp,fs_max) ;
wavplay(y_convolved,fs_resamp);

In this example, with a maximum sample rate of 192 kHz on
the audio system and a scale factor of 12, the recorded audio track
is resampled to 16 kHz (bandlimited to 8 kHz). This resampled
track is then played back and recorded in the scale model at an ac
tual sample rate of 192 kHz. The recorded physically-convolved
signal is then played back at an actual sample rate of 16 kHz, or
resampled to the sample rate of the audio device. The simple re
definition of the sample rate for the audio buffer performs the ap
plication of the scale factor, while the resampling assures correct
anti-aliasing filters.

While currently tested in single buffer full convolution, fu
ture studies will evaluate the possibility of applying the concept
of overlap-add convolution [20] to the concept of this physical
based convolution in order to allow for real-time operation on au
dio streams.

The real-time version study was conceived of as an alter
nate approach to the above approach employing resampling and
transposition to apply the scaling factor through the use of a high
quality phase vocoder architecture. Phase vocoder techniques
are typically based on a sinusoidal signal model. The digital
audio sampling rate conversion employed band-limited inter
polation (see e.g. [21, 22]) that can be efficiently implemented
with sinc-function look-up tables. In [23] it was shown that
parametrized phase vocoders can also be applied to non-sinusoidal
signals. However, initial tests showed that the sinusoidal signal
model limits the use of phase vocoders for real-time scale-model
processing for large scale factors. Modified algorithms are the
subject of continuing investigations.
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Figure 4: Woodstacker stacked lamella timber cupola. Champ
au-Beau, France, 2010. (upper) A winter outside view. (lower)
Section and Reflected ceiling plan.

3.2. Scale Model

This preliminary study has been carried out using a single structure
as a test case. The scale 1: 1 structure was built in 2008 for a Land
Art Exhibition in the highland of Auvergne, France (see Figure 4).
The original building comprised 366 pieces of Douglas pine wood.
It was 5 m in diameter, 4.5 m high, and weighed 6 tons. This work
called "Vox Granarium" [24] was dedicated to famous ancient fid
dlers from this area. This installation was dismantled and moved
to Morvan where it was rebuilt in 2010. The Stupaphonic model
is a 1:12 scale model of "Vox Granarium", 425 mm in diameter
and 322 mm high. This scale was chosen due to material availabil
ity and because it is a traditional doll house scale. Serendipitously,
1: 12 is also the Lilliputian people's scale in Gulliver's Travels2

.

The model was constructed from oak wood, whose lengths and
widths were hand cut with no automatic process used for assem
bly. Unlike the full-scale construction, glue was used to fix the
lamellas, and the model was assembled in three parts for ease of
transportation and manipulation purpose (see Figure 5).

Due to the very long time needed to build this model by hand,
subsequent models will probably be built using rapid prototyping
techniques such as laser cutting. This will allow to quickly exper
iment with a large variety of structural shapes and configurations.
We are also planing to use other materials such as metal or con
crete for special acoustics effects.

2"... having taken the height of my Body by the help of a Quadrant,
and finding it to exceed theirs in the Proportion of twelve to one ..." [25,
p.64]
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Figure 5: Scale model (1:12) of "Vox Granarium", highlighting
the tetrahedral acoustic source and 3 modular elements.
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Figure 6: Spectral analysis of impulse response (balloon burst ex
citation) ofthe full (1:1) scale "Vox Granariium", recorded with a
sample rate of96 kHz. Temporal analysis windows corresponding
to direct/initial (0 - 10 msec), early decay (10 - 30 msec), and
late tail (30 - 00 msec).

4. PRELIMINARY TEST

The diffraction acoustic effect discussed in Section 2 can be ob
served as a series of high-Q total resonances. These resonances
can be observed by comparing the spectral response (magnitude of
the FFT) at different moments in the impulse response. Figure 6
shows the spectral response at three moments in the impulse re
sponse (balloon burst excitation signal employed for room acous
tics measurements [26]) of the full (1: 1) scale "Vox Granariium"
(see Figure 4). Resonant peaks are identified in the response for
identification. There is clearly a region of resonance density over
the frequency range 100-600 Hz, continuing still to I'::j 800 Hz.

The audio system employed for use in the scale model con
sisted of DPA 4060 microphones and a custom 3-speaker tetrahe
dron (see Figure 5) driven by a Samson Servo amplifier, connected
to a RME Fireface 400 audio interface. While somewhat uncon
ventional in traditional scale model research, this selection of pro
audio equipment has been used in previous studies [27, 28] and
has been shown to provide improved signal-to-noise ratio when
compared to more traditional laboratory scale model measurement
architectures. The current hardware exhibits a frequency roll-off
at I'::j 50 kHz. This of course imposes a low-pass frequency lim
itation for the physical-based convolution. With a scale factor of
12, the upper frequency limit due to this roll off is on the order of
4.2 kHz, rather than the 8 kHz permissible due to sampling theory.
While suitable for the majority of studies in room acoustics with
scale models, the musical implications of this limit can not be ig-

Figure 7: Spectrogram of anechoic music extract (upper) and
physical-based convolved music (lower) manually time-aligned.

nored. This limit can be raised by improving the upper frequency
limit of the audio chain or selecting a lower scale factor.

An example result of the processing chain can be seen in Fig
ure 7, which shows the spectrogram of a dry music extract be
fore and after the physical-based convolution processing. The test
music except was a dry multichannel recording of a Schubert trio
(D.929, op.lOO), by [29] and publicly available a.

The acoustic timbre of the convolved signal using the scale
model greatly resembled that of the musical experience heard
within the full scale installation. Even thought the processing
steps apply a low-pass filter effect, due predominantly to trans
ducer and amplifier performance limitations above 50 kHz, the
frequency range where the resonance characteristics of the struc
ture are apparent are still well within the operating frequency of
the current signal processing chain for the 1: 12 scale.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the foundations of the "Stupaphonic ex
periment", an artistic and scientific project which aims to use scale
models as physical-based convolution reverberators. The architec
tural structure at the center of the project offers specific timbral
qualities which are maintained in the initial tests, despite the fre
quency limitations of the scale transformations and associated sig
nal processing chain.

The current example operates in an off-line, or time-deferred
situation. While streaming is currently still being investigated, the
current implementation could still be used in a performance setting

ahttp://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac. ukJrdr/handle/ 123456789/27
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in a live looping context, where the musician could send different
audio samples to different architectures at a unique or different
scale factors, effectively changing the size of the "echo chamber".

The development of the real-time processing stage, currently
a subject of study, will allow for exploitation of the proposed
physical-based convolution for studies in room acoustics, specifi
cally those involving dynamic source, listener, or architectural
elements, as well as dynamic performer/room interactions.

One artistic performance aspect specific to this system is the
potential for cross-scale cross-talk. If the scale models are open
to some degree, then the up-scaled audio will be heard by some of
the audience. At the same time, full scale sounds, such as other
elements of the performance or noise from the audience, can also
be captured in the scale model, and subsequently down-scaled and
played over the reproduction array. According to the Lilliputian
scale factor of 1: 12, one can imagine the majority of these sounds
will be shifted to the lower end of the audible range, or into the
subsonic region. However, a high pitched scream with a center
frequency in the 5 kHz third-octave band for example would be
clearly audible when transposed to the 400 Hz third-octave band,
albeit also time stretched to 12 times its original duration. Investi
gations of these effects, and their possible artistic use, remain the
subject of further studies.
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in the architectural acoustics community which are outlined in the
room acoustics measurement standard, ISO 3382 [12].

A number of objective measures have been proposed to predict
both ASW and LEV, but only two were the focus of this study.
Lateral energy fraction (LF) is a commonly used parameter to pre
dict the perception of ASW, which is the ratio of early lateral en
ergy to total early energy [2]:

(2)

(I)

[
I CO

p2(t)dt]
CLL = 1010g 80::;S / [dB]

fo Pa(t)dt

where pj(t) is the room IR measured with a figure-8 micro
phone, and pa(t) is the IR of the sound source normalized at a
distance of 10 meters away in a free field.

r80ms 2(t)dtLF - Js ms Pf

- f:omsp~(t)dt

where pj(t) is the room IR measured with a figure-8 microphone,
and po(t) is the room IR measured with an omnidirectional micro
phone. Late lateral energy level (GLL) has been used to predict
LEV, which is the ratio of the late lateral energy to the normalized
source energy [6]:

1.1. Spatial Measures

There is ongoing research to find objective metrics that correlate
with the subjective perceptions of the quality ofconcert hall acous
tics. Spatial impression is one characteristic that has been shown
to be related to overall quality [I]. This concept was explored in
terms of early lateral reflections by Barron [2], and low frequen
cies were also found to be an important component of spatial im
pression [3]-[5]. Further research proposed that spatial impression
should be formally divided into two distinct components [5], with
the particular details established by Bradley and Soulodre who de
fined: the apparent source width (ASW) as being associated with
the early lateral reflections, and listener envelopment (LEV),
which is related to late lateral reflections [6].

ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Late Lateral Energy Level (GLL) and Lateral Energy Fraction
(LF) are two room acoustics measures that have both been shown
to correlate with certain aspects of the spatial impression of a lis
tening space. In order to obtain these quantities, the lateral energy
must be measured, which is typically carried out using micro
phones with a figure-of-eight (figure-8) polar pickup pattern.
However, most commercially available figure-8 microphones are
intended for use in audio recording applications, and are not labor
atory-grade or designed for room acoustics impulse response (IR)
measurements. Such microphones may suffer from non-ideal fre
quency response and/or directivity patterns. This study compares
measurements that were taken in a 2500 seat auditorium using an
omni-directional and studio-grade figure-8 microphone pair ver
sus the omni-directional and dipole components extracted from a
32 element spherical microphone array. The results show that the
two measurement methods agree in the 500 Hz and higher octave
bands, but differ at low frequencies due to differences in the di
rectivity patterns. The difference of the LF average from 125 Hz
to I kHz for the two methods was between 0.59 and 1.81 just no
ticeable differences (JNDs) at the six receiver locations. The dif
ference of the GLL average from 125 Hz to I kHz for the two
methods was between 0.02 and 0.48 JNDs (applying the JND for
strength of I dB). It was also found that repeatability error was
present at one of the six receiver locations for the LF measure
ments, but was very small for the GLL measurements.

To quantify certain spatial parameters in rooms, a measurement of
the lateral sound field is required, which is typically acquired using
microphones with a figure-8 polar pickup pattern. The focus of this
study was to compare the measurement of spatial measures by ob
taining the figure-of-eight (figure-8) room impulse response (lR)
in two different ways: using a microphone with a figure-8 directiv
ity pattern, and by using a spherical microphone array and obtain
ing the figure-8 pattern by beamforming the dipole response.

It should be noted that while the spherical microphone array used
in this study is capable of a third order spherical harmonic expan
sion, only the first order dipole is required for these measurements.
While the full capability of the microphone array isn't needed for
this work, this study serves as a verification that spherical micro
phone arrays, which are now being used for advanced analysis of
room IRs, can also be used to measure the metrics commonly used

1.2. Measurement Uncertainty of Spatial Measures

Only a handful of studies have been published that evaluate meas
urement uncertainty of spatial measures and the results from the
majority of the studies show a high degree ofuncertainty [7] - [10].
One of the earliest studies showed that the standard deviation
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across the results from four measurement teams for LF measure
ments was up to 0.20 at I kHz which each used a different figure
8 microphone [7]. A second study compared the results of LF and
GLL measurements from a figure-8 and omni-directional micro
phone pair and a custom intensity probe, and reported significant
differences in the results likely due to variations in the microphone
directivity patterns [8]. The first phase of the third room acoustics
simulation programs round robin study was to collect measure
ment data on the space that was to be modeled. The results for the
typical parameters, e.g. reverberation time (T30), early decay time
(EDT), etc. were very similar across the four measurement teams
[9]. However, significant differences in LF were found, which
were on the order of 3 just noticeable differences (JNDs), where
the JND for LF is 0.05. Some follow-up measurements using three
figure-8 microphones of the same make and model (Neumann
KM86) revealed significant differences in measurements taken
with the microphones at different orientations. One possible
source of this measurement error was hypothesized to be due to
changes in the microphone sensitivity of each diaphragm due to
aging.

A more recent case study was conducted to further evaluate the
measurement uncertainty of spatial measures in terms of micro
phone orientation, spacing between the microphone pair, and mi
crophone type [10]. A total of five different makes and models of
figure-8 microphones were evaluated by taking measurements in
a small lecture hall with about 100 seats. The average differences
due to microphone spacing, which varied between 64 to 152 mm,
and microphone orientation, were found to be relatively small for
GLL, which were on the order of 0.2 dB, but were slightly higher
for LF, on the order of 3 JNDs. On the other hand, the effect of
microphone type was more significant for GLL, with variations on
the order of 1.5 dB, and similar variation of about 3 JNDs for LF.

1.3. Microphone Limitations

For this experiment, three different microphones were used to
measure room IRs: a Brliel & Kj1er (B&K) Type 4192 omni-direc
tional microphone, a Sennheiser MKH 30 Figure-8 microphone,
and an mh Acoustics em32 Eigenmike® spherical microphone ar
ray. The Sennheiser microphone and the Eigenmike both have
their own distinct disadvantages in measuring the lateral energy
component of the IR. The Sennheiser microphone is not a labora
tory-grade instrument, and the frequency response is not flat
broad-band. In addition, the linearity of the microphone is not
known, and was not measured as a part of this study. The
Eigenmike has a high frequency limit of approximately 8 kHz due
to spatial aliasing. Below approximately 150 Hz, the Eigenmike
begins to veer away from an ideal dipole shape due to white noise
gain constraints. Below this frequency, the null shifts in angle, and
the main lobes are no longer symmetric [II].

2. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

2.1. Measurement Equipment

A B&K Type 4292-L OmniPower Sound Source dodecahedron
loudspeaker was used for the source, driven with a Crown K2 am
plifier. An RME Babyface was used for the audio interface with
the computer for the B&K and Sennheiser pair. For the Eigenmike
configuration, the Eigenmike Interface Box (EMIB) was used as
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the audio interface, and the RME Babyface was used as a D/A
converter to send the output signals from the Eigenmike Interface
Box to the amplifier. EASERA room acoustics software running
on a MacBook Pro was used to measure the IRs. The EMIB con
nects to the MacBook via FireWire interface to send the 32 chan
nels of data from the Eigenmike to the computer.

A custom microphone stand was built that could be used for both
microphone configurations, the Eigenmike, and the omni and fig
ure-8 pair (see Figure 1). The omni and figure-8 microphones were
placed 7.6 em apart from each other. This spacing was used to al
low for the microphones to be adequately far enough apart so as to
minimize the effects on the other microphone [10], but close
enough so that they were measuring approximately the same point
in space.

During the measurements, the base of the microphone stand was
positioned in front of the seat, and the adjustable arm was used to
place the microphone in the location of a listener's head. The mi
crophone stand is adjustable in each dimension separately to allow
for accurate and precise positioning of the microphone. For these
measurements, the center of each microphone array (either the
center of the Eigenmike array or the center of the two discrete mi
crophones) was placed in the halfway across the width of the chair,
20 em from the seat back, and 70 em above the seat bottom.

Figure I: The two microphone arrays in the custom micro
phone stand.

2.2. Anechoic Chamber Measurements

In order to calculate GLL, the free field sound pressure level of the
sound source at 10 meters must be obtained to use in the denomi
nator in equation (2), which is typically done using an anechoic
chamber. An IR measurement was taken every 12.5 degrees
around the dodecahedron loudspeaker at a distance of 3.55 meters
away according to ISO 3382 [10] using a B&K 4191 free field
microphone. The stimulus was a swept sine signal with a pink
weighted spectrum, which was played at the same level that was
used for the IR measurements in the hall. The resulting 29 meas
urements were energy-averaged to account for the directivity of
the source, and normalized to a distance of 10 meters away.
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Since standard calibrators are not available for either the
Eigenmike or the Sennheiser MKH 30, the microphones had to be
calibrated using a loudspeaker playing a calibration tone in an an
echoic chamber. A 1 kHz tone was played over the dodecahedron
loudspeaker, and the sound level was measured using a calibrated
sound level analyzer, B&K type 2250. These levels were entered
into the measurement program, which used these quantities to cal
culate the microphone sensitivities. The Eigenmike includes a PC
application which controls programmable gain amplifiers to cor
rect for magnitude differences between the individual microphone
capsules.

To verify the directivity of the Sennheiser and Eigenmike, the fre
quency response of each microphone was measured in an anechoic
chamber as a function of angle in the horizontal plane. The micro
phone was placed on a turntable two meters away from a stationary
loudspeaker, and the frequency response function was measured
with each microphone rotated every three degrees.

2.3. Room Impulse Response Measurements

IR measurements were taken in the Eisenhower Auditorium lo
cated on The Pennsylvania State University campus in University
Park, PAin the United States. The source was placed in the center
of the stage for all measurements. Six receiver locations were cho
sen in the hall: two on the main floor (RI and R2), two on the
grand tier level (R3 and R4), and two on the balcony level (R5 and
R6), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Receiver positions in Eisenhower Auditorium.

At each receiver position, the IR was measured using the measure
ment software EASERA. The stimulus was a swept sine signal
with a pink-weighted spectrum. Each measurement was done us
ing 10 sweep averages, and an additional pre-sweep. Measure
ments were taken using both microphone arrays: the Eigenmike
and the omni and figure-8 pair. In terms of aligning the micro
phones with the sound source, the front of the Eigenmike array
was pointed at the loudspeaker, while for the microphone pair, it
was aligned with the null plane of the Sennheiser microphone ori
ented vertically toward the loudspeaker. The aligning of micro
phones toward the source was done by eye, which became increas
ingly more difficult for the receiver locations were towards the
back of the hall.
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To check for measurement repeatability, two additional sets of
measurements were taken. In between sets, the custom micro
phone stand was removed and the various adjustment points were
loosened and randomly repositioned. The stand was then replaced
in the same spot to re-measure the IRs for each microphone. A
total of three IR measurements were taken for each microphone
array, at each of the six receiver locations for a total of 36 meas
urements.

3. OATA PROCESSING

3.1. Frequency Response Correction Filter

The raw frequency response of the Sennheiser MKH 30 micro
phone and Eigenmike array varied as much as ± 6 dB at certain
frequencies, and this was deemed unacceptable for the measure
ments of LF and GLL. Filters were generated to compensate for
the frequency response of both the Eigenmike array and the Senn
heiser MKH 30 based on free field measurements.

A target for the filter magnitude as a function of frequency was
generated by taking the difference between the on-axis magnitude
of the Sennheiser MKH 30 frequency response and the on-axis
magnitude of a B&K 4191 free field measurement microphone in
dB. The difference was taken with one-third octave band logarith
mic-energy-smoothing applied to both the figure-8 response and
the measurement microphone response. The target was then fit to
a minimum-phase FIR filter. A minimum-phase filter was used to
keep the filter's IR compact in time and to avoid pre-ringing of
the IR, which would occur in linear-phase or zero-phase filtering
techniques. The same procedure was applied to the dipole pattern
generated from the Eigenmike, although since the magnitude of
each lobe on the figure-8 differs at low and high frequencies, an
energy average of the magnitude of both lobes were used to create
the target.

A similar method was used to create a filter for the omni-direc
tional response of the Eigenmike. Instead of free-field measure
ments, the filter target was created by using the energy averaged
(over receiver position) difference in dB between the B&K 4192
and the Eigenmike frequency responses in the hall.

3.2. Beamforming

To calculate LF and GLL from the Eigenmike measurements, the
omni-directional response and dipole response must be extracted.
These responses were generated using EigenStudio, a computer
application by mh Acoustics for the Eigenmike, which performs
the beamforming operation on the 32 channels of data. The 32
channel IRs recorded in EASERA were loaded into EigenStudio,
which outputs both the omni-directional and dipole IRs, with the
null plane oriented vertically toward the source. EigenStudio uses
a two stage beamforming process [13]. In the first stage, the 32
channels are transformed into orthonormal beam patterns referred
to as eigenbeams via a transformation to spherical harmonics. The
second stage is a modal beamformer where each beam is weighted
by a factor and the beams are summed to achieve the desired di
rectivity.
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3.3. Spatial Parameter Calculation

EASERA was used to calculate the spatial parameters LF and
GLL. Using equation (I), LF was calculated for each octave band
for the Eigenmike using the beamformed omni-directional IR and
beamformed dipole IR for each of the three repetitions at each re
ceiver location. In addition, LF was calculated for the omni and
figure-8 pair using the IRs from the B&K 4192 and the Sennheiser
MKH 30. The LF in the octave bands from 125 Hz to 1 kHz were
arithmetically averaged together to obtain a single number for LF
according to ISO 3382 [12]. Differences for LF are given in JNDs,
where one JND is 0.05.

good broadband. As shown in Figure 3, the response is a consistent
dipole over the entire frequency range of interest (125-4k Hz). The
beamformed dipole response measured with the Eigenmike was
very good for the 500 Hz to 4 kHz octave bands as shown in Figure
4. At 125 Hz, the response was not an ideal dipole. The magnitude
of one of the lobes was smaller than the other lobe, and the nulls
shifted in angle. This change occurs because at low frequencies
EigenStudio sums in a portion of the zeroth order spherical har
monic, and the response approaches a cardioid pattern. While this
technique is helpful in mitigating issues relating to white noise
gain in certain applications, it is not ideal for measurements ofLF
and GLL.

Figure 4: Measured directivity of the Eigenmike dipole beam
formed in Eigenstudio.

0°

15°

-75°_90°-105°

105° c-'''-o::.:=-EASERA does not have a built in function to calculate GLL, so as
an alternative, the Strength (G) function was adapted. In order to
use this function, the figure-8 IR was used for the numerator of the
strength calculation, with the first 80 milliseconds of the IR mul
tiplied by zero. This modification was done using both the
Eigenmike beamformed dipole IR and the Sennheiser MKH 30 IR.
In both cases, the denominator for the GLL calculation was the
anechoic response of the omni-directional source discussed in sec
tion 2.2. The GLL in the octave bands from 125 Hz to I kHz were
energy-averaged together to obtain a single number for GLL ac
cording to ISO 3382 [12]. Differences for GLL are given in JNDs.
The JND for GLL is not known, but for the purposes of this study
the JND is assumed to be 1 dB, which is the JND for Strength (G).

4. RESULTS

4.1. Directivity

The frequency response function was measured every three de
grees in the horizontal plane for each microphone. The magnitude
was one-third octave band energy smoothed at each angle. For
each microphone, polar plots of the magnitude were generated at
each octave band. The Sennheiser MKH 30 directivity is very

4.2. Repeatability

The repeatability of the LF and GLL measurements for both the
Eigenmike and omni-directional and figure-8 pair was assessed
using the standard deviation of the three separate measurements
taken at each of the six receiver locations. Since the number of
measurements at each location was small, statistical tests were not
performed. In terms of LF, repeatability was found to be good for
RI through R5 measured with the Eigenmike, which had standard
deviations of 0.20 or less JNDs (see Table 1 for the average and
Table 2 for the standard deviation). However, there was signifi
cantly more variation at R6, which had a standard deviation of 0.86
JNDs. This receiver position was in the back of the auditorium on
the balcony, which was approximately 35 meters away from the
stage, and was the most difficult to align the rotation of the micro
phone array. The repeatability was similar for the Sennheiser and
B&K pair with lower variation at R2, R5, and R6, and slightly
higher variation at RI, R3, and R4 (see Table 3 for the average and
Table 4 for the standard deviation).

-105°
-90°

-75°

Figure 3: Measured directivity pattern ofthe Sennheiser MKH 30.
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Table 1: Average LF measured with Eigenmike.

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.26 0.21 0.10 0.10 0.17

R2 0.12 0.15 0.08 0.09 0.11

R3 0.34 0.38 0.16 0.11 0.25

R4 0.19 0.16 0.11 0.15 0.15

R5 0.45 0.29 0.18 0.17 0.27

R6 0.16 0.16 0.28 0.28 0.22

Table 2: Standard deviation ofEigenmike LF measurements
in # ofJNDs, where one JND is 0.05.

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.05

R2 0.10 0.52 0.06 0.07 0.19

R3 0.15 0.07 0.10 0.01 0.08

R4 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03

R5 0.18 0.23 0.20 0.16 0.20

R6 0.34 1.13 1.07 0.91 0.86

Table 3: Average LF measured with Sennheiser and B&Kpair.

125 Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.13 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.11

R2 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.08

R3 0.13 0.26 0.15 0.08 0.16

R4 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.14 0.12

R5 0.26 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.18

R6 0.12 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.18

Table 4: Standard Deviation ofSennheiser and B&K pair LF
measurements in # ofJNDs, where one JND is 0.05.

125Hz 250 Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.07

R2 0.13 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.08

R3 0.13 0.08 0.17 0.05 0.11

R4 0.08 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.06

R5 0.13 0.21 0.09 0.02 0.11

R6 0.20 1.52 0.15 0.11 0.50

The repeatability was found to be better for GLL than for LF in all
receiver locations for the Eigenmike (see Table 5 for average GLL
and Table 6 for standard deviation). This finding was true even in
cases where the LF repeatability was relatively poor. These results
indicate that GLL measurements are less sensitive to small spatial
misalignments than LF measurements. The repeatability of the
GLL measurements made using the Sennheiser and B&K pair
were also similar to repeatability of the Eigenmike measurements
(see Table 7 for average GLL and Table 8 for standard deviation).
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Table 5: Average GLL measured with Eigenmike [dB].

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl -2.07 -0.93 -2.70 -4.03 -2.29

R2 -1.60 -3.03 -5.63 -5.27 -3.57

R3 -3.17 -2.67 -5.63 -4.40 -3.82

R4 -4.00 -3.93 -5.00 -4.53 -4.35

R5 -0.50 -1.53 -3.53 -3.67 -2.10

R6 -2.50 -1.93 -3.43 -3.87 -2.87

Table 6: Standard deviation ofEigenmike GLL measurements
in # ofJNDs, where one JND is 1 dB.

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.12 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.08

R2 0.22 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.15

R3 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.07

R4 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.04

R5 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09

R6 0.16 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.09

Table 7: Average GLL measured with Sennheiser and B&K
pair [dB].

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl -2.00 -0.90 -2.70 -4.20 -2.29

R2 -3.23 -3.23 -5.40 -5.33 -4.17

R3 -3.50 -2.20 -5.17 -4.33 -3.66

R4 -5.50 -3.63 -4.70 -4.53 -4.54

R5 -0.67 -1.47 -3.27 -3.50 -2.06

R6 -3.27 -2.00 -3.23 -3.93 -3.05

Table 8: Standard Deviation ofSennheiser and B&Kpair GLL
measurements in # ofJNDs, where one JND is 1 dB.

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

R2 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.08

R3 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.06

R4 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.04

R5 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.00 0.05

R6 0.12 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05

In IR measurements where repeatability was found to be poor for
LF, the GLL measurements were largely unaffected. LF is calcu
lated by integrating the lateral energy from 5 ms to 80 ms, which
can be seen in equation (1). In this region, the microphone picks
up energy from the direct arrival and early reflections. Ideally, the
figure-8 microphone should reject both the direct sound and early
reflections which are coming from directly in front of the micro
phone. Small angular misalignments will allow some of the direct
sound in the measurement, and since the direct sound is high in
level compared to later reflections, these misalignments could
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have a significant impact on the measurement. This effect can be
seen in the figure-8 IRs measured at R6. Figure 5 shows the three
repetitions of the 250 Hz octave band measured with the Senn
heiser microphone, which was the worst case for measurement re
peatability. One of the measurements has more energy in the first
20 ms of the IR than the other two measurements, after which the
IRs seem to agree more closely. Conversely, the GLL calculation
involves integration of the lateral energy from 80 ms to infinity as
seen in equation (2), and is less susceptible to small misalignments
because there are no longer strong components which are directly
on-axis in the late sound field.

Table 9: Difference in LF between Sennheiser and B&K pair
and Eigenmike in # ofJNDs, where one JND is 0.05.

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 2.61 1.16 0.26 0.48 1.13

R2 1.49 1.09 0.19 0.07 0.71

R3 4.08 2.43 0.30 0.44 1.81

R4 1.52 0.57 0.24 0.02 0.59

R5 3.78 1.72 0.77 0.71 1.75

R6 0.85 1.57 1.93 1.82 0.76
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Figure 5: Three repetitions of the Sennheiser IR measurement at
R6 filtered at 250 Hz octave band.

4.3. Two microphone comparison

The LF and GLL measurements made with the Eigenmike and
Sennheiser MKH 30 were compared by subtracting one value
from the other and then converted into the number of JNDS. The
largest differences in LF between the two microphone configura
tions were found in the 125 Hz octave band, and to a lesser extent
the 250 Hz octave band (see Table 9), where the LF measured
with the Eigenmike is substantially higher than the LF measured
with the Sennheiser MKH 30 in all receiver locations. This dis
crepancy is likely due to the fact that the null in the Eigenmike's
dipole response beamformed in Eigenstudio has shifted in angle
from the ideal dipole pattern. For these measurements, the null is
pointed at the sound source on the stage. Since the null is shifted,
the microphone is picking up portions of the direct sound and
early reflections which are rejected in the Sennheiser measure
ment. An example of this effect can be seen in Figure 6, which
shows the first 80 ms of the 125 Hz IRs for both the Eigenmike
and Sennheiser microphones. Agreement between the Eigenmike
and the Sennheiser is much better from 500 Hz to 4 kHz where
the Eigenmike's directivity pattern is closer to an ideal dipole,
with the exception ofR6 where agreement was poor from 500 Hz
to 4 kHz, which is also where there was relatively poor repeata
bility.

Figure 6: Sennheiser and Eigenmike beam/ormed dipole IR meas
urements at R3 filtered at 125Hz octave band.

The measurement of GLL between the two microphones had better
agreement than the measurement of LF. The largest variation is
again seen in the 125 Hz octave band due to the non-ideal directiv
ity of the beamformed dipole (see Table 10).

Table 10: Difference in GLL between Sennheiser and B&K
pair and Eigenmike in # ofJNDs, where one JND is 1 dB.

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1 kHz
Avg.

125-1k
Rl 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.17 0.02

R2 1.63 0.20 0.23 0.Q7 0.48

R3 0.33 0.47 0.47 0.07 0.15

R4 1.50 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.29

R5 0.17 0.Q7 0.27 0.17 0.08

R6 0.77 0.07 0.20 0.07 0.19
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The lateral energy component that is used to calculate the spatial
parameters LF and GLL was measured using two different micro
phone configurations: a conventional figure-8 microphone (Senn
heiser MKH 30), and a spherical microphone array (mh Acoustics
em32 Eigenmike). Using the two methods, room impulse re
sponses were measured in a 2500 seat auditorium and three repeat
ability measurements were taken in all six of the receiver loca
tions.

The repeatability was evaluated for the spatial measures ofLF and
GLL. The LF measurement repeatability was found to be poor at
R6, which was the location farthest from the stage. The low fre
quency standard deviation was more than one JND in some octave
bands at R6. A likely cause for the repeatability error was misa
lignment in the rotation of the microphone, which would allow the
figure-8 microphone to pick up a portion of the direct sound and
early on-axis reflections, skewing the measurement of LF The
measurements of GLL were much more consistent than the meas
urements of LF.

The averages of the three measurements at each receiver location
were compared for each method. The difference ofthe LF average
from the 125 Hz to 1 kHz octave bands for the two microphone
configurations was between 0.59 and 1.81 JNDs at the six receiver
locations. The largest differences were found in the 125 Hz and
250 Hz octave bands where the Eigenmike's dipole directivity is
not ideal, while the differences were relatively small from 500 Hz
to 4 kHz. The difference of the GLL average from 125 Hz to 1 kHz
for the two methods was between 0.02 and 0.48 JNDs, with the
largest variation in the 125 Hz octave band, which is most likely
caused by the Eigenmike's low frequency non-ideal directivity
pattern.

Future work will include manually calculating the spherical har
monic expansion of the Eigenmike's impulse responses to com
pare to the results from the included software, Eigenstudio. Since
the LF and GLL agreement between the two methods was better
at frequencies where the Eigenmike had an optimal directivity pat
tern, it is very likely that a manual calculation of the dipole com
ponent will yield better agreement with the Sennheiser micro
phone. Future work could also include simulations of changes in
LF and GLL with variations in receiver directivity pattern and
small spatial misalignments.
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ABSTRACT

A fast and perceptively plausible method for rendering acoustic
scenarios with moving sources and moving listeners is presented.
The method is principally suited for application in dynamic and
interactive evaluation environments (e.g., for hearing aid develop
ment), psycho-physics with adaptively changing the spatial con
figuration, or simulation and computer games. The simulation dis
tinguishes between the direct sound, sound reflected and diffracted
by objects of limited size, diffuse sound surrounding the listener,
e.g., diffuse background sounds and diffuse reverberation, and 'ra
diating holes' for simulation of coupled adjacent rooms. Instead of
providing its own simulation of room reverberation, the proposed
simulation method generates appropriate output signals for exter
nal room reverberation simulators (e.g., see contribution by Wendt
et al.). The output of such room reverberation simulators is then
taken either as diffuse surrounding sound if the listener position is
within the simulated room, or as input into a 'radiating hole', if the
listener is in an adjacent room.

Subjective evaluations are performed by comparing measured
and synthesized transitions between coupled rooms.

1. INTRODUCTION

A large variety of tools for acoustic simulation of rooms and open
spaces exists (e.g., [1], [2]). Most of these tools can simulate
room acoustics at a very high accuracy. However, the required
high complexity allows only to simulate static impulse responses
or soundscapes. The time-varying simulation of acoustic spaces
in real-time implies strong simplifications to typically used ap
proaches of geometric acoustics (e.g., image sources [3]) and ray
tracing ([4]) as well as combinations (e.g., [5]). Alternatively, pre
rendered acoustic scenes can be used (e. g. [6]). Dramatic simpli
fications are typical in real-time applications like computer games
which seek immersive soundscapes at cost of realism. In this case
often simple reverberation algorithms are used with settings pre
defined by the game designer. However, in opposite to static, phys-
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ically accurate room simulation plausibility can, for specific appli
cations, be more important than exact correspondence to the real
world. Whereas a plausible approximation of room acoustics is
often possible by the use of rectangular "shoebox" rooms for early
reflection simulation in combination with a model for diffuse re
verberation, the simulation of connected (coupled) rooms is more
computationally demanding, nevertheless required for many aural
ization applications.

Acoustic simulations can be physically assessed by measures
related to the simulated binaural room impulse response (e.g., de
cay time, early decay time, interaural cross correlation). Espe
cially the simulation of existing environments can be compared
with recorded impulse responses. Plausibility of acoustic simula
tions, however, is a more vague criterion. It may be measured by
the perceptual component of auditory spatial awareness [7]: If a
listener is able to identify a simulated environment purely by its
acoustics, then a simulation may be seen as plausible.

In the present paper, the room coupling model of a toolbox for
dynamic real-time simulation of acoustic spaces for hearing re
search and hearing aid evaluation (toolbox for acoustic scene cre
ation and rendering, TASCAR, [8]) is described and perceptually
evaluated. The toolbox aims to provide a physically accurate sim
ulation of the direct sound and the first order reflections, together
with a plausible reproduction of diffuse reverberation, diffuse en
vironmental sounds and room coupling.

In Section 2, the simulation methods used by the toolbox are
briefly described. Section 3 describes the evaluation methods used
in this study and the measurement of real-world binaural impulse
response that are used as a reference. The results (Section 4) are
discussed and summarized.

2. SIMULATION METHODS

The proposed simulation method for dynamic transitions between
coupled rooms is part of the TASCAR toolbox for acoustic scene
creation and rendering [8]. The focus of this toolbox is the time-
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distance / m

where c is the speed of sound. The empiric constant a = 7782 was
manually adjusted to provide sensible values for distances below
50 meters. The resulting absorption as a function of distance is
given in Figure 1. This approach is very similar to that of [9]
who used a FIR filter to model the frequency response at certain
distances. However, in this approach the distance parameter l' can
be varied dynamically.

varying simulation of acoustics, i.e., all sound sources, receivers
and reflecting objects can move dynamically, and the simulated
acoustics is returned as a time signal, depending on the input sig
nals and the time-varying spatial configuration of the simulated
environment. In this framework, point sources follow a distance
model with a 1/1' sound pressure law, l' being the distance be
tween sound source and receiver. Additionally, air absorption is
approximated by a simple first order low-pass filter model:

receiver is within their range box, with a von-Hann ramp at the
boundaries of the range box. Position and orientation of the range
box can vary with time. The diffuse source signal is rotated by the
difference between receiver orientation and box orientation.

In the acoustic simulation, receivers can be considered as vir
tual microphones, i.e., receivers return the output signals of the
acoustic simulation. Two receiver types are used: A spatial re
ceiver encodes the direction of the direct and reflected sound sources
in 3rd order ambisonics, and adds the diffuse sound sources to the
first order components of the receiver output1

• Omnidirectional re
ceivers with a single output are used to return the signal of the di
rect and reflected sources to the external diffuse reverberation gen
erators. Both receiver types apply the distance and air-absorption
mode to the source signals. The omnidirectional receivers can have
a finite range box. If a source is within that range box of a receiver
the distance law is only applied to the delay and not to the gain
and air absorption model. This way it can be achieved to have all
sources within a simulated room contributing with the same gain
to the diffuse reverberation. Both receiver types can be restricted
to render only sources within a range box, and they can also be re
stricted to render only direct point sources, mirrored point sources
or diffuse sources.

In the proposed simulation framework, each room is simulated
separately. Coupling is provided by 'sound portals' which are sit
uated in the (door) openings connecting adjacent rooms. A sound
portal has a virtual sound source attached radiating from the near
est point of the surface of the portal surface to the receiver. In the
distance law, however, the distance between the sound portal and
the source room center is added, to create a plausible fall-off rate.
The sound radiated from the sound portal is gained from an omni
directional receiver in the source room behind the portal surface.

Diffuse reverberation is rendered by an external tool. Each
simulated room provides an omnidirectional (or optionally a direc
tional) receiver. The output signal of that receiver is processed by
a diffuse reverberation model [10] configured to match the specific
room qualities. The first order ambisonics reverberation signal is
then added as a diffuse input source.
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Figure 1: Simulated air absorption as a function of distance. For
distances below 50 m the simulated absorption in dB is roughly
proportional to the distance. For larger distances, the low fre
quency absorption is too high.

In this study, only reflections of first order are simulated. Pri
mary sources and reflected sources are simulated as omnidirec
tional sources.

Diffuse sources, e.g., background signals, or diffuse reverber
ation, are added in first order ambisonics (FOA) format. No dis
tance law is applied to diffuse sound sources; instead, they have
a rectangular spatial range box, i.e., they are only rendered if the

Early reflections are modeled using a image source model. In
opposite to most commonly used models (e.g., [3]) which calculate
impulse responses for a rectangular enclosure ("shoebox model"),
reflections are simulated for each reflecting (rectangular, but arbi
trarily oriented) surface. Diffraction is simulated by an empirically
found attenuation g, which depends on the position of the image
source X src , the receiver position x rec , and the point on the reflect
ing surface with the shortest connection between the image source
and the receiver xc:

g = ((x src - xc) . (xc - X rec ) )2. 7 (3)

3. EVALUATION METHODS

3.1. Simulated environment

The simulated environment was an office room (4.43 . 4.5 . 3 m3
)

next to a long corridor (30 . 1.94· 2.5 m3
). The sound source was

always in the office room at a fixed position. Five static listening
positions (see Figure 2) have been rendered: The first was close to
the source in the office room, facing towards the sound source. The
second position was closer to the door, but facing the same direc
tion. The third listening position was exactly in the door between
the office room and the corridor. The fourth and fifth position were
in the corridor, with the source hidden by the wall. In the dynamic
situations the position was interpolated linearly, within 20 seconds,
resulting in a velocity between 0.14 and 0.35 m/s.

In the room simulation model, reflectors were placed at all
walls, with the exception of the door. In the office, the direct sound

I The authors are aware of artifacts caused by playback of first order
sources via higher order systems, caused by near field compensation order
weights and coloration due to correlated sources played over many loud
speakers. However, both limitations do not playa major role in this setup,
since first order sources are only used for diffuse and thus uncorrelated
sounds, and near field compensation is not applied here.
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position 2 3 4 5
simulated:
L l [dB] -2.7 -10.2 -11.7 -11.3 (-15.3)
L r [dB] -1.9 -5.7 -1.4 9.6 (4.5)
nO,l [s] 0.16 0.19 0.13 0.02 0.09
T60,2 [s] 0.42 0.43 0.48 0.59 0.60
ILD [dB] -0.1 0.1 -1.1 0.4 -4.1
IACC 0.52 0.21 0.17 0.12 0.13
recorded:
L l [dB] -4.2 -11.9 -11.3 -14.2 (-6.1 )
L r [dB] -5.8 -5.0 -5.4 -3.7 (-12.8)
T 60 ,1 [s] 0.25 0.27 0.33 0.42 0.40
T 60 ,2 [s] 0.37 0.42 0.47 0.67 0.65
ILD [dB] 1.0 4.2 7.3 5.9 -1.9
IACC 0.32 0.08 0.13 0.08 0.09

Figure 2: Simulated environment, with listening positions marked
by an artificial head.

Table 1: Distance and direction between receiver and sound
source. For positions 4 and 5, the distance is the sum of the dis
tance receiver-sound portal and sound portal-source. The azimuth
of positions 4 and 5 represents the direction to the sound portal.

Position
Distance [m]
Azimuth [deg.]

1.87
-1.5

2
2.78
-32.4

3
3.34
-46.5

4
4.04
-97.3

5
5.40

-152.9

Table 2: Physical characterization of the BRIR at the tested lis
tening positions. Ll and L r denote the 'liveness' [15] at the left
and right ear, respectively. None of the positions 1 to 3 are within
the critical distance. T 60 ,1 and T 60 ,2 are the early and late rever
beration times [16]. The early reverberation time is lower for the
simulated BRIRs than for the recorded BRIRs. Interaural level
difference (ILD) suggest a small lateralization for the simulated
method opposed to a large lateralization for the recorded BRIR.
The interaural cross correlation (IACC) is slightly higher in the
simulation. In the listening position 5 no direct sound was audible,
thus the 'Iiveness' measures Ll and L r have to be interpreted with
care and are given in brackets.

and the early reflections were recorded by an omnidirectional re
ceiver in the size of the office room. The output of this receiver
was used as an input of the diffuse reverberation simulator. The
output of the diffuse reverberation simulator was added to the lis
tener when in the office room, and fed into the 'door' input, which
was propagating it further into the corridor. The 'door' output was
used as a directed sound by the listener receiver, and used as input
of the diffuse reverberation simulator of the corridor. The von
Hann ramps of the receivers were 0.2 m long.

In Table 1 the distance and direction between receiver and
source is given. For the positions 4 and 5, the sum of the distance
receiver-sound portal and sound portal-source is given, as well as
the direction between the receiver and the door.

3.2. Apparatus and test stimuli

All signals used in the subjective evaluation were pre-rendered.
Stimuli were played back via a Sennheiser HD580 headphone. The
levels could be adapted individually to match a comfortable level
during the beginning of the measurement, and were kept fix during
the measurement.

The receiver used for listening was a full periphonic 3rd-order
ambisonics encoder. The receiver output was routed to an am
bisonics decoder [11] to get the loudspeaker feeds. Binaural sig
nals were generated by convolution with binaural head-related im
pulse responses (HRIR) of an artificial head for the 20 virtual
speaker positions on the vertices of a regular dodecahedron. In
the situation with static receiver (listener) positions binaural room
impulse responses (BRIR) were generated by using a Dirac-delta
pulse as the input signal of the primary source. Two anechoic test
signals with a duration of 20 seconds, a speech signal (labeled
'speech') and a music recording [12] (labeled 'guit.'), were con-
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volved with the BRIRs. As a reference condition, BRIRs have
been recorded in the equivalent real room. Room impulse re
sponses were measured using an omnidirectional loudspeaker. For
recording, an artificial head MK2 by Cortex with a respective mea
surement amplifier Manikin MKI was used. The excitation signal
was a logarithmic sweep [13], with starting and ending frequen
cies of 50 Hz and 18 kHz, respectively. See [10] for details. The
same measurement procedure and equipment was used to obtain
the HRIR database for binaural auralization.

The test signals with a moving listener are directly rendered
using the same anechoic source input signals. The time-varying
listening position was linearly interpolated between the five dis
crete positions. Additionally, for the dynamic situation, a visual
simulation of the scenario was rendered as a video using a 3d
graphics tool [14], with the same spatial properties of the simu
lated environment as in the acoustic simulation.

3.3. Physical characterization of the BRIR

To characterize the simulated and recorded BRIR, the 'liveness'
L [15], i.e., the ratio between the direct sound to the reverber
ant sound, has been derived from the impulse responses. This is
related to the critical distance, at which L equals 0, i.e., values
of L 2 0 represent a receiver within the critical distance. Ad
ditionally, the early and late reverberation time, T60,1 and T60,2,

measured after [16], are given for comparison. Interaurallevel dif
ference (ILD) and the interaural cross correlation (IACC, [17]) as
used by [10] are also provided. The data are given in Table 2.
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Figure 3: Confusion matricesfor thefour tested conditions; results
for simulated listening positions are shown in the upper panels,
and for recorded BRIRs in the lower panels. For the simulated
listening positions, a confusion between listening position 3 and 4
is noticeable.
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3.4. Spatial awareness

To evaluate the spatial quality of the simulated room coupling, the
auditory spatial awareness [7] was measured using an identifica
tion task: In a graphical interface, the listener was able to switch
between the stimuli for the five listening positions, without know
ing the order. The order of the stimuli was randomized. They were
time-aligned and repeated, i.e., by switching between the stimuli
only the spatial configuration of the sound changed. The task was
to assign the number of the listening position to each sound. The
users were able to revise their decision at any time; when a listen
ing position was assigned to all sounds the subjects were able to
finally confirm their decision and end the measurement. A confu
sion matrix was calculated from the results. If the acoustic stimu
lus delivered a spatial awareness, then only the diagonal elements
would differ from zero. As a measure of spatial quality, the ac
curacy, i.e., the sum of correctly identified stimuli divided by the
sum of presented stimuli, was calculated. The individual accu
racy for each stimulus and presentation method was calculated as
well as the pooled accuracy for all subjects and test stimuli in each
presentation method. Additionally to the accuracy, specific con
fusions bear the potential of revealing artifacts of the simulation
method.

The spatial awareness measurement on a ranked path, as ap
plied here, can be regarded as an indirect measure of the combina
tion of source localization and distance perception.

Both, recorded BRIR and simulated BRIR, were tested.

3.5. Subjective rating

Absolute rating of naturalness was asked for during the playback
of the simulated video in combination with the simulated sounds,
for the speech signal and the music signal. The subjects were ask
to rate the overall naturalness, the naturalness in the office room,
in the corridor, and during the transition. The listeners knew the
simulated position by watching the video representation.

3.6. Test subjects

Thirteen normal hearing listeners (average age 31 years, standard
deviation 7 years) participated in the experiment.

Absolute rating of naturalness (Figure 5) in the dynamic con
dition shows a moderate to high naturalness. The naturalness is
perceived best in the office, i.e., when the direct sound of the
source is audible. The 'corridor' listening position is rated slightly
worse, which was also supported by some test subject comments
mentioning that the sound level in the corridor was perceived to
high compared to the sound level in the office. A two-way ANOVA
with factors listening position and test stimulus [4x2] revealed a
significant main effect of listening position (p=0.05). No signif
icant effect of test stimulus was observed. Post-hoc comparison
using Fisher's LSD criterion reveals that the rating in the office is
significantly better than in all other tested conditions (p=0.05).

5. DISCUSSION
4. RESULTS

Results of the effect of the simulation method on spatial awareness
are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix
between presented and perceived listening position for simulated
static room impulse responses (upper panels) and measured binau
ral room impulse responses (lower panels), for the two test stimuli.

All positions were detected correctly by more than 50% of the
test subjects, for any reproduction method and test signal. How
ever, with the simulation method there is a confusion noticeable
between position 3 (door) and 4 (corridor, close to door). This is
also represented by the decreased accuracy (median of the individ
ual accuracy of 0.6 for simulated acoustics versus 1 for recorded
BRIR, or pooled accuracy over all test signals and subjects of 0.68
for simulated acoustics versus 0.88 for the recorded BRIR). Figure
4 shows median values, quartile-ranges and extrema of the accu
racy for the different test conditions. A two-way analyis of vari
ance (ANOVA) revealed that the effect of the presentation method
(simulation or BRIR) on accuracy is statistically significant (p=0.05);
the test stimulus has no significant effect.

The evaluation of the simulation method for coupled rooms shows
deficits when being compared to measured binaural room impulse
responses. While extreme positions were correctly identified in
most cases, it was more difficult to distinguish between the lis
tening positions close to the door. This might be caused by the
fact that the door simulation source radiates the sound of the office
room with an insufficient falloff rate, and that the direct sound is
not disappearing appropriately when moving from listening posi
tion 3 to position 4. It is primarily this confusion which decreases
the accuracy to values around 0.6. The confusion between the first
and the second listening positions might be a hint that the first
early reflections are to strong, and that higher order reflections
are needed for a better distinction between the listening positions
within the room. This is also supported by the early reverbera
tion time, which is smaller for the simulation than for recorded
BRIR, and by the interaural cross correlation, which is higher for
the simulation. Further more, the physically measured ILD does
not reflect the lateralization of the source when moving from posi
tion 1 to position 3. Also a coupling from the corridor back to the
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Figure 4: The accuracy of the simulated (left half) and recorded
(right half) listening positions. Median values (thick black lines),
inter-quartile ranges (gray bars) and extrema across all test sub
jects are shown. An accuracy of 0.6 is reached if a single pair
of listening positions is exchanged, i.e., most subjects were able
to identify three listening positions correctly with the simulated
listening positions, and identified all listening positions correctly
with the recorded BRIR.
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Figure 5: Rating of the naturalness of the dynamic simulation.
A video with a visual simulation of the environment from the lis
tener's perspective was presented together with the simulated au
dio for either a music test signal ('guit.') or a speech test signal
('speech'). The subjects were ask to rate the overall naturalness
and the naturalness of the simulation in the office, during the tran
sition through the door, and in the corridor. Naturalness was rated
on a five-point scale.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

office room, which was not applied here, may improve the spatial
awareness.

In general the method of measuring the spatial quality in terms
of spatial awareness is suitable to show differences between simu
lation methods, even if the stimuli differ in their spectra. A direct
comparison is likely to be dominated by the spectral differences of
the stimuli; this effect can be excluded using the spatial awareness
test. On the other hand, spatial awareness is only one of many
facets of spatial reproduction methods; thus this test method can
not supersede other tests. Specifically, the presented method can
only be applied to static positions, whereas the other test method
of this study, absolute rating of naturalness, can also be applied to
dynamic stimuli.

Some test subjects commented on the dynamic simulation af
ter the experiment: Three subjects mentioned that the overall level
of the test signal in the corridor was to high in relation to the direct
sound in the office. High values of the 'liveness' measure for the
simulation in the corridor may indicate that the virtual source in
the door was too dominant. This level difference may have been
the reason for the slightly lower naturalness rating in the corridor.
Also some test subjects remarked that the transition between the
rooms was difficult to rate for the speech signal, because there was
a gap between sentences exactly in the door. This is likely to be
responsible for the lower rating of the speech signal in the transi
tion.

The current evaluation showed satisfying plausible reproduc
tion for the given path. Future research will investigate whether
the proposed subjective evaluation method and the BRIR synthesis
method are more generally applicable to arbitrary paths in different
rooms.

A computationally highly efficient real-time simulation method
for transitions between coupled rooms was presented. The perfor
mance of the simulation method has been evaluated by measures
of spatial awareness and by absolute subjective ratings. Although
in absolute ratings the overall naturalness is rated high, the spatial
awareness test reveals specific problems in the suggested simula
tion method. The presented data proof the function and applicabil
ity of the method and provide valuable input for further improve
ment of the simulation method. An improved version should better
reproduce the ILD and the early reverberation time. The ILD could
be improved by attenuating the diffuse sources in the direction of
nearby walls. The early reverberation time can be improved by
adding higher order reflections in the mirror source model. The
unnaturally high amount of direct sound at the listening positions
in the corridor can be improved by excluding the direct sound in
the sound radiated by the sound portal in the door opening. A more
systematic evaluation would require to investigate more paths, and
different rooms.
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(1)
Ambisonics is a sound reproduction technique based on the
decomposition of the sound field using spherical harmonics. The
truncation in the number of coefficients used to recreate the
sound field leads to reproduction artifacts which depend on the
frequency and the listener spatial location. In this work, the
performance of three different decoding methods (Basic, Max-rE
and In-Phase) has been studied and evaluated in the light of the
results of experimental measurements. The latter were performed
using a spherical array composed of 40 uniformly distributed
loudspeakers and a translating 29-channel linear microphone
array. An error analysis is presented based on the difference
between the desired and synthesized sound pressure and acoustic
intensity field. The results indicate that, as expected, the size of
the region of accurate sound field reconstruction reduces as
frequency increases, but with different trends depending on the
type of decoder implemented.

1. INTRODUCTION

3-D audio reproduction allows the generation of virtual spaces
where the user perceives the sound according to the acoustic
characteristics of the environment. This immersive experience
has wide applications in areas such an entertainment, education,
and research, among others. One methodology commonly used to
reconstruct 3-D sound is the use of multichannel systems that
reproduce the desired sound field over a specific area. Some
advantages of implementing these techniques are a better immer
sive experience due to the use of multiple loudspeakers and the
fact that the listening cues as lnteraural Time, Level and Phase
Differences are created in a natural way by the listener [1].

Ambisonics is a multichannel technique which has been exten
sively applied from the seventies [2-4]. It is based on the decom
position of the sound field using spherical harmonics which are
part of the solution of the wave equation when it is expressed in
spherical coordinates [5]. In theory, an exact reconstruction of
the sound field is given when an infinite number of coefficients
are computed. However, if this number is finite, the truncation
will decrease the accuracy of the reproduction, depending on the
frequency and the spatial location. The selection of the order of
spherical harmonics is determined by the number of loudspeakers
available for the reproduction of the sound field. This relation is
commonly expressed by the following rule of thumb [6]:
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where L is the number of loudspeakers, k is the wavenumber and
r is the radius of the area where the reconstruction is accurate
(radius of validity or reference radius). Equation 1 implies that a
high number of loudspeakers when the reproduction of high
frequency sound is attempted over a wide area I, generating a
trade-off between these two variables.

Due to the artifacts created by the truncation in the number of
spherical harmonics, different methods have been proposed to
increase the physical or perceptual accuracy of the sound field
reconstruction. For example, Max-rE decoder aims to maximize
the energy vector optimizating the high frequency sound repro
duction. The energy vector is defined as [1]:

(2)

Where G
n

is the gain of the nth loudspeaker and un is a unitary

vector which represents the direction of an incoming wave radi
ated by the nth loudspeaker. A different approach is used in the
In-Phase decoder, which recreates the condition that the loud
speakers feed the signals in phase decreasing the localization
artifacts [1]. A detailed description of these decoding methods is
beyong to the scope of this paper, but the reader can find a com
prehensive discussion in [7].

The implementation of these types of decoder is made by apply
ing a monotonically decreasing weighting function (like a "fade
out") to the spherical harmonics coefficients. Consequently, each
decoder yields a different sound field reconstruction perfor
mance. The concept of this weighting function can be explained
using an analogy to the Fourier transform of a Dirac Delta func
tion with different window types. Figure I shows delta signals
created by applying several different ffequency-domain win
dows. According to the window type selected, the energy of the
coefficients is weighted in different proportion leading to an
altered signal when the inverse Fourier transform is applied.

I Radius of 0.1 m and frequency of 2 kHz require at least 25 loudspeak
ers
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2. METHODS

in which Pn
m is the associated Legendre function. Simplifying

equation 3 yields the following matching equation for each nand
m:

The audio reproduction using an Ambisonics system can be
mainly divided into two stages. Firstly, the audio signals are
encoded in a finite number of spherical harmonic coefficients.
This codification depends on the number of loudspeakers availa
ble but not on the size or shape of the array. A 5th order system
involves the use of 36 spherical harmonics (N + 1)2 to encode
the signal. In the second stage, according to the number of the
loudspeakers and the shape of the array, the signal is decoded
and reproduced. One well established technique to decode the
signal is called the mode-matching approach [13]. The recon
struction of a plane wave in direction (B; ,¢J using a set of L

plane waves each of them with different complex amplitude qa
and direction (Ba'¢a) can be expressed using the Jacobi-Anger

expansion [14] as:

11=0 (3)

(4)
(2n+l)(n-m)!pm (()) jm¢>

"COS e
4;r(n+m)!

L 00 11

4JrL qa (W)L (j11)jl1 (kr) L Y,:11 (B,¢)Y,:11 (Ba,¢,,)*
a=1 11=0

00 11
4Jr~)jl1)jl1 (kr) L Y,,111 (B,¢)Y,,111 (B;,¢J* =

Y,;"((},rP) =

where k is the wavenumber, w is the angular frequency,
jn(kr) is the spherical Bessel function of first kind,j = R
and yn

m (e, ¢) are the spherical harmonics defined as:

Figure I: A Delta Dirac signal after the application ofthe
Fourier transform, truncation using different windows and

subsequently inverse transform.

Extensive work has been made to evaluate the performance of
Ambisonics by means of perceptual or physical approaches.
These assessments are conunonly based on numerical simula
tions [4, 6, 8] or by listening test [9-11]. However, results ob
tained from experimental measurements of the acoustic pressure
or the acoustic intensity field generated by HOA systems are less
frequent in the scientific literature.

This paper evaluates the performance of three different Ambison
ics decoding methods (Basic, Max-rE and In-Phase) by analyzing
experimental measurements of objective parameters. To that end,
a 5th order Ambisonics system was deployed using a spherical
array of 40 loudspeakers [12]. The measurements were conduct
ed in the anechoic chamber of the ISVR using a translating mi
crophone array composed by 29 transducers (Ref. Briiel & Kj~r

4l89-L001) across 40 positions (see figure 2). The total number
of measured points corresponded to 1160 with a spatial resolu
tion of 0.05 m leading to an approximate spatial alias frequency
of3.4 kHz.

for n = 0 ... Nand Iml ::; n. This is a finite set of linear equa
tions that can be written in a matrix form as b(mxL) =

Y (mxL)q(mxL)' In order to have at least one solution, the number
of spherical harmonics (N + 1)2 is required to be lower than, or
equal to, the number of speakers, namely L ~ (N + 1)2. Finally,
the gains are calculated with the inverse matrix OfY((N+l)2 X L) if
L = (N + 1)2 or pseudo-inverse matrix if L > (N + 1)2. The
stability of the inversion of the matrix Y depends on the loud
speaker array and can be checked by the condition number [J 5].

The algorithm to test the performance of the Ambisonics decod
ing methods was developed using the software package Max.
Figure 3 shows a diagram of the decoder with its respective
modules. The first part corresponds to the encoding stage using
up to 5th order of spherical harmonics. Then, the resulting sig
nals were weighted by a Gn function according to the chosen
type of decoder (Basic, Max-rE or In-Phase). The values for the
Gn functions were calculated using the methodology suggested
by Jerome Daniel [7]. Table I reports the values of the gains Gn
for each type of decoder, according to the order of the spherical
harmonics. Finally, at the last stage, the signals are decoded

From the collected data, the sound pressure field and acoustic
intensity field were computed and compared with the target field
by means of pressure and intensity errors. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methods used for
the experiment. Section 3 shows the results of the measurements
and the error analysis between the measured and target field.
Finally, the conclusions of the current work are presented in
Section 4.

Figure 2: Measurement ofthe decoding methods.

L

Y;"((};,rP;)' = Lqa(OJ)Y"IIl((}a,rPa)'
a=1

(5)
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where Vp(x) is the gradient of the pressure and Po is the static

density of the air.

using the decoding matrix obtained by the mode matching ap
proach and reproduced by the loudspeaker array.

y+

Decoding Matrj)(

5(6,,4>,)

Input Signal

-l Ys5(8"i/>,l 1--0 -L- ..J~
Basic, Max-rE, In-Phase

lex) = ~R~p(x)u(x)*}
2

u(x) = _ Vp(x)
jOJpo

u(x) "" __._l_[p(x+ dx)- p(x)]
jOJPo dx

(6)

(7)

(8)

Figure 3: Sketch ofthe decoder

Table I: Decoder Gains.

Order ofSH Basic Max-rE In-Phase
1 1 1 1
2 1 0.932 0.75
3 1 0.8029 0.4167
4 1 0.6259 0.1167
5 I 0.5186 0.0455

2.1. Sound pressure and acoustic intensity field

The sound pressure field was directly computed from the
measurements. In the case of the acoustic intensity, the val
ues were determined by taking the real part of the product
between the sound pressure p(x) and the conjugate of the

particle velocity u(x)' (see equation 6). The particle velocity

was calculated based on the Euler equation (equation 7) by
approximating the gradient of the pressure as the difference
between neighbouring sound pressure measurement positions
(equation 8).

3. RESULTS

The reconstruction of the acoustic pressure and acoustic intensity
flow field for 250 Hz and 2 kHz are presented in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. Red color corresponds to zones of maximum acous
tic pressure and blue to the minimum. The black circle repre
sents the region of validity calculated from equation 1. In case of
250 Hz, the radius of validity is bigger than the dimension of the
array so it is expected to have an accurate reconstruction over the
whole measured area. Figures of 1 kHz are also presented in
Appendix 1.

The measurement procedure involved the recording of the sound
field generated by each type of decoder using the microphone
array. The excitation signal corresponded to a virtual point
source (white noise) located at 45· in azimuth [0·, 360·], O· in
elevation [90·, _90·] and 1.8 m far away. A comparison between
figures 4 and 5 clearly identifies the limitation of Ambisonics to
reproduce high frequencies. The radius of validity 'r' provides an
insight on the area where the sound field reconstruction is accu
rate. However, it was found that this assumption is not always
valid and depends strongly on the decoder. A more robust analy
sis of the data is performed in the next subsection.

-0,8 -06 -0' -02 0 02 0.• D6 0.8
llml

.(18 -06 -{I' .0:2 0 02 OA 06 OB
.[m]

.{).8 ~6 -0' -{J2 a 0.2 O' 0.6 08
Jlml

{IS .(16 .0,4 ..02 0 01 OA 06 08
.[ml

Figure 4: Sound pressure and acoustic intensity field flow reconstruction for 250 Hz.

-08 -06 .04 -02 () 02 04 06 08
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Figure 5: Sound pressure and acoustic intensity flow field reconstruction for 2 kHz
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where Pm(x) is the measured pressure, Pt(x) is the target pres
sure and Pm(x)* indicates the conjugate of the measured pres
sure.

3.1. Error analysis

An error analysis was conducted on the sound pressure and the
acoustic intensity data. The following error metrics have been
adopted to assess the performance of the decoders:

Sound pressure errors:
Amplitude error:

E ()=101 (IPm(X)IJ
pa X oglo I IPt(x)

Phase error:

E (x) = angle[Pt(X)Pm(X)' )
pp Ipl (x)IIPm (x)1

(9)

(10)

the synthesized field is found for the Basic decoder. For the Max
rE and In-Phase decoders, the reconstructions are accurate at the
center of the listener area, but over a region with a smaller radius
than the predicted by the equation I. At 2 kHz, the Basic decoder
does not reconstruct the sound field as is expected, even within
the radius of validity. The In-phase decoder presents a better
performance compared to the Basic decoder, but the Max-rE
decoder offers the best performance at this frequency.

The sound pressure phase error is illustrated in figures 8 and 9.
The unit of the color bar corresponds to radians (from -1t to 1t). At
250 Hz, the Basic decoder yields to the most accurate phase
reconstruction. The Max-rE decoder also provides a good per
formance in terms of phase error except for the top left comer of
the measured area, where a small mismatch can be observed. As
in the case of the sound pressure amplitude, the In-Phase decoder
leads to the largest errors at this frequency. At 2 kHz, the synthe
sized phase for all decoding methods tends to be more consistent
with the measured data within the radius of validity. However,
the Max-rE decoder achieves the best match for this case.

Acoustic intensity error:
Angular error [16]:

E = (Ix I",Ix mea)+(Iy I",Iy mea) (11)

lall (~(Jx_larr + (JuJ2 X~(Jx_meJ + (Jy_meJ )

in which Ix_mea and Iy _mea are the components of the measured
acoustic intensity in x and 51 directions respectively. IxJar and
Iy _tar are the components of the target acoustic intensity.

Figures 6 and 7 show the amplitude error of the sound pressure in
dB. At 250 Hz, excellent agreement between the target field and

Regarding acoustic intensity, figures 10 and II show the angular
error at 250 Hz and 2 kHz, respectively. The color bar represents
the difference in degrees between 0° and 180°. At 250 Hz, the
reference radius matches with the intensity flow created by the
Basic and Max-rE decoders. This is not the case for the In-Phase
decoder. Max-rE yields the best results for the intensity flow, but
not in terms of the amplitude of the intensity where the Basic
decoder is better. At 2 kHz, the angular error is almost zero
inside of the reference radius for the Basic and Max-rE decoders.
Nevertheless, using Max-rE, in some zones outside of this radius
the intensity flow and the amplitude errors are comparatively
small.
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Figure 6: Sound pressure-amplitude error for 250 Hz
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Figure 7: Sound pressure-amplitude errorfor 2 kHz
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Figure 8: Sound pressure-phase error for 250 Hz
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Figure 10: Acoustic intensity-angular error for 250 Hz
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Figure 11: Acoustic intensity-angular errorjor 2 kHz
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3.2. Discussion of the results

From the error analysis, it is possible to identify that the perfor
mance of the decoders is highly dependant on frequency. At low
frequencies, the basic decoder provides the best performance
taking into consideration the sound pressure errors. Also, good
agreement between the radius of validity and the area where the
reconstruction is accurate has been described. However, the
results ofMax-rE and In-Phase decoders do not follow the rule of
thumb L:2: (kr+ 1)2 generating a smaller area where the pressure

and intensity error are low. For this array, the In-Phase decoder is
the worst method for reconstructing the low frequency sound
field.

At high frequencies, the performance of the Basic decoder de
creases noticeably compared to the other decoding methods. It
shows the largest errors on both pressure and intensity amplitude2

compared with the target fields. Nevertheless, the phase pressure
and the angular intensity errors are low within the radius of
validity. A comparison with the other decoding methods indi
cates that Max-rE offers the best results. This can be explained
by the optimization of the energy vector which is the goal of this
decoder. The errors on both pressure and intensity are the lowest
when compared to other decoders.

Based on these results, if the aim is to reproduce an audio signal
composed by a wide range of frequencies, the use of multiple
decoding methods according to the frequencies may be advisable.
To that end, the signal can be filtered and processed by different
decoders based on the best performance in this specific frequency
range. Examples of frequency dependent decoders can be found
in [1,17].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of three different Ambisonics decoding meth
ods was evaluated in the light of experimental results. The find
ings confirm that the accuracy of sound field reproduction by a
specific decoders depends on the frequency components. For this
array, at low frequencies, the Basic decoder provides the best
performance in terms of sound field reconstruction. In contrast,
Max-rE presents the best performance at high frequencies. The
implementation of combined Ambisonics decoding methods to
reproduce a wide-frequency audio signal seems to be the most
suitable option.

The concept of region of validity gives an indication of the area
where the reconstruction is accurate. However, this assumption is
not always valid in practice and significantly depends on the
frequency and the type of decoder. The best match between the

rule of thumb L:2: (kr+ 1)2 and the reconstructed sound field

was achieved, as expected, with the Basic decoder.

As the sound pressure, the acoustic intensity is another useful
parameter that can be used to evaluate the performance of Ambi
sonics systems. Especially important is the angular error of the

2 No infonnation about the error in the amplitude of the acoustic intensity
was reported in this paper. However, it was calculated to analyse the
perfonnance of the decoding methods.
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intensity, which cannot be evaluated for the acoustic pressure
field as this does not contain directional information. An analysis
in terms of pressure and intensity allows a more robust examina
tion of reconstructed sound fields.

Finally, it is relevant to emphasize that the measurements were
carried out in an anechoic environment using a spherical loud
speaker array which is far from the usual reproduction condi
tions. The performance of the decoders in regular rooms with
comparatively low reverberation using a non-regular array is a
topic for future research. Also, a near field compensation may be
implemented in order to optimize the sound field for sources
close to the listener.
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APPENDIX 1

Figure 12: Sound pressure and acoustic intensity flow field reconstruction for I kHz.
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Figure 13: Sound pressure-amplitude errorfor I kHz

Figure 14: Sound pressure-phase error for I kHz
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ABSTRACT

Amplitude panning is the simplest method to create phantom sources
in the horizontal plane. The most commonly employed amplitude
panning methods are Vector-Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP),
Multiple-Direction Amplitude Panning (MDAP), and Ambisonics.
This article investigates the localization of frontal phantom sources
created by VBAP, MDAP, and Ambisonics (with and without max
rE weighting) at the central listening position in a listening experi
ment. The experiment was conducted under typical non-anechoic
studio listening conditions and utilized pink noise and a regular
array of 8 loudspeakers for all methods. The experimental results
are compared to different predictors: a binaural localization model
using measured binaural room impulse responses, the direction
of the measured sound intensity vector, and the directions of the
simpler velocity and energy vectors. The article hereby addresses
the questions of how close the actually localized directions of the
different panning methods are compared to the desired directions,
and how good the predictors match the experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Amplitude-panning methods use simple level differences between
the loudspeakers to evoke auditory objects between the loudspeak
ers, so-called phantom sources [1]. Although the computational
effort is similar, the methods differ in their theoretical basis and
the number of loudspeakers they use for each phantom source.
This contribution examines perceptual differences between the
most commonly used amplitude-panning methods, in particular
the phantom source localization. This is done by employing ex
isting experimental results from the thesis of the author [2] that
used vector-base amplitude panning, multiple-direction amplitude
panning, and Ambisonics with different weightings on the same
loudspeaker arrangement. Although there are some studies about
the localization of Ambisonics [3,4, 5], comparisons to the other
panning methods are rare [6]. The experiment focuses on frontal
directions (with a maximum displacement from the median plane
of 45°) in order to compare the panning methods within the an
gular range where human sound source localization works most
accurately [7].

The experimental results are compared to the directions of the
simple velocity and energy vector. Although the suitability of these
measures for the prediction of phantom source localization has not
been proven yet, they are often applied in practice for Ambisonics
decoder design [8]. This contribution examines their suitability and
compares them to a state-of-the-art binaural localization model and
measurements of the sound intensity vector.
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The second section introduces the employed amplitude-panning
methods and their theoretical basis. The experimental localization
results for the panning methods are presented in the third section. In
order to examine the controllability of the phantom source location,
subjective variation is discussed and the results are compared to
the desired panning direction. Section four presents localization
predictors that are based on dummy head or microphone array mea
surements at the listening position within the actual sound field,
as well as simpler predictors incorporating solely the loudspeaker
gains and positions. Finally, their predictions are compared to the
experimental results.

Throughout this contribution, the directions of L loudspeakers,
as well as the panning directions are expressed as unit vectors
() = [cos(¢), sin(¢)]T depending on the azimuth angle ¢ in the
x-y plane, cf. Figure 1. The scalar weight 91 of each loudspeaker
I E {1 ...L} denotes its adjustable gain.

II r

y ........--~

Figure 1: Experimental setup in the reference coordinate system.
The smaller, gray loudspeakers are visible but inactive.
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2. HORIZONTAL AMPLITUDE-PANNING METHODS

All presented amplitude-panning methods are also applicable to
three-dimensional loudspeaker arrangements. However, this over
view focuses on the two-dimensional case that is employed in this
contribution.

2.1. Vector-Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP)

Vector-Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [9] can be seen as the
generalization of the tangent law [10] for amplitude panning in two
channel stereophony [11]. The tangent law is based on a simple
geometrical head model and is still the most popular panning law
for pairwise panning. In order to create a phantom source within
a loudspeaker pair located at L ij = [ai, aj l. VBAP calculates the
weights gij = [gi, gjlT depending on the panning direction Os:

(1)

Typically, a subsequent normalization of the gains is necessary to
keep the overall energy constant. The aperture angle of the loud
speaker pair should not exceed 90° [12] resulting in non-negative
weights. To extend the panning range around one pair, more loud
speaker pairs can be attached [9].

Basically, the number of active loudspeakers is depending on
the panning direction: two loudspeakers are active for directions be
tween two loudspeakers and one is active for directions coinciding
with a loudspeaker.

2.2. Multiple-Direction Amplitude Panning (MDAP)

For a more uniform panning, those cases of VBAP with only one
active loudspeaker can be avoided. This is done by extending
VBAP to Multiple-Direction Amplitude Panning (MDAP) [13].

MDAP superimposes the results of VBAP for B panning direc
tions uniformly distributed around the desired panning direction
Os within a spread of ±c;I>MDAP. Typically, the maximum spread is
related to the loudspeaker spacing t:!..c;I> L of a uniform loudspeaker
arrangement. In this contribution, MDAP is always used with
B = 10 panning directions uniformly distributed within a spread
of c;l>MDAP = 1/2t:!..c;i>L.

For this setting, three loudspeakers are active for most panning
directions, even for directions on a loudspeaker. If the panning
direction lies exactly in the middle between two loudspeakers, only
these two loudspeakers are active. In these special cases, MDAP
yields the same loudspeaker gains as VBAP.

2.3. Ambisonics

Ambisonics [14, 15, 16, 17] is a recording and reproduction method
which is based on the representation of the sound field excitation
as a superposition of orthogonal basis functions. In the horizontal
case, these functions are the periodic trigonometric basis of the
Fourier series, the so-called circular harmonics. Their maximum
order N determines the spatial resolution and the number 2N + 1
of signals and minimum required loudspeakers.

For one source at a direction Os, the Ambisonic spectrum
YN(Os) is calculated by evaluating the circular harmonics at Os
This calculation is frequency-independent and assumes that all
sources and the loudspeakers lie on a circle of the same radius r.
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The decoder derives the gains 9 = {gl, ...gL} for the L loud
speakers of an arrangement from the Ambisonic spectrum YN (Os)
by multiplication with the decoder matrix D:

(2)

The matrix is derived from the circular harmonic spectra YN (et) of
each loudspeaker Y N = [YN(e 1 ), YN(e2), ... , YN(ed]. It can
be calculated by transposition or inversion of YN, resulting in a
sampling or mode-matching decoder [18], respectively. The energy
preserving decoder [19] uses more sophisticated techniques, such
as singular value decomposition. See the appendix of [20] for an
overview about different decoders. In this contribution, the regular
arrangement ofL loudspeakers (cf. Figure 1) ensures that the simple
sampling decoder is also mode-matching and energy-preserving for
all orders N :::; (L - 1)/2.

In order to control the main and side lobes emerging from
the truncation of the circular harmonics, a weighting vector aN is
applied in the harmonics domain [17]. The basic weighting uses a
vector of ones aN = 1, whereas the max-rE weighting suppresses
the side lobes at the cost of a wider main lobe by attenuating higher
orders. This is done by an order-depend weight a(n) = cos( 2~~2)'
Another weighting, called in-phase, yielded no convincing results
in previous experiments [5] and is therefore not used here.

Basically, Ambisonics always uses all available loudspeakers
for the creation of a single phantom source. However, the equiangu
lar arrangement of L even-numbered loudspeakers yields an excep
tion when using max-rE Ambisonics with an order of N = L/2 - 1:
for panning directions exactly in the middle between two neighbor
ing loudspeakers, only these two loudspeakers are active. In these
cases, max-rE Ambisonics yields the same loudspeaker gains as
VBAP and MDAP.

3. EXPERIMENT

The listening experiment evaluates the localization of phantom
sources created by VBAP, MDAP, basic Ambisonics, and max-rE
Ambisonics at the central listening position.

3.1. Setup and Conditions

All panning methods employ a regular ring of 8 Genelec 8020 loud
speakers at a radius of r = 2.5 m. Figure I shows the experimental
setup with additional inactive but visible loudspeakers placed in
5° steps in and around the angular range of the target directions.
The height of all loudspeakers was set to 1.2 m which was also the
ear height of the subjects. The experiment was performed in the
IEM CUBE, a 10.3 m x 12 m x 4.8 m large room with a mean
reverberation time of 470 ms that fulfills the recommendation for
surround reproduction in ITU-R BS.1116-1 [2,21]. The central
listening position lies within the effective critical distance.

The control of the entire experiment and the creation of the
loudspeaker signals used the open source software pure datal on a
standard PC with RME audio interface and D/A converters. The
perceived direction was assessed by a pointing method using a
toy-gun that was captured by an infrared tracking system. Details
about the pointing method can be found in [22].

I freely available on http://puredata . info/downloads
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Both Ambisonics variants use a maximum order of 3 and
MDAP is applied with B = 10 panning directions uniformly dis
tributed within a spread of cPMDAP = 22.5°. The effect of the
Ambisonics order has already been studied in [5] and is not part of
this contribution. All panning methods were evaluated for 9 direc
tions (with an even spacing of 5.625°) between 0° and -45° (to
the right). Each of the 36 = 9 (directions) x 4 (panning methods)
conditions was evaluated twice by each subject in random order.
The stimulus consisted of 3 pink noise bursts, each with 100 fiS

fade-in, 200 fiS at 65 dB(A), 100 fiS fade-out, and 200 ms silence
before the next fade-in. The stimulus playback could be repeated at
will by the subjects.

There were 14 subjects participating in the experiment. All of
them were part of a trained expert listening panel [23,24].

3.2. Results

An analysis of variance (ANOYA) showed that the repetition was
not a significant factor (p = 0.522 for YBAP, P = 0.465 for
MDAP, P = 0.085 for basic Ambisonics, and p = 0.91 for max
rE Ambisonics). This confirms a high intra-rater reliability and
thus no subjects were excluded from the results. On the other
hand, the subjects were a highly significant factor (p « 0.001) for
all tested panning methods. This agrees with the inter-subjective
localization found for lateral [2] and vertical phantom sources [25,
26]. Nevertheless, the following localization curves summarize all
28 answers from all subjects and repetitions for each condition.

Figure 2 shows the median values and the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals for the 9 different panning angles using YBAP
at the central listening position. Obviously, the panning angle
is a significant factor (p « 0.001). All neighboring conditions

were perceived from significantly different directions (p « 0.001),
except for the angles -45° and -39.375° (p = 0.053). In com
parison to the ideal localization curve (perceived angle = panning
angle), the perceived angles tend towards the loudspeakers. This
tendency is known from [27] and is even more distinct for lateral
directions.

Using MDAP, the panning angle is still a significant factor (p «
0.001). This holds true for the direct comparison of neighboring
panning angles. Compared to YBAP, the median perceived angles
for MDAP are closer to the ideal panning curve and yield a reduced
tendency towards the loudspeakers, cf. Figure 3.

The experimental results for basic Ambisonics show a stretched
trend, i.e. a steeper slope than the ideal curve, cf. Figure 4. The
discriminability of the panning angles is comparable to MDAP.

The significant discriminability of the panning angles holds
true for max-rE Ambisonics. Figure 5 shows that the median ex
perimental results are very close to the ideal localization curve for
this panning method.

Table I compares the median deviation of the different panning
methods from the ideal localization curve, i.e., how much the per
ceived angle deviated from the panning angle. The angles deviate
most for YBAP, in fact more than two times as much as for max-rE
Ambisonics. The angular match is best for max-rE Ambisonics,
followed by MDAP, and basic Ambisonics.
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Figure 2: Localization curves for VBAP: experimental results
(median values and 95% confidence intervals), ideal curve (per
ceived/predicted angle = panning angle), and predictions by binau
ral model, intensity vector, velocity vector, and energy vector.
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Figure 3: Localization curves for MDAP: experimental results
(median values and 95% confidence intervals), ideal curve (per
ceived/predicted angle = panning angle), and predictions by binau
ral model, intensity vector, velocity vector, and energy vector.
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Figure 4: Localization curves for basic Ambisonics: experimental
results (median values and 95% confidence intervals), ideal curve
(perceived/predicted angle = panning angle), and predictions by
binaural model, intensity vector, velocity vector, and energy vector.

Figure 5: Localization curves for max-rE Ambisonics: experimental
results (median values and 95% confidence intervals), ideal curve
(perceived/predicted angle = panning angle), and predictions by
binaural model, intensity vector, velocity vector, and energy vector.

Despite this ranking, VBAP yields the smallest standard de
viations in the experimental results, cf. Table 2. This is mainly
the case for panning angles close to the loudspeakers, which pro
vide narrow and accurate localization in YBAP in comparison to
phantom sources created by the other methods. Obviously, for
higher number of active loudspeakers, the standard deviation in
creases. This holds true for the total standard deviation, as well as
for the inter-subjective and the intra-subjective standard deviation.
However, the inter-subjective standard deviation is greater than
its intra-subjective counterpart for all panning methods, agreeing
with the results from the ANOVA that showed the subjects to be a
significant factor, but not the repetition.

Table 2: Mean total, inter-subjective, and intra-subjective standard
deviations ofexperimental results for different panning methods.

YBAP MDAP basic max-rE
total 2.93° 3.32° 4.61° 4.07°
inter-subj. 2.52° 2.94° 3.94° 3.54°
intra-subj. 1.87° 1.90° 2.59° 2.28°

4. PREDICTIONS

In order to save experiments in the future, it is desirable to find
suitable predictors for the localization of phantom sources. This
section presents a selection of predictors that differ in the measure
ment effort and it compares their predictions to the experimental
results.

4.1. Localization Predictors

Binaural Model
This contribution employs a binaural localization model after Lin
demann [28, 29] which is part of the Auditory Modeling Toolbox2

.

It divides the binaural input signals into 36 frequency bands with a
spacing of 1ERB (equivalent rectangular bandwidth) [30]. The au
ditory nerve is modeled by a half-wave rectifier and a low-pass filter
at 800Hz. In each band, the inter-aural level-difference (ILD) is
considered by monaural detectors and contra-lateral inhibition. The
inter-aural time-difference (lTD) is then computed as the centroid
of the inter-aural cross correlation function [31], which delivers one
lTD value for each frequency band.

Within each frequency band, the lTD value of the phantom
source is compared to the values of a single sound source in a lookup
table. The best matching lTD is selected and the corresponding
angle is regarded as the angle of the phantom source for the present
frequency band. A single angle as prediction result is achieved by
the median value of the angles for all frequency bands. The best fit
to the median experimental results has been achieved when using
21 frequency bands covering the range from 164 Hz - 3558 Hz.
On the one hand, the lower frequency limit seems reasonable as
very low frequencies do not yield inter-aural differences because
of the large wavelengths in comparison to the head diameter. On
the other hand, the upper frequency limit underlines the dominant
role of low-frequency ITDs, albeit it also supports the importance
of ITDs at higher frequencies in comparison to the classical duplex
theory [32].

The model is fed with binaural room impulse responses recorded
at the central listening position of the experimental setup with a

2freely available on amtoolbox. source forge . net/
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The direction of the intensity vector is calculated as arctan(Iy, Ix)
and is equal to the direction of the velocity vector under free-field
conditions.

B&K 4128C dummy head. It uses the first 80 ms of the impulse
responses. As the model cannot distinguish between front and back,
the lTD values in the lookup table were limited to the directions
between ±45°, where the conditions of the experiment lie.

Velocity Vector
The direction of the velocity vector was proposed as a simple pre
dictor for the localization of low frequencies (<::: 700 Hz) [35, 36].
It is calculated as linear summation of the weighted loudspeaker
directions:

Intensity Vector
Sound intensity is a physical measure of the directional sound
power flow and can thus be used to determine the direction where
sound is coming from [33]. The intensity I is computed from
the scalar sound pressure p and the vectorial particle velocity v
as I = pv [34]. The sound pressure can be measured by an
omni-directional microphone. The particle velocity is typically
not measured directly but by the pressure gradients V x and vy
using figure-of-eight microphones, each one aligned to the axis
of the coordinate system. Here p, v x , and vy are computed as
the convolution of A-weighted pink noise with impulse responses
measured with two Schoeps CCM 8 figure-of-eight microphones
and an NT! MM2210 omni-directional microphone at the central
listening position.

As a predictor for sound source directions, it is not suitable
to compute the instantaneous direction of the intensity vector for
each sample separately, i.e. 44100 times a second, but rather as a
temporal average within a certain time window. The time window
was set to 80 ms (8 = 3528 samples), which corresponds to the
binaural localization model. The components Ix and Iy of the
temporally averaged intensity vector I = [".l: 4] are computed as

VBAP MDAP basic max-rE
Binaural Model 2.35° 3.07° 4.92° 3.37°
Intensity Vector 2.75° 2.12° 1.89° 2.41°
Velocity Vector 2.35° 1.28° 1.58° 1.05°
Energy Vector 1.60° 1.44° 1.58° 1.05°

Along with the experimental results, Figures 2 to 5 show the differ
ent predictions. Obviously, the direction of the velocity vector is
identical to the desired panning direction for all evaluated panning
methods due to the regular loudspeaker arrangement. For both Am
bisonics variants, it is also identical to the direction of the energy
vector. The direction of the intensity vector is very close to the
one of the velocity vector. This finding shows that the intensity
vector is the measured counterpart of the velocity vector, even under
non-free-field conditions.

S. CONCLUSION

4.2. Prediction of the Experimental Results

Table 3: Average absolute deviation of predictions from median
experimental results for different panning methods.

Table 3 compares the deviation of the predictions from the
median experimental results. The binaural model yields the worst
prediction, especially for basic Ambisonics. Better results are
achieved by the intensity vector. The vector models yield the
smallest deviations from the experimental results. In detail, the
energy vector predicts the VBAP localization better, as it includes
the effect that the localization tends towards the loudspeakers.

The deviations of the predictions from the experimental results
are similar to the standard deviations of the experimental results.
Thus, all predictors seem to be suitable for the localization of frontal
phantom sources at the central listening position. However, it is
remarkable that the simplest models yield the best predictions at
the same time and the most complex model the worst predictions.

(3)
s

I y = I>(s)vy(s).
8=1

and
s

Ix = I>(s)vx(S)
8=1

L:~=1 gl(J1 (4)
TV = L

L:1=1 gl

As it is solely based on the loudspeaker directions and gains, it does
not require any acoustical measurements. It assumes free-field con
ditions or at least a dominant direct sound. For two loudspeakers,
the velocity vector points towards the same direction as intended
by VBAP.

Energy Vector
Following the idea of the velocity vector, the energy vector TE
[35, 36] was defined as

(5)

This model assumes an energetic superposition of the loudspeaker
signals and is expected to model the localization direction for higher
frequencies or broadband signals. The magnitude of the energy
vector can also used to describe spatial distribution of energy [17]
and the perceived width of phantom sources [37].

This contribution investigated frontal phantom source localization
at the central listening position using VBAP, MDAP, basic, and
max-rE Ambisonics on a circle of 8 loudspeakers. The match be
tween the median experimental results and the desired panning
direction was best for max-rE Ambisonics and worst for VBAP.
However, the standard deviation of VBAP was the smallest of all
panning methods. Obviously, the standard deviation increases with
the number of active loudspeakers. This is expected to be even
more relevant for off-center listening positions [2, 5, 38]. The stan
dard deviation was found to be dominated by the inter-subjective
standard deviation, i.e. the differences between the subjects.

The experimental results were compared to a binaural local
ization model, the measured intensity vector, and the velocity and
energy vectors. All these predictors seemed to be suitable for the
prediction of the experimental results. It is remarkable that the
velocity and energy vectors as the simplest predictors yielded the
best predictions at the same time. This finding justifies the use of
these predictors in practice. Moreover, there exist first hints that
they can be also applied to vertical or three-dimensional ampli
tude panning [39]. However, their applicability for lateral phantom
sources or off-center listening positions is still under investigation.
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ABSTRACT

This publication presents how the computational resources of
PC clusters can be used to realize low-latency room acoustic sim
ulations for comprehensive virtual scenes. A benefit is not only
to realize more complex scenes (including a multitude of sound
sources, acoustically coupled-rooms with sound transmission), but
also to minimize the system response times for prototyping appli
cations (e.g. interactive change of materials or geometry) in sim
pler applications.

PC clusters prove to be a suitable platform for room acous
tic simulations, as the incorporated algorithms, the image source
method and stochastic ray-tracing, are largely free of data inter
dependencies. For the computation in massive parallel systems
the simulation of a room impulse response is separated into indi
vidual parts for the direct sound (OS), early reflections (ER) and
diffuse late reverberation (LR). Additional decomposition con
cepts (e.g. individual image sources, frequency bands, sub vol
umes) are discussed. During user interaction (e.g. movement of
the sources/listeners) the system is continuously issued new simu
lation tasks. A real-time scheduler decides on significant updates
and assigns simulation tasks to available cluster nodes. Thereby
the three simulation types are processed with different priorities.
The multitude of (asynchronously) finished simulation tasks is trans
formed into room impulse responses. Convolution with the audio
signals is realized by non-uniformly partitioned convolution in the
frequency domain. The filter partitioning is adapted to the update
rates of the individual impulse response parts (OS, ER,LR). Par
allelization strategies, network protocols and performance figures
are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays fast algorithms together with powerful computers allow
to simulate the acoustics in rooms in almost real-time compatible
rates [1, 2, 3, 4]. This makes comprehensive simulation of the
acoustics for interactive virtual environments possible. Such sys
tems are valuable tools for architectural prototyping, room acous
tic engineering and noise assessment. The computational demands
for the required simulations are very high and their comprehen
siveness is usually limited by the engaged hardware. Established
geometrical acoustics (GA) methods, such as image source or ray
tracing methods, are efficient enough to bring down computation
times within the range of a few hundred milliseconds. Advanced
aspects however, in particular diffraction modeling, are exceed
ingly complex and make the computation several magnitudes slower.
Wave-based simulation techniques can nowadays be realized in
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Figure 1: Interactive room acoustics demo ofa medieval church in
the aixCAVE virtual environment at RWTH Aachen University.

real-time for a limited low-frequency range (e.g. finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) and derivatives using graphic processors [5,
6]). Due to their time and memory complexity they do not pro
vide a suitable solution for the full audible frequency range (20
20.000 Hz).

Parallelism became a key concept in achieving real-time capa
bility of the simulations. Wave-based solvers inhere distinct data
inter-dependencies. Domain decomposition approaches for nu
merical methods require the exchange of sound field variables (e.g.
pressure) on the boundaries of spatial sub domains. These 'up
dates' have to be performed for every simulation step, creating ex
cessive amounts of communication. A shared memory access with
high throughput and low latency (e.g. video RAM) is preferable
here. Typical GA computations, such as image sources and ray
tracing (RT) are largely independent, thus permitting isolated com
putation of fractions of a simulation result. Audiblity checks of
image source (IS) and the tracing of rays can be easily distributed,
i.e. on several cores of a single computer unit. Only the assembly
of the resulting filter (e.g. based on a list of audible image sources
or energy histograms) depends on all fractions of the simulation.
The independence of data and partial steps in the computation
make GA algorithms particularly suitable for distributed simula
tion on computer clusters. Given that a single shared-memory ma
chine cannot provide the necessary performance, the use of multi
ple units is a promising approach to increase the required compu
tation power. Strategies to use PC clusters for efficient real-time
room acoustics simulations are examined in this paper.
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Figure 2: Visualization ofcomputed sound propagation paths in a
concert hall model, showing image source traces (left) and simpli
fied ray tracing (right, with very low number of rays).

2. ROOM ACOUSTICS SIMULATION

Today's widely used acoustics simulation programs mostly base
on the principles of classical GA. Already in the 1960s, Schroeder
and Krokstad applied the ray tracing technique to predict acoustics
properties of specific room shapes [7, 8]. Since then, GA algo
rithms have continuously advanced, so that modern software can
handle complex wave effects, including scattering [9] and diffrac
tion [10, II]. Benchmark tests certified GA simulation methods
as a valuable tool for the design and prediction of room acous
tics [12, 13, 14, 15]. Major uncertainties in current simulations are
rather reasoned by the input data than to the pure algorithms [15].

Simulation methods

State-of-the-art implementations use hybrid combinations of both
ray tracing and image sources. VorHinder [16] and Vian et al. [17]
presented the basis for the cone-, beam- and pyramid-tracing di
alects, e.g. [2, 18], by showing that forward tracing is a very ef
ficient method for the modeling of early reflections in a room im
pulse response (RIR). During the 1990s it was shown that GA can
not solely be based on specular reflections [12] which lead to the
integration of scattering with activities on the prediction, measure
ment and standardization of scattering and diffusion coefficients
of corrugated surfaces [19]. Advances in the binaural technology
enabled the incorporation of spatial attributes to room impulse re
sponses. The key equation of the contribution of one room reflec
tion, H j , is given in spectral domain with

where tj is the reflection's delay, wtj the phase, 1/etj the distance
law of spherical waves, H Src the source directivity in source co
ordinates, Hair the low pass of air attenuation, Iii the reflection
factors of the walls involved, and H Rec the head-related transfer
function of the sound incidence at a specified head orientation.
The complete binaural RIR is composed of the direct sound and
the sum of all reflections. Audible results are obtained by convo
lution of the binaural RIR filter with an anechoic source signal.

The computation of the filters is implemented using the simu
lation software Room Acoustics for Virtual Environments (RAVEN)
[20]. The software features a hybrid image source and ray trac
ing engine that can operate under real-time conditions. This was
achieved by increasing the simulation speed using concepts of spa
tial subdivision [21].
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Spatial data structures and room models

The performance of GA methods is strongly governed by intersec
tion tests, which consume the major part of the runtime. Spatial
search concepts (binary space partitioning (BSP), bounding vol
ume hierarchies (BVH) or spatial hashing (SH» are commonly
used techniques to accelerate the intersection testing. In case of
interactive geometry modifications, the spatial data structures have
to be updated before a new simulation. Performance analysis showed
that the most efficient way of reacting to a geometry update is the
usage of a hybrid approach including two different spatial data
structures. In direct comparison, BSP trees allow faster inter
section tests than SH hashing [22]. However, the update of a BSP
tree needs significantly more time compared to a spatial hash ta
ble. As the early reflections involve much fewer intersection tests
compared to the late diffuse reflections, they can be effectively
accelerated by using SH [23] for the intersection tests during IS
audibility tests, in particular if the geometry is subject to frequent
modifications. For the late reflections in the RIR, our RT algorithm
uses BSP [21] to reduce the number of intersection tests. This re
duces the total computation time of the RT process significantly,
although there is a substantial delay due to the necessary recon
struction of the BSP tree. For details of the implementation the
reader is referred to [22].

In general for any of the spatial data structures there is a high
dependency of the performance on the number of polygons in the
scene. It is known that the 3D model for acoustics calculations
can (and must) be modeled with much less details than the optical
representation, as shown in Figure 3. However, it is important to
define proper characteristics for the surface parameters (frequency
dependent absorption and scattering coefficients). In prior inves
tigations it was analyzed how much structural detail is needed to
be included in the acoustic model. The findings indicated that for
typical rooms details smaller than 0.5 m can be neglected [24].

Sound transmission and diffraction

A building acoustics module in the RAVEN framework allows the
simulation and auralization of sound transmission through struc
tures [25]. Any pair of polygons in the scene can act as an bidirec
tional surface source and surface receiver pair. Using appropriate
transfer functions the structure born sound propagation can be ac
counted for, e.g. through walls, floors and doors [26].

In case of coupled volumes with small apertures, but also for
large objects in rooms or generally in outdoor scenes, the sound
diffraction around edges is an important wave effect and must be
taken into account. The RAVEN library implements edge diffrac
tion for the IS algorithm as well as for the RT technique. Details
on the implementation are published in [10]. Especially for these
very complex and computationally expensive operations, the pos
sibilities of distributed computing play an important role, so that
these effects can be rendered in real-time, too.

Simulation processing

The RAVEN software has a modular architecture. It can be used
by a graphical user interface, but also as a pure network service.
For the distributed real-time sound field rendering, several simu
lation nodes were configured and controlled via network. Each
RAVEN node is controlled using a remote interface. A simulation
is remotely executed by handing over a simulation task to a simu
lation node. The received simulation task is then locally translated
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into an execution of a simulation algorithm. An initial simulation
will consist of a) the generation of an image source cloud for the
current source position, b) an audibility test to filter audible image
sources for the current receiver position, and c) ray tracing for the
current source and receiver positions. During the interactive simu
lation, only steps b) and c) are continuously executed. Each sim
ulation runs asynchronously, blocking the node in the mean time.
When the computation is finished, it returns either a set of (poten
tial/audible) image sources or histograms containing the spectral
energy envelopes of the late decay. This intermediate result is then
passed to a filter controller, which constructs time-domain room
impulse responses. The obtained impulse responses for early (IS)
and late (RT) parts are superposed in time domain. Each simula
tion task contains a snapshot of the virtual scene. Changes to the
prior state, such as translated sound sources or listeners, are effi
ciently implemented by translation of the image source cloud using
pre-calculated translation matrices. Therefore, no reconstruction
of the image source tree is necessary. For ray tracing it must be
mentioned that re-calculating the spectral late decay is only neces
sary if the position of either the source or the receiver is subject to
significant translation. In typical rooms the late part of the impulse
response is diffuse and homogeneous and will only be updated if
the source or receiver moved more than 1 m away from the last
simulated positions. In contrast the direct sound must already be
updated if a source or the listener moves a few centimeters or ro
tates by a few degrees. This part of the impulse response is crucial
for the localization of sources and is in full attention of the lis
tener. However, this operation is very fast as only a test for a line
of sight must be performed on the scene geometry and a short fil
ter of source directivity, receiver directivity (e.g. HRTF) and air
attenuation is assembled.

Shared-memory parallelization

Operations with high computation time consumption such as the
generation of the image source trees, the audibility tests of image
sources and the tracing of rays are parallelized at node-level using
OpenMP [27]. For IS the parallelization is very effective in the
construction of the IS cloud. Here, higher IS orders dependent on
lower order image sources, but the IS tree branches of all first order
sources can be constructed in parallel without any interdependen
cies. Especially the ray tracing algorithm scales nearly perfectly
linear to the number of locally available cores and has no data in
terdependencies. In typical rooms, 10k-lOOk rays are to be shot,
each with similar computation time and completely independent
of each other. Therefore, all available processor cores are set up

Front End

Scheduler

OpenMP OpenMP OpenMP OpenMP

IRAVEN I I RAVEN I I RAVEN I I RAVEN I

Q ~ 9 9

Figure 4: Hybrid inter-node and intra-node level parallelism in
side the RAVEN simulation framework.
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Simulation Computation time (single node)
Direct sound (DS) 3.4 ms
Early reflections (ER) 23 ms
Late reverberation (LR) 2.04 s

Table 1: Average computation times for different simulation types
computed on a single cluster node (shared-memory paralleliza
tion). Each runtime corresponds to the generation of a binaural
filter (DS, ER or LR) for one sourceBlistener pair.

with one single thread on each core that traces one single ray at a
time. By sorting the angles of the launched rays to spatially coher
ent directions the utilization of the CPU's low-level data caching
is improved.

In RT different frequency bands are usually simulated sepa
rately (mostly in octave resolution) and are executed in sequential
order. A parallelization across frequency bands has the disadvan
tage that higher frequency bands have much shorter computation
times than low frequencies due to typical material and air absorp
tion properties. In this case the workload is not equally balanced
across the cores/threads leading to unnecessary overhead. Given
that only few simulations are computed in parallel, the capabilities
of a compute cluster, featuring a multitude of nodes cannot be fully
utilized. In order to achieve the best performance, the multitude of
rays must be distributed across the nodes. The energy histograms
of each partial result can simply be superposed and are identical
to a simulation with the summed number of rays on a single ma
chine. Locally on each node, the room acoustics simulation should
employ shared memory parallelization due to their excellent scal
ing capabilities, instead of running multiple concurrent simulators
on a mUlti-processor node. The hybrid inter-node and intra-node
level parallelization concept considered in this paper is illustrated
in figure 4.

Test scene

As a representative test case, a virtual scene of the medieval span
ish church San Juan de Banos has been selected to benchmark the
performance of distributed simulations of room acoustics. The vir
tual and acoustic model are depicted in Figure 3. Image sources are
calculated up to the second order. Ray tracing has been performed
using a target filter length of 2.8 seconds with 10.000 particles for
each of the 10 frequency bands in octave resolution from 31 Hz to
16 kHz, a time resolution of 6 ms and a detection sphere radius of
0.5 m. For accelerating simulation time, the BSP method has been
used. Furthermore, the computations were parallelized using 24
threads (compare section 5 for further details). The resulting com
putation times on a single computer node of the cluster are listed
in table 1. The technical details of the hardware are outlined in
section 5.

3. AUDIO RENDERING

Audio rendering is considered the process of transforming the monau
ral source signals into appropriate listener signals, which in our
case are binaural. The foundation is the description of the vir
tual scene, referred to as the scene state. It describes all station
ary attributes of acoustically relevant entities in the virtual scene.
These include positions, orientations, velocities of objects and spe
cific properties, like directivity of sources, head-related impulse
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Figure 3: Visual and acoustics model of San Juan de Banos chapel. The acoustic model (right) uses 1.300 polygons with an estimated
volume of756 m 3 and surface of776 m 2

. The predicted reverberation time (Sabine) is 3 seconds.

response (HRIR) datasets of listeners. Moreover, the properties of
the propagation medium (static pressure, temperature, humidity),
the scene geometry (polygons), acoustic parameters of surfaces
(absorption, scattering), etc. Any modification, for instance pose
changes acquired from motion tracking that control the movement
of the listener, result in a state change. User interaction may addi
tionally alter positions, orientations or even change internal states
of objects (switching material of a wall, interacting with a ma
chine that results in a change of emitted sound). Also, autonomous
objects (e.g. avatars or moving vehicles) can be controlled in
dependently by a Virtual Reality (VR) software. Given a scene
change (update), the auralization software needs to rapidly update
the acoustic stimuli for the user, with respect to the new situation.

Most auralization methods describe the virtual scene only in
an instant of time disregarding history data-all computation is
based on the current state from the viewpoint of the listener. This
simplification is acceptable as long as sound propagation times are
negligible small, i.e. in small spaces. For the simulation of room
acoustics and outdoor scenarios it is helpful to preserve access to
past states of the scene along a time history. This allows to provide
for acoustic effects that occur with respect to finite medium prop
agation (i.e. delayed arrival of acoustic events, Doppler shifts at
sound source) and, in addition, enables algorithms that can reuse
results, i.e. a ray tracing simulation for a specific position. This
becomes even more relevant, when several hundred simulation
jobs are executed in parallel, yet the delivery of results is not fast
enough to cover a specified amount of spatial resolution. In this
case, the contribution of an obsolesce simulation result may lead
to a better auralization of the current scene state. In the following
we present a scene data structure that fulfills this requirements and
suits a real-time computation.

Scene description

A single scene state of a virtual environment describes a static
snapshot of all relevant entities and their properties. It represents
the top-level (global scene) and consists of multiple sub-states (e.g.
states of sources and listeners). These on their own are assembled
by further lower level states (e.g. position or orientation). States
form a hierarchy and are implemented as a tree. Each time the
virtual scene is altered, a new scene state is derived from the cur-
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rent state (copy). Then only the affected parts (sub trees or leafs)
actually modified in the newly derived state. It holds the differen
tial information to the prior state. Unchanged elements are sim
ply referenced, keeping the memory footprint compact. A state is
kept in memory, until the last reference is removed. This scheme
makes it very easy to compare different states and to track back
parameters over time. Moreover, the data structure allows to han
dle asynchronous resource allocations and deallocations. In detail,
the creation of states is taking place in the control-flow of the caller
(external user), while destruction of states is decided in the context
of the real-time audio rendering (in case a state becomes obsolete).
Decoupling of these actions is realized using object pools and ref
erence counters. Thereby lock-free data structures are employed to
avoid the problem of blocking in the time-critical audio process
ing.

Update rates in VR applications are often determined by con
nected input devices (e.g. motion tracking with 120 Hz). For the
signal processing some parameters, like positions of objects, are
required with even higher rates, i.e. if the audio streaming process
updates its elements with 340 frames per second (128 samples at
44.100 Hz). Parameter interpolation [28] can be easily added on
top of the scene description. In particular, positions of fast mov
ing objects are real-time predicted and interpolated using a motion
model, producing a quasi-continuous trajectory. Attributes can be
queried, even at audio sampling rates, if necessary.

Signal processing

Signal processing is based on the abstraction of propagation of
sound between a single source and a single listener. The superpo
sition of all sourcef-tlistener pairs represent the entire virtual situ
ation, and their relationship is illustrated in figure 5. The core ele
ment within the processing chain is represented by the convolution
module that convolves the source signal with the simulated RIR.
For the sake of high-quality auralization that minimizes acoustic
artifacts, some aspects like propagation delay and high resolution
distance-dependent attenuation caused by spreading loss have to
be realized independently. In the following the processing is ex
plained in more detail.

Common simulation methods encode the traveling time T =
r / c of the sound waves into the impulse response, as it is the case
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for a measured impulse response. The direct sound impulse is lo
cated at the offset T}s (samples). Prior filter coefficients are zero,
realizing a delay that corresponds to the traveling time. When it
comes to real-time auralization, this concept has several disad
vantages: firstly, leading zeros increase the computational effort
of the filtering procedure, and secondly, changes in distance can
only be updated with each filter exchange. Also they manifest
in time-shifts of parts of the impulse response, which is incon
venient for the fast convolution. Simple implementations based on
simple switching of filter coefficients or applying additional cross
fading of the output stream may have negative effects: they usu
ally produce audible artifacts (clicks, comb-filters). A superior
approach is to separate propagation delays from the RIRs by the
use of a variable delay-line (VDL). Based on the continuous-time
motion model mentioned earlier the VDL parameters can be con
tinuously adapted (per sample) and hence comb filter artifacts can
be avoided. VDL can be realized with a low computational com
plexity (i.e. with fractional delays or polynomial interpolators).

For the use with delay-lines, the initial traveling time is re
moved from the simulated room impulse responses (see figure 6).
The direct sound impulse (red) is always located at the beginning
(accounting for a fixed pre-ring offset in the case of non-minimum
phase HRIRs). The other parts, ER (green) and LR (blue), reside
in more or less fixed ranges of filter coefficients. Moreover, the
impulse responses are normalized in magnitude, so that the am
plitude of the direct sound part is 1 (amplification of the complete
impulse response by r). This approach simplifies the time-varying
finite impulse response (FIR) filtering and allows the effective use
of output crossfading techniques [28] to prevent audible artifacts
for the filter changes.

The filtering with the room impulse response is implemented
using non-uniformly partitioned convolution in the frequency-domain
[29] [30] [31]. Our convolution engine performs Overlap-Save
(OLS) using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and is specialized
for binaural processing (two output channels). The non-uniform
filter partition is optimized [32] [33] with respect to the filter sub
division and desired update rates for these parts of the room im
pulse response (DS, ER, LR). A smooth exchange of filters is ac
complished by computing the convolution result streams for both
filters (old and new) during exchange and cross-fading the output
samples in time-domain.

The second to last step is reapplying the previously removed
gains for spreading losses to the output signals. These are now
applied per sample, allowing to smoothly adapt the gain over the
samples of each frame. Updating them per filter results in steps in
the gain envelope, which cause clearly audible clicks due to incon
stancy of the signal wave form. Again, based on the motion model,
the sourcenlistener distances are available for the beginning and
end time of each audio frame and then a gain envelope is interpo
lated. The process is illustrated at an example trajectory in figure
7. For frame rates >300 Hz this piece-wise linear gain curve turns
out to be sufficient. Finally, the left/right ear signals of each sound
source are added up (superposition at the listeners ears), resulting
in a single binaural stimulus for each listener.

In sense of a more physically-correct auralization, the time
varying propagation delays should be considered individually for
each image source (specular reflection), too. The relative shifts in
time-delays for the direct sound and early reflections are more or
less independent. Each image source up to a given order, could be
implemented using an independent VDL and convolution of HRIR
and reflection filter. But this would increase the computational ef-
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fort of the auralization by several magnitudes, limiting the possi
ble number of sound sources and listeners. Although it remains an
open scientific question, if this expense is necessary with respect
to audiblity.

Figure 5: Audio rendering of a sourcenlistener sound path. The
monaural source signal s(n) is transformed into a binaural room
acoustic stimulus gUR(n). Individual parts ofthe impulse response
are updated asynchronously. Propagation delays and distance
gains are updated per sample and realized apart from the RIR.

Time-varying scenes

Due to the block-based signal processing, the maximum filter up
date rate is determined by the frame rate of the audio stream.
Therefore, it is reasonable to check for filter updates and trigger
them within the context (thread) of the audio processing. Em
bedded into this processing call, the auralization module performs
parameter changes that require time-critical update rates (like dis
tance gain and medium propagation delay). The actual filter cal
culation is realized in separate threads. Validation for updates and
the simulation are decoupled using update requests, called tasks,
for certain parts of the signal processing chain (i.e. the recon
struction of ER and LR). Tasks are lightweight, allowing to issue
(create) them within the audio context, without diminishing the
computation time. Each task includes all the necessary informa
tion for performing a room acoustic simulation (DS, ER or LR).
Together with a reference tag and a unique identifier, each task is
then handed over to a scheduler, which runs asynchronously, in a
dedicated thread. It is responsible for the further handling of the
request, its simulation and the final application of the computed
updates. Details of the scheduler are explained in the succeeding
section 4. Eventually, simulation results are received in yet an
other decoupled thread that assembles the entire RIR and updates
relevant filter partitions in the convolution process. For the direct
sound part, this is a HRIR signal, the audibility status (audible,
inaudible) and optionally a signal with diffracted components of
the direct sound. The result of an image source computation is
a list of audible image sources, which are combined into an im
age source filter. This filter is inserted into the given RIR of the
according sourcenlistener pair and the covered range of filter co
efficients is updated in the convolution. Ray tracing results (late
reverberation filters) are handled in a similar way.

On many-core shared-memory systems several simultaneous
simulator threads are created and assigned to specific types of tasks.
The distribution of the computation (signal processing, room acous
tic simulation, etc.) to the available computation units (proces
sors or cores) is a distinct procedure that relies on the available
hardware. The decision of calculating and updating sections of
the transfer path depends on the number of sourcenlistener pairs,
available cores, computational complexity, etc. Direct sound tasks
are updated instantaneously within the context of an audio frame.
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4. DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION

All other tasks are handed over to the scheduler, which decides if
the task is worth an update and then assigns its computation to an
available core. Predefined numbers of cores are assigned to the
different computations (real-time convolution, image source and
ray tracing simulations), with respect to the underlying hardware
and scene complexity. Thereby the real-time convolution has the
highest priority. Dropouts must be strictly avoided. The remain
ing cores are assigned to room acoustics simulations. Usually, a
reasonable compromise between an acceptable image source com
putation time and ray tracing update rate has to be chosen.

The presented concept of distributed room acoustic simulation is
realized in fashion of a client-service structure (see fig. 4). The au
dio renderer, as a client, generates an arbitrary amount of tasks and
transfers those to scheduler. The scheduler acts as a server, plan
ning and organizing the received simulation requests and passing
on tasks to the worker nodes in the cluster. In shared-memory sys
tems, data is exchanged between threads by the use of shared vari
ables or pointers. Convenient tools for compiler-generated loop
level parallelization are available, for instance OpenMP [27]. In
contrast, distributed memory systems lack a common memory which
all nodes can collectively access. These systems are typically pro
gramming using the paradigm of message passing, e.g. using MPI
[34]. All data has to be transmitted in-between nodes using mes
sages that are delivered by communication channels. MPI intro
duces an abstraction layer, that hides underlaying hardware struc
tures like the machine type of each node and network communica
tion channels, making deployment, execution and expansion eas
ily manageable. Most modern clusters are assembled from multi
tmany-core computers (distributed shared-memory systems). There
fore, both parallelization concepts (e.g. MPI + OpenMP) are often
combined, known as hybrid parallelization. This is as well applied
in the presented approach.

ER

I J~.
, l

LR

Method

The problem of distributed room acoustic simulations particularly
suit the hybrid parallelization on computer clusters because it re
quires minimal network communication. Given that a simulation
task is scheduled for computation on a vacant worker node, only
the task data (a few kilobytes) need to be transmitted. The simula
tion node can adapt to any given virtual scene and requested sim
ulation type. During simulation, no further communication with
any other node is necessary. Each simulation node executes simu
lations sequentially. Once a task has been assigned to it, the sched
uler considers the worker node busy and does not send any further
tasks. On completion of a task, the worker node communicates
a result message to the master node containing the simulation re
sults, i.e. the binaural filter parts. In order to decrease the package
size, leading and tailing zeros of the impulse response are stripped
prior to transmission. After successful transmission, the worker
node receives new tasks.

Scheduling

During a running real-time auralization, a vast amount of simula
tion tasks is generated in the context of the audio rendering, ex
ceeding the available computing power of the cluster power by far
(i.e. on every scene state change for each sourcef-+listener pair).
But this design is intended. It is the responsibility of the schedul
ing instance to cope with the flood of simulation tasks without
compromising the rendering process. The large number of up
dates allows the scheduler to decide which update is meaningful
and which parts are given the highest priority. In the implemented
approach, a two-phase scheduling procedure is applied to prevent
high network load and to maintain a lightweight handover of tasks
between rendering and scheduling. In order to achieve this, both
the client-side and the server-side, carry out a replacement strategy
with the same procedure, thus preventing transmission of tasks that
most likely would have been discarded in the first place.

This paper considers a simple scheduling strategy by means
of priority and replacement. An existing task is considered out
dated, if an incoming task with same reference exhibits a novel
time stamp, and will therefore be discarded. Tasks are treated
equally, i.e. first task is served first and the list of pending tasks is
polled cyclically.

5. BENCHMARKS

Figure 6: Parts ofsimulated room impulse responses (DS, ER, LR)
are mapped to individual filter segments in the non-uniformly par
titioned convolution.

distance f gain

samples

Figure 7: Interpolation of ifr gains for spreading losses.
(Black: Continuous distance function obtainedfrom motion model,
Red: Linear-interpolated per sample, used as VDL input)
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In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed
room acoustic simulation, benchmarks were conducted on a com
pute cluster. The throughput of simulations was measured under
real-time constraints with different numbers of cluster nodes. All
three different simulation types (DS, ER and LR) were bench
marked individually, with a variation of the total number of cluster
nodes between 1 and 24. For the tests the scheduler was flooded
with tasks from the client side, simulating real-time circumstances,
where vast amounts of tasks are issued. This assured that the sys
tem was always stressed to the maximum. The scheduler then or
ganized and planned the execution of tasks and distributed them to
the available compute nodes, were they were simulated. On client
side, the finished tasks collected, analyzed and an the achieved
overall update rate fmax [filter updates per second] was counted.
This measure is first of all unrelated to a number of sound source
and listeners. The compute resources can be shared accordingly,
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Number of compute nodes

Figure 8: Maximum filter update rates flllox(N) for individual
parts (DS, ER, LR) over the number ofcluster nodes N.
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gain profits from the cluster implementation for distributed simu
lation. Short-timed computations in the range of milliseconds, like
simple DS audiblity checks, are too much affected by the required
data transmission. It is suggested to avoid the distribution of these
tasks and compute them on the target system directly. By using
more compute nodes, the update rates, at least of the ray tracing,
are likely to be even higher.

Hardware

Results

The benchmarks were conducted on the computing infrastructure
around the aixCAVE CAVE-like virtual reality system (fig. 1) at
RWTH Aachen University. This display system combines five
sided high-resolution back-projection screen setup with active shut
ter technique for stereoscopic vision. An optical tracking system
captures motion of the user and of input devices thus providing the
possibility to interact with the virtual scene. A dedicated acous
tics sub system (auralization server) receives control information
and scene data over a network interface from the VR application.
This system is linked to a high performance computer cluster. Au
ralization server and compute cluster communicate via a custom
designed TCP/IP network protocol over Gigabit-Ethernet. Cluster
nodes communicate with each other using the Message Passing In
terface (MPI) in form of the OpenMPI library version 1.6.4 (multi
threaded). Each cluster machine consists of an Intel Xeon X5650
(Westmere) processor with 12 cores running at 2.7 GHz and 24 GB
DDR3 memory available. For the benchmark testing a division of
24 similar nodes and an additional master node of same specifica
tions has been used exclusively. The nodes are running Scientific
Linux version 6.4 as operating system with kernel version 2.6.32
(x86_64). The software and test suite has been implemented in the
C++ programming language and was compiled and linked with
g++ version 4.4.7.

when a virtual scene contains M sources and N listeners. Given
the assumption that the simulation times are mostly independent of
the individual sourceHlistener pairs (equal sharing), the achiev
able update rate per sound path is approximately fmax/(M· N).

Figure 8 shows the achieved update rates as a function of the num
ber of used cluster nodes for the chapel scene. The achievable
maximum update rate fmax is affected by two aspects: (a) the run
time of the simulation on each node and (b) the data transmission
times for inter-node communications. The computation times for
the ray tracing on each node are in the range of 2 seconds (table
1). An almost perfect linear scaling (double the number of com
pute nodes H double the filter update rate) can be observed. This
indicates that data transmission times are comparably small. The
image source computation times are magnitudes shorter. On a sin
gle node they are in the range of 20 ms. Here, the scaling is nearly
linear as well, until a number of twelve nodes. But beyond that, the
inter-node communication becomes a bottleneck and starts to di
minish the performance benefits by additional nodes. For 20 nodes
and above the limitation becomes clear. The smaller the computa
tion time of a task is, the more significant becomes the necessary
data communication for it. Direct sound audibility checks com
pute in less than 4 ms (table I). For them, the scaling is far from
optimal. When twelve or more nodes are employed, the commu
nication overhead becomes a serious bottleneck and no significant
improvements can be achieved by using further nodes.

7. OUTLOOK

Although the achieved filter update rates are high, the method does
not minimize the latency of the computation process itself. The
system could achieve > 10 ray tracing simulations per second,
but still the time from task creation to finish was similar to that
on a single machine (table 1). That is due to the fact that each
task was only parallelized on each node and could not exploit the
whole cluster. In order to speed up the single tasks and thus reduce
the latencies, single IS or RT simulations must be further decom
posed and distributed to multiple nodes (e.g. partitioning of image
sources, different ray-packages).

For conceptually simple scenes the cluster parallelization might
outreach the necessary update rates with respect to the human per
ception. Which rates are reasonable for the individual parts of the
simulation remains to be researched. We see target applications of
the proposed technique in the real-time auralization comprehen
sive urban noise scenarios (large numbers of sound sources and
listeners) and room acoustics planning and prototyping (interac
tive change of materials, A-B comparisons).

6. CONCLUSIONS 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The results show a clear benefit from a distributed computation.
Filter update rates can be significantly increased by several mag
nitudes over a simulation which runs on a single (mUlti-core) ma
chine only. It can be concluded, that mostly the ER and LR tasks
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ABSTRACT

The auralization of measured room impulse responses (RIRs) is
traditionally bound to the directivity of the source as well as of the
receiver. For the comparability of room acoustical measurements
ISO 3382 requires the source and the receiver to be of an omni
directional directivity. Other source directivity patterns cannot be
auralized using RIRs obtained this way.

In order to include the spatial information the room impulse re
sponse has either to be measured with a sound source of the desired
directivity or - assuming the room to be a linear time-invariant sys
tem - it can be generated by superposing a set of measurements
with a source of known directivity. The advantage of the latter
method is that it generates a set of RIRs that can be used to de
rive the RIR for an arbitrary directivity up to a certain spherical
harmonic order in post processing.

This article describes a superposition method and a special
ized measurement source for the measurement of room impulse
responses for an arbitrary source directivity and discusses their ca
pabilities and the limitations. The measurement source was de
veloped using an analytical model. The directivity patterns used
for the post processing originate from high-resolution measure
ments of the actual device. The deviation compared to the ana
lytical model is analyzed regarding the radiation pattern and the
achievable synthesis accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The results of room impulse response measurements are inextri
cably linked with the directivity of the employed sources and re
ceivers. To ensure the comparability of measured standardized
room acoustical parameters, ISO 3382 requires the sources and
receivers to have an omni-directional directivity [I]. By excluding
the influence of any directivity it neglects important information
for realistic auralizations and room acoustical analysis besides the
standardized parameters [2].

A sequential synthesis method employing an optimized mea
surement source was developed in previous research [2, 3, 4]. The
method allows for the synthesis of room transfer functions of
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sources with an arbitrary directivity in hindsight of an extensive
measurement. It complies with the requirements of the ISO 3382
and simultaneously gathers all source directivity related informa
tion about the room.

Conventional measurement sources such as dodecahedron
loudspeakers are not well suited for the required measurements
[4]. The optimized measurement source was developed to provide
the required radiation features and to speed-up the measurement
process. During the development of the optimized source its di
rectivity was simulated using an analytical model of a vibrating
cap on a sphere [5].

For room acoustical applications the synthesis method and
source are described in [6]. This article focuses on the compara
bility of the real source with the analytical model used during the
development.

2. SYNTHESIS OF ROOM TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

The target room transfer function for a source with a certain target
directivity can be synthesized by superposing single room trans
fer functions obtained in several physical orientations with a mea
surement source of known directivity [2, 3]. Using a large set of
orientations greatly enhances the spatial resolution of the possible
target directivity patterns. The weights for the superposition can
be derived from the known target directivity and the measurement
source directivity in the spherical harmonics domain. The required
computational steps have to be executed separately for every fre
quency. To enhance the readability of the equations the frequency
dependence is omitted in this article.

2.1. Spherical Harmonics

In all further considerations, {) and <p are the elevation and the
azimuth angle of a spherical coordinate system with r being its ra
dius. Two-dimensional square-integrable functions f ({), <p) on the
surface of a unit sphere in R3 can be represented using spherical
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can be generated by weighting and superposing the single direc
tivity columns of the directivity matrix. For a given target direc
tivity aT the weighting vector

harmonics. The complex functions

(2n + 1) (n - m)! . P;;- (cos '19) . ej1n<p
47f (n + m)!

(1)
,+ '

gT = D . dT (10)
span the space of scalar functions on the unit sphere [5]. Herein,
P:;' is the associated Lengendre function of the first kind of the
m th degree in the nth order [7].

The functions Yn1n can be weighted with individual coeffi
cients J:;, and superposed to yield the shape of the directional
function f( '19, 'P) in an operation called spherical harmonic expan
sion [5]

00 n

(2)
n=Om=-n

To obtain the coefficients for a function the spherical harmonic
transform

J;;- = 1 f(19, 'P) . Yn1n(19, 'P) dD (3)ls2
has to be performed [5].

The coefficients can be stored consecutively in a coefficient
vector f, the spherical harmonics in the function matrix Y and
the sampled values of the spatial function in a value vector f. The
expansion and transform are simplified to matrix multiplications

f = y. f (4)

f = y+ . f, (5)

with y+ being a generalized inverse of Y resulting in a not gen
erally unique and exact result for the transform.

A spherical harmonic transformed function can be rotated by
an angle a about the z-axis by multiplication with the Euler rota
tion term e- j1nQ . Rotations about the y-axis require a full Wigner
D rotation [8].

Spherical harmonics offer a unified description of a sound
source directivity regardless of the distribution of the measurement
points. Combined with its efficient rotation, this makes spheri
cal harmonics the calculation method of choice for the synthesis
method presented here.

2.2. Synthesis Method

can be found by multiplication with the generalized inverse of the
directivity matrix :0. These weights can be applied in Eq. (7) to
obtain the room transfer function of the desired target directivity.

3. SOURCE DEVELOPMENT

The weighting vector gT in Eq. (10) is calculated from the spher
ical harmonics transformed directivity pattern of the measurement
source. The directivity pattern has to contain sufficiently large
coefficients in every spherical harmonic order to generate valid
weights.

The spherical harmonic coefficients of the directivity of any
electro-acoustical source are determined by the size of the entire
source and the aperture angle of the transducer in its enclosure [5].
This suggests the design of a new source for the synthesis method.

Eq. (10) projects spherical harmonic coefficients into weights
for spatial orientations. This is an analogy to the discrete spherical
harmonic expansion. Several spatial sampling strategies have been
introduced to efficiently perform this operation [9]. The physical
orientations of the source should be selected according to one of
these strategies.

3.1. Simulation Model

A suitable measurement source can virtually be of any shape. Here,
the shape is chosen to be spherical, allowing for rapid prototyping
applying an analytical simulation model. In this model a trans
ducer on a sphere is simplified as a radially vibrating cap [5]. It
has to be noted that this model does not take into account partial
modes or the physical interaction of transducers in a common vol
ume. Based on the model it is possible to successively calculate
the squared aperture magnitude and the radiated sound pressure.

3.2. Aperture Magnitude

The aperture function

Pn (x) is the Legendre polynomial of the order n. The aperture can
be rotated to any orientation applying the Wigner-D rotation [8].

of a single membrane on the north pole of a sphere spanning the
aperture angle a can be formulated as a continuous function on the
sphere. c:(x) is the Heaviside function (or unit step function). The
spherical harmonic coefficients of this function can be expressed
as [10]

a;;:' = {\/Jr(2n + 1) JC~S(Q/2) Pn(x) dx if m = O. (12)
o otherwise

The single room transfer functions obtained with the measurement
source in all physical orientations 0 in a specific acoustical envi
ronment are stored in the frequency response vector

(6)

The goal is to synthesize the room transfer function for the tar
get directivity. Therefore, the single room transfer functions are
superposed applying a weighting vector gT resulting in the room
transfer function

hT = h . gT, (7)

for the desired target directivity. The directivity of the measure
ment source can be described in a directivity matrix

a(19, 'P) = a(19) = 1 - c: ('19 - a/2) (11)

containing the respective SH-coefficients of the directivity of the
measurement source in all physical orientations 0 as column vec
tors. A synthesized directivity coefficient vector

(8)

(9)
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n

(13)
m=-n

describes the frequency independent squared magnitude of the aper
ture per spherical harmonic order n created by a specific aperture
[11].
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The squared aperture magnitude features a distinct maximum
and several minima due to the Legendre polynomial Pn(x). Re
ducing the aperture angle shifts the extremes towards higher or
ders n while simultaneously decreasing the absolute squared mag
nitude.

The 2 inch and 3 inch transducers are placed in a way that ap
proximates a Gaussian sampling strategy of the order II. The
5 inch transducers are placed accordingly in an order of 3. The
physical locations are chosen to cover all required elevations for
each transducer type. All azimuthal sampling points are reached
by rotating the measurement source to 24 positions around the z
axis. A measurement for a source directivity of a spherical har
monic order of 11 generates 672 room impulses.

An additional tilt of the source to a second elevation and a
rotation of the source to 48 positions in both elevations generates
an approximation of a Gaussian sampling strategy of the order 23.
This measurement generates 2688 room impulse responses.

The real behavior of the transducers such as membrane modes
and deviations in the effective membrane area is expected to change
the directivity of the real source compared to the simulated direc
tivity.

3.5. Periphery

2 inch
3 inch
5 inch

-60
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-20 '<'::", ----... -.-
OJ '/~:--
'0 ( ,

~ -30
'0
::J
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Figure 1: Squared magnitude of the aperture functions of three
transducer types on a sphere with radius T = 0.2 m.

A turntable is used for the azimuthal rotation of the measurement
source. To allow for an additional tilt the sphere is suspended on
an axis piercing its eastern and western sides. The tilt is controlled
by a step motor inside the sphere. The frame construction as seen
in Figure 2 might have an impact on the directivity of the source.

3.3. Spherical Radiation

With the speed of sound c and the membrane displacement ~, the
aperture coefficient vector a can be converted into a surface ve
locity coefficient vector [10]

The radiation of a spherical harmonic order depends on the
frequency and the size of the source (see 3.3). Thus, the squared
magnitude depicted in Figure 1 describes the theoretical squared
magnitude of each aperture, which is also a subject to an order
dependent low pass during the radiation. The squared magnitude
in orders above 10 for the 5 inch transducer has to be neglected due
to its frequency range, motivating the use of the 3 inch transducer.

Vsphere = j kc . ~' a. (14)
Figure 2: Optimized measurement source.

The wave number k introduces a frequency dependence. The sur
face velocity vsphere can be transformed into the radiated sound
pressure

at an arbitrary observation distance Tabs by multiplication with the
acoustic impedance and the radial wave propagation [5]. The func
tions h n and h~ are the spherical Hankel function of the second
kind in the nth order and its derivative, respectively. Due to their
properties, a sound source of a certain size can only radiate a lim
ited range of orders at a particular frequency.

_() 2 hn(kTabs)
P Tabs = POC k . hI (k ) . ~ . a

n rsphere
(15)

4. DIRECTIVITY OF THE MEASUREMENT SOURCE

The calculation of the weighting vector gT in Eq. (10) uses the di
rectivity matrix :6 in Eq. (8). The directivity of the transducers in
a fixed orientation is measured in an anechoic chamber. The sound
pressure at the measurement points is transformed into the spheri
cal harmonic domain according to Eq. (5). The coefficient vectors
for other source orientations are generated by multiplication with
the Euler rotation term, as defined in 2.1.

It is crucial to choose a suitable sampling strategy for the mea
surement of the directivity. Quadrature samplings allow for a fast
and exact spherical harmonic transformation of the sound pressure
P at the sampling points into the directivity vector

using the quadrature weights w, as long as the spherical functions
are order limited [12].

The measurement has to be done for a sufficiently high sam
pling order to prevent aliasing due to a violation of the required

3.4. Source

The radius of the optimized source is T = 0.2 m. Due to the min
ima of the associated Legendre function in Eq. (11) a combination
of three different transducer sizes (2, 3 and 5 inch) is used to gener
ate a sufficiently large squared aperture magnitude in a wide range
of spherical harmonic orders.

a= yH . diag(w). p (16)
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(17)

(18)

order limitation. Different sampling strategies require different
total numbers of spatial sampling points for a certain spherical
harmonic order. The Gaussian quadrature sampling is easily us
able and has a relatively high efficiency [9]. It is also quite robust
against aliasing and useful for applications where rectangular sam
plings (a set of points at both constant azimuths and elevations) are
beneficial [9].

All measurements are done using a Gaussian sampling strat
egy of the order n = 82. The elevation angle () = 0° indicates an
upward orientation in the spherical coordinate system, () = 180°
a downwards orientation, respectively.

The optimized source is placed on top of a turntable, allow
ing for a full 360° rotation in the azimuth angle <.p. A swivel arm
with a microphone is used to measure the sound pressure along
one arc of sampling points down to () = 90°. This way, the up
per hemisphere of the source radiation pattern is measured. Using
the internal step motor to tilt the source by 180° allows for the
subsequent measurement of the lower hemisphere. The directivity
of each loudspeaker is measured separately, using an interleaved
sweep measurement signal.

5. DEVIATION ANALYSIS

The directivity of the real source deviates from the simulated di
rectivity simulated with the spherical cap model. For the synthesis
method it is of interest to identify the deviation of the real directiv
ity and to analyze its impact on the synthesis performance. For the
directivity measurement it is necessary to gain knowledge about
the radiated orders of the source to prevent aliasing effects in the
directivity matrix D.

5.1. Directivity

Figure 3(a) exemplary shows the simulated and the respective mea
sured directivity of a 5 inch transducer on the optimized measure
ment source at a frequency of 400 Hz. The transducer is orientated
upwards at an angle of about 45 degrees. At this frequency the
simulation and the measurement match quite well. An impact of
the frame construction on the directivity cannot be identified.

Figure 3(b) shows the same comparison at a frequency of
6400 Hz. Here, the measurement deviates clearly. Especially in
angles below 90 degrees the radiation is changed. This effect can
be explained with the measurement procedure. As described in
section 4, the spherical body of the optimized source is tilted by
180° for the measurement of the lower hemisphere. In this posi
tion, the radiation of the regarded transducer is obstructed by the
frame construction. Thus, the directivity can only be considered
as measured correctly for the upper hemisphere and the measure
ment method introduces an additional error to the computation of
the superposition weights in Eq. (10).

It is of interest to analyze the similarity of the simulated and
measured directivity over the whole frequency range. The similar
ity of two spherical functions can be quantified using the spherical
correlation [13]

C(f,g) = 1 j({),<.p)g({),<.p)dn.I S 2

The continuous integral can be expressed by a weighted summa
tion of the quadrature sampling points as normalized correlation

6- ~;:lj({)i,<.pi)g({)i,<.pi)Wi
- JEfEg ,
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Figure 3: Simulated (left) and measured (right) directivity of a 5
inch transducer of the optimized measurement source. Center of
membrane marked with a black cross.

with the energy of the two spherical functions j and g sampled at
N points, Ex = ~;:1 [X({)i, <.p;)[2Wi and Wi being the weights
for the Gaussian quadrature sampling.

The correlation between simulation and measurement for the
same transducer as shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) is de
picted in Figure 4. The correlation is high for low frequencies,
which confirms the general validity of the simplified analytic model.
For frequencies above 4 kHz the correlation drops, confirming that
a measured directivity should be used for the computations of the
weights in Eq. (10).

Changes of the effective membrane area and membrane modes
introduce effects which render the simplified consideration of a
radially vibrating cap on a sphere invalid. Furthermore, the con
structive frame of the measurement source cannot be considered
acoustically transparent in these frequency ranges and changes the
radiation, especially due to the explained measurement error in
duced by tilting the source.

5.2. Radiation

For the synthesis it is important that the measurement source is
capable of radiating all required spherical harmonic orders for the
computation of the synthesis weights as shown in Eq. (10). Alias
ing effects during the directivity measurement would additionally
distort the directivity matrix D. Therefore it is also important to
know about the maximum spherical harmonic order radiated by
the measurement source.

The radiation can be simulated with the spherical cap model.
Eq. (15) yields the radiation of a transducer on a spherical sound
source in spherical harmonics. To look at the radiation of more
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Correlation between the simulation and measurement of
a 5 inch transducer on the optimized measurement source.

In this article the design of a specialized measurement source for
room acoustical measurements with arbitrarily given source direc
tivity is addressed. The parameters of the source geometry are
defined using an analytical model of a vibrating spherical cap in a
perfect spherical housing. The source is designed to be mounted
on a computerized turntable enhancing the spatial resolution with
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(b) Measurement result, maximum values.

a sequential measurement of different azimuthal orientations. Fur
thermore, the measurement source can be rotated around a hori
zontal axis, to increase the resolution in the elevation.

High-resolution directivity measurements of the actual proto
type are used to confirm the results of the analytic calculation. The
same measurements are used as a more realistic directivity f> for
the synthesis of room impulse responses of arbitrary directivity
patterns.

The device is expected to enhance the auralization of rooms
for directive sound sources. Since a superposition approach is
used, the desired directivity pattern can be synthesized in a post
processing procedure. Even if room impulse responses with om
nidirectional sources in accordance to ISO 3382 are desired, the
presented measurement procedure can be used to enhance the re
sult by synthesizing an even more omnidirectional sound source
up to higher frequencies.

The prototype of the measurement source shows its capability
of synthesizing directivity patterns up to a spherical harmonic or
der of about 23 for frequencies up to 12 kHz. This suggests great
potential to improve auralizations of directive sound sources in
measured acoustic environments. The measured directivity of the
source is used for the computation of the synthesis weights. It has
to be taken into account that for frequencies above 5 kHz this di
rectivity contains errors due to the current frame construction and
measurement procedure.
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than one transducer, the magnitude of the coefficients of the radi
ation patterns can be summed up. Figure 5(a) shows the sum of
the maximum magnitudes of each transducer in each order over
the frequency. Since the absolute magnitude is of no interest, the
data is normalized to the global maximum. The figure indicates
the spherical harmonic orders that are radiated by the source. By
rotating the source, the magnitude can be shifted to all coefficients
within the respective order. The figure also indicates which orders
have to be expected during the directivity measurement.

Orders up to 80 at a frequency of 20 kHz are expected to be
excited by the optimized measurement source. In certain orders
the radiation is minimal, coinciding with the effects explained in
3.2.The order limitation at each frequency is determined by the
size of the source, as explained in 3.3. A sampling strategy with
an order of 82 should be sufficient to prevent aliasing during the
directivity measurement.

Figure 5(b) depicts the equivalent to Figure 5(a) for the mea
sured directivity of the optimized source. The measurement has
been done for one physical source orientation with a Gaussian
sampling strategy of an order of 82. The data is normalized its
global maximum.

A maximum order of 40 is radiated by the real source up to a
frequency of 12 kHz. With the rotations to the measurement posi
tions described in 3.4 this allows for the planned synthesis up to
an order of 23.

The slope of the maximum sum of the measurement is not as
steep as in the simulation. A parallel slope of higher order and
lower magnitude can be observed, indicating a virtual source of a
larger radius. This effect is most probably caused by reflections at
the frame construction which lead to a virtual enlargement of the
source. Aliasing effects can be expected starting at 5 kHz.
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ABSTRACT

Binaural technology allows to capture sound fields by recording
the sound pressure arriving at the listener's ear canal entrances. If
these signals are reconstructed for the same listener the simula
tion should be indistinguishable from the corresponding real
sound field. A simulation fulfilling this premise could be termed
as perceptually authentic.

Authenticity has been assessed previously for static binaural
resynthesis of sound sources in anechoic environments, i.e. for
HRTF-based simulations not accounting for head movements of
the listeners. Results indicated that simulations were still discern
able from real sound fields, at least, if critical audio material was
used.

However, for dynamic binaural synthesis to our knowledge 
and probably because this technology is even more demanding 
no such study has been conducted so far. Thus, having developed
a state-of-the-art system for individual dynamic auralization of
anechoic and reverberant acoustical environments, we assessed
its perceptual authenticity by letting subjects directly compare
binaural simulations and real sound fields. To this end, individual
binaural room impulses were acquired for two different source
positions in a medium-sized recording studio, as well as individ
ual headphone transfer functions. Listening tests were conducted
for two different audio contents applying a most sensitive ABX
test paradigm. Results showed that for speech signals many of
the subjects failed to reliably detect the simulation. For pink
noise pulses, however, all subjects could distinguish the simula
tion from reality. Results further provided evidence for future
improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION

As overall criteria for the quality of virtual acoustic environ
ments, the perceived plausibility and authenticity has been pro
posed [I], [2]. Whereas the plausibility of a simulation refers to
the degree of agreement with the listener's expectation towards a
corresponding real event (agreement with an inner reference),
authenticity refers to the perceptual identity with an explicitly
presented real event (agreement with an external reference).
While a non-individual data-based dynamic binaural synthesis
has already been shown to provide plausible simulations [3], a
dynamic synthesis based on individual binaural recordings ap
pears to be a particularly promising candidate for a perceptually
authentic acoustical simulation. Further, a formal assessment of
the authenticity of state-of-the-art binaural technology would be
of great practical relevance: Since nearly all currently known
approaches to sound field synthesis (such as wave field synthesis,
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or higher order ambisonics) can be transcoded into binaural
signals, a perceptually authentic binaural reproduction would
provide a convenient reference simulation required for the strict,
reliable and comprehensive evaluation of a wide variety of simu
lation approaches and systems [4].

Three empirical studies were found to be concerned with the
authenticity of binaural simulations. However, all three studies
assessed static auralization, i.e., simulations not accounting for
natural head movements of the listeners. In order to allow for a
convenient comparability, statistical significance of the observed
results was assessed based on exact Bernoulli test statistics, if not
initially given.

Langendijk and Bronkhorst [5] assessed the authenticity of
individual binaural reproduction for six sound sources distributed
evenly around the listener. Binaural signals were reproduced
utilizing small earphones placed I cm in front of the concha with
only little influence on the sound field of external sources. Band
limited white noise bursts (500 Hz-16 kHz) were presented in a
four interval 2AFC (alternative forced choice) paradigm where
each sequence of four noise bursts contained three identical and
one 'oddball'-stimulus in either second or third position, that had
to be detected by the subjects. Detection rates across subjects
were slightly but significantly above chance (Peorreet = 0.53, 6
subjects, Ntotal = 1800 trials).

Moore et al. [6] conducted a similar listening test. Subjects
participated twice in the experiment, and were considered un
trained in the first run and trained in the second. A frontal sound
source was auralized using cross-talk canceled (transaural) re
production of individual binaural recordings. When presenting
click or noise stimuli to trained subjects detection rates were
again slightly but significantly above chance (Peorr. click =
Peorr. noise = 0.594, 8 subjects, Ntotal = 192). Untrained subjects,
however, were not able to detect the binaural simulation reliably
(Pearr. click = 0.5, Pearr. noise = 0.54, Pearr.testable = 0.67~
@ a = 0.05 with 95% power, Dunn-Sidak corrected for multI
ple testing). Moreover, when using a synthetic vowel sound, the
simulation was indistinguishable for both trained and untrained
subjects (Peorr.observed = 0.48, Peorr.testable as mentioned above).

Masiero [7] tested authenticity in a 3AFC test paradigm uti
lizing 24 sound sources distributed evenly around the listeners.
Individual binaural signals were presented to 40 subjects through
circumaural open headphones using noise, speech and music
stimuli. Average detection rates were Peorr. noise = 0.87,
Peorr. speech = 0.74, and Peorr.musie = 0.71 (transformed to 2AFC
detection rates for better comparability). While not being given
originally by the authors, a post hoc inferential statistics analysis
of the raw data revealed that for all three stimulus conditions
detections rates were significantly above chance. Further, an
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ANOVA conducted by Masiero showed the stimulus effect to be
significant.

All three studies used some kind of head rest to control the
subjects' head position. In addition, Moore et al. and Masiero
monitored the subjects' head position with optic or magnetic
tracking systems. Throughout his study, Masiero allowed for
head movements between ±10-2° rotation, and ±I-2 cm transla
tion, respectively. Additionally, Masiero allowed his subjects to
listen three times to the sequence of test stimuli whereas in the
other two studies each condition was presented only once.

While - technically - being a far more demanding reproduc
tion mode than static auralization, perceptual authenticity of
dynamic binaural synthesis has not been assessed before. Moreo
ver, a success of such an assessment has become more likely as
number of technical improvements has been introduced recently:
For example, new extraaural binaural headphones were presented
(BKsystem, [8]) along with a perceptually optimized approach to
the compensation of the headphone transfer function [9]. Further,
an in-ear measurement systems for the reliable acquisition of
individual binaural transfer functions (PRECISE, [9]) has been
developed, and crossfade artifacts of dynamic binaural rendering
have been minimized [10].

Further, as shown above, former studies achieved high statis
tical test power by cumulating test results over individuals and
repeated trials while omitting a priori discussions of practical
effect size and required test power. However, in order to limit the
required methodological effort, and as individual performance
was expected to be potentially quite different, we aimed at de
signing our test to produce practically meaningful results already
on the level of individual subjects (cf. section 2.5).

2. METHOD

2.1. Setup

The listening tests were conducted in the recording studio of the
State Institute for Music Research I, Berlin (V = 122 m 3 ,

RT1kHz = 0.65 s). Subjects were seated on a customized chair
with an adjustable neck rest and a small table providing an arm
rest and space for placing the tactile interface used throughout
the test (Korg nanoKONTROL Midi-Interface). An LCD screen
was used as visual interface and placed 2 m in front of the sub
jects at eye level.

Two active near-field monitors (Genelec 8030a) were placed
in front and to the right of the subjects at a distance of 3 m and a
height of 1.56 m, corresponding to source positions of approxi
mately 0° azimuth, 8° elevation (source 1) and -90° azimuth, 8°
elevation (source 2). With a critical distance of 0.8 m and a loud
speaker directivity index of ca. 5 dB at 1 kHz, the source-receiver
distance results in a slightly emphasized diffuse field component
of the sound field. The height was adjusted so that the direct
sound path from source 1 to the listening position was not
blocked by the LCD screen. The source positions were chosen to
represent conditions with minimal and maximal interaural time
and level difference at a neutral head orientation (see test setup,
Fig. 1).

Staatliches Institut fur Musikforschung, hltp://www.sim.spk-berlin.de/
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Figure 1: Listening test environment and used setup.

For binaural reproduction, low-noise DSP-driven amplifiers and
extraaural headphones were used, which were designed to
exhibit only minimal influence on sound fields arriving from

external sources while providing full audio bandwidth (BKsys
tem, [8]). Headphones were worn during the entire listening test,
i.e. also during the binaural measurements, this way allowing for
instantaneous switching between binaural simulation and corre
sponding real sound field. The subjects' head position was con
trolled using head tracking with 6 degrees of freedom (x, y, z,
azimuth [head-above-torso orientation], elevation, lateral flexion)
with a precision of 0.001 cm and 0.003°, respectively (Polhemus
Patriot). A long term test of eight hours showed no noticeable
drift of the tracking system.

Individual binaural transfer functions were measured at the
blocked ear canal using Knowles FG-23329 miniature electret
condenser microphones flush cast into conical silicone earmolds.
The molds were available in three different sizes, providing a
good fit and reliable positioning for a wide range of individuals
[9]. Phase differences between left and right ear microphones did
not exceed ±2° avoiding audible interaural phase distortion [11].

The experiment was monitored by the investigator from a
separate room with talk-back connection to the test environment.

2.2. Reproduction of Binaural Signals

The presence of headphones influences the sound field at the
listeners' ears. Having considered an additional filter for com
pensating this effect [12], Moore et al. [6] concluded that head
phones should not be used for direct comparisons of simulation
and reality and consequently used transaural sound reproduction
for their listening tests on authenticity. In contrast, we argue that
a test on authenticity is not compromised as long as wearing the
headphones (a) would affect real sound field and simulation in an
identical manner and (b) would not mask possible cues for dis
criminating between the two. Condition (a) will be fulfilled by
wearing the headphones both during measurement and simula
tion. For assessing condition (b), binaural room impulse respons
es (BRIRs) were measured with and without three types of head
phones (BKsystem, STAX SRS 2050 II, AKG K-60l) using a
source at 2 m distance, _45° azimuth and 0° elevation for head
above-torso orientations in the range of ±80° azimuth. For this
purpose, the head and torso simulator FABIAN equipped with a
computer controlled neck joint for high precision and automated
control of the head-above-torso orientation was used [13]. The
headphone's influence was analyzed based on differences in the
magnitude responses, and with respect to deviations of interaural
time and level differences (lTD, ILD). For the BKsystem, magni-
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2.3. Measurement of Individual Binaural Transfer Functions

tude response differences (Fig. 2, top left) show an irregular
pattern with differences between approx. ±7.5 dB.

2.4. Post-Processing

In a first step, times-of-flight were removed from the BRIRs by
means of onset detection and ITDs were calculated and stored
separately. ITDs were reinserted in real time during the listening
test, avoiding comb-filter effects occurring in dynamic auraliza
tion with non-time-aligned BRIRs and reducing the overall sys
tem latency [10]. Secondly, BRIRs were normalized with respect
to their mean magnitude response between 200 Hz and 400 Hz.

recording and processing the input signals. The head position of
the subject was monitored using Pure Data. Communication
between the programs was done by UDP messages. All audio
processing was conducted at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.

Before starting the measurements, subjects put on the head
phones and were familiarized with the procedure. Their current
head position, given by azimuth and x/ylz coordinates was dis
played on the LCD screen along with the target position given
only by azimuth. Additionally, an acoustic guidance signal was
played back through the headphones helping subjects finding the
target azimuth for the subsequent measurement. The head tracker
was calibrated with the test subject looking at a frontal reference
position marked on the LCD screen. Subjects were instructed to
keep their eye level aligned to the reference position during
measurement and listening test, this way establishing also indi
rect control over their head elevation and roll. For training proper
head-positioning, subjects were instructed to move their head to a
specific azimuth and hold the position for 10 seconds. All sub
jects were quickly able to maintain a position with a precision of
±0.2° azimuth.

Then, subjects inserted the measurement microphones into
their ear canals until they were flush with the bottom of the con
cha. Correct fit was inspected by the investigator. The measure
ment level was adjusted to be comfortable for the subjects while
also avoiding limiting of both the DSP-driven loudspeakers and
headphones.

BRIRs were measured for head-above-torso orientations be
tween ±34° in azimuth and with a resolution of 2° providing
smooth adaption to head movements [15]. The range was re
stricted to allow for a comfortable range of movements and
convenient viewing of the LCD screen. Sine sweeps of an FFT
order 18 were used for measuring transfer functions achieving a
peak-to-tail signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of approx. 80 dB for the
BRIR at neutral head orientation without averaging [16].

The subjects started a measurement by pressing a button on
the MIDI-interface after moving their head to the target position
and reached it within ±O.l 0. For the frontal head orientation, the
target orientation had to be met also within 0.1 cm for the x/y/z
coordinates. For all other head orientations the translational
positions naturally deviate from zero; in these cases subjects
were instructed to meet the targeted azimuth only. During the
measurement, head movements of more than 0.5° or 1 cm would
have led to a repetition of the measurement, which rarely hap
pened. These tolerance levels were set in order to avoid audible
artifacts introduced by imperfect positioning [1][ 17].

Thereafter, ten individual HpTFs were measured per subject.
To a priori account for potential positional variance in the trans
fer functions, subjects were instructed to move their head to the
left and right in between individual headphone measurements.
After all measurements, which took about 30 minutes, the inves
tigator removed the microphones without changing the position
of the headphones.
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Binaural room impulse responses and headphone transfer func
tions (HpTFs) were measured and processed for every subject
prior to the listening test. Matlab® was used for audio playback,

Whereas differences in magnitudes might influence localization
in the median plane [14] the perceivable bandwidth of the signal
remains largely unaffected making it unlikely that potential cues
for a direct comparison would be eliminated. lTD and ILD dif
ferences are displayed in Fig. 2 (middle and bottom) and are
believed to be inaudible for most head orientations. Assuming
just audible differences of approximately 10-20 flS and 1 dB,
respectively [1], only at 45°, where the ipsilateral ear is fully
shadowed by the headphone, ILD differences slightly exceed the
assumed threshold of audibility.
The observed differences are comparable to those found by
Langendijk and Bronkhorst [5] who used small earphones near to
the concha. Additionally, it is worth noting that differences were
more than twice as high if conventional headphones were used
(see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Differences observed in BRiRs when measured
with and without headphones for head-above-torso
orientations ofbetween ±80° and for a source at -45° az
imuth and 0° elevation. Top: Magnitude spectra (31'd oc
tave smoothed, right ear, gray scale indicates difference
in dB); Middle: ITDs; Bottom: ILDs.
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Due to diffraction effects BRIRs exhibit an almost constant
magnitude response in this frequency range making normaliza
tion especially robust against measurement errors and low
frequency noise. In a last step, BRIRs were truncated to 44100
samples with a squared sine fade out.

Individual HpTF compensation filters were designed using a
weighted regularized least mean squares approach [18]. Filters of
an FFT order 12 were calculated based on the average of ten
HpTF per subject. Regularization was used to limit filter gains if
perceptually required, the used approach is shortly explained
here: HpTFs typically show distinct notches at high frequencies
which are most likely caused by anti-resonances of the pinna
cavities [19]. The exact frequency and depth of these notches
strongly depends on the current fit of the headphones. Already a
slight change in position might considerably detune a notch,
potentially leading to ringing artifacts of the applied headphone
filters [9]. Therefore, individual regularization functions were
composed after manually fitting one or two parametric equalizers
(PEQs) per ear to the most disturbing notches. The compensated
headphones approached a target band-pass consisting of a 4th

order Butterworth high-pass with a cut-off frequency of 59 Hz
and a 2nd order Butterworth low-pass with a cut-off frequency of
16.4 kHz.

Finally, presentations of the real loudspeaker and the binaural
simulation had to be matched to evoke equal loudness impres
sions. If assuming that signals obtained via individual binaural
synthesis closely resemble those obtained from loudspeaker
reproduction (cf. Fig. 3), loudness matching can be achieved by
simply matching the RMS-Ievel of simulation and real sound
field. Hence, matching was pursued by adjusting the RMS-Ievel
of five second pink noise samples recorded from loudspeakers
and headphones while the subject's head was in the frontal refer
ence position. To account for the actual acoustic reproduction
paths in the listening test, prior to loudness-matching, the head
phone recordings were convolved with the frontal incidence
BRIRs and the headphone compensation filter whereas the loud
speaker recordings were convolved with the target band-pass.

2.5. Test Design

The ABX test paradigm as part of the N-AFC test family pro
vides an objective, criterion-free and particularly sensitive test
for the detection of small differences [20], and thus seems appro
priate also for a test on the authenticity of virtual environments.
ABX-testing involves presenting a test stimulus (A), a hidden
reference stimulus (B) and an open reference stimulus (X). Sub
jects may either succeed (correct answer) or fail (incorrect an
swer) to identify the test stimulus. Being a Bernoulli experiment
with a (2AFC) guessing rate of 50%, the binomial distribution
allows the calculation of exact probabilities for observed detec
tion rates enabling tests on statistical significance.

If ABX tests are used to prove the authenticity of simula
tions, one should be aware that this corresponds to proving the
null hypothesis Ho (i.e., proving equality of test conditions).
Strictly speaking, this proof cannot be given by inferential statis
tics. Instead, the approach commonly pursued is to establish
empirical evidence that strongly supports the Ho, e.g. by rejecting
an alternative hypothesis HI stating an effect of irrelevant size,
e.g. a minimal increase of the empirical detection rate above the
guessing rate (i.e., negating a minimum-effect hypothesis [21]).

When testing a difference hypothesis HI, two kinds of errors
can be made in the final decision: The type 1 (alpha) error refers
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to the probability of wrongly concluding that there was an audi
ble difference although there was none. The type 2 (beta) error is
made, if wrongly concluding that there was no audible difference
although indeed there was one. The test procedure (i.e. the num
ber of AFC decisions requested) is usually designed to achieve
small type I error levels (e.g. 0.05), making it difficult (especial
ly for smaller differences) to produce significant test results. If
we aim, however, at proving the Ho such a design may unfairly
favor our implicit interest ('progressive testing'). In order to
design a fair test we first decided about a practically meaningful
effect size to be rejected and then aimed at balancing both error
levels in order to statistically substantiate both the rejection and
the acceptance of the null hypothesis, i.e. the conclusion of au
thenticity.

For the current listening test, a number of 24 trials was cho
sen per subject and for each test condition (i.e., one combination
of source direction and stimulus type), ensuring that for 18 or
more correct answers, the Ho (Peorr. = 0.5) can be rejected, while
for less than 18 correct answers, a specific HI ofPeorr. = 0.9 can
be rejected for one test condition, both at equal (i.e., fair) type I
and type 2 error levels. The chosen statistical design also ac
counted for the fact that each subject had to conduct 4 repeated
tests (i.e. error levels of 5% for individual tests were established
by suitable Bonferroni correction). The rather high detection rate
of Peorr. = 0.9 chosen to be rejected corresponds to our expecta
tion that even small differences would lead to high detection
rates, considering the very sensitive test design and the trained
subjects available.

2.6. Test Procedure

Nine subjects with an average age of 30 years (6 male,
3 female) participated in the listening test, 3 of them were fairly
and 6 of them highly experienced with dynamic binaural synthe
sis. No hearing anomalies were reported and all subjects had
musical background (average 13 years of education). They could
thus be regarded as expert listeners.

During the listening test three buttons (A/B/X) were dis
played on the screen. Audio playback started, if the one of the
buttons on the MIDI interface was pressed. To give the answer
"A equals X", the corresponding button had to be pressed and
held for a short time. Subjects could take their time at will and
repeatedly listen to A, B and X before answering, controlling all
interaction with the tactile MIDI interface.

Two audio contents were used: a pulsed pink noise (0.75 s
noise, I s silence, 20 ms ramps) and an anechoic male speech
recording (5 s). The latter was chosen as a familiar 'real-life'
stimulus, while noise pulses were believed to best reveal poten
tial flaws in the simulation. Further, the bandwidth of the stimuli
was restricted using a 100 Hz high-pass to eliminate the influ
ence of low frequency background noise on the binaural transfer
functions. As mentioned already, four ABX tests were conducted
per subject (2 sources x 2 contents) each consisting of 24 trials.
The presentation order of content and source was randomized
and balanced across subjects. On average, the test took about 45
minutes. To avoid a drift in head position, subjects were instruct
ed to move their head back to the reference position once be
tween each trial and to keep the head's orientation at approx. 0°
elevation throughout the test.

Dynamic auralization was realized using the fast convolution
engine fWonder [13] in conjunction with an algorithm for real
time reinsertion of the lTD [10]. fWonder was also used for
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of detectability was conducted on the level of individual subjects,
observed average detection rates are given for better comparabil
ity to earlier studies: Peorr. noise s1 = 0.978, Peorr. noise s2 = 0.991,
Pcorr.speeehs1 = 0.755, andPcorr.speeehs2 = 0.829.
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applying (a) the HpTF compensation filter and (b) the loudspeak
er target band-pass. The playback level for the listening test was
set to 60 dB(A). BRlRs used in the convolution process were
dynamically exchanged according to the subjects' current head
above-torso orientation, and playback was automatically muted if
the subject's head orientation exceeded 350 azimuth.

2.7. Physical Verification

Prior to the listening test, acoustic differences between test con
ditions were estimated based on measurements with the FABIAN
dummy head. Therefore, FABIAN was placed on the chair and
BRlRs and HPTFs were measured and post-processed as de
scribed above. In a second step, BRlRs were measured as being
reproduced by the headphones and the simulation engine de
scribed above. Differences between simulation and real sound
field for the left ear and source 1 are depicted in Fig. 3.
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3. RESULTS

Figure 4: Listening test results of nine subjects and for
each test condition. Dots indicate percentage/number of
correct answers for each tested condition; singular num
bers indicate subjects with identical detection results.
Dots on or above the dashed line indicate statistically
Significant differences.

Differences between stimuli could also be found when com
paring the average duration needed for making decisions (signifi
cantly higher for speech: 38 s vs. 15 s, P < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed
rank test for dependent samples). Furthermore, increased head
movements were found for speech (interquartile range 200 vs. 80

azim., p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test for dependent sam
ples), indicating an extended search behavior adopted by sub
jects.

During auralization, BRIRs were selected solely based on the
subjects' head-above-torso orientation. Hence, unobserved dif
ferences in the remaining degrees of freedom (x, y, z, elevation,
lateral flexion) might have caused audible artifacts. Therefore,
head tracker data were recorded and used for a post hoc analysis
of deviations between head position during binaural measure
ments and ABX tests: For x, y, z coordinates, deviations were
found to have been smaller than 1 cm for 95% of the time and
never exceed 2 cm which is well within limits given by Hiek
kanen et al. [17]. Differences in head elevation (tilt) and in lateral
flection (roll) rarely exceeded 100 and were below 50 for 90% of
the time. This may have caused audible artifacts occasionally [1],
but a systematic influence on the results is unlikely.

When asked for the qualities of perceived differences be
tween simulation and reality after the listening test, subjects
named coloration Ox), slight differences in loudness (2x), and
spaciousness (Ix). Furthermore, two subjects reported a hissing
or resonating sound in the decay of the noise pulses.
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Figure 3: Differences between binaural simulation and
real sound field for source 1 and left ear. The grey area
encloses the range of differences observed for all head
above-torso orientations between ±34°. For ease of in
terpretation, the range of differences is shown again af
ter applying 6th octave smoothing (black lines).

At a notch frequency in the HpTF at 10 kHz, differences reached
up to 6 dB. However, this was assumed to be perceptually irrele
vant since the bandwidth of the notch was less than a 10th octave.
Above 3 kHz differences were in a range of ±0.5 dB. Somewhat
larger and presumably audible deviations of up to ±2 dB were
observed between 100 Hz and 3 kHz which were potentially
caused by time variance of electro-acoustic transducers. Alto
gether, Fig. 3 shows comparable error patterns as Fig. 7b in
Moore et al. [6].

Results of the ABX listening test are summarized in Fig. 4 for all
subjects. A clear difference in detection performance was found
between contents: While for the pulsed noise subjects were able
to discriminate simulation and real sound field (all individual
tests were statistically significant, see sect 2.5. for the description
of the statistical test), for the speech stimulus about half of them
were not (55% significant tests). This increased uncertainty is
also reflected in larger variance across subjects. Moreover, a
tendency for higher detection rates (Peorr) was found for source 2
('s2') compared to source 1 ('sl '). Although statistical analysis

4. DISSCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In the present study we assessed whether a state-of-the-art indi
vidual dynamic binaural simulation of an echoic environment can
still be discriminated from the corresponding real sound field
(test of 'perceptual authenticity'). To this end, measurement and
post-processing of individual binaural transfer functions was
demonstrated to be feasible within a reasonable amount of time,
while obtaining a sufficient SNR and avoiding excessive test
subject fatigue. Further, listening tests were conducted immedi-
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ately after the measurements (i.e., - due to the minimization of
deviations caused by time variability - resembling a best case
scenario when aiming at proving authenticity) using a sensitive
ABX test paradigm.

In accordance with earlier studies, we found that for a pulsed
pink noise sample all subjects could reliably detect a difference
between reality and simulation (individual detection rates be
tween 87.5% and 100%). In case of the speech sample, however,
only about half of the subjects still perceived a difference (indi
vidual detection rates between 54% and 100%). The higher de
tectability for the noise stimulus can be explained by its broad
band and steady nature, supporting the detection of coloration,
which, according to the subjects, was perceived as the major
difference. Further, in considering this, also the mentioned loud
ness differences might be related to remaining spectral devia
tions.

Furthermore, higher detection rates were observed for
source 2 as compared to source 1. These could be explained by
occasionally observed slight discontinuities in the extracted lTD,
most probably due to lower SNR at the contralateral ear. Addi
tionally, low SNR might have led to larger measurement errors
potentially perceivable as coloration.

Further, a tendency for interaction between source and type
of stimulus was observed, as across all subjects, detection rate
was by far lowest for source 1 and the speech stimulus
(Pcorr.s]no;se = 75.5%). The observed value indicates that for this
condition the group's detection performance was at threshold
level (discrimination between simulation and reality in 50% of
the cases, equalling 75% in a 2AFC paradigm).

On overall, the observed detection rates were higher than
those reported in previous studies, although the precision of the
binaural reproduction was comparable [6]. Hereby, our test de
sign allowing subjects to switch at will between stimuli before
making final decisions, may be assumed to be much more sensi
tive to small flaws of the simulation than sequence-based presen
tations applied in previous studies. This is also indicated by the
fact that six subjects reported to have felt to be merely guessing
although four of them produced significant detection results for
one source of the speech stimulus. In addition, results indicate
that it is still more demanding to realize an authentic interactive
real time simulation as compared to static auralization. This was
somehow expectable as extended abilities of a simulation natu
rally go together with extended potential for perceptual issues
(e.g., with respect to crossfading, latency, or spatial discretiza
tion).

Moreover, and in contrast to former studies, our test included
simulating a reverberant environment. Future tests which are
planned to be conducted in an anechoic chamber and a concert
hall will reveal whether the simulation of reverberant environ
ments resembles a specific challenge.

The 'hissing' sound perceived by two subjects might be an
artefact related to slightly mistuned headphone filters, indicating
the potential for future improvements of our simulation as e.g.
with respect to perceptually more robust headphone filter design.
Further, an optimization of individual lTD modelling appears
advisable and will be pursued in the future.

5. SUMMARY

A test of authenticity was conducted for the first time for a
dynamic individual binaural simulation. Results showed that
when by applying a sensitive test design the simulation was
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always clearly distinguishable from the real sound field, at least
for critical sound source positions and if presenting noise bursts.
However, for male speech, resembling a typical 'real-life' audio
content and for a non-critical source position, half the subjects
failed to reliably discriminate between simulation and reality, and
averaged across subjects performed at threshold level.
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consider Ambisonic encoding of a plane wave, cf. Fig. lea),

(a) Basic idea. (b) H(ex, /3, 0) has a sparse time response.

Figure 1: Sound with frequency-dispersed arrival direction (a) is
perceived as widened. Can it be created by the sparse filter in (b)?
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ABSTRACT

Object-based spatial audio considers virtual sound sources having
a width/diffuseness parameter. This parameter aims at controlling
the perceived width or diffuseness of the auditory object, or phan
tom source, created by the renderer. Width/diffuseness provides
an important salience parameter that is independent of perceived
direction and timbre. A highly efficient sparse filter structure for
two-channel stereophony was described and tested recently, but it
becomes ineffective for most parts of a large audience. This paper
presents phantom source width/diffuseness control for Ambisonics.
The new approach is a remarkably elegant application of the previ
ously described stereo phantom source widening on Ambisonics.
Compared with former experimental data, our experiments show a
greater freedom of increasing the width and widening that works
for a larger listening area.

1. INTRODUCTION ( )
ik s T T

P w,r = e (1)

h(a,{3, ..\Q] = cas(%I..\1 + {3) JIAI(a), (3)

Its simplest discrete-time implementation h(a, {3, q], cf. Fig. I (b),
uses the integer sample index q, and is nonzero only at q = ..\Q,

The Fourier transform pair of a phase modulated cosine [11] yields a
sparse time response when used to define a time-invariant frequency
response, cf. appendix, with the normalized frequency D = wT,

whose direction of arrival (DOA) shall be frequency-dependent
s = s(w). k is the wave number w/ c, w is 27r times frequency f,
e is the speed of sound, s is a direction vector Iisil = 1, and r is a
point of observation. Despite frequency dependency disperses the
DOA, the sound pressure stays perfectly unitary Ip(w, r)1 = 1.

(2)H(a, {3, D) = cas[a cas(D) + {3],
00

IFT ""'--+h(a,{3,t)= D cos(%IAI+{3)JIAI(a)o(t+A).
.\=-00

Special filter structures for increasing the width of two-channel
stereophonic phantom sources have been discussed since the nine
teen fifties, e.g. [1, 2, 3]. More general frequency domain fast
block filter all-pass designs with random phase were most suc
cessful for phantom source widening, [4, 5, 6], until recently a
special sparse FIR phase-based and amplitude-based filter struc
ture could be proposed [7, 8]. However, experiment and practice
show that two-channel stereo widening or diffuseness degrades for
more than 30cm laterally shifted listening positions. Moreover,
widening/diffuseness does not exceed the loudspeaker pair.

For phantom source widening on many loudspeakers, vector
base amplitude panning (VBAP) using a frequency-dependent pan
ning angle was presented in [9]. The effectiveness of the approach
could be heard at audio engineering workshops I. The practical im
plementation employs fast block filters that represent the frequency
dependent panning. However, the steep stop band transitions of
these filters aren't continuously differentiable, hence careful FIR
approximation becomes necessary.

Recent work [10] lets us expect alternative, simple filters in
Ambisonics, but we currently lack suitable algorithms. We therefore

I workshop by Ville Pulkki, "Time-frequency processing of spatial au
dio", presented at AES l28th Conv., London; AES 40th Int. Conf. on Spatial
Audio, Tokyo; AES I29th Conv., San Francisco; EAA Winter School Cut
ting Edge in Spatial Audio, Merano 2013

with A, q E Z, Q E N. For small a the filter is truncated in 1..\1
and implemented efficiently as sparse FIR filter. Such filters were
employed in [8] for two-channel stereo phantom source widening.
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Assuming a dispersion constant ¢ and an average DOA <po, this
filter might intuitively provide a frequency-dispersed DOA

8(Sl) = (cos[~ cos(Sl) + <po]) .
sin[¢ cos(Sl) + <po]

Based on this, an Ambisonic representation of a dispersive DOA
encoding system is developed in section two. The third section
describes a listening experiment to clarify whether the algorithm
widens the phantom source at three different listening positions
more effectively than a comparable two-channel stereo implemen
tation. After discussing how good results of the perceptual study
correlate with the IACCE3 measure, section four highlights gen
eralization of the Ambisonic widening algorithm. Non-sinusoidal
DOA dispersion curves might be favorable for Ambisonic orders
higher than 3 to avoid DOA accumulation points. Moreover, to
widen/diffuse entire Ambisonic productions, rotation matrices rather
than encoders are defined. For 3D Ambisonics, spherical-cap-filling
and isotropic widening is briefly sketched.

2. FREQUENCY-VARYING AMBISONIC ENCODER

The incoming field p is classically represented in 2D Ambisonics
by the encoding coefficients bm that drive the equation

00

(a) Setup of the listening experiment.

h(¢, +;£, (oX - A)Q]

(5)
m=-oo

represented by playback system

s[q]

A plane-wave field arriving from the direction of the polar angle <po
would just be encoded by a set of frequency-independent scalars
bm(<po) = <l>m(<PO). A DOA-dispersed plane wave around <po
requires encoding by <l>m [¢ cos(Sl) + <po] and hence responses are
related to Eq. (2) by ex = m¢ and f3 = m<po or f3 = m<po + 7r/2,

Correspondingly, an encoding system is defined by the transform
pair in Eq. (2) and permits efficient sparse FIR implementation
using Eq. (3). Herewith, impulse responses bm [q] of Ambisonic

encoding with dispersed DOA in the inverval [<po - ¢, <po + ¢]
become nonzero only at )..Q. For causal and finite responses, )..
is shifted by a causality-bringing truncation offset A E N, and
it is truncated to °<:: ).. <:: 2A. The 2A + 1 nonzero entries of
bm [q] are defined by Eq. (3) and lie in the discrete-time inverval
q E [0, 2AQ],

bm[)..Q] = V2 - Jrn {h(m~,m<po, ().. - A)Q], m ~ 0,
27r h(m¢, m<po + 7r/2, ().. - A)Q]. m < 0.

(7)

decoder

¢
dispersion

(b) Stereo widening around 'Po = O.

Figure 2: Experimental setup and signal processing schemes for
testing widened perceived (phantom) sources with dispersion ¢.
Stereo widening is used to supply LS6 and LSI, and Ambisonic
widening supplies LS 1... LS6 and uses N=2.

s[q]

'Po ¢
DOA, dispersion

(e) Proposed Ambisonie widening around 'Po.

(6)

m~O,

m<O.

form ~ 0,

form < 0.

bm(Sl) = V2 - Jrn { cos[m~cos(Sl) + m<po],
27r _ sin[m¢ cos(Sl) + m<po] ,

with the orthonormal circular harmonics

Discrete-time Ambisonic signals Xm [q] encoding a sound sig
nal s[q] are obtained by convolution with this single-input-multiple
output (SIMO) system of impulse responses

Xm[q] = s[q] * bm[q]. (8)

The experimental evaluation that follows uses second-order Am
bisonics, i.e., it restricts m to Iml <:: N with N = 2. We chose
the truncation offset A = 9 and a time grid of Q = 110 sam
ples between nonzero entries, i.e. T ::::: 2.5 ms at the sample rate
is = 44.1 kHz.
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3. EXPERIMENT

The listening experiment evaluates the perceived source extent of
the Ambisonic widening and compares it to the stereo widening.
The experiment hereby investigates the controllability of the widen
ing effect at different listening positions.

3.1. Setup and Conditions

Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental setup consisting of a hexago
nal ring of 6 Genelec 8020 loudspeakers at a radius of r = 2.5 m.
The hexagonal layout is suitable for second order Ambisonics.
As it contains a loudspeaker pair at ±30°, comparison to a two
channel stereo widening algorithm is possible. The height of all
loudspeakers was set to 1.2 m which is also the ear height of the
subjects. The experiment was performed in the IEM CUBE, a
10.3 m x 12 m x 4.8 m large room with a mean reverberation time
of 470 ms that fulfills the recommendation for surround reproduc
tion in ITU-R BS.1116-1 [12]. The central listening position lies
within the effective critical distance. The subjects were asked to
fix a reference point at 4.6 m in the frontal direction at all listening
positions.

For the regular hexagonal setup, an optimal maX-TE Ambisonic de
coder is obtained by dlm = cos[ 2(;:7~1)] <I>m [- IT (1:21)], cf. [13],

to get six loudspeaker signals from five Ambisonic signals Xm(t)

2

xdq] = L dlm Xm[q], VI = 0 ... 5. (9)
m=-2

Dispersive encoding Eq. (7) is used with Q no and A = 9
(0 :s: oX :s: 2A). The DOA dispersion ¢ is investigated for <.po = O.

As a reference, an amplitude-based two-channel stereo widener
was tested using filters derived from Eq. (3) to generate signals for
loudspeaker one and six, aiming at widened frontal sound, cf. [8],

x6,dq] = s[q] * h(¢, ±~, (oX - A)Q], (10)

also using Q = no, A = 9 (0 :s: oX :s: 2A), and a varying ¢.

The algorithms were fed with 22 s of English speech from EBU
SQAM CD [14] and adjusted to 65dB(A). Speech was less sensitive
to subtle perceivable differences that do not affect the perceived
spatial extent but could indirectly distort the results.

Table I: Stereophonic and Ambisonic conditions of the listening
experiment share condo 1 and were adjusted to cover similar widths.

condo stereo Ambisonics

1 ¢ = 0° ¢ = 0°
2 ¢ = 30° -

3 ¢ = 50° -

4 ¢ = 70° -

5 ¢ = 90° -

6 - ¢ = 20°
7 - ¢ = 35°
8 - ¢ = 47°
9 - ¢ = 65°

71

For both stereo and Ambisonic algorithms, 5 different conditions
with varying dispersion ¢ were tested, cf. Tab. 1. Dispersion val
ues of stereo conditions were chosen to be comparable to known
data on phase-based stereo widening [7, 8] that used the same in
put speech signal. Dispersion values of the Ambisonic conditions
were adjusted in a preliminary test at the central listening position
as to obtain a perceived extent similar to the extent of the stereo
phonic conditions. The zero-dispersion condition ¢ = 0° produces
exactly the same loudspeaker signals for stereo and Ambisonics
on the given setup. Hence this condition was only tested once,
cf. condition I in Tab. 1. Each subject completed 6 MUSHRA-like
comparisons, each of which displaying the 9 conditions in random
order. In this way, each subject gave a full comparison twice at
each of the three listening positions.

In the MUSHRA-like comparison, subjects were allowed to seam
lessly switch between the playback of the 9 conditions. The user
interface was placed on their lap. In each comparison, subjects
rated the perceived spatial extent of the 9 selectable stimuli on 9
corresponding quasi-continuous sliders from "narrow" to "wide"
(the test used the German terms "schmal" and "breit"). To support
subjects in organizing their ratings, they were provided a button to
re-arrange the 9 selectable conditions by ascending slider values.

All of the 12 subjects (all male, age range: 27-39 years, median:
31 years) were members of the Institute of Electronic Music and
Acoustics and familiar with spatial audio.

3.2. Results

Within each subject, the repetitions of the same comparison task
correlated at least with 73%. The mean correlation was 92%. Thus,
the repeated comparisons of all subjects were summarized in the
analysis below, yielding statistics using 24 answers for each condi
tion and listening position.

Stereo widening: Fig. 3(a) shows the medians and corresponding
confidence intervals of perceived source extent in dotted lines for
conditions using stereo. For all listening positions an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) reveals the dispersion as a significant factor
(probability> 99.9%). However, not all neighboring conditions
yield significantly different extent for the off-center positions. At
the position (0, -1) m, the conditions with 70° and 90° yield no
significantly different mean values (13%). Comparing the median
values, the conditions with 70° and 90° at (0, -0.5) m, as well
as 50° and 70° are not significantly different. Thus, the lateral
distance to central listening position decreases the controllability
of stereo widening. While the perceived differences remain be
tween conditions with small dispersion, differences for the greatest
dispersion get lost. Note that each perceptual scale in Fig. 3(a) is
relative and covers all the 9 conditions (Stereo and Ambisonics) but
is specific to one listening position. The diagram does not permit
direct comparison of scale values for different listening positions.

Ambisonics: For the Ambisonic widening, dispersion is still a sig
nificant factor (> 99.9%). Furthermore the neighboring conditions
yield significantly different mean (> 95%) and median values for
all listening positions. Other than before, the nearly linear slope
between 20° and 65° gets steeper and not shallower for off-center
positions. This is plausible as both dispersion and lateral proximity
of the listening position to L82 increase lateral sound.
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(a) Relative perceptual scales for efficient widening at different listening poitions.

Figure 3: Perceptual, relative scales at each listening position for efficient stereo and Ambisonic widening and dependency of measured
1 - IACCE3 on dispersion ¢. Perceptual scales show medians and corresponding 95% confidence intervals and their values are normalized
to the maximum extent at each listening position.

While the perceived extent of stereo and Ambisonic widening is
similar at the central listening position, the less controllable extent
of stereo widening is strongly reduced at the off-center listening
positions when compared to Ambisonic widening.

[
bm[q]] _ [cos(m O -Sin(m O ] [am[q]]

b-m[q] - , sin(mO cos(m(") ,* a-m[q] .
'----v_---'

(II)

Setting the rotation angle to (" = ¢ cos(D) + 'Po creates a time
domain 2 x 2 filter matrix containing the sparse responses ofEg. (3)

Inter-aural cross correlation coefficients (IACC) were calculated
from binaural impulse responses of a B&K HATS 4128C in the
experimental setup. The IACC is defined as the maximum of the
inter-aural cross correlation function (IACF), cf. [15]. This article
uses the IACCE3, which is the average of the early IACCs for three
octave bands around 500 Hz, 1 kHz, and 2 kHz, cf. [16]. For all
the 9 conditions, the IACCE3 values are correlated to the perceived
source extent by 91 % at (0,0) m, and by 92% for the off-center
listening position at (0, -0.5) m and 82% at (0, -1) m, cf. Tab. 1
and Fig. 3(b). Neither relative scales nor correlations inter-relate
the perceived extent at different listening positions.

R~'Po,Q[..\Ql =

[
h(m¢,m'Po,(..\-A)Q]

h(m¢, m'Po - ~,(..\ - A)Q]
h(m¢, mv:,o + ~,(..\ - A)Q]] .

h(m¢, m'Po, (..\ - A)Ql

4. WIDENING AND DIFFUSION FOR MASTERING (a) scheme for rotational widening/diffusion.

An obvious extension of the algorithm is an enlarged time grid
Q/is ::;. 10 ms. For dispersion ¢ ::::; 80°, this causes a diffuse
spatial reverb characterized by an equally long attack and decay.
Hereby, relatively short diffuse reverberation can be created.

Below, efficient Ambisonic widening/diffusion is extended to
yield high-quality 2D and 3D mastering effects, see Figs. 4 and 6.

4.1. Frequency-dependent rotation.

The widening algorithm is applicable in mastering of Ambisonic
productions or recordings after re-expressing it as a rotation. Using

cos[¢cosD + 'Po] = L~-oo cos(~ III + 'Po) JIII(¢) eim to de
fine frequency-dependent Ambisonic z-rotation matrices achieves
the effect. All Ambisonic signals a±m [q] belonging to cos and sin
harmonics of same m are rotated in pairs by convolution with 2 x 2
matrices, see Fig. 4(a),

'"B-

.5
:::
.2 0
;';
3,
'"'6

-1 L-_~__~__~_----.J

o 90 180 270 360
normalized frequency n in °/Hz

(b) scheme for depicted, alternative dispersion curve.

Figure 4: (a) processing for dispersive rotation, (b) chained up to
produces alternative dispersion curves.
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-15dB -lOdB -5dB OdB

(a) cos-shaped widening at dispersion ¢
80° and varying Ambisonic orders.

(b) cos-shaped widening at varying dispersion
and Ambisonic order N = 5.

··f~:~
- ...•¢=120'~

-15dB -lOdB -5dB OdB

(c) harmonic-series-shaped widening at vary
ing dispersion and Ambisonic order N = 5.

Figure 5: Broad-band energy distribution E(<p) for widening drawn over angle: (a) Ambisonic widening with cosine curve and varying
orders, (b) for fifth order and varying dispersion, (c) for fifth order and modified dispersion curve.

4.2. Chaining-up rotations for other dispersion curves

The cos-shaped dispersion around <po = 0 yields accumulation
points in its angularly symmetric broad-band energy distribution

2

E(<p) = l27r {~COS[2(~~1)] cos[m(<p - ¢ cos D)] } dD,

especially in higher-order Ambisonics, cf. Fig. 5(a). Fig. 4(b) shows
a harmonically chained-up rotational dispersion to obtain the curve

( = ~~=o 23t:j~1) cos[(2j + l)D)],

il"ToQ[q] = Rli;. 0 Q[q] * R~;. 0 3Q[q] * R?i;. 0 5Q[q]· (12)
,+" , 230/' 1 23 '+'1 , 23 '+'1 ,

The resulting energy distribution in Fig. 5(c) shows less prominent
extrema and a stable center compared to Fig. 5(b).

4.3. Application to 3D Ambisonics

The same 2 x 2 filter matrices are involved when dispersively
rotating 3D Ambisonic signals an,±m around the z axis, because
the signals are related to the same azimuth harmonics as in 2D. We
set <po = 0 and use

[
bn,m[q]] = R'!'o [q] * [ an,m[q]] . (13)

bn,-m[q] ¢, ,Q an,-m[q]

However, sounds close to the z axis remain entirely unaffected.
As a remedy, rotational dispersion can be sequentially applied

around z, y, and x. The same filter matrix is involved after using
static rotations intermediately aligning y or x with the vertical
direction. Given such rotation matrices R(-z) and R(z.), we define:

R~~~,Q[q] = [R~O,Q[q]]n,m, (14)

R~Y) [q] = R(Yz) R~z) [q] R(zy)
¢,O,Q ¢,o,Q'

R~x) [q] = R(xz) R~z) [q] R(zx)
¢,O,Q ¢,o,Q'

and execute to manipulate the set of Ambisonic signals a[q]

b[q] = R~x) [q] * R~Y) [q] * R~z) [q] * a[q]. (15)
¢,O,1.9Q ¢,O,1.3Q ¢,O,Q

Different time grids {1.9Q, 1.3Q, Q} for x, y, and z achieve a
trajectory over frequency that evenly fills a spherical cap of the
angular size ~ 2¢, as shown in Fig. 6.

73

Figure 6: Scheme and trajectories for 3D widened/diffused provid
ing sphere-cap-shaped dispersion.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

A highly effective Ambisonic encoding system for phantom source
widening has been presented that disperses the direction of arrival
of the sound over frequency.
Listening experiments for horizontal second-order Ambisonics have
successfully proven that the new algorithm not only efficiently but
also effectively controls the perceived source extent, which can be
described by the IACCE3 .

Remarkably good control was also gained outside the central lis
tening spot, where the effect of the new algorithm outperforms its
stereophonic counterpart, even for a I m displacement.
In higher orders, the simple version of the algorithm might yield
perceivable accumulation points of the distributed sound at the
turning points of the angular dispersion curve. An alternative was
given using a series of rotational dispersions of different frequency
normalization / time grid Q.
Moreover, the algorithm can be generalized to work as 3D Am
bisonic rotation matrix dispersing around all the three Cartesian
axes.

It is subject to future research to investigate simple mathemat
ical models of the decorrelation and widening for multi-channel
audio, see also [17]. In particular, investigation of the matrix of
inter-channel correlation coefficients appears promising. In addi
tion, it is a perceptually interesting question how the rotational
widening algorithm performs (a) for different dispersion contours
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7. APPENDIX

and are finally able to re-expand cos [0: cos 0 + ,8] in terms of

2

j* «(3,<>,O)=j( -(3,-<>,0)

2
'--v---'

:=j«(3,<>,O)

-i(3 00

f(-,8,-o:,O) = = T L jlAIJI.\I(_o:)ei.\o
A=-cx:>

L cos(,8 + ~ IAI) JI.\I (0:) ei'\o. (16)
'\=-00

f(,8 ") - e
i
(3 i%[e"'+e-"'I _ e

i
(3 ~ ..\ J ( ) i.\O

,o:"t - 2 e - 2 L I .\ 0: e
.\=-00

i(3 00
_ e ""' .I.\IJ ( ) i.\O- 2 L I 1.\10: e .

.\=-00

_ e-
i
(3 ~ ·-I.\IJ ( ) i.\O

- -2- L I 1.\1 0: e ,
.\=-00

Using J.\ (-0:) = (-1).\ J;" (0:), [19, 20, Eq. 10.11.1], we obtain

In order to observe the Fourier components of the cos [0: cos(O)]
and sin[o: cos(O)] functions above, we can regard

[17] Matthias Frank and Franz Zotter, "Simple technical prediction
of phantom source widening," in AIAIDAGA, Fortschritte der
Akustik, Meran, 2013.

[18] Kazuho Ono, Ville Pulkki, and Matti Karjalainen, "Binaural
modeling of multiple sound source perception: Methodology
and coloration experiments," in Audio Engineering Society
Convention 111, 11 2001.

[19] "NIST Digital Library of Mathematical Functions,"
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes how to use a planar circular pressure-zone
table-top microphone array for modal beamforming. Its goals are
similar as for spherical arrays: higher-order resolution and a more
or-less steering-invariant beampattern design in the three-dimens
ional half space. As conventional circular arrays lack control of
the beampattern in the vertical array plane, the proposed arrange
ment tries to fix this shortcoming to allow both horizontal and
vertical control of beamforming. To provide a fully calibrated de
composition into the directional modes, the proposed beamforming
approach is based on measurement data. From a MIMO (multiple
input-multiple-output) system description of the measurement data
in the spherical harmonics domain, an inverse MIMO system of fil
ters is designed for decomposing the microphone array signals into
those spherical components eligible for modal beamforming. For
an efficient measurement and robust set of decomposition filters, a
reduced set of measurement positions and a regularisation strategy
is suggested.

1. INTRODUCTION

Beamforming denotes the discrimination between signals based on
the spatial location of sources. Whilst conventional beamforming al
gorithms directly operate on the sensor signals, modal beamforrning
approaches use directional modes that are obtained by decompos
ing the wavefield into orthogonal solutions of the acoustic wave
equation. Overviews are given in [1,2].

Spherical arrays are most generic, but also require a lot of
hardware effort. In real-world scenarios where acoustic sources are
restrained to the upper half of the three-dimensional space the ge
ometry of the microphone array needs to be adopted. For example
Li and Duraiswami [3] designed a hemispherical table microphone
for sound capture and beamforming. In order to further decrease
cost and hardware complexity, circular planar microphone arrays
are feasible. In [4] a planar circular table microphone array, consist
ing of three near-coincident cardioid microphones, is presented that
allows for decomposition of the acoustic scene in modes of first or
der. Using this setup looses its directivity when steering the spatial
sensitivity into the vertical direction. In order to improve the spatial
selectivity of the generated beampattern, a higher order resolution
is required. An approach for a decomposition of the soundfield in
second-order directional modes is outlined in literature by Meyer
and Elko in [5] and [6]. They suggest a microphone array consist
ing of omnidirectional microphones on a concentric circle and an
omnidirectional centre element. Craven et al [7] argue that acoustic
gradient sensors are preferable in signal to noise behaviour as they
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decrease the bass boosts of array processing filters. On the other
hand manufacturing of cardioid microphones usually does not yield
capsules that are as well-matched as omnidirectional ones, although
a precise match is required for accurate array processing. Addition
ally, the orientation ofthe cardioid microphones needs to be precise
in order to avoid mismatch between analytic model and prototype.
This paper describes how to obtain a fully calibrated decomposition

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the prototype.

into the directional modes, and a beamforming approach that is
entirely based on measurement data and does not rely on an analytic
model. A schematic layout of the used microphone array is depicted
in figure 1. The central element is an omnidirectional microphone
and five equi-spaced outwards-oriented cardioid microphones lie
on a concentric circle of the radius r. The array is planar and in
tended for use as a pressure-zone microphone that is placed for
example on table. Possible applications include beamforming for
teleconferencing and to a certain extent also 3D spatial recordings.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF MICROPHONE ARRAY
CHARACTERISTICS

The directional sensitivity of the six array microphones can be
measured for one direction by recording a sweep from a loudspeaker
that is placed there. For a complete measurement of as many
directional responses as possible, the direction-dependent response
of each microphone is measured by a hemispherically surrounding
loudspeaker array.

Measurement excitation positions (loudspeaker positions) are
set according to a spatial resolution of D.r.p = 10° in azimuth and
D.{) = 11.25° in zenith direction which leads to a grid layout of 8
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plotted using a spherical meshgrid of the available grid positions in
fig. 3.

mic.3mic.2mic.

,,/2

latitude circles and 36 meridians. The right half of fig. 2 depicts
the hemispherical measurement configuration of 288 loudspeakers
on a radius of 1.3m. In order to reduce the measurement effort,
the number of directions may be reduced to 6 instead of 288, see
red dots in the right half of fig. 2. In the practical setup, fig. 2, an
eight-element quarter-circular loudspeaker array could be used for
sequentially measuring 8 directions of different zenith angles at one
azimuth angle. In order to reach all 36 proposed azimuth angles,
the microphone array is rotated by a computer-controlled turntable
between the measurements.

Figure 3: Directivity patterns of mounted microphones at f ~

1 kHz on the 8 x 36 measurement grid; color expresses the phase.

(3)

mic.6mic.5

hl"(w) = h~(w)g.

mic.4-xl2

±1t 0

2.2. Directivity patterns in modal domain

From the series of L loudspeaker responses to the p,th microphone,
we obtain a single response by linear combination of all loudspeak
ers with the weight 9 = [gl, ... ,gL] T

As a counterpart to the weight vector of the spaced loudspeakers at
their discrete locations, we define a continuous driving distribution
g(0) depending on the direction vector O. Such a function is related
to the loudspeaker weights gA by

The measurements span an 8 x 36 set of impulse responses
hAJ.lo [T], where ..\, p, and T are the loudspeaker, microphone and
discrete-time indices, respectively.

The actual measurements are done according to the exponen
tially swept-sine (ESS) method presented by Farina in [8]. The
impulse responses between the ..\'h loudspeaker to the p,'h micro
phone are calculated in the frequency domain by a simple division
of the two spectra defined in eq. (1)

Figure 2: Setup for capturing responses on a 8 x 36 longi
tude/latitude grid; red dots mark the on-axis directions.

h [1 = IFFT [FFT(XAJ.lo [T])]
AI" T FFT(s [T]) , (1)

L

g((J) = L 0(0 - (JA) gA,
A=l

(4)

(2)

If we wish to create specific SH coefficients IN with the loudspeak
ers, their weights should be 9 = L~ IN, using the pseudo-inverse

o((J - (JA) symbolizing the directional Dirac delta function. For
a modal representation, the equation is expanded in spherical har
monics ynm((J)

(6)with LN = [YN((J1), , YN((JL)],

y~((J) = [Yoo(O), , Y~((J)],

and,~ = bg, ... ,'Y~].

00 n L

g(O) = L L LYnm((JA) gA ynm((J), (5)
n=Om=-n>"=l

"-v-'
:=,::r"

ynm((JA) being the expansion coefficients of the Dirac delta func
tion and 'Ynm of their weighted superposition. The resolution of
g(O) is limited by truncating the summation in n to n ::; N, a
number of functions we can resolve by the measurement loudspeak
ers. In terms of matrices and vectors, we may write instead of
'Y:- = L:~=1 ynm((J).,)g).,

2.1. Directivity patterns

where x).,J.lo [T] and s [T] denote the recorded response and the ex
ponential sweep, respectively. The influences of the loudspeaker
characteristics are minimized by equalizing according to a cali
brated reference microphone placed in the centre of the experimen
tal setup.

(

hJ.lo((h,W))
hJ.lo((h,w)

hJ.lo(w) = .

h,.(OL,W)

where (JA = [COS(tpA) sin('l9A), sin(tpA) sin('l9).,), coS('l9A)]T is a
direction vector using the azimuth and zenith angle tp)., and 'l9)., of
the ..\'h loudspeaker (..\ = 1, ... , L) in spherical coordinates. The
magnitude of the directivity pattern at a specific frequency is then

In this section, we analyse the measurement data in order to make a
statement about the three dimensional directivity patterns and their
rotational symmetry of the analysed microphones. Let us define
a vector that contains the discrete directional response of the p,th
microphone (p, = 1, ... ,6) as
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Figure 6: Scheme ofmodal beamforming stages; s(OJ) denotes the
output signal for a beam steered towards Ot.

of LN. Choosing iN = YN (0), we obtain the sensitivity of the M1h

microphone interpolated in terms of SH:

(7)

Note that here some spherical harmonics need to be excluded from
the vector YN (0). Because the microphone array under test is a
table-top pressure-zone array, we are given a sound-rigid acoustic
boundary condition on the horizontal plane. Only the (N+l)2(N+2)

even-symmetric spherical harmonics y;s-n (0),0 :::: s :::: n, fulfill
this condition; others are grayed out in fig.4 showing 0 :::: n :::: 2.
For fine interpolation, the given grid allows to choose N = 14 at a

b- h,

h,

n=O

n=1

Decomposer
Unit

n=2

Beamforming
Unit

III

g, h,

g2 h2
g3

hu
gz

{j iI "
Figure 7: MIMO system.

The multiple-input-multiple-output system (MIMO, see fig. 7)
of the device under test is described as

(9)

(8)

(10)

hew) = H(w)fJ,

with Y = [Y2(Ol), ... , Y2(OM)],

and i2 = bg, ... , ,~l·

Hatted variables hf.'(w) are used to denote a coarse selection of
measurements out of hf.'(w), see red dots in fig. 2. This is preferable
in practical and repeated calibration measurement, so that modal
beamformer design only uses the 6 loudspeaker positions Of.' =
[cos(ipf.') sin(19f.'), sin(ipf.') sin(19f.'), coS(19f.')]T aligned with all 6
pointing directions of the microphone array elements. The fine 288
measurement grid is only used for later verification. We control the
reduced loudspeaker weights fJ by the smaller 6 x 6 matrix y-l
instead of L + ,

fJ = y-1i2,

where H(w) represent measured MIMO responses, and hew) are
now all the M microphone responses due to the loudspeaker weights
fJ. Omitting (w) for brevity, the matrix H contains responses from
Eq. (2)

Figure 5: SH-interpolated directivity pattern of microphone 3 at
f ::::0 1kHz; color expresses the phase.

-x/2

x/2

±x 0

reasonable condition number for pseudo inversion. Figure 5 shows
the three-dimensional directivity pattern of microphone 3 at about
1kHz on a fine grid of 12000 nodes.

Figure 4: SHs up to order 2 that satisfy the boundary condition
(colored); skew symmetric are transparent.

3. MODAL BEAMFORMING BY MIMO INVERSION OF
MEASURED SH DIRECTIVITIES

The targeted spherical harmonic modal beamformer is shown in
fig. 6. It processes the microphone signals as to produce a set of
spherical harmonic pickup patterns of limited order n, n :::: 2 in
our particular case. This step is somewhat elegant as an output
directivity can be formed by subsequent frequency-independent
linear combination thereof [1].

Insertion in Eq. (8) transforms the loudspeaker side of the MIMO
system to a modal representation of limited order n :::: 2 resolvable
by the microphones

(ll)

We may further transform the MIMO system H from the micro
phone side into the spherical harmonics domain by using the same
expression y-l, yielding the modal signal outputs X2 of the mi
crophone array

In the underlying analytical model [9], this operation would render
the system

3.1. Decomposer Unit

The goal is to design a unit that transforms the recorded microphone
signals into the spherical harmonic spectrum ,;:;', which are the
target signals for spherical-harmonic-based modal beamforming.

y-l H y-l := C

( 12)

(13)
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perfectly diagonal. We therefore expect some of the paths in the
6 x 6 MIMO system C to be vanishing. Indeed, no perfect but a
diagonalizing effect on the measured MIMO system is observed
in C, fig. 8. In order to obtain a correct mapping of the spheri-

Figure 8: Magnitudes of the MIMO system C for f
Values are normalized to a range of 30 dB. 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k

Frequency in Hz

frequencies where just a few components are under-represented in
C, whereas the global regularisation avoids amplification at fre
quencies where transfer function components in C are too weak,
altogether. Global regularisation is essential in the lower frequency
range, whereas local and global regularisation affect the approxi
mation at higher frequencies to the same extent. Fig. 9 shows that

2kHz.

6234 5
Excited spherical harmonics

cal harmonics modes at the loudspeaker side to the modes at the
microphone side, a decomposition matrix that is inverse to the
transformed MIMO system C is introduced

Figure 9: ,Maximal and minimal singular values ofthe transformed
MIMO system and the regularised system for C2 = 0.008 and
C1 = 0.01.

A decomposition matrix D = C- 1 would yield a perfect but
non-robust decomposition of the microphone signals into the mode
strengths X2 = ,2.

X2 = DC,2 = ,2. (14)
regularisation mainly affects the small singular values to improve
the robustness of D while accepting it being a less accurate inverse
DC::::oI.

3.3. Modal Beamforming Unit3.2. Regularised inversion of the transformed MIMO system

The transformed MIMO system is square and may be exactly in
verted to get D if it is non-singular. The condition number K(·) of
a matrix indicates the distance to a regular matrix and is defined
as the ratio between the maximal and minimal singular value [10].
A perfectly regular matrix has a condition number K(·) = 1, but
we expect K(C) > 1 in our case. By applying the singular value
decomposition (SVD, [11]) on C, we obtain

(15)

where U and V are unitary matrices column-wisely containing the
left and right singular vectors of C, and S is the diagonal matrix
containing the singular values in descending order

Decomposition Steering Summation

S = diag(lT), IT = [0"1, ... , O"N]T . (16)

We define a regularised inverse of the MIMO system matrix Cas Figure 10: Scheme ofbeamforming unit.

D = V§-l U H, with §-1 = diag(oT\ (17)

and;:Y = IT + 0"1 C1 + O"max C2, (18)
"-v-' "-v-'

local global

where ;:y denotes the regularised singular values, 0"1 denotes the
highest singular value of the system matrix at frequency f (local),
O"max = maXj (0"1 (f)) refers to the maximal singular value over
the entire frequency range (global), and C1, C2 are scalar regularisa
tion constants. They are used to control the amount of regularisation.
Local and global regularisation improve the system conditioning
to obtain a robust modal decomposer D. The local regularisation
is used to avoid an extreme amplification of the inverse system at

A block diagram of the beamformer unit is depicted in fig. 1O.
Thereby, the input signals are the unified modes in the spherical har
monics domain 'Y;;:' that are generated in the decomposer unit using
the MIMO filter D. In the steering unit, these signals are weighted
with the spherical harmonics evaluated at the lookdirection (h, and
in a next step they are multiplied with frequency independent or
der weights W n , e.g. the maX-TE weights [1, 0.775,0.4], that are
designed to form specific beampattern shapes (see [12], [13], [14]
and [9]). In the last unit, the summation unit, the obtained signals
are summed up. The beampattern is normalized by its lookdirection
amplitude n(O]) = L~=o L;=o W n [y;s-n(Od]2 to remove its
dependency on the zenith angle.
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4. RESULTING BEAMPATTERNS

The horizontal slices of the achievable beampatterns with max-rE
order weighting W n = [1, 0.775,0.4] steered towards the hori
zontal array plane are shown in fig. 11. It is striking that the

filter regularisation, as the higher-order modes are weakly present
at low frequencies. This order limitation improves the white noise
gain (WNG) and accordingly the robustness of the beamforming
system [15].

Figure II: Horizontal slice of supercardioid beampattern steered
toward z = 0 at frequencies of [400, 1000,2000,4000] Hz and
usage of regularised decomposition filters; radial divisions are
10 dB steps.

4.1. Does every array need calibration?

The filters designed by limiting the condition number to ~ 30dB
(see fig. 9) still yield a robust decomposition if the array parameters
deviate within 1%. But is the MIMO decomposer also applicable
to different copies of the microphone array?

In order to test the portability of the regularised decomposi
tion filters to an array duplicate with same geometry, we generated
filters with the circularly rotated data of the measured matrix fl.
The beamforming system for the rotated filters was tested on the
original microphone array. The obtained beampatterns of this setup
highly vary from the beampatterns produced with the original data,
see fig. 13. Thus, the designed filters are not necessarily applica
ble to arrays where the array characteristics differ from the array
prototype. In [9] it is shown that minor mounting errors (about

obtained directional characteristics are frequency dependent and
that the beampatterns evolve from a nearly first order supercardioid
at low frequencies to a second order supercardioid characteristic
at high frequencies. The vertical slices of a hypercardioid beam
(wn = [1,1,1]) steered towards the z-direction are shown in fig. 12
where one can observe a similar behaviour as for the horizontal
slices, namely that the higher order pattern is just available at higher
frequencies. The quasi order-limited beamforming is caused by the
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Figure 12: Vertical slice ofhypercardioid beampattern steered to
wards the z-direction at frequencies of [400, 1000,2000, 4000]Hz
and usage of regularised filters; radial divisions are 10 dB steps.

Figure 13: Horizontal slice of supercardioid beampattern steered
toward z = 0 at frequencies of [400, 1000, 2000, 4000]Hz and
usage of rotated regularised decomposition filters; radial divisions
are 10 dB steps.

4°) of the microphone orientation, gain mismatches between the
channels as well as deviations of microphone characteristics lead
to major decomposition en·ors. This highlights the importance of a
calibration procedure for every microphone array duplicate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented and tested a novel modal beamforming
approach for a six channel pressure-zone table-top microphone
array. The design using five cardioid microphones and one omni
directional central microphone yields robust frequency responses
for creating 2nd order modal beampatterns. A measurement-based
decomposition for modal beamforming that exploits the benefits
of gradient transducers of reasonable manufacturing accuracy is
proposed. The practical approach includes a regularised inversion
of a MIMO system and is easy to use as only 6 x 6 MIMO response
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measurements are necessary. The low complexity of this calibration
procedure is paramount as exchangeability of the MIMO decompo
sition filters to array duplicates is not possible for superdirectional
beamforming.
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ABSTRACT

The technique of rendering binaural room impulse responses from
spatial data captured by spherical microphone arrays has been re
cently proposed and investigated perceptually. The finite spatial
resolution enforced by the microphone configuration restricts the
available frequency bandwidth and, accordingly, modifies the per
ceived timbre of the played-back material. This paper presents
a feasibility study investigating the use of filters to correct such
spectral artifacts. Listening tests are employed to gain a better un
derstanding of how equalization affects extemalization, source fo
cus and timbre. Preliminary results suggest that timbre correction
filters improve both timbral and spatial perception.

1. INTRODUCTION

Binaural technology [1] provides a means to render headphone
presented stimuli that mimic sounds as if they were heard in a reg
ular, headphone-free listening situation. It has applications in psy
choacoustics research [2], auditory neuroscience [3], architectural
acoustics [4] and audio technology [5]. In its simplest form, bin
aural technology utilizes free field head-related transfer-functions
(HRTFs) of a mannikin or an individual subject to spatially filter
an audio signal. While such processing provides a basic means
to simulate sound localization, the absense of reverberation and
time-varying auditory cues have a negative effect with regard to
achieving an accurate sense of sound externalization [6, 7].

To obtain a more complete set of auditory cues, one may opt to
directly measure the transfer function of a room using a manikin,
which results in a Binaural Room Impulse Response (BRIR), e.g.
see [8]. This, however, results in a single transfer function com
bining the effects of the room itself as well as the head, ears and
torso, and thus represents the anthropometric features of a specific
listener. Additionally, if one wishes to reproduce the effects of
head movements, the BRIR needs to be measured in a range of
head orientations hence making the measurement procedure inef
ficient for many practical applications.

Rafaely and Avni [9] suggested a method to render BRIRs
in the spherical harmonics (SH) domain, by making use of pre
measured HRTFs and a Spatial Room Impulse Response (SRIR)
which can be obtained either by means of numerical simulation
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or by direct room measurement using a spherical microphone ar
ray. More recently, Avni et al. [10] studied the perceptual effects
of recording and reproducing sound fields at different spatial res
olutions. Among their findings, they discovered that limiting the
SH order of the recorded sound field has a prominent effect on the
frequency bandwidth of the resulting BRIR, and hence on the tim
bre of the played-back material. In other words, a BRIR of low
spatial resolution also has a limited frequency bandwidth, which
indicates that the spatial and spectral design parameters of BRIRs
should not be seen in isolation. To address this, Villeval [I I] sug
gested a timbre equalization filter, compensating for the average
change in frequency response between BRIRs constructed at two
different spatial resolutions.

The results presented in [10] showed that there is an inherent
trade-off between the spatial resolution of the sound field recorded
with a spherical array and the spectral representation of the result
ing BRIR. As a first step towards addressing this trade-off, this
paper presents a feasibility study on the effects of correcting low
order BRIRs with a timbre equalization filter. The paper is struc
tured as follows: Sec. 2 and 3 briefly outline the procedure for
computing a BRIR in the SH domain, and for equalizing it to a
desired SH order. This is followed by experimental results from a
preliminary listening test in Sec. 4, which are further discussed in
Sec. 5.

2. RENDERING BINAURAL ROOM IMPULSE
RESPONSES

To render a BRIR from sound pressure measured by a spheri
cal microphone array, the method suggested in [9] is followed
in this paper. Let HI(k,Q) and HT(k,Q) denote a set of pre
measured HRTFs for the left and the right ear, respectively, where
k = 211"f /c is the acoustic wavenumber, f is the frequency and
c is the speed of sound in air. Here, Q == (e, ¢) E S2 de
notes the angle in a standard spherical coordinate system [12] in
which (r, e, ¢) denote radial distance, elevation and azimuth, re
spectively. By applying the spherical Fourier transform [13] to
Hl(k, Q) and HT(k, Q), one obtains their respective representa
tions in the SH domain, H~m(k) and H;;m(k).

Similarly, let p(k, r, Q) denote some pressure function on a
sphere that is square integrable over Q and whose spherical Fourier
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some point sto on the surface of a rigid sphere, then the average
magnitude response over all incident waves is given by [II]

transform yields the function Pnrn(k, r). In a room, this function
represents spatial information on a continuum of plane waves ar
riving at the receiving position from the sound source and the dif
ferent reflecting surfaces. The complex amplitudes of the spherical
harmonic components of these plane waves, anrn (k), can be ob
tained by performing a plane-wave decomposition of the sound
field as follows [14]:

p(kr, sto) =

which reduces to

1 N n
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For example, the magnitude response of two timbre correction
filters, equalizing orders N = 3 -+ 19 and N = 2 -+ 10, are
shown in Figure I.

where bn (kr) is as defined before, and y n
rn (-) are the spherical

harmonics [IS]. Accordingly, one can describe the transfer func
tion of a timbre correction filter, that equalizes the frequency re
sponse of some finite series of order N to that of an order Nh' as
follows:

(3)
00

n=O m=-n

where anrn (k) = (_l)rn a;:;:rn (k) is the representation of a* (k, st)
in the SH domain, and pl (k) denotes the resulting pressure at the
left ear. For the right ear, Eq. (3) is computed with the corre
sponding right ear HRTF in a similar fashion. In the limiting case,
evaluation of the sum in Eq. (3) results in a plane wave represen
tation of the BRIR. In practice, however, the functions p(k, r, st),
Hl(k, st) and HT(k, st) are sampled in space with finite resolu
tion, which implies that the infinite series in (3) must be truncated
at some order N to avoid introducing any detrimental effects of
spatial aliasing.

bn(kr) = 411"i
n

[jn(kr) - ~i~~~~hn(kr)] , (2)

where jn (.) is the spherical Bessel function, hn (.) is the spher
ical Hankel function and j~ (.) and h~ (.) represent their first deriva
tives with respect to the argument. For high values of n, the result
of bn(kr) approaches zero for low values of kr, which requires a
large calculation dynamic range. To overcome this numerical lim
itation, in this paper bn (kr) is soft-limited according to the proce
dure suggested in [16].

Once a plane wave decomposition is performed, a BRIR can
be calculated as follows [9]:

(k) _ Pnrn(k,r)
anrn - bn(kr) .

In this paper all spherical array measurements are performed
directly over the surface of a rigid sphere and, as such, bn(kr) is
given by [15]

3. TIMBRE EQUALIZATION
Figure I: Magnitude response of two timbre correction filters,
equalizing orders 3 to 19 and 2 to 10.

The practical constraint regarding this series truncation motivates
a perceptual comparison of BRIRs generated with different trunca
tion orders. Avni et al. [10] showed that truncating (3) not only re
stricts the spatial resolution of pl (k), but also affects its frequency
content due to the explicit dependency of bn on kr and the in
creased truncation error for kr > N [17], with N being the order
limit. This direct impact on the resulting timbre may affect percep
tion and obscure psychoacoustic investigations. To compensate for
this effect, Villeval [11] suggested an equalization method, which
shall be briefly described in this section.

As a first approximation, the transfer function of the human
head can be seen as that of a rigid sphere, which provides an ana
lytic means to quantify the frequency related effects of construct
ing an incident wave with a finite series of spherical harmonics. In
a reverberant setting, the sound field is comprised of a large num
ber of plane waves of random incidence directions. Assuming that
a receiver, representing the sound pressure at the ear, is placed at

4. LISTENING TEST

Following the proposed timbre correction filters, the objective of
the listening test is to investigate the filters' effects on three per
ceptual attributes, namely:

1. Externalization. When binaurally reproducing a sound field
over headphones, the listener mayor may not experience a
sense of externalization and, accordingly, judges whether
the sound is arriving from within the headphones or from a
more distant location.

2. Localization blur / focus. Whether the sound is externalized
or not, it is spatially localized with some error. Thus, a
source perceived as having a well defined position in space
is here referred to as having a low localization blur or, a
high localization focus.
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A similar trend is evident in results of the focus test (x
2.45, (J' = 0.68 compared to x = 1.36, (J' = 0.50 for speech, and
x = 2.45, (J' = 0.52 compared to x = 1.36, (J' = 0.67 for classical
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Figure 2: Sixth-octave smoothed spectra for the anechoic speech
recording, after convolving it with left-ear BRIR based on N = 19,
N = 3 and N = 3/E19.
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Figure 3: Mean score and 95% confidence intervals for subjective
evaluation of timbre (Tim), focus (Foc) and externalization (Ext),
testing for speech (dark bars) and classical guitar (light bars).
Equalized BRIRs are marked with "EQ".

Figure 3 shows the mean scores (x) and confidence intervals (t.95,1l =
2.26) for the different test samples used in the experiment. All
eleven subjects gave the hidden reference a score of "5", and as
such, this listening condition is excluded from the results.

For the case of timbre, there is a significant difference between
equalized and unequalized test samples, for both speech (x =
2.27, (J' = 0.786 compared to x = 1.09, (J' = 0.301) and classical
guitar (x = 2.45, (J' = 0.82 compared to x = 1.36, (J' = 0.67).

4.1. Methodology

3. Timbre. As discussed in Sec. 3, limiting the order of Equa
tion (2) has an effect on the frequency bandwidth. Accord
ingly, the perceived timbre of the recorded material is mod
ified.

A binaural representation of a sound field was rendered using the
method described in Sec. 2, by making use of a pre-measured
HRTF set and a SRIR measured using a spherical microphone
array. The HRTF set consists of measurements of a Neumann
KU-lOO manikin, based on a Gaussian sampling scheme with a
total resolution of 16020 measurement points distributed around
the manikin with no spatial gaps. All technical details regarding
the used HRIRs, including the measurement procedure and post
processing can be found in [18]. The chosen SRIR was of the
WDR small broadcast studio, having a floor area of 201m2 and
a total volume of 1246m3 [19], and was sampled using a 1202
points nearly-uniform scheme. Both the HRTFs and the SRIR can
be found on-line as part of the the WDR impulse response compi
lation [20].

To account for head movements (which are required for achiev
ing an effective sense of externalization), BRIR sets were com
puted for a range of head rotation angles (360° in a 1° resolu
tion), by multiplying H;m (k) and H~m (k) by respective Wigner
D functions [21]. In the sound reproduction stage, a pair of AKG
K702 headphones were fitted with an Attitude and Heading Refer
ence System (Razor IMU) which was used to obtain real-time data
on the subject's head orientation. All stimuli were processed with
a matching headphone compensation filter, were generated pre-test
and were played-back using the SoundScape Renderer auralization
engine [22]. The total latency of the playback system was 5.3ms.

Eleven subjects (all male, ages 24-37) participated in a multi
ple stimuli, hidden-reference listening test. The labeled reference
was based on a BRIR constructed using the method described in
Sec. 2, with the SH series truncated at N = 19. Similarly, the re
maining test samples were based on a BRIR constructed at N = 3
(also serving as a low-anchor) and the same BRIR equalized to
N = 19 using the method described in Sec. 3. To obtain the final
test samples, these BRIRs were convolved with anechoic record
ings of a classical guitar and of speech. In each screen listeners
were asked to rank, on a scale of 1 to 5, how similar each test sam
ple is to the reference in terms of externalization, focus and tone
(timbre).

Figure 2 shows the sixth-octave smoothed spectrum of the
anechoic speech recording used in the listening experiment. To
demonstrate the effects of timbre equalization, the anechoic signal
was convolved with three left-ear BRIRs based on N = 19 (ref
erence curve), N = 3 and N = 3/E19 (corresponding to order
3 equalized to order 19). Observe that up to kr ~ 3 (equivalent
to f = 1.9kHz for a sphere of r = 85mm), which represents
the frequency range of the filter's stop-band, the three curves are
nearly identical. Above kr = 3, which represents the filter's pass
band, the N = 3/E19 curve is amplified compared to the N = 3
curve. Because the filter is designed based on the pressure magni
tude averaged over all incident directions, then for any room other
than a perfectly diffuse field, the accuracy of compensation will
always be dependent on the specific directional characteristics of
the SRIR.
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guitar), suggesting a significant spatial improvement.
In the externalization test, however, the improvement in the

mean score is smaller (a difference of only 6x = 0.54 points
for both classical guitar and speech) and the confidence intervals
overlap. While this does not necessarily indicate a lack of statisti
cal significance (the data is dependent), a more rigorous testing is
required to investigate this effect.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A preliminary study on the effects of timbre correction filters on
low-resolution BRIR rendering was presented in this paper. A per
ceptual comparison of equalized vs. unequalized samples revealed
a significant improvement in the perceived timbre and a reduc
tion of localization blur. Such localization errors are known to
decrease as the order of the microphone array is increased [23].
This immediately suggests that spectral equalization of low order
array recordings could be beneficial not only for timbre restora
tion, but also for improving the perceived spatial resolution, most
noticeably in terms of sound localization. One possible reason for
this result may be related to the recovery of high-frequency audi
tory cues, which contribute to sound localization [24] as well as
the spatial perception of an enclosed space [25].

Future tests will involve a more systematic comparison of lis
tening conditions, taking into account a wider range of trunca
tion orders, room characteristics, source positions and program
materials.
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ABSTRACT

A fast and perceptively plausible method for synthesizing bin
aural room impulse responses (BRIR) is presented. The method
is principally suited for application in dynamic and interactive
evaluation environments (e. g., for hearing aid development), psy
chophysics with adaptively changing room reverberation, or simula
tion and computer games. In order to achieve a low computational
cost, the proposed method is based on a hybrid approach. Using the
image source model (ISM; Allen and Berkley [J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
Vol. 66(4), 1979]), early reflections are computed in a geometrically
exact way, taking into account source and listener positions as well
as wall absorption and room geometry approximated by a "shoe
box". The ISM is restricted to a low order and the reverberant tail
is generated by a feedback delay network (FON; Jot and Chaigne
[Proc. 90th AES Conv., 1991]), which offers the advantages of a
low computational complexity on the one hand and an explicit con
trol of the frequency dependent decay characteristics on the other
hand. The FON approach was extended, taking spatial room proper
ties into account such as room dimensions and different absorption
characteristics of the walls. Moreover, the listener orientation and
position in the room is considered to achieve a realistic spatial
reverberant field.

Technical and subjective evaluations were performed by com
paring measured and synthesized BRJRs for various rooms. Mostly,
a high accuracy both for some common room acoustical parameters
and subjective sound properties was found. In addition, an analysis
will be presented of several methods to include room geometry in
the FON.

1. INTRODUCTION

Room acoustical simulations are desirable for many purposes, such
as developing or testing signal processing algorithms, or to e. g.
test the effect of reverberation on speech intelligibility. Further
more, they are of interest for audio-visual simulation environments
(e. g, for training and rehabilitation) and in entertainment, e. g. in
computer games, all requiring a real-time adaptation of the virtual
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environment, depending on the movement of the listener and/or the
sound sources.

One traditional way to emulate the acoustics of a certain room
is to measure binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) and to
convolve dry source signals with the BRIRs. However, such mea
surements are time consuming and their usage is restricted to static
scenarios. Furthermore, one is restricted to actually existing rooms.
Alternatively, room acoustics can be simulated, enabling different
degrees of realism, ranging from simple artificial reverb generation
to complex room acoustical simulation (image source model [1),
CATT [2], OOEON [3]), even for dynamic scenarios (e. g. [4], [5],
[6]).

Depending on the application, physically correct rendering
of a soundfield is required or a perceptually convincing auraliza
tion, implying plausibility and authenticity, is sufficient. For room
simulations used in psychoacoustic research, rehabilitation or in
computer games perceptual aspects are most important, implying
accordance of room acoustical parameters, e. g. reverberation time,
definition, and measures like speech intelligibility. In this case sim
plifications can be made to reach computational efficiency allowing
for real-time rendering of dynamic acoustic scenes, in which the
positions of sources and receivers can be changed interactively.

Several approaches exist to synthesize room impulse responses.
If the wavelength of a sound is small compared to the characteristic
dimensions of reflecting objects, concepts of geometric acoustics
(GA), such as the image source model [I] or the ray tracing method
[7] can be applied. Both methods have been used and further
developed in various room acoustics simulation algorithms, mostly
as hybrids together with other algorithms (e. g. [3], [8]). However,
these methods still have high computational complexities.

If the exact room geometry is neglected, artificial reverberation
can be synthesized very efficiently and with predefined reverbera
tion time. Here, a common approach are feedback delay networks
(FONs), based on Schroeder's pioneering work on parallel delay
lines with feedback [9] and further developed (amongst others) by
Stautner and Puckette [10] and Jot and Chaigne [11].

One way to achieve real-time performance while maintaining
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the advantages of the more "accurate" GA-based BRIR synthe
sis and reverberation algorithms is their combination in a hybrid
approach: The initial part of the impulse responses is computed
based on a GA method. The reverberant tail is generated by a more
effective reverberation algorithm. Perception motivates such an
approach as the early sound reflections create the impression of a
certain spatial source width on the one hand and support speech
intelligibility on the other hand. The following reverberant tail
contains diffuse reflections and its frequency dependent decay char
acteristics conveys information about the wall absorption and room
size.

Here, a hybrid approach was evaluated which combines the
image source model (ISM) for a shoebox geometry to simulate early
reflections up to a low order, and an FDN for creating a diffuse
reverberation tail. The FDN was extended to be directly linked
to the room geometry used in the ISM, and to be able to spatially
render the reverberation tail in order to generate BRIRs. For low
ISM orders, BRIRs can be simulated very efficiently with this
approach. In technical and subjective evaluations, the ability of the
algorithm to create plausible and authentic simulations was assessed
for single and connected (coupled) shoebox rooms. Two different
approaches for spatial reverb distribution rendering were compared,
taking room dimensions and receiver position into accout.

of all wall reflection coefficients that are involved to "create" the
current image source; an HRIR, according to the azimuth and ele
vation position of the image source relative to the receiver's head
orientation. Finally, the binaural signals for all image sources are
added up to one two-channel output.

2.2. Extended feedback delay network

The extended FDN used here is based on the general multichannel
network as suggested by Jot and Chaigne [11] and consists basically
of a set of parallel delay lines whose outputs are fed back via a
feedback matrix A.

The number of parallel channels (delay lines) was set to 12,
with four channels associated to each (showbox) room dimension
(two channels per wall) reflected in several parameter choices.
Firstly, the delay units Tj, j E I'k12 were directly related to the
room dimensions via sound propag-;ition speed (plus a random jitter
per channel). Secondly, the absorption filters with transfer functions
H'r simulate the frequency dependent sound attenuation due to the
wall reflections and air absorption. After Jot and Chaigne [11] the
frequency dependent reverberation time T60 (j) conveyed by the
resulting RIR is controlled explicitly by the following frequency
responses, if all other processing steps are energy preserving:

2. SIMULATION METHOD
(1)

Figure 1: Illustration of two possible techniques ofspatial reverb
distribution: "cube" (lhs) and "box" (rhs) method. See text for
explanation. (Arrows will be explained in sec. 3.2.

In the simulation method, the reverberation time is predicted from
the wall absorption coefficients via Sabine's formula. Thirdly, the
feedback matrix A redistributes the outputs back to the input chan
nels. This process is energy preserving if A is an orthogonal matrix.
Here, a randomly created unitary matrix was chosen, providing a
high variety of pulse amplitudes.

Two last processing steps per channel, referred to as "binaural
ization steps", extend the FDN to introduce spatiality distributed
and externalized reverberation. (1) Via HRIR filtering the FDN
channels are mapped to 12 points (directions) around the head,
with two points positioned on each wall. (2) Reflection filters
identical to those applied to the first order image sources in the
ISM-simulate a direction dependent sound intensity of reverbera
tion, due to the different acoustical wall properties.

Two possible principles are suggested to map the 12 directions
around the receiver's head, which are sketched in Fig. I (micro
phone symbol: recveiver, big "@": direct sound source, small "@":

reverb source). The first one (lhs of Fig. I) is called "cube" condi
tion. Here, the 12 directions are mapped to points on a cube around
the receiver's head. The cube always moves with the receiver (re
ceiver is always in its centre) and is axis aligned with the room.

A hybrid approach [12] was used to synthesize BRIRs. Early sound
reflections are computed by an image source model up to a low
order. The late reverberation was generated by a feedback delay
network.

The auralization steps are described explicitly for the case
of headphone presentation, reflected by the application of head
related impulse responses (HRIRs). The adaptation to arbitrary
loudspeaker-based playback systems, such as higher order ambison
ics or wave field synthesis, can be easily achieved by replacing
them by respective loudspeaker-controlling functions.

2.1. Image source model

The ISM regards a sound reflection as the direct sound of a mirrored
version of the original source. This so-called image source differs
from the original source by its time delay and its attenuation due to
the distance to the receiver, as well as the respective wall reflection
coefficient. The sound of an image source is reflected again at other
walls, creating higher order image sources. In this way, arbitrarily
complex reflection paths can be modeled.

The ISM implementation in the proposed simulation method
is restricted to empty shoebox-shaped rooms, where the six wall
surfaces are represented each by frequency dependent absorption
coefficients. These shoebox-shaped rooms enable a very efficient
calculation of image source positions in comparison to arbitrary
room geometries [13]. Nevertheless, for a shoebox room the num
ber of image sources up to reflection order N is of order O(N3

),

which considerably affects computational efficiency for higher re
flection orders. Another limitation of the ISM is that it inherently
assumes only specular instead of diffuse reflections, although they
are of importance to describe room acoustics.

In the ISM implementation, the following signal processing
steps are performed for each image source: A "1/distance" at
tenuation factor and a time delay due to distance to receiver; an
"effective reflection filter", being the (frequency domain) product
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2.3. Combination of ISM and FDN

In this way all 12 incidence directions are more or less equally
distributed around the head. In the second "box" condition the 12
directions are mapped to points on the actual six wall surfaces like
depicted in the rhs part of Fig. 1. Here, the sound incidences are
warped according to the room dimensions and the actual receiver
position. Differences between both methods will clearly be audible
for rooms with large differences in dimensions. If not specified, in
the following the cube condition will be used as standard rendering
method.

For a smooth transition from the early-reflections part (ISM) to the
late-reverberation part (FDN), i. e. a straight decay of the BRIR
on dB scale, the energy and initial delay of the FDN input signal
have to be suitable. For this purpose the FDN input signal consists
of the Nth-order ISM pulses before HRIR filtering. In order to
avoid comb-filter coloration effects, which occur if a fixed temporal
pattern of pulses is fed into the FDN, the ISM output is distributed
to the FDN channels. Because the number of image sources of
order N does in general not equal the number M of FDN channels,
the ith ISM pulse is fed into the FDN channel [(i - l)modM] + 1.

2.4. Simplified model for coupled rooms

In addition to the single shoebox-shaped room a strongly simplified
method to simulate the acoustics of two connected shoebox rooms
that are acoustically coupled, e. g. by an open door is suggested.

It is assumed that a source S is located in room 1 and a re
ceiver R in room 2 as depicted in Fig. 2. The sound transmission
from room I to room 2 is then simulated by a single virtual source S'
located in the door which is exciting room 2 as in the case of the
single shoebox simulation described above. The virtual source radi
ates the monaural impulse response of room 1 for a source position
specified by the coupled-room arrangement and a "monaural" re
ceiver R' inside the open door. Thus, the effective BRIR is obtained
as the convolution product of the monaural RIR of room I with the
BRIR of room 2.

Depending on the source position in room 1, it is either visible
or invisible for a receiver in room 2. If it is not visible, no direct
sound will arrive at the receiver but only reflections and diffractions.
In this case, the direct sound pulse of the RJR of room 1 is discarded
in the current approach.

3.1.1. Room- and synthesis conditions

3.1. Subjective sound properties

BRIRs were chosen from four rooms of different size and rever
beration time, specified in Tab. 1. For the synthesized BRIRs, the
maximum image source order N was varied in {I, 3}. For one
room the BRIR was synthesized only by the ISM with N = 20. In
the extended FDN, the cube condition was chosen (see 2.2). Two
dry source signals, female spoken speech and a guitar play (steel
strings) were convolved with the recorded and simulated BRIRs.
Presentation sound pressure levels ranged from 60 to 65 dB SPL,
depending on the source-receiver distance and the room reverbera
tion.

sound properties of measured and respectively synthesized BRIRs
were compared. Secondly, the two approaches to realize the binau
ralization steps of the extended FDN (see sec. 2.2) were evaluated
with respect to binaural parameters. Thirdly, the approach to simu
late the acoustics of two coupled rooms was evaluated.

To perform these evaluations, a test-database containing mea
sured and synthesized BRIRs was created. BRIRs were measured
for various rooms of different size and reverberation time, as well
as a for a few source-receiver configurations in two connected
rooms. Additionally, some measured BRIRs were taken from the
AIR database [14].

The BRIR measurements were performed using an omnidirec
tionalloudspeaker based on a ring-radiator and an artificial head
MK2 by Cortex. Rooms were excited with a logarithmic sweep
[15] (50 Hz to 18 kHz) offering removal of nonlinear harmonic dis
tortions from the recorded and inverse filtered signal. BRIRs were
each calculated as the mean of BRIRs from 10 single recordings
and equalized by the inverse loudspeaker transfer function.

For the BRIR synthesis a single mean wall absorption coeffi
cient was used. It was determined for each room from its reverbera
tion time via the inverse form of Sabine's formula, which ensures
that reverberation times of measured and synthesized BRIRs are in
good accordance.

The HRIRs used in the simulation were from the same arti
ficial head as used for the BRIR recordings. The database [16]
offers HRIRs with azimuth angles in 2° steps at elevations near the
equatorial level. Towards the poles, the azimuth angle sampling
decreases. Elevation angles are sampled in 2° steps.

A varying synthesis parameter was the maximum image source
order. The goal was to find a trade-off between accuracy and
computational efficiency.

In the following, for all different rooms and source-receiver
configurations, the term "room condition" will be used. In contrast,
different types of BRIR synthesis, differing in the choice of simula
tion parameters, will be referred to as "synthesis conditions". All
room- and synthesis conditions will be introduced in the following.

IRoom I

Room 2

I s' .··0it
'-----,- ®o

R'

Figure 2: Sketch of two adjacent rooms, that are acousticly coupled
by an open door. See text for explanation. (The arrow will be
explained in sec. 3.2.)

3. EVALUATIONS

Three main aspects of the proposed simulation method were eval
uated. Firstly, for a set of real-existing rooms, subjectively rated

3.1.2. Subjects and procedure

15 normal-hearing subjects (7 female, 8 male) aged 24 to 32 years
participated in the experiment. Sounds were presented via head
phones in a sound attenuating booth. Since the synthesis method
was implemented as an offline simulation, no head tracking and
adaptively changing soundfield was employed.

The sound properties which were to be rated on a seven-point
scale were "naturalness" and "room size". A test and a retest were
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Table I: Rooms, whose BRIRs were used in the subjective evalua
tion. Reverberation times T60 were obtained from measured BRIR
(broadband).

Room Dimensions (m) no (s)
Aula (12.0, 30.0, 10.0) 4.8
Empty chamber (1.88,2.74,2.82) 2.5
Lecture room (10.90, 10.80,3.15) 0.8
Laboratory (4.97,4.12,3.00) 0.3

This shows that firstly the simulation method is able to represent
different room sizes and secondly to achieve this independently
from maximum image source order as far as tested.

As a consequence of the experimental design, no direct map
ping of synthesized BRIRs to actual rooms was performed. Given
that no head tracking was employed, a potential effect of head rota
tions on the subjective ratings could so far not be assesed. Future
research will apply the system in a real-time environment and will
address this issue.

performed in two sessions, each with a randomized order of pre
sented sounds. Before the actual experiment was performed, sound
examples illustrating extremal distinctions of the sound properties
had been presented.

3.1.3. Results

Fig. 3 shows the results from the subjective sound property ratings
as mean values over all subjects and source signals. Each panel
shows results for one sound property. The avarage ratings are plot
ted for all synthesis conditions against rooms. Error bars indicate
inter-subject standard errors.

For naturalness (left panel) ratings differ strongly between
rooms. Whereas the BRIRs of the laboratory were rated to sound
most natural, lowest naturalness was perceived for the empty cham
ber. BRIRs of the aula and lecture room were rated to have a
medium to high naturalness. Between synthesis conditions, almost
no differences are visible, and for most rooms, differences between
synthesized and measured BRIRs are very low. Moreover, for some
conditions even the synthesized BRIRs were rated to sound slightly
more natural than the measured one. This shows, that the proposed
simulation method is able to synthesize BRIRs that sound as natural
as measured ones. Remaining differences in perceived naturalness
between rooms might be due to familiarities of subjects with these
acoustic environments in daily life, since the Laboratory sounds as
dryas an ordinary living room, whereas the empty chamber sounds
rather unusual, even by the measured BRIR. This might also be
due to the unusual relation of its very small room size and its high
reverberation time (see Tab. 1).

For room size (right panel), again clear differences between
rooms are perceived. The order is well in accordance with reverber
ation times and, except for the empty chamber, with the actual room
sizes (see Tab. I). Differences within synthesis conditions and be
tween synthesises and measurements are practically not existent.

3.2. Evaluation of spatial properties of the extended FDN

3.2.1. Room- and synthesis conditions

Two rooms each with different configurations of source- and re
ceiver positions as well as wall properties, were used to evaluate
the spatial reverb rendering. Fig. 1 depicts schematically the condi
tions for one room. Tab. 2 specifies the room dimensions and the
absorption coefficients for (250,500, lk, 2k, 4k) Hz. While room 1
has an almost square base area, room 2 represents a long corridor.
Side wall absorption coefficients were specified in two different
ways: In the "closed" condition, all side wall absorption coeffi
cients were equal as given in line 3 in Tab. 2. By this way, spatial
sound properties in azimuth can be investigated in dependence of
room geometry in connection to the positions of the receiver and
all virtual "reverb" sources. In the "open" condition, the left side
was completely open, meaning that no wall was existent. This was
technically represented by a broadband absorption coefficient of
0.99, whereas the absorption of all other side walls did not differ
from those of the closed condition. By this, the spatial rendering
was to be evaluated in a challenging condition for the model.

Also in both rooms and for the closed- and open condition,
the distance d of source and receiver to the left wall was chosen
to be 0.3 m or 5 m (see Fig. 1). The source was always in the
front direction of the receiver, yielding a direct sound with no
interaural differences. All differences are thus due to reflections
and reverberation.

Since no suitable real rooms were found for BRIR measure
ments, the ISM with reflection order 20 was used as reference.
For all room conditions, the cube- and box condition were com
pared against each other and the reference. ILDs and IACCs were
determined from the BRIR up to the time min{T6o(f)}, where
T60(f) is the frequency dependent reverberation time. Positive
ILDs indicate higher signal energy on the right.

Figure 3: Subjective sound property ratings ofmeasured and synthe
sized BRIRs for four rooms, averaged over all subjects and source
signals (speech and music). Error bars indicate inter-subject stan
dard errors.)

low~-----~------,

(10.9, 10.8,3.15) m
(3.9,30.0,3.15)m
(0.05,0.10,0.13,0.16,0,22)
0.99
(0.03, 0.03, 0.03, 0.03, 0.02)
(0.70,0.60,0.70,0.70,0.50)

Dimensions room 1
Dimensions room 2

Absorption side walls
Absorption open side

Absorption floor
Absorption ceiling

Table 2: Specification of two virtual rooms usedfor evaluation of
the binauralization steps in the extended FDN. See text for further
explanation.
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Table 3: Results of the evaluation of the FDN binauralization
steps: Comparison ofcube and box method with purely ISM-created
BRIRs in terms of ILDs and IACCs. See text for explanation of
conditions.

ISM cube box ISM cube box
ILD (dB) IACC

R I, closed
d = 0.3m -0.3 -0.7 1.3 0.5 0.5 0.5
d = 5.0m 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7

R I, open
d = 0.3m 0.9 0.9 1.8 0.9 0.8 0.8
d = 5.0m 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.8

R2, closed
d = 0.3m -0.6 -0.2 3.1 0.6 0.5 0.4
d = 5.0m -0.6 0.7 3.7 0.7 0.6 0.5

R2, open
d = 0.3m 0.5 1.0 3.2 0.9 0.8 0.6
d = 5.0m 0.5 1.0 3.0 0.9 0.8 0.6

3.3. Evaluation of simulation of coupled rooms

3.3.1. Room- and synthesis conditions

The two adjacent rooms, an office and a corridor, acoustically cou
pled by an open door, are specified in Tab. 4 in terms of dimensions
and absorption coefficients for (250, 500, Ik, 2k, 4k) Hz. The ar
rangement of both rooms and positions of source S and receiver R
are depicted in Fig. 2. Two source positions were investigated. In
the "visible" condition the source is placed at the left end of the
double arrow, and in the "invisible" condition it is placed at the
right end. Measured BRIRs for two real rooms from which data
in Tab. 4 were obtained served as reference. The ISM condition
and the proposed hybrid method with N = 3 and N = 1 were
evaluated. In both hybrid conditions, the "cube" synthesis was
used.

Besides a comparison of the BRIRs in the time domain, ILDs
and IACCs were determined as described in sec. 3.2.1 and com
pared with the reference.

Table 4: Specification of rooms used in the evaluation of the simu
lation ofcoupled rooms.

Fig. 4 shows normalized BRJR time signals for the measured (upper
panels) and synthesized (N = 3, lower panels) case on an arbitrar
ily scaled ordinate. As expected for coupled rooms, the measured
BRIR in the invisible condition (rhs) shows a rising amplitude in
the beginning. This effect can hardly be observed in the simulated
BRIR. In this simple approach here, only one convolution of two
single RIRs was used which cannot mimick real coupling of the
rooms.

Tab. 5 shows ILDs and IACCs obtained from BRIRs of all
conditions. For all of them a clear dominance of sound energy
on the left is obtained (negative ILDs), which is primarily due
to the direction of the (virtual) direct sound (source Sf in Fig. 2).
The ISM-created BRIRs, which can be assumed to simulate the
real rooms best, have indeed ILDs that are closest to those of the
measured BRIRs. The ILDs of the hybrid method BRIRs differ
maximally 3.4 dB from measurement condition, which is clearly
above the JND in reverberant conditions, at least for frontal source
positions [17].

For the IACC, all room- and synthesis conditions yield very
small values. A slightly higher accordance with the measurement
is obtained for the ISM synthesis, but it is questionable, whether
these differences were audible.

Concluding, the evaluation showed that this simple approach
has limitations if the acoustics of coupled rooms should be simu
lated in a convincing way. Improvements should consider removal
of the direct path between the virtual source and the receiver in the
invisible condition. In a second step diffraction of the direct sound

3.2.2. Results

The results for all room- and synthesis conditions are shown in
Tab. 3. Comparing results for the cube and box condition, values
that are closer to those of the ISM reference, with a difference of
at least O. I dB (ILD) or O. I (IACC) to the less matching condition,
are printed in bold face for clarity. To interpret the results just
noticeable differences (JNDs) of ILD have to be considered as, e. g.
determined in [17] for musical instruments in several reverberant
conditions: 1.0-1.4 dB for no = 1.3 s; 0.8-1.2 dB for T60 = 0.8 s;
0.4-0.8 dB for the anechoic condition.

For room I ("R I") (closed) overall small absolute ILD values
are observed in the range of the JNDs. It has to be kept in mind,
that these ILDs originate from reflections only, given that the di
rect sound was always located in the front direction. For the box
condition ILDs are larger and differ considerably more from the
reference. Clear mismatches to the reference ILD are obtained in
the close-to-wall position (d = 0.3 m). Overall small or vanishing
ILDs are plausible for the closed conditions since all side walls
are equal in absorption coefficient. For the closed room 2 ("R 2"),
both ISM and cube condition show again small absolute ILD values.
However, ILDs for the box condition differ clearly from those of the
cube and reference conditions. This is not surprising because the
majority of virtual reverb sources lie clearly to the right hand side
of the receiver (see also scheme in Fig. I). For the open versions of
the rooms, ILDs obtained from ISM-created BRIRs and the cube
condition have very similar values. Largest differences are again
obtained for the box condition in room 2.

The IACC results reveal overall no distinct differences between
the synthesis conditions for room I. For room 2, where maximum
differences are 0.3, the cube condition yields IACCs that are closer
to those created by the ISM.

In conclusion, it can be said that the cube condition mostly cre
ates spatially more realistic BRIRs in terms of ILD and IACC than
the box condition, especially when the room geometry and receiver
position are challenging. In addition, also an informal subjective
listening test yielded highest perceptive similarity between the cube
and the reference condition.
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Room I (corridor)
Dimensions
Absorption coeff.

Room 2 (office)
Dimensions
Absorption coeff.

3.3.2. Results

(30.0, 1.94, 2.50) m
(0.16,0.16,0.13,0.15,0.17)

(4.43, 4.50, 3.00) m
(0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.32, 0.28)
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actual room wall surfaces yielded worse results (sec. 3.2.2).
A first, simple approach to simulate the acoustics of two ad

jacent coupled rooms was evaluated by comparing time signal
representations, ILDs and IACCs for measured and synthesized
BRIRs. While the results for this approach were not fully con
vincing future improvement with refined approximations can be
expected.

In conclusion, the evaluation showed that the suggested compu
tationally efficient approach for synthesizing binaural room impulse
responses is suited for applications where perceptual plausibility
and authenticity is acceptable.

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Figure 4: BRIR time signals on arbitrary amplitude scale. Lhs:
visible condition, rhs: invisible condition. Upper panels: measured
BRIRs, lower panels: synthesis with N = 3.
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ABSTRACT

Sound localization in 3D space relies on a variety of auditory cues
resulting from the encoding provided by the lower and higher re
gions of the auditory path. During the last 50 years different the
ories and models have been developed to describe psychoacoustic
phenomena in sound localization inspired by the processing that is
undertaken in the human auditory system. In this paper, a biologi
cally inspired model of human sound localization is described and
the encoding of the known auditory cues by the model is explored.
In particular, the model takes as an input binaural and monaural
stationary signals that carry information about the Interaural Time
Difference (lTD), the Interaural Level Difference (ILD) and the
spectral variation of the Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF).
The model processes these cues through a series of linear and non
linear units, that simulate the peripheral and the pre-processing
stages of the auditory system. The encoded cues, which in the
model are represented by excitation-inhibition (EI) and the time
average (TA) activity patterns, are then decoded by a central pro
cessing unit to estimate the final location of the sound source.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound localization is a perceptual process that in contrast to other
sensory systems, like vision and taste, there is no point-to-point
correspondence between a sound event and the perceived locus
of an acoustic image at the lower peripheral stages of the human
hearing system [1]. Instead, it is believed that the localization of
sound events occur entirely as a consequence of neural processing
of monaural and binaural signals. The ITDs (interaural time dif
ferences), the ILDs (interaurallevel differences), and the monaural
spectral cues, that occur due to the spectral changes of the pinna,
are three of the most salient auditory cues that are used by a human
listener in order to characterize the locus of a sound event.

During the last 50 years different techniques have been devel
oped to predict the statistical properties of human sound localiza
tion in the horizontal plane. Some of these theories rely only on
stimulus statistics, while others are based on neuroscientific find
ings. The last one has led to the development of so called bio-

* This work was supported by Meridian Audio Ltd.
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logically inspired models and to three of the most established and
well-known theories, Le. the Jeffress's coincidence detector [2],
that is based on coincidence counter hypothesis, Durlach's EC
(equalization-cancellation) theory [3], that was developed to in
terpret phenomena in the detection of binaural sounds masked by
a masking noise, and the count-comparison principle introduced
by von Bekesy (1930) [4] that resembles the neural activity of the
higher regions of the auditory path.

At the same time only recently, a variety of different models
have been developed for the prediction of human sound localiza
tion in sagittal planes [5,6]. These models are based mainly on the
neural integration hypothesis, which states that for moderate in
tensities the localization system requires an input of at least 80 ms
broadband sound to give a stable estimation of the sound-source
elevation [7,8].

Having such models, i.e. a model that is able to predict suc
cessfully under certain conditions, human modes of listening, can
be beneficial not only for the better understanding of the underly
ing mechanisms of human reactions but also for their application
in audio quality assessment, robotics and cochlear implants, avoid
ing costly and time-consuming experiments.

The current paper aims to combine two well established mod
els for the prediction of human localization in horizontal and sagit
tal planes in order to predict human localization in 3D space. The
paper is divided into five main sections. In the first section a gen
eral introduction to sound localization and to perceptual models is
given and in the second section, a biologically inspired model is
described for the prediction of human sound localization for sta
tionary signals in 3D space (excluding distance). In the third sec
tion, different parameters of the model are explored, and in the
third section, simulation results are compared with previous lis
tening tests. In the last part the conclusions and future work are
given.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The model that has been used in this paper is based on EC theory
for the production of the excitation-inhibition (EI) pattern in bin
aural processing [9], which is mainly responsible for the encoding
of the lTD and ILD cues, and a time average (TA) representation
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(4)

of a narrow band filtered signal for the production of the monaural
processing [6], which is responsible for the encoding of the spec
tral variations of the HRTFs.

In particular, the model consists of three main stages, each of
which corresponds to different (and more or less known) opera
tions of the human auditory system in spatial hearing. The model
starts with the peripheral processor, which takes binaural signals
as an input. This stage consists of a unit which corresponds to
a time-invariant band pass filter from I kHz - 4 kHz with a roll
off of 6 dB/octave below I kHz and -6 dB/octave above 4 kHz,
which represents the response of the human middle ear. This is fol
lowed by a fourth-order gammatone filterbank with 100 channels
between 100 Hz and 20 kHz [10], which represent the frequency
selectivity of the basilar membrane. Each gamrnatone filter output
is processed by a half-wave rectifier, a fifth-order low pass filter
with a cut-off frequency at 770 Hz, and a square root compressor,
which respectively represents the organ of Corti [11], the gradual
loss of the phase-locking in neural firing [12], and the nonlineari
ties of the basilar membrane in steady state conditions[13].

The model continues with the pre-processor, which consists of
one binaural and two monaural units. Each of these units creates
three types of patterns (Elk,T,o" TALk and TARk ) correspond
ingly, that are compared in the central-processor with a database
of patterns by applying a comparison metric which consists of fre
quency independent functions (mbin, mL and mR), called similar
ity measure (SM) functions [14]. A mapping function is applied
to transform mbin, mL and mR into the transformed similarity
measure function Sbin, SL and SR. All these functions are then
combined to give a single function that represents the likelihood
of subject localization of the virtual source.

More specifically, in the pre-processor, the binaural unit, as
described by Park et al. [9], is based on the EC theory for the ex
traction of the excitation-inhibition (EI) cell activity patterns (EI
patterns) and is responsible for the characterization of the position
of a lateralized sound source. Given that L k (t) and Rk (t) are the
input signals from the left and the right peripheral processor from
the k-th channel of the gammatone filterbank, then each EI unit is
characterized by the equation

(I)

where T is the characteristic lTD in seconds and a the character
istic ILD in dB that occur due to the comparison of the signals of
the left and the right ear. At 44.1 kHz sampling frequency the dy
namic range is ±700j.Lsec for the characteristic lTD and ± 10 dB
for the characteristic ILD, with a resolution of 45 j.Lsec and 1 dB
respectively.

Thereafter, the EI-cell activity is normalised by the energy of
the input signals associated with a specific snapshot in time, so as
to remove any dependency of the amplitude of the input signal. In
this case the binaural unit is described by the equation

EI'EI" = k,T,c< (2)
k,T,c< )2eLeR

where eL and eR are the energy of the left and the right input sig
nals correspondingly and EI~,T,c< is an integrated weighted snap
shot over the time t, defined as

EI~,T,c«t) = JEh,T,c<(t + t')w(t')dt' (3)

and w(t) is a double-sided exponential window that takes into ac
count the finite binaural temporal nature of the EI-cell activity [9].
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The two monaural units are based on the hypothesis that a
time average (TA) representation of the narrow band filtered signal
that arrives from the peripheral processing unit can be used for the
representation of the spectral variations that are necessary for the
characterization of an elevated sound source. In this case each unit
is characterized by the equation

Yk(t) = ~ iT xk(t)dt

where Xk(t) is the output of each of the k gammatone filters for the
left (Lk(t)) and the right ear (Rk (t)) integrated over a snapshot of
the signal of duration T, which for the current paper the whole du
ration of the signal has been taken, and Yk(t) is the corresponding
monaural pattern for the left (TALk) and the right (TARk) ear.

The model ends with the central processing unit which is a
decision making device that uses a simple pattern matching pro
cess in order to characterize the location of the sound source in 3D
space. More specifically, the EI-patterns and the TA-patterns that
have been produced by a sound source from an unknown location
are compared with a bank ofEI- and TA-pattern templates in order
to produce a SM that quantifies the degree to which the patterns
produced by a given source matches the stored patterns.

Given the stationarity and the uniqueness of the sound source,
a pattern-matching procedure has been applied for measuring the
similarity of the EI-patterns at each channel k of the gammatone
filterbank and is defined as

where ¢ and 8 are the azimuth and elevation angle of the sound
source in the interaural-polar coordinate system (fig. 1), EI~ T c< is
the EI-patterns of eq. 2 of the target source for a specific azi~uth
(¢) and elevation angle (8), EI~,T,c«¢, 8) is the template of the
EI-patterns of eq. 2 for all possible azimuth (¢) and elevation (8)
positions at the same snapshot, (-) is the inner product and II . II is
the L 2 norm of the E I" over T and a.

Figure 1: The interaural-polar coordinate system is a head-related
spherical coordinate system whereby different azimuth angles ¢
define a cone of confusion. Its range for the azimuth angle is ¢ E
[- %' %] and for the elevation angle 8 E [-7r, 7r) or 8 E [- %' 3n
[15,16].

The frequency dependent SM is then weighted in order to give
the total SM for the binaural cues, defined as
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(7)

(6)
(10)

mL/R(q,,8)

2~~on
1

SL/R(rjJ,B) = yl27fe
a-mon 21r

is the mapping function, where mL/R( rjJ, B) is the SM of the monau
ral cues for the left (mL(rjJ, B) and the right ear (mR(rjJ, B), and
a-mon again, as shown in sections 3.3 and 4, modifies the mapping
function in a way that will allow comparison of the likelihood of
localisation with experimental results.

By analogy with the laws of probability we multiply the two
transformed SM (S-mon(rjJ, B) and Sbin(rjJ, B), as described by

mbin (rjJ, B) = L Pbink (rjJ, B)qk
k

where qk is a weighting coefficient that depends on the frequency
of the gammatone filter and which varies smoothly with frequency
but which reflects the dominance of the binaural cues around 600 Hz
[17].

Finally, a mapping function is applied which gives the trans
formed SM for the binaural cues, defined as

to obtain a representation of the likelihood of the subject's local
ization of the virtual source.

where ,bin modifies the transformed SM, and as demonstrated in
sections 3.3 and 4, this will allow comparison with experimental
data.

S( rjJ, B) = Sbin (rjJ, B)s-mon (rjJ, B) (11)

Z

+90· 3. EXPLORING THE LOCALISATION CUES

Two of the main characteristics of the model described in sec. 2
are the TA and EI patterns that are constructed through a process
that attempts to emulate the human auditory path. These patterns
contain information of the static cues associated with the lTD, the
ILD and the spectral variations induced by the two pinnae and as a
consequence information on the location of a given sound source.
The aim of the following sections is to analyze some of the features
of the TA and the EI patterns by using the HRTFs of a KEMAR
with a small pinna from the CIPIC database (subject 165) [16].

-90·

Figure 2: The vertical-polar coordinate system is a head-related
coordinate system which is a sub-category of the spherical coordi
nate system. Its range for the azimuth angle is rjJ E [-1r, 1r) and
for the elevation angle B E [- %' %) [15].

The SM that has been used for the monaural cues is that sug
gested by Baumgartner et al. [6] and is the standard deviation of
the interspectral differences, defined for the left monaural proces
sor as

mdrjJ, B) = ~ L (dL k(rjJ, B) - dLk (rjJ, B)r (8)
k
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where N is the number of the gammatone filters that has been
used in the peripheral processing units, dLk (rjJ, B) = TALk 
TALk (rjJ, e) is the interspectral difference between the TA pat
terns (TALk) of the target source (eq. 4) for a specific azimuth

(¢) and elevation angle ({J) and the template of the TA-patterns
(TALk (rjJ, B) of eq. 4 for all available positions in the interau

ral coordinate system, and dL k(rjJ, B) is the average value. Simi
lar to eq. 8 , mR (rjJ, B) gives the SM for the right monaural pre
processing unit.

Furthermore the SM of the monaural cues are combined through
a weighted function as described by

S-mon(rjJ, B) = b(rjJ)sdrjJ, B) + b( -rjJ)SR(rjJ, B) (9)

where b( rjJ) is a weighting function that is based on the assumption
that the contralateral ear contributes less to the perception of sound
localization than the ipsilateral ear [18], and

Figure 3: The results of the comparison of the EI patterns at f =

100 Hz for a sound source at ¢ = {) = 0 0 by using the vertical
polar coordinate system. The colour bar indicates the value of eq. 5
normalised by its maximum value.

3.1. Binaural cues

The localization ambiguity arising from the cone of confusion can
be resolved quite readily by head motion [1]. However, even if
the head is restrained, partial resolution is still possible on the ba
sis of the static spectral cues [19]. Resolution of the ambiguity
is further improved if the listener has a priori information which
restricts the possible source locations. For example, if the subject
knows in advance that the sound source is in the horizontal plane
in front. Considering these factors, it was necessary to verify the
ability of the binaural unit of the model to resolve any static cues
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Additionally, it has been shown that the tonotopic organization
in the cochlea is preserved in the higher regions of the auditory
path such as in the cochlea nucleus (CN) [21]. As a consequence, it
was considered necessary to check whether the peaks and notches
of the HRTFs could be preserved in the TA patterns (eq. 4).

In Figures 5, 6 we can see' from visual observations that all
the pinna resonances and pinna nulls of the HRTFs are preserved
in the TA patterns but in a rather smoothed out representation.
This smooth representation of the TA patterns is due to the lower
frequency resolution of the channels of the gammatone filterbank
(100 frequency channels) compared to the finest resolution of the
HRTFs and the compressive character of the square root compres
sor in the peripheral processing unit which changes the dynamic
range of the signal.

Figure 5: The HRTF of a KEMAR with a small pinna from the
CIPIC database (subject 165, right ear) [16] in the median plane
(¢ = 0°) in the interaural-polar coordinate system.
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Figure 4: The results of the comparison of the EI patterns at f ""
9.4 kHz for a sound source at ¢ = 8 = 0° by using the vertical
polar coordinate system. The colour bar indicates the value of eq. 5
normalised by its maximum value.

of elevation, i.e. whether the EI-patterns are able to give any infor
mation of the location of an elevated source given that they only
characterize the ITO and ILD cues.

Considering that the EI patterns depend on the frequency of
the gammatone filterbank channel (k) of the peripheral process
ing unit, the azimuth (¢) and elevation angle (8) of a target sound
source, and the ITO (T) and the ILD (a) that occurs due to the
comparison of the signals of the left and the right ear, we com
pared the EI patterns created by a given ¢ and 8 with all the EI
patterns for all possible ¢ and ein 3D space by using eq. 5.

In Figure 3 there are some representative results of the compar
ison of the EI patterns created by a white noise sound source at a
given location ¢, 8in the vertical-polar coordinate system (fig. 2).
From visual observation we can see that at low frequencies a clear
circle is formed, which indicates a cone of confusion, and as a
consequence, the inability of EI patterns to predict the location
of elevated sources. Similar results have been obtained for fre
quencies up to 4kHz. This indicates that in low and middle range
frequencies where the ITO cues are prominent, the EI patterns are
not able to predict the location of elevated sources, however they
give a clear indication of the lateralized sources. At higher fre
quencies as in figure 4 the circle is deformed. This indicates that
at middle high frequencies where the ILD cues are more promi
nent, the EI patterns indicate a dependency on the elevated sources
which could be explained by the fact that short-wavelength sounds
are not diffracted around the head to the same extent as long wave
lengths.

3.2. Monaural cues

One of the main characteristics in the analysis of the head related
transfer functions (HRTFs) is the spectral colouration introduced
by the outer ear. Prominent peaks and notches can be found at dif
ferent frequency ranges that are considered potential cues for ele
vation. For instance, the ambiguity on a cone of confusion can be
discriminated with the appropriate spectral cues that reside mainly
at 8 - 16 kHz [20], while for up-down location the appropriate
spectral cues reside mainly at 6 - 12 kHz [20].

Figure 6: The TA patterns as they have been created by the HRTF
of a KEMAR with a small pinna from the CIPIC database (subject
165, right ear) [16] in the median plane (¢ = 0°) in the interaural
polar coordinate system.

, Although the results depict the monaural processor produced by the
right ear, similar results could also be found at the corresponding TA pat
terns of the left ear.
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Figure 9: The prediction of the monaural pattern matching pro
cess (eq. 10) normalized by its maximum value for a white noise
as a sound source at ¢ = 0° and iJ = 0° in the interaural-polar
coordinate system and for a high value of the CTmon parameter
(CTmon » 1).

Figure 8: The prediction of the binaural pattern matching process
(eq. 7) normalized by its maximum value for a white noise sound
source as described in [22] at ¢ = 0° and iJ = 0° in the interaural
polar coordinate system and for a low value of the ,bin parameter
(,bin « 1).
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3.3. Decision making device

Considering that the SM of the monaural and binaural cues have
been combined as indicated in eq. 11 it was considered neces
sary to further explore the influence of the ,bin (eq. 6) and CTmon

(eq. 9) parameters in the final stage of the model independently.
Figures 7 - 10 illustrate the effect of the ,bin and CTmon in the bin
aural and monaural SMs for very high and very low values at a
position exactly in front of a KEMAR (¢ = (j = 0°), for a sound
source as described in sec. 4. For the binaural SM, eq. 6, (Fig
ures 7, 8), which is responsible for giving the highest similarity to
all the points around the target azimuth angle independent of the
elevation angle, it can be noticed that the ,bin parameter spreads
the values around the target azimuth angle ¢ = 0°. This implies
that the binaural SM is roughly independent of the elevation an
gie (Sbin (¢, B) ~ Sbin (¢)) which indicates the lack of EI cues to
match to all the EI patterns along the median plane.

In contrast, the monaural SM shows a different behavior. For
high values of CTmon (Figure 9), the TA cues around the median
plane match with all the TA patterns indicating in this way a high
chance the sound source is located at a position outside that region.
Nevertheless at all locations the SM has a rather low value which
ranges from 0.85-1.0. In cases where CTmon is less than one (Figure
10) the performance of the monaural processor improves, and for
extremely low values, the monaural processor gives the highest
similarity at the point where a sound source is located.

Based on the behavior of the ,bin parameter and the fact that
the EI patterns are associated with the lTD and ILD cues, we could
conclude that the binaural SM (Sbin(¢, B)) is able to give an esti
mation of the position of the sagittal plane with the ,bin parameter
restricting or expanding the predicted region around the estimated
sagittal plane. In addition, considering that TA patterns are asso
ciated with the spectral cues, the monaural SM is able to predict
the exact location of a sound source with the CTmon parameter re
stricting or expanding the predicted region around the estimated
location. However, this is not only limited to the target position
but it expands to other locations as well, where the TA patterns are
quite similar. This is associated with the lack of the spectral cues
to resolve the exact location of a sound source on a cone of confu
sion as indicated in Figure 10 where there is a high probability for
a sound source at iJ = 180°.

4. COMPARISON TO LISTENING TESTS

In order to validate the performance of the proposed model, the
experimental data of Makous and Middlebrooks [22] have been
used. In the particular listening test six listeners with normal hear
ing had to identify the actual location of a sound source at differ
ent locations in 3D space at a fixed distance of 1.2m in an acoustic
environment with 40 dB SPL ambient noise and a room that can
be considered anechoic for frequencies above 500 Hz. The sound
source had a sound pressure level that ranged randomly for each
trial from 40 to 50 dB sensation level and a frequency range be
tween 1.8 kHz and 16 kHz. From the two experiments that were
conducted we are mainly interested in the so called open-loop tri
als, in which the duration of the stimulus was 150ms and the sub
ject had his/her head at a fixed position. In this way any dynamic
cues that could have been created were excluded. Finally across all
subjects, each stimulus location was tested in total 31 times giving
an azimuth and elevation mean error and standard deviation for
each subject.

Figures 11 - 13 illustrate the prediction of the model for a vir-
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Figure 7: The prediction of the binaural pattern matching process
(eq. 7) normalized by its maximum value for a white noise sound
source as described in [22] at ¢ = 0° and {j = 0° in the interaural
polar coordinate system and for a high value of the ,bin parameter
(,bin» 1).
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dimension and 7.9° ± 2.0° for the vertical dimension. This means
that in general the error of the estimated location of the horizontal
dimension can vary from - 2.1° to 12.1° and from 18.6° to 59.6°
for the vertical dimension. Furthermore, these estimated values
do not consider the front-back confusion errors, something that is
depicted by the prediction of the model.
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Figure 10: The prediction of the monaural pattern matching pro
cess (eq. 10) normalized by its maximum value for a white noise
as a sound source at ¢ = 0° and {j = 0° in the interaural-polar
coordinate system and for a low value of the I7mon parameter
(17m on « 1).

5, CONCLUSIONS
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The aim of the current study was to explore some of the charac
teristics of a biologically inspired model and to illustrate its per
formance in comparison to real listening tests. The results of the
listening test indicate that the current model is able to predict, at
least qualitatively, the human performance in localization tests of
stationary sounds. Nevertheless, further investigation is necessary
for a quantitative analysis of the model and a better quantification
of the range that "(bin and I7mon should vary to predict the human
performance in the localization of broadband sound sources with
individualized or generalized HRTFs.

Figure ll: The prediction of the perceptual model (eq. ll) nor
malized by its maximum value for a sound source at ¢ = 0° and
(j = 45° in the interaural-polar coordinate system and the listening
test results (ellipse) of Makous and Middlebrooks [22].

Figure 12: The prediction of the perceptual model (eq. II) nor
malized by its maximum value for a sound source at ¢ = 20° and
{j = 45° in the interaural-polar coordinate system and the listening
test results (ellipse) of Makous and Middlebrooks [22].

tual sound source2 with the same specifications of the listening
tese at three different positions. The center of the ellipses on the
Figures indicate the average error of the detected sound source po
sition in the listening tests and it has been calculated by averaging
the mean error of the response of each subject. The average error
is characterized by its mean value, which is the center of the el
lipses, and the standard deviation about the mean value, which is
not indicated. The length of transverse and conjugate diameters in
dicate the average standard deviation about the mean response for
each subject for the azimuth and elevation angle correspondingly
and it has been calculated by averaging the standard deviation of
the response of each subject. The average standard deviation of
the azimuth and the elevation angle is characterized by it's mean
value, which is the length of transverse and conjugate diameters
correspondingly, and a standard deviation about this value, which
is not indicated. The parameters "(bin and 17mon of the model have
been adjusted in such a way to fit as closely as possible to the lis
tening test results, where "(bin = 1.82 and I7mon = 0.3.

Although the performance of the model, from visual observa
tion of the figures II - 13, seem to give quite a good prediction
of the results of the listening tests, some other aspects should be
considered. Due to the fact that the frequency range of the sound
source is between 1.8 kHz and 16 kHz all the information that is
hidden in the low frequencies for the ITDs has been eliminated.
This results in the total SM being spread along the estimated sagit
tal plane, something that is influenced by the fact that the EI pat
terns are only using the ILDs and the envelope of the lTD cues.

Despite the fact that the average error and the average standard
deviation of the detected sound source position have been used for
the creation of the ellipses of the listening tests, the actual errors
are even higher. For instance for a sound source in the median
plane at an elevated position at {j = 45° (Figure ll), the aver
age error can vary from 2.7° ± 4.1° for the horizontal dimension4

and -5.9° ± 10.6° for the vertical dimension while the average
standard deviation can vary from 3.0° ± 2.3° for the horizontal

2The HRTFs that have been used are from the CIPIC database[16].
3The sound pressure level has been considered to be on average 45 dB

SPL.
4In the notation m ± (J the first value indicates the mean value, while

the second the standard deviation around this value.
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ABSTRACT

Today there are 2 major evolutions in spatial audio. First, an
enhanced 3D audio experience, where virtual sound sources can be
accurately synthesized in any direction, is possible with technolo
gies such as binaural, Wave Field Synthesis, Higher Order Am
bisonics or Vector Base Amplitude Panning. Second, 3D audio
is on the way to being democratized through binaural adaptation
for headphone listening. These evolutions call for revisiting the
methods and tools used to assess the perception of spatial sound
reproduction. The first objective of this paper is to delineate the
problem, by exploring the potential dimensions and the related at
tributes underlying the perception of spatial sound, mainly within
the context of binaural reproduction. Secondly, assessment meth
ods, including both standard and less conventional ones, are listed,
and their relevance for the measure of the attributes previously
identified is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound spatialization is undergoing major evolutions with promises
of enhanced 3D audio experience and the recent inclusion of height
information. Beyond discrete channel audio, sound field represen
tation formats such as Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) and Higher
Order Ambisonics (HOA) are now appearing in the professional
community. These technologies typically require large sophisti
cated installations. However, binaural audio playback using Head
Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) makes 3D audio immersion
possible for any listener using nothing more than standard head
phones.

The use of 3D audio technologies allows for synthesizing vir
tual sound sources at any position in space with an accuracy that is
very close to natural listening [I). Binaural audio with headphones
could be the first technology which makes immersive 3D audio
mass consumable. Spatial information becomes then an inherent
feature of the experience. This raises the question of to what extent
we can quantify and optimize the quality of experience (QoE) in
immersive audio systems.

The consequence is that methods and tools for audio assess
ment should be revisited. At least, a deeper investigation of spa
tial attributes is required. Perceptual attributes, such as "spatial
impression", "depth", "envelopment", "width" [2,3], which were
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identified by past studies on room acoustics and linked to spatial
perception, are no longer sufficient. More generally, our main con
cern here is to measure how a 3D sound scene is perceived by a
listener, whatever technologies or listening setups are used. The
objective is to assess the perceived "quality", i.e. to identify the
perceptual dimensions used by the listeners to make their judg
ments. Two main categories of dimensions are already identified:
1- the spectral content (i.e. timbre), 2- the spatial location of the
sound [4]. More global audio quality ratings rely on other per
ceptual dimensions which have to be investigated, and for which
new tools of assessment are yet to be identified. Naturalness, or
plausibility, of the virtual sound sources is one example of such
additional dimensions.

It is beyond the scope of this article to answer these questions
on a global scale. In the following we will mainly focus on the con
text of binaural sound reproduction, in the case of a direct binaural
synthesis of the different audio objects of a sound scene as well
as in the case of the binaural decoding of any channel based audio
format using the virtual speaker paradigm. It is well known from
literature, for instance, that the use of non-individualized HRTFs
degrades both the spectral and spatial "quality" of the reproduced
sound sources. Besides the use of individual or generic HRTFs, the
decoding of a stereo or surround format through the virtual speaker
paradigm is also less convincing than a direct binaural rendering
of the sound sources. Thus our concern may be the assessment of
the "quality" of any given set of HRTFs. By "quality" it is meant
to measure how a source is perceived by a listener when processed
by a given HRTF or how a sound scene is perceived when ren
dered or decoded through binaural synthesis. Usually the quality
of HRTFs is assessed by localization tests, which mainly focus on
the localization accuracy and often do not measure other percep
tual dimensions (such as timbre).

Another conventional method of assessment is the measure of
Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) [5], where "Quality" here refers to the
fidelity with which a signal is transmitted or rendered by a sys
tem. In other words, degradations are measured in comparison to
a given reference. It has been widely used in perceptual audio ex
periments as a quick means to compare different alterations of a
signal, and was initially developed to classify audio codecs. Ap
plying them to the assessment of the quality of HRTFs is question
able. Assessing binaural reproduction and in particular the suit-



ability of a set of HRTFs can be considered as a measure of degra
dation. In most cases, the reference is unknown to the listener,
unless the subject can directly compare the real audio scene (e.g.,
sound played from a real loudspeaker at the same position as the
virtual sound source, played from a virtual loudspeaker) with its
binaural representation. In addition, evaluating BAQ gives little, if
any, information about the artifacts of a given binaural technique.
The exception to this rule is the assessment of modeled HRTFs, in
which the reference is the measured individual HRTF. However,
this choice of reference is not necessarily the ideal case, insofar as
real world HRTF measurements are not free from errors and ap
proximations. Besides, the claim that measured individual HRTFs
provide the best overall audio experience (i.e. not only in terms of
localization, but for all the other perceptual dimensions) remains
to be verified.

We propose using the term Quality of Experience (QoE) as
an alternative to BAQ. QoE measures how a subject experiences
a given system. Since the range of situations that can be covered
by binaural reproduction is very large, we believe this QoE should
remain multidimensional and multicontextual.

The remainder of this article is an attempt to draw a roadmap
of the different dimensions and methods that should be investi
gated to delineate the numerous dimensions of the Quality of Ex
perience. In the following, two principal questions will be ad
dressed. Section 1 will first explore what are the potential dimen
sions underlying the perception of binaural sound. Then, Section 2
will present an overview of avai lable methods of perceptual assess
ment. Both conventional and new tools will be considered. Three
different groups of methods to assess the perceptual audio quality
will be used for classification: a) direct assessment of a percep
tual attribute without any reference; b) direct assessment with a
reference; and c) indirect assessment, in which case the quality is
inferred from the subject's behavior (e.g., measure of task perfor
mance). For each perceptual dimension the relative merits of the
different methods will be discussed.

2. PERCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS OF BINAURAL SOUND

Binaural audio consists of a left and right ear signal that can be
directly played back over headphones. These signals can be di
rectly recorded (e.g., using a dummy head or in-ear microphones),
or synthesized using individual or non-individual HRTF filters.
QoE addresses the questions of a) how can a listener describe
his/her perception, and b) what are the objective features (espe
cially acoustical) and how do they correspond to the perceptual di
mensions. Some dimensions are already known. For instance, the
physical properties of the sound scene that the binaural sound in
tends to reproduce have clearly an influence on perception, namely:
the frequency content of the sound signal, the location of the sound
source, the acoustic environment (room effect), etc. The percep
tual attributes related to these physical parameters are called "physical
related attributes" in the following discussions. Another category
of attributes concerns the effect on the psychic or affective state of
the listener: are the virtual sound sources plausible, to what extent
does the listener feel immersed in the virtual sound scene, what are
his/her emotion(s), etc.? More generally, perceptual studies need
to be reconsidered in order to take into account the specific con
text of listening, involving perception-action feedback according
to a given task or cognitive situation [6].
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2.1. How to investigate perceptual dimensions?

Different methods to identify the perceptual dimensions and asso
ciated attributes have been proposed in the literature. The two most
prevalent approaches are: 1- Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
and 2- verbal elicitation techniques, e.g. Descriptive Analysis (DA),
Repertory Grid Technique (RGT), or Free-Choice Profiling (FCP).
MDS measures the perceptual dissimilarities between a large set of
stimuli and derives the most relevant perceptual parameters from
these distances. However, MDS methods do not always guarantee
that the dimensions revealed by the analysis correspond actually
to perceptual attributes. The INDSCAL method has been intro
duced to overcome this limitation [7] and has been used for mu
sical timbre analysis [8] as well as for perceptual studies in room
acoustics [9]. Alternatively, DA, RGT and FCP are direct ver
bal methods for eliciting and evaluating people's subjective expe
riences and perceived differences between the stimuli of a similar
large set of stimuli [10, 11]. They originate from the food indus
try, where they've been used for creating dictionaries of words for
flavour qualification. These methods help in constructing a space
corresponding to the perceptual attributes elicited in the given set
of stimuli, and can also infer the words that best describe each end
of a perceptual dimension. However, DA, RGT, and FCP are time
consuming methods, both for the experimentor as well as for the
subjects of the experiment.

According to [12], the first step of dimensional analysis meth
ods is to generate a large set of stimuli that is representative of the
differences encountered in the area of interest, so that many or all
perceptual differences can be expected to be found when compar
ing all the stimuli.

In the context of binaural sound reproduction, building a set
of representative stimuli is a non-trivial task. Binaural stimuli are
highly individual: HRTFs vary widely from one subject to another
and using non-individual HRTFs leads to large perceptual differ
ences. Sets of stimuli that include non-individual binaural signals
will therefore be perceived differently from one subject to another,
and may lead to different constructs from one subject to another,
making the statistical analysis of the elicitation process more com
plex. A solution would be to generate a set of sufficiently different
stimuli so that similar constructs are found. It would therefore
need to include individual HRTFs, deteriorated individual HRTFs
and non-individual HRTFs. The deteriorations would need to be
perceptually identical from one subject to another, which is not
possible as long as the perceptual attributes and their underlying
models remain unknown. Finding the perceptual dimensions in
the context of binaural recordings should therefore be considered
as an iterative process, where several consecutive experiments of
perceptual dimension identification should be conducted. In these
conditions, an exhaustive identification of all the dimensions of the
perception of binaural sound is a very difficult task, if possible at
all.

2.2. Physical-related attributes

Physical-related attributes describe perceptual attributes that can
be directly linked to a physical or mathematical property of either
the sound source, the acoustic space, or the sound reproduction
system.



2.2.1. Timbral attributes

According to the British Oxford dictionary, timbre is the character
or quality of a musical sound or voice as distinct from its pitch
and intensity. According to this definition, spatial characteristics
should be part of a sound's timbre. Indeed the acoustic response of
the room contributes to the timbre of sound at the listener's place.
At different positions in a room listeners will not perceive the same
timbre of a sound. What's more, in binaural reproduction, timbre
has an ambiguous role: spectral features are partly interpreted as
localization cues. However, a number of studies separate timbre
properties of a sound from its spatial properties [13, 4]. In this
paper, we will consider timbral attributes separately from spatial
attributes, though some attributes may overlap.

Several lists of timbral attributes have been designed. [14]
proposed a list of timbral attributes that can be used in machine
learning. However, attributes such as the zero crossing rate or
centroid temporal peakedness can hardly be used by subjects to
describe timbral qualities of sound. For this reason, lists of spe
cific perceptual attributes of timbre have been developed for music
instruments [15], speech [16], and loudspeakers [10]. Timbral at
tributes are generally related to the spectro-temporal properties of
the sound.

2.2.2. Source location

The location of a sound source is, to some extent, directly percep
tible by listeners. It is generally expressed in terms of azimuth,
elevation and distance. Spherical coordinate systems are preferred
to cartesian coordinate systems as the sound source position is per
ceived relatively to the subject itself. Localizability, or spatial defi
nition, refers to the ease of localizing the sound and is an additional
aspect worth considering.

Perception of distance is rarely assessed in listening tests (stereo
phonic or multichannel reproduction). However, it should be high
lighted that, in the specific case of binaural sound, distance per
ception is of greater importance. This is related on one hand to the
ability of binaural reproduction to render varying distances and
on the other hand to the problem of inside-the-head localization
(IHL) and externalisation as a common artifact of binaural repro
duction is that the virtual sound source is localized inside or close
to the head. Therefore, when judging auditory distance for binau
ral sound, this phenomena must be carefully examined.

2.2.3. Perceived width and Apparent Source Width (ASW)

The perceived width of a sound source is the measure of an audi
tory event's spatial extent, which can be expressed in terms of an
angular span (i.e. spherical sector) and depth. An auditory event
does not usually have clear limits, which makes it difficult to define
without a reference. In room acoustics, Apparent Source Width
(ASW) is affected by from where and at what times the early re
flections arrive [17, 18, 19]. ASW is also affected by the physical
extent of the source (when not a point source) and to the sound re
production system [20, 21]. Objective measures have found ASW
to be correlated to the interchannel or interaural cross-correlation
[22, 23]. Several other attributes are perceptually close to ASW
yet different enough to require distinction: locatedness [24] and
diffuseness of the source, as well as spatial unity
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2.2.4. Room-related attributes

The room in which sounds are played and/or recorded has a strong
influence on their perceptual attributes. Rooms add reflections to
the original sound (the direct sound), which may result in a change
in perceived timbre or spatial properties. The source directivity
also influences the perceived sound [25]. Some spatial attributes
and their characterization can be found in, e.g., [17, 26, 10]. How
ever, the number of perceptual dimensions remains unclear. Early
work of Sabine identified 3 attributes ("loudness", "distorsion of
complex sounds: interference and resonance", and "confusion: re
verberation, echo and extraneous sounds"). Present literature rely
on at least 7-9 necessary attributes [27, 28]. The study of their cor
relation with acoustic criteria showed that the perception of room
quality is mainly influenced by the energy of the direct sound (in
cluding early reflections), the overall energy of reverberated sound,
the decay time of reverberation (i.e. reverberation time), the time
and spatial distribution of early reflections, and the frequency bal
ance of each criteria, all of which have well-defined metrics.

2.2.5. Discussion

Several physical parameters which potentially represent a sound
scene are listed in the previous section. For some, it is unknown
if and how they affect auditory perception. The intensity of the
perceptual effect is probably not the same for each parameter:
their relative weights need also to be determined. In addition, this
physical description should be revisited in light of studies concern
ing auditory scene analysis [29]. The brain distorts the "physical
reality" for building the associated percept (concept of auditory
streams based on grouping or segregation of auditory events). In
formation is ordered by mental and cognitive processing, some
times independently from the physical properties. Some studies
suggest for instance that frequency features are of primary impor
tance, above spatial properties [29].

2.3. Psychic and affective attributes

Other attributes may be related more to the listening experience
than to physical properties of the sound sources or the properties of
the room. Psychic and affective attributes refer to the results of fur
ther processing and analysis of the sound scene by the brain. That
which is of interest is no longer the "pure acoustic information",
but the way in which the psychic state of the listener is modified by
the sound. This question is rather new, and we are far from having
a clear understanding of all the dimensions involved. It should be
noted however that these effects are obviously highly dependent on
the audio content and personal experience of the subject. As a first
contribution, we propose here to consider 3 potential attributes:
naturalness (and its correlates), readability, and emotion.

2.3.1. Naturalness

Binaural technology offers the ability to reproduce at the ears of a
listener the exact sound that would have arrived at his/her ears if
he/she had been located in the original environment. Alternatively,
binaural synthesis can be used to create an auditory environment,
in which case the only reference a listener may have is an expecta
tion of the auditory scene which might be induced from memory or
derived from visual information. Since binaural technology aims
at mimicking natural listening, the realism, the naturalness, and



the fidelity to the original sound scene or to the expected one, of
ten seems to be a more important question in this context than for
other spatial sound technologies.

[30] showed that naturalness is a desirable characteristic of an
environment. In addition, one can expect to find naturalness rat
ings being strongly correlated to preference ratings, as [31] showed.
Thus the rating of naturalness might be influenced by preference,
even if a preference judgment is not explicitly asked from the lis
teners. Nevertheless, in some situations, naturalness might not be
as desirable as listeners may think. For instance, it happens that,
when attending a concert, our natural experience is poor (e.g., the
sound scene is perceived as ill-defined and narrow), maybe due to
the listening's position. A recording of such a sound scene could
then be poorly rated in terms of preference and possibly in terms of
realism, in contrast to a more processed recording, where each in
dividual source is clearly definable, and which could be perceived
as more natural even though it would be physically impossible.

Naturalness of a sound scene is regularly used in perceptual
evaluations [10] but is should be treated carefully. Naturalness
is essentially a comparison between an unknown reference (the
original sound scene, where the listener often was not present or
has an old and potentially erroneous memory of it) and a known
signal (the binaural reproduction). [32] questions the desirability
of fidelity and naturalness. Nuances of the concept of naturalness,
such as plausibility and presence, have been developed to address
additional perceptual attributes.

2.3.2. Readability

When listening to a complexe sound scene, i.e. composed of many
sources conveying various information, the question of its read
ability is an important parameter. Here this term refers to the abil
ity to discriminate the different concurrent sound sources, in order
to focus on one specific component [33]. Speech intelligibility is
one particular example (i.e. cocktail-party effect [34]), but read
ability it pertinent for any audio content. In classical music, it
describes the ability of the listener to dynamically focus on one
instrument (or group of instruments) [35]. More generally, read
ability is one aspect of auditory scene analysis, which allows one
to separate the overall scene into several streams with various lev
els of processing. Readability is affected for instance by frequency
or spatial separation.

2.3.3. Emotion

The emotional dimension corresponds to any emotion that is felt
by the listener, whether positive or negative. Our primary con
cern is to acknowledge that the listener is "touched" by the sound,
which is an indication of a certain degree of immersion. Never
theless, the nature of the emotion is also relevant information. Af
ter Wundt [36], emotion is described by 3 dimensions: valence
(pleasure vs unpleasure), vigilance or dominance (no control vs
maximal control), and arousal (excitation vs relaxation). However,
valence and arousal have been shown as the more reliable dimen
sions [37]. Measuring and analyzing emotions is a difficult task,
all the more that it is highly dependent on the content and the in
dividual, though some bio-metric data has been shown to provide
correlations to certain aspects.
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3. WHICH EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE FOR WHICH
PERCEPTUAL PARADIGM?

Evaluating the above-mentioned perceptual attributes requires suit
able experimental protocols. This section and the following one re
view the most common approaches to perceptual evaluation in the
context of binaural experience and discuss for each one the per
ceptual paradigms they may help to evaluate. From experimental
psychology, two main categories of evaluation are distinguished:
direct evaluation, where the subject is directly asked to rate the at
tributes under study, and indirect evaluation, where the subject's
perceptual rating is inferred [12].

3.1. Direct measure of attributes

This method intends to assess each perceptual attribute separately.
For example, if we consider the perception of timbre and focus on
the descriptor "clarity" [38], the subject is asked to rate the clarity
of audio stimuli. For each stimulus, he / she gives a score within an
appropriate scale ranging between 0%, meaning a muffled sound,
and 100%, meaning a clear sound. For each attribute, the choice
of the scale (grading, labeling) must be carefully designed as a
function of the considered attribute. A single attribute or a set of
attributes can be measured at the same time. Another example is
localization accuracy testing, where the subject is asked to report
the azimuth, elevation, and/or distance of a sound source. In that
case, the scales are in degrees or meters. A third example is the
assessment of room quality by a questionnaire, in which the sub
ject is asked to rate a set of attributes ( "presence", "room effect",
"reverberance", etc.).

3.2. Direct measure of attributes with a reference

A reference is defined here as any audio or visual stimulus which
is provided to the subject and to which he/she is asked to com
pare to the signal under assessment. It is not necessarily a ref
erence representative of a high quality standard. The task of the
subject is to rate an attribute of an audio sample in comparison
to the given reference. In addition, specific anchors, correspond
ing to various grades along the judgment scale, can be included.
This inclusion allows for a check of the reliability of the subject
(median anchor) or to insure that the listeners are using the scale
consistently through the whole experiment (low anchor). Anchors
should be chosen so that the stimuli are distributed along the whole
scale that listeners have to use. If not, one may encounter various
kinds of biases as described in [39]. [40] describes two types of
anchors: direct anchors, that are explicitly given to the listener,
similar to references, and indirect or "hidden" anchors, which lis
teners are not aware of. The main advantage of direct anchoring
is that it can help stabilize the range of estimations given by the
subjects. Indirect anchors can also be used for that, though less
efficiently. Indirect anchors are useful to estimate the reliability of
the subject or biases related to the non-uniformity of the results.

Examples of direct measure with a reference are AB or ABX
tests, recommended when the differences between stimuli are small,
or MUSHRA tests [41] if the differences are moderate, though
they were designed to evaluate degradations caused by audio codec
compression. A third example is a relative localization test through
alignment, where the listener needs to match the perceived direc
tion or distance of a test stimulus with that of a reference stimulus.



3.3. Indirect measure

3.3.1. Task performance

In this situation, the subject is asked to perform a task in the con
text of binaural sound. His/her QoE is inferred from his/her suc
cess. For instance, the listener's task can consist in describing the
sound scene, that is to report the number, the nature, and the lo
cation of the sound sources [42]. Another example is given by
[43] who inferred QoE by asking the listener to explore the sound
scene and find targets. In [44], Guillon described a localization
test where the listener had to localize the virtual sound source as
fast as possible, recording the response time for various sets of
HRTFs corresponding to different levels of HRTF modeling. Re
sults showed a correlation between the response time and the mod
eling quality. The general intent of these types of experiments is
to derive information about the naturalness and readability of the
sound scene from observations of the listener's behavior.

3.3.2. Physiological measures

Psychophysiology studies the relationships between physiologi
cal responses and psychological changes. The principle is to ob
serve cognitive, emotional, or behavioral phenomena by analyzing
the physiological responses of the subject. Electrodermal activ
ity, heart pulse, skin temperature, or eye activity are examples of
physiological observables that can be recorded and linked to the
psychic state of the listener [45, 46]. Particularly, electrodermal
activity and heart pulse are considered as relevant measure of emo
tions, the former being associated to the "arousal" dimension, the
latter to the "valence" dimension.

3.3.3. Brain imagery

Magnetic Resonance Imagery (MRI), electroencephalogram or mag
netoencephalogram are useful tools for observing brain activity.
Particularly, technological progress has made electroencephalo
grams easier to measure with a simple headset. Understanding
the link between neuronal activity and the underlying mental pro
cess is improving daily. Currently, we are not able to translate
brain activity maps directly into what subjects think or feel. How
ever, some information about their emotions can be inferred from
knowledge of neuronal activity and connections. For instance, in
[47], brain activity of ferrets listening to virtual sounds was com
pared between individual and non-individual HRTFs, showing that
the spatial selectivity of neurons is strongly altered in the case of
non-individual synthesis. This is a potential measure of natural
ness or plausibility. Brain activity can also give information on
the mental effort required by the listening task, which could be
linked to readability. This measure could be of interest when sub
jects are sound engineers being observed during a post-production
session. Brain imagery appears thus as a promising tool to investi
gate perception of spatial sound in general, and binaural sound in
particular.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Assessment of the QoE of spatial sound reproduction is the ques
tion raised by this article. Rather than providing answers, this pa
per attempts to clarify what is known and what requires further in
vestigations, for which several promising tools are recommended.
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Complementary assessments are needed: on the one hand, over
all ratings where all dimensions are taken into account, and on the
other hand, unidimensional measures focused on one specific at
tribute. In order to accomplish this however, the first step is to
clarify the number and semantic interpretation of the numerous
perceptual dimensions. An open question is whether these dimen
sions depend on the sound reproduction system, namely the au
dio spatialization technology used. In addition, it is important to
identify or develop objective criteria correlated with the perceptual
dimensions.
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ABSTRACT

Recently, there is a trend in developing new multi-channel for
mats towards adding additional loudspeakers in elevated positions.
While the common 5.1 surround sound system only has loudspeak
ers in the horizontal plane, more complex systems, such as 10.2 or
22.2, include two or more elevated loudspeakers.
When listening to music using a multi-channel playback system,
the audio material has often not been produced for the used system,
e.g. listening to 10.2 material while using a 5.1 surround system. In
such cases, the audio material has to be down- or upmixed. Com
pared with listening to the original audio material, down- or up
mixing affects the listening experience. The localization of sound
sources is one attribute that might be affected by down- or upmix
ing the audio material.
In the past, some localization listening tests were conducted by us
ing an user interface depicting a two-dimensional representation of
the scene. When it comes to elevated loudspeakers, a third dimen
sion also has to be depicted by the user interface. In this work, an
experiment was conducted where participants had to locate sound
sources by using two different graphical user interfaces (GUIs).
The first GUI consisted of two static images of the scene: a top
view and a front-view. The other GUI had a fully adjustable 3D
visualization of the scene. The main purpose of the experiment is
to investigate the differences between both GUIs. This includes
the time participants spend on each GUI and the difference in the
responses. This work is a contribution to the development of new
evaluation methods for new and existing multi-channel audio for
mats and renderers.

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of localization experiments were conducted to find out
more about the human ability to localize sound sources. In ex
periments, reporting the perceived location of sound sources by
pointing (with or without the extension of a body part) has been
found to be the most accurate method [1]. Due to high accuracy,
pointing methods were widely used in recent experiments (e.g.
[2][3][4]). However, one drawback of pointing methods is that
they can only be applied when localizing sound sources in the lis
tener's field of view. As a consequence, pointing methods can not
be used when the listener is not allowed to move his head. Such
a condition has to be kept when localizing sound sources in the
back. One application example of localizing sound sources in the
back is the evaluation of down-mixers. A down-mixer is needed
when one multi-channel format has to be converted into another
multi-channel format with fewer channels. Especially considering
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down-mixes where the input multi-channel format contains ele
vated loudspeakers and the output format does not, a method is
needed which supports reporting the localization of sound sources
in all three dimensions. Such a method becomes even more impor
tant if the distance of a sound source has to be evaluated, too. Since
pointing methods do not match the afore-mentioned requirements,
two graphical user interfaces which enable the listener to indicate
sources at any position are compared in this paper.

Our main research questions are: how accurate are the two
types of GUls, how much time is needed for reporting the localized
stimuli and which variables influence the accuracy?

2. RELATED WORK

Graphical user interfaces were used in many localization tests be
fore. Wenzel investigated the effect of increasing system latency
on localization of virtual sounds by using a graphical response
method [5]. The listener's head was displayed from a top view on
the left-hand side of the GUI, while a front view was displayed on
the right-hand side. Almost the same GUI was used in an experi
ment conducted by Begault et al [6]. The GUI of these experiments
depicted only the listener's head and did not support reporting the
distance.

Pernaux et al. tested three different reporting methods [7]. The
first one used a 2D visual feedback of the listener's head. The sec
ond GUI displayed the listener's head in a three-dimensional view.
The third one was similar to the second one apart from using a 3D
finger pointing input instead of a computer mouse. They observed
significant differences between these three reporting methods. The
2D-based and 3D-based GUls of their experiments did not support
reporting the distance of a sound source.

Martin et al. utilized a GUI displaying a top view of the scene
to investigate the localization using a five-channel surround sound
reproduction system [8]. The elevation and distance of a sound
source was not investigated in their experiment.

Choisel and Zimmer developed a new pointing method for lo
calizing frontal sources and compared it with a graphical response
method [9]. In their experiment, only azimuth angles of sound
sources in front of the participants were tested.

Yoo et al. evaluated the localization of sound sources on the
horizontal plane for a wave field synthesis system [10]. Listeners
reported the sound source positions using an answer sheet which
contained a scheme of the scene. Two different listening positions
were examined including front and back sound sources. Listen
ers were found out to have an average localization error of 6.1 °
azimuth and 9.18° elevation, while the average distance error was
0.5 m and 0.6 m in the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively.
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In contrast to many localization tests conducted before, our
GUI allows to report the location of a sound source in all three
dimensions. By comparing two types of GUIs, the effect size of
the GUIs can be measured. Except for the experiment conducted
by Pernaux et aI., we found no studies which investigated the dif
ference between GUIs for the same experiment setup. Our experi
ment covers reporting of front, side and back sources with listeners
being allowed to move their heads only slightly.

Participants
Audio professionals
Familiar with surround sound
Familiar with listening tests
Age groups [years]: [0 - 19J

[20 - 29]
[30 - 39]
[40 - 59]

30
20
5

25
1

19
5
5

Table 2: Detailed information about the participants.
3. METHOD

3.1. Stimuli

Three different signals were used for generating the stimuli. The
first signal was pink noise which was faded in and out over 500 ms.
The pink noise signal was only played back during the training
phase. The second signal was a sine wave with a frequency of
220 Hz and also faded in and out over 500 ms. The steady sine sig
nal represented a sound source which is hard to localize according
to Hartmann [11]. The third signal was a castanet recording. In
contrast to the sine signal, the castanets recording represented a
narrow sound source which is easier to localize due to its transient
structure. All signals had a length of 7.8 s and were adjusted to
have equal loudness by two expert listeners. The loudness was
adjusted using the final experiment setup.

Six loudspeakers were used to reproduce the sine signal and
castanets recording. Furthermore, one additional loudspeaker was
exclusively used for the training. The loudspeakers, with positions
according to Table 1, were placed in 1.5 m distance relative to the
participant. We categorized the loudspeaker positions dependent
on their azimuth angles to front, side and back. The positions were
selected based on previous research about localization and taking
into account sound sources in front can be localized more accu
rately than sources behind the listener[12]. The positions of an
established multi-channel system were not used since participants
familiar with surround sound might have been biased.

No. Azimuth Height Category

Training 30 0 -I cm
I 10 0 -I cm front
2 -55 0 -lcm side
3 120 0 -Icm back
4 _10 0 33cm front
5 55 0 33cm side
6 -120 0 33cm back

Table I: Loudspeaker positions are relative to the listener's head
(height = 120 em). The height of the loudspeakers was measured
from the loudspeakers' center.

Summarized, two different signals were played back from six
different loudspeaker positions which results in a total number of
twelve stimuli. For the training, a dedicated signal and loudspeaker
position was used.

3.2. Participants

Thirty participants including twenty audio professionals took part
in the experiment. Most of the participants were employees or
students of the International Audio Laboratories Erlangen. Details
about the participants are given in Table 2.
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3.3. Materials and Apparatus

3.3.1. Setup

The experiment took place in a soundproof listening room with
room measurements (H x W x D) 256 x 452 x 455 cm. In the mid
dle of the room, a chair and a table were placed for the partici
pants. A 24" widescreen LCD monitor mounted on a small table
was placed in front of the chair and table.

The loudspeakers were of type Focal CMS40 with measure
ments (HxWxD) 23.8x 15.6x l5.5cm. A black-colored 360 0

masking curtain made of deco-molton was installed to veil the
loudspeakers. The curtain was fixed to an aluminum ring with
a diameter of 2 m which was attached to three truss stands at a
height of 212 em. The lighting in the room was adjusted such that
participants could not spot the loudspeakers beyond the curtain.
The masking curtain attenuated frequencies above 300 Hz by con
stantly 2-3 dB.

A face-tracking system was installed to prevent participants
from moving their head while locating the stimuli. When par
ticipants nodded or turned their head more than 25 0, a warning
message popped up and the stimulus stopped playing.

A picture of the experiment setup is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A picture from the setup. The masking curtain was
closed during the experiment.

3.3.2. 2D-based GUI

The 2D-based GUI had two orthographic views of the same vir
tual scene which was a representation of the room the participants
were sitting in. On the left-hand side, a top view of the scene was
shown whereas a front view was presented on the right-hand side.
The virtual scene contained the participant's head, a monitor, the
masking curtain and a red sphere. Participants could adjust the
position and size of the red sphere and thus indicate where they
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2D-based GUI

Please place the red sphere al the position where you localize the stimulus.
Indicate the broadness of the stimulus by changing the size of the red sphere.

representation. Zooming in and out could be done by pressing the
according button next to the camera controlling joystick. Camera
controls were only active while using the 3D-based GUl.

The red sphere could be moved on the horizontal plane by
using a digital joystick. Each step corresponded to an accuracy of
5 cm. For moving the red sphere up- or downwards, two additional
buttons were located next to the digital joystick. By pressing a
button once, the red sphere moved 5 cm. The size of the sphere
could be adjusted by another two buttons. The sphere controls
were active while using the 2D-based as well as the 3D-based GUl.

Furthermore, two buttons for playing back the stimulus (play
button) and completing the response (next button) were located be
low the camera and sphere controls. When a stimulus was already
playing, pressing the play button had no effect.

Developing an own custom input controller allowed us to de
sign an individual arrangement of buttons which is easy to under
stand. E.g. if a keyboard had been used, participants might have
spent more time on learning the relevant keys and their function.
In Figure 4, a picture of the input controller is shown.

Front viewTop view

localized the stimulus. The scene including all modeled objects
was true to scale. A screenshot of the 2D-based GUI is depicted in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the 2D-based GUI.

3.3.3. 3D-based GUI

The 3D-based GUI was almost similar to the 2D-based GUI ex
cept for solely a single perspective view was displayed instead of
two orthographic views. The virtual camera of this view was con
trollable by the participants to select the preferred camera views.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the 3D-based GUI.

3D-based GUI

Please place the red sphere at the position where you localize the stimulus.
Indicate the broadness of the stimulus by changing the size of the red sphere.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the 3D-based GUI.

3.3.4. Input Controller

For reporting the position of the red sphere, a custom-made input
controller was developed. This controller offered three different
types of inputs:

The camera could be moved along a sphere using an analog
joystick and was always directed towards the participant's virtual

Figure 4: The input controller.

3.4. Procedure

The experiment had a subject-within design. All participants had
to localize all twelve stimuli using both GUIs. In total, each par
ticipant gave twenty-four responses.

All participants were blindfolded and guided by an experi
menter to the chair in the middle of the room. Blindfolding the
participants assured that they can not spot loudspeakers while en
tering the room. After removing the blindfold, participants were
instructed to always keep their heads straight towards the moni
tor during the experiment. Furthermore, they were informed that
their faces would be tracked by a face-tracking system to verify
that they would be looking towards the monitor. The experimenter
then left the room and all subsequent instructions were displayed
by the experiment software.

At the beginning of the test, participants had to fill out a ques
tionnaire. They were asked whether they regularly listen to sur
round sound, whether they are an audio professional, if they are
familiar with listening tests and to which age group they belong.
The questionnaire was followed by some general instructions: The
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The normalized reported position has the same direct distance to
the listener as the loudspeaker and is used for calculating the nor
malized localization error:

The mean of the normalized localization error was 70 cm (3D =
62). The 3D-based GUl (M = 67 cm, 3D = 59) turned out to
be more accurate than the 2D-based GUI (M = 73cm, 3D =
65). According to a repeated measures ANOYA, the difference
between the two GUls was not statistically significant at the p <
.05 level [F(1, 717) = 2.295,p = .13]. Levene's test indicated
equal variances for LocErrorNorm (F = 1.710,p = .192).
In Table 4, all values for the normalized localization error can be
found.

participants were again reminded that they had to localize stimuli
and are not allowed to turn their head. The general instructions
announced that a 20- and a 3D-based GUI would be used for re
porting the location of the stimuli.

It was randomly chosen which GUI was initially presented to
the participants. Before the participants could report the stimuli lo
cations, they had to read the detailed instructions. These contained
a brief description of the GUI, how the input controller worked and
that they are asked to localize the stimuli. For the 3D-based GUl,
additional information about moving the camera was included in
the detailed instructions. After reading the instructions, the par
ticipants had to undertake training in which they were asked to
place the red sphere at the position where they localize the stimu
lus. Additionally, they were asked to indicate the broadness of the
stimulus by changing the size of the red sphere. The tutorial could
only be finished if every control element was used at least once
(play button, position and size of the red sphere). In the tutorial
for the 3D-based GUI, participants also had to move the camera.
Afterwards, participants had to localize twelve stimuli using the
present GUI. When they finished reporting all stimuli locations,
the same procedure was applied for the second GUI.

At the end of the experiment, the participants had to fill out a
questionnaire about how they got along with each GUI.

4. RESULTS

position. The normalized reported position is defined as:

r
rNorm = ~Ill.

LocErrOrNorm = IlrNorm -1112.

20 30 both
M SD M SD M SD

front 46 55 40 49 43 52
side 57 42 57 42 57 42

back 119 69 104 66 III 68

all 74 65 67 59 70 62

(2)

(3)

Completing the experiment took 19 minutes (3D l = 6) on aver
age. To analyze the accuracy of both GUls, we define the localiza
tion error as the euclidean distance between the reported position
r and the actual loudspeaker position I:

where bold-faced letters represent vectors with v = [vx , V y,vzf.
The mean of LocError was 82 cm (3D = 68 cm) for all stim
uli. The 2D-based GUI had a LocError mean of 83 cm (3D =

68 cm) for all stimuli. The 3D-based GUI had a mean LocError
of 82cm (3D = 68cm). The effect of the GUIon LocError
was not significant at the p < .05 level [F(I,717) = 0.094,
p = .759]. Levene's test indicated equal variances for LocError
(F = 0.20,p = .655). In Table 3, detailed information about
LocError is given.

LocError = Ilr -1112,

20 30 both
M SD M SD M SD

front 55 52 60 53 58 52
side 66 47 71 65 68 57

back 129 76 114 71 121 74

all 83 68 82 68 82 68

(1)

Table 4: Normalized localization errors in cm for both stimuli. The
table is segmented by the GUI type and the loudspeaker category.

A linear regression model with mixed effects was calculated
to analyze the influences on the normalized localization error in
more detail. The participants were defined as random factor (par
ticipants_id). The fixed factors were the type of GUl (GUI), the
loudspeaker category (category), the signal (signa!), the total time
spent on the GUI type (time_GUl), the time spent on the train
ing for the GUI type (time~training) and if the response was given
when the GUl was chosen last. (GUelast). The results of the
fitted model are described in Table 5.

Coefficient Value Std. Error t-value p-value

Fixed Effects:
(Intercept) 34.25 7.9 4.34 .000
GUI= 3D -3.43 4.58 -0.75 .455

category = side 13.49 4.6 2.92 .004
category = back 68.05 4.6 14.71 .000

signal = sine 36.32 3.78 9.61 .000
time_GUI -1.61 1.00 -1.62 .105

time_training 4.34 2.57 1.69 .091
GUClast = true -5.87 4.29 -1.37 .172

Table 5: Linear regression model with mixed effects for the nor
malized localization error. The table is segmented by the GUl type
and the loudspeaker category.

Table 3: Average Localization errors in cm for both stimuli. The
table is segmented by the GUI type and the loudspeaker category.

The distance of a stimulus is dependent, among other factors,
on its loudness [13]. As the loudness was only subjectively ad
justed by two expert listeners, a normalized localization error is
calculated. The normalized localization error excludes the depth
distance of the distance between reported position and loudspeaker

Random Effects:
participants_id

StdDev:
(Intercept)

8.52
Residual

50.69

1M = mean, S D = standard deviation.
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The normalized localization error can also be expressed as the
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elevation and azimuth error of the normalized reported position
(EleErrorNorm and AziErrorNorm). The mean of EleErrorNorm
was 10 ° (3D = 34). As indicated by the linear regression model
of the normalized localization error, the signal type had an influ
ence on the elevation and azimuth errors. The average normal
ized elevation error of the castanets recording was 9 ° (3D = 7).
When sine wave was played back the average normalized ele
vation error increased (M = 11 0, 3D = 8). Tf the normal
ized elevation errors are analyzed for each loudspeaker category,
the castanets recording resulted in lower errors for each category
(front: M = 8°,3D = 6; side: M = 9°,3D = 6; back:
M = 10 ° ,3D = 8). The sine wave resulted in much higher
average normalized elevation errors (front: M = 11 °,3D = 9;
side: M = 11 o,3D = 7; back: M = 1O°,3D = 7). All nor
malized elevation errors for both stimuli are described in Table 6.

Figure 5: Frequencies of participants' responses about they got
along with each GUI.

8 minutes (3D = 3). According to a repeated measures ANOVA,
the difference of the time participants spent on each GUT was sta
tistically significant at the p < .05 level [F(I,57) = 17.99,
P = .000]. Levene's test indicated equal variances for LoeError
(F = 4.01, P = .04997).

At the end of the experiment, the participants were asked how
they got along with each GUI. The possible answers were: "Very
bad" (=1), Bad (=2), "Neutral" (=3), "Good" (=4) and "Very good"
(=5). Tn Figure 5, the frequency of the answers are shown. The
mode of the 2D-based GUT was Very Good and for the 3D-based
it was Good. A cumulative link model (Table 8 supported the in
formation provided by the listeners that they got along better with
the 2D-based GUI. The 3D-based GUI type (GUI) had a signifi
cant negative effect on the participants' answers (F = -1.34, P =
.008). If a participant used a type of GUI last (last), it had a non
significant positive effect on the answer (F = 0.46, p = .344).

Estimate Std. Error z-va1ue p-value

.008
0.344

-2.64
0.95

z-value
-4.91
-3.37
0.57

0.51
0.49

Std. Error
0.67
0.50
0.44

-1.34
0.46

GUT =3D
last = true

Coefficient

BadlNeutral
N eutrallGood

Good IVery good

Threshold coefficients:
Estimate

-3.28
-1.67
0.25

2D 3D both
M 3D M 3D M 3D

front 10 8 9 7 10 8
side 10 7 9 7 10 7

back 11 7 9 8 10 8

all 11 8 9 7 10 7

2D 3D both
M 3D M 3D M 3D

front 14 29 12 27 13 28
side 18 17 18 17 18 17

back 46 33 39 31 42 32

all 26 31 23 28 24 30

Table 6: Elevation errors of the normalized reported position in de
grees. The table is segmented by the GUT type and the loudspeaker
category.

The mean of AziEr-rorNorm was 24 ° (3D = 30). As ex
pected, the average normalized azimuth errors widely differed for
each signal type. The average normalized azimuth error of the
castanets recording was 16 ° (3D = 21). The average normal
ized azimuth error increased when the sine wave was played back
(M = 32 0, 3D = 34). The castanets recording resulted in
smaller errors for all categories (front: M = 5 0, 3D = 4; side:
M = 13 0, 3D = 13; back: M = 30 0, 3D = 29). As expected,
the sine wave resulted in larger average normalized azimuth er
rors (front: M = 21 0, 3D = 38; side: M = 22 0, 3D = 19;
back: M = 54 0, 3D = 31). All normalized azimuth errors are
described in Table 7 for both stimuli.

Table 7: Azimuth errors of the normalized reported position in de
grees. The table is segmented by the GUT type and the loudspeaker
category.

The differences of localization errors between the sine wave
and the castanets recording are confirmed by the reported broad
ness of the two stimuli. The average radius of the red sphere was
23 cm(3D = 7) when the castanets recording was played back.
For the sine wave stimulus, the average reported radius of the
sphere was M = 45 em (3D = 29).

Reporting twelve stimuli for the 2D-based GUI took the par
ticipants in average 5 minutes (3D = 2). For the 3D-based GUI

Number of observations: 60
Cragg and Uhler's pseudo R 2 : 0.14

Table 8: Logit cumulative link model of the response about how
participants got along with each GUI.

5. DISCUSSION

Participants were much faster in reporting the location when using
the 2D-based GUI. This was expected since the 2D-based GUT
showed two views at the same time. To have a similar perspective
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with the 3D-based GUI, the camera had to be moved which took
some time. Some participants reported the two views of the 2D
based GUI were perfectly good for them. When using the 3D
based GUI, they consecutively moved the camera such that a front
and top view were shown. Another reason for the time differences
might be due to the 3D-based GUI was something new and fun to
use as some participants reported. These participants spent a bit
more time on the 3D-based GUI just for playing around with the
camera. Therefore, for listening tests with many items, a 2D-based
GUI with multiple views should be used instead of a 3D-based
GUI with a virtual camera.

Participants reported getting along better with the 2D-based
GUI. This was expected since the 3D-based GUI needs the camera
to be adjusted which increases the complexity. The 2D-based GUI
already showed two views which enabled the user to monitor all
three dimensions. The red sphere was controlled by a joystick
relative to the virtual participant, even if the camera was moved.
Some participants reported that they would have expected the red
sphere to move relative to the camera (e.g. pressing the joystick
forward moves the red sphere away from the camera).

Localization errors of the participants' responses were slightly
smaller when the 3D-based GUI was used. However, the differ
ences in the localization error and normalized localization error
were not significant. Nevertheless, the similar results are interest
ing, considering that participants reported that they got along much
better with the 2D-based GUI. By the linear regression model, it
could be revealed that for predicting the localization error other
effects are much more relevant than the GUI. The effect size of the
GUI type was small in the model and also not significant. Loud
speaker position and the signal type influenced the localization
most. This was expected since these effects are known from estab
lished research. There are non-significant indications that training
is important for reporting the localization by graphical user inter
faces. When the GUI was last used, the localization error was
reduced according to the model.

The reported azimuth angle of the normalized location error
turned out to be accurate when the castanets recording was played
back by the front loudspeakers. The average normalized azimuth
error was 5 0 which is close to results achieved by other localiza
tion methods. E.g. Haber et al. reported that the average localiza
tion errors of nine different methods ranged from +3.5 0 to -5.2 0

for front loudspeaker positions[I]. In the experiment of Yoo et al.
the average azimuth error was _50 and 2.3 0 for two tested front
loudspeaker positions (-30 ° and +30 °)[10].

6. CONCLUSION

A method for reporting the location of sound sources in all three di
mensions was presented. The method was evaluated by conducting
an experiment with two different types of GUIs: A 2D-based GUI
and a 3D-based GUI. The 2D-based GUI had an average localiza
tion error of 83 cm and turned out to be the less time-consuming
and more convenient choice. The 3D-based GUI was slightly more
accurate and had an average localization error of 82 cm. The anal
ysis of the experiment results revealed that the used GUI had only
a small effect on the localization error. The signal type and loud
speaker position played a much more important role. For front
loudspeaker positions, both GUIs resulted in an average normal-
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ized azimuth error of 5 ° when a castanets recording was played
back.
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ABSTRACT

Anechoic or semi-anechoic instrument recordings are readily avail
able for academic purposes on a few different sites online. Ane
choic recordings are commonly used in auralizations, which today
practically means convolving recordings with simulated or mea
sured room impulse responses. Besides the possibility of being
used as such, these recordings offer other possibilities for the gen
eration of test stimuli. Many studies, such as, studies on auditory
distance perception or source separation, would benefit from avail
able experimental materials which would not be strictly musical
but could still be linked to the perception of musical stimuli. The
goal of the current investigation is to develop a procedure for gen
erating such materials, i.e., an anechoic audio corpus which can be
used in the future investigations of room acoustics and in related
fields. Moreover, the aim is to provide a framework for further
development of processes where a large number of stimuli can be
generated in a systematic way. In this study, the proposed frame
work is instantiated by producing two sets of stimuli by either di
rectly segmenting anechoic music or randomly combining differ
ent segments of anechoic instrument tracks. Music information
retrieval (MIR) approach is used to calculate 14 musical features
of the generated sets of stimuli. Principal component analysis is
used to analyse the sample spaces enabling the experimenter to se
lect a small number stimuli with desired characteristics. The ben
efits and drawbacks of this stimuli generation approach including
some important theoretical underpinnings of experimental design
are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Auralizations are made by convolving audio signals with simu
lated or measured impulse responses. Making convolutions com
monly require anechoic audio materials which are free from extra
neous reflected sounds - especially in research of room acoustics.
In the studies of music performance spaces, anechoic instrument
recordings or synthesized instrument sounds are natural choices
as source signals. Anechoic or semi-anechoic instrument record
ings are readily available for academic purposes on a few different
sites online, e.g., [I, 2]. Also commercial releases, such as, Vi
enna Symphonic Library [3] exist. Such recordings are usually
of either single notes with various characteristics (steady, vibrato,
pizzicato etc.) and/or recordings of musical sequences or excerpts
of compositions with various styles and with separate tracks for
each instrument or instrument section [4].

Besides being invaluable for research as such, these record
ings offer other possibilities for the generation of stimuli. Many
studies, such as, studies on auditory distance perception or source
separation, would benefit from available experimental materials
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which would not be strictly musical but could still be linked to
the perception of musical stimuli. Also studies where 'ecologi
cally valid' musical stimuli, that is, stimuli which are unequivo
cally musical are required, could benefit from contrasting stimuli
which would not be strictly musical. While the ecological valid
ity of the test stimuli is one of the main reasons for employing
commercial recordings and well known compositions, usually the
recording and production chain is not well described, what is a
major drawback to using such releases in scientific work. In addi
tion, there are many situations where the selection of test stimuli
unwarrantedly restricts the experimenter from making more gen
eralizable inferences from the results. This is true especially in
situations where musical stimuli are used in the subjective evalua
tion of "treatments" such as different signal processing algorithms,
auralization methods, or different room acoustical conditions.

Consider a simple case where a researcher investigates the per
formance of a few reverberation algorithms with a listening exper
iment. Let's say that the number of algorithms, i.e., treatments, to
evaluate is 6. The perceptual task is to indicate for each sound how
"natural" the reverberation is on a 20-point scale. Then he or she
chooses four anechoic source signals with different characteristics
which he/she thinks is a representative sample of the population of
sounds to which the algorithms would be used. Listening experi
ment is conducted in blocks, where the algorithms are compared
in parallel with each source signal. A number of assessors partic
ipates in the experiment and data is analysed with the analysis of
variance (anova).

The different sources of variance, that is, factors, must be spec
ified in setting up an anova model. Moreover, one must specify
whether each factor is treated as "fixed" or "random". In our ex
ample, the main factors are the treatments (the algorithms), the
source signals and the individuals. Whether to treat these factors
as fixed or random is essentially based on the nature of inferences
one wishes make to about the possible results. Treating a factor as
fixed indicates that the different levels of that factor are exhaustive
of the population that the factor represent, that is, the inferences
are restricted to these particular treatments. Clearly, the treatments
are considered as fixed in our current example as the objective is
to evaluate the perceptual differences in this particular set of algo
rithms. In contrast, treating a factor as random indicates that the
factor levels are drawn randomly from the population of interest
and possible inferences made from the results generalize to that
population. In other words, the differences in these levels of the
factor are not of particular interest, but rather the effect of changes
between the factor levels in general. In our example, individuals
can be considered as being randomly selected from a population
and thus, as a random factor.

Treating the algorithms as a fixed factor and the individuals
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as a random factor is quite straightforward, but the source sig
nal might be considered as a fixed or a random depending on
the assumptions and inferences the experimenter wishes to make.
If treated as a fixed factor, the conclusions are made specifically
about these source signals. In other terms, the algorithms are stud
ied only with respect to these particular source signals making the
experiment into a 'case' study. It is of course possible, that as a
case study, the possible inferences may have apparent theoretical
implications which account for a more general discussion about
the results. In addition, treating a factor as fixed also has the bene
fit for statistical analysis to reveal smaller effects, which is appar
ent by considering the sources of variances included in the error
component of a model. A detailed discussion about these aspects
is outside the scope of this paper (see more in, e.g., [5] or [6]),
but basically treating a blocking factor, in our case the source sig
nal, as random, adds uncertainty (i.e., wider confidence intervals)
to the analysis of treatment means. However, if the treatments are
still significantly different from each other when the source signal
is treated as a random factor, the inferences from these results can
be generalized to the population from which these source signals
are randomly chosen.

Thus, in our example, treating the source signal as a random
factor means that the experimenter can generalize the possible re
sults about the performance of the reverberation algorithms outside
the set of source signals used in the experiment. This is clearly de
sirable in many situations, but, this also implies that the source
signals should be a representative sample randomly drawn from
a population of possible source signals. Clearly, this population
can be stated as infinite and impossible to specify, so that the ex
perimenter may well choose the source samples on the grounds
of his/her best knowledge and intuition. Unfortunately, subjective
knowledge and intuition are often rather problematic bases for sci
entific work. Thus, here I propose a simple way to help researchers
to select source signals by first producing a large set of samples,
that is a population of stimuli, which can then be randomly sam
pled as desired. Of course, the issue of the representativeness of
this population to an infinite sound space still remains, but the ma
jor advantage is the knowledge about the population of stimuli to
which the results should be generalizable. Keeping these consid
erations in mind, the next section provides some further contextual
aspects and reasons for why such processes are needed.

2. SELECTING STIMULI FOR LISTENING
EXPERIMENTS

As discussed above, the information the experimenter expects to
extract from the results determines the design of the experiment
- including the selection of the test stimuli. In different fields of
audio research different types of stimuli are typically used. For
instance, in psychoacoustic research often used stimuli are noises
and pure tones with various derivatives and variations (see e.g. [7],
p. 2). In speech perception studies a natural choice is to use sam
ples of speech. In music related studies some excerpts of music is
a common choice. The performances of reproduction systems and
perceptual coding algorithms are commonly studied with stimuli
which is known to be particularly revealing about a certain effect;
e.g., sound of castanets is typically used to reveal about unwanted
pre-echos in perceptual coding. A simplified schematic of different
stimulus types is presented in Fig. I. Of course any combination
of different types of stimuli is possible if needed and in fact, of
ten there is no clear distinction between stimulus types. In Fig. 1
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the miscellaneous stimuli are presented by a big surrounding cir
cle while the more specific types of stimuli are represented by the
circles.

Figure 1: A schematic ofdifferent types of stimuli.

There are many fields of audio research, such as room acous
tics, where practically any stimulus type can be used. The gener
ation and manipulation of noises and pure tones have become ev
ery day practice with modern digital signal processing techniques
and now these types of stimuli can be quite easily obtained when
needed. Considering speech related studies, the situation is not
as straightforward, but there are readily available speech samples
which have been widely employed in speech intelligibility and re
lated studies. The Coordinate Response Measure (CRM) corpus
[8] was originally developed for a particular speech recognition
task but has been extended [9] to enable studies also in audio
visual domain. The many advantages of a stimulus set, which
is widely adopted and used in a research field, include: facili
tated experimental design, easier comparison and cross-validation
of studies performed in different laboratories and possibly more
efficient "steering" of research with the emergence of relevant re
search problems.

Studies of music and related aspects are performed in a wide
variety of research fields ranging from neuroscience, psychology,
aesthetics and musicology to recording techniques, signal process
ing and room acoustics. Test stimuli are commonly excerpts of
music which are most often selected by the researcher. Regard
ing research in music and emotion, for instance, Eerola et al. [10]
reviewed 170 studies and report that the stimuli selection method
has been almost entirely researcher-driven (96 %) in a sense that
the choices were based on either researcher's intuition (33 %), on
a pilot study (8 %), on a selection by a group of experts (6 %)
or on some previous study (9 %). Although these numbers might
be relevant only in that particular field, there is little doubt that
researchers' knowledge and intuition would be the main determi
nants in the selection of test material in most experiments where
musical stimuli are required, independent of the research field.
Moreover, in the field of neuroscience the lack of a systematic
approach to selecting musical stimuli has been argued to be one
possible reason for inconsistencies between studies [11].
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tasks (genre, mood etc.) (see e.g. [14] for review). The extracted
features are thought to represent the essential musical characteris
tics in the signal and to correspond to human perception to some
extent. Commonly, the features represent the musical dimensions
of pitch, dynamics, rhythm, timbre and tonality. Previously fea
ture extraction and classifier training were performed in Marsyas
[15] framework with WEKA machine learning software but more
recently also a Matlab toolbox (MIRtoolbox [12]) has been devel
oped. Matlab and MIRtoolbox are used in the current investigation
for acoustic feature extraction. Otherwise, the data analysis is per
formed in R statistical programming language.

Based on this discussion and a few statistical principles men
tioned before, it is clear that systematic approaches to stimulus
selection would be beneficial for various fields of audio research.
Here, one such method is proposed to help researchers in the sam
ple selection process, as well as to stipulate critical discussion on
the topic.

3. ANECHOIC AUDIO CORPUS

In order to enable a random sampling of source stimuli and to pro
vide a framework for sample selection and future developments
of similar processes, an audio corpus and a simple stimuli pro
duction method is proposed. The stimuli production method is
based on the segmentation of pre-recorded anechoic material and
making combinations of these segments. In particular, the aim of
the current investigation is to generate a population of test mate
rials which would allow random sampling, and where the stimuli
1) would be consisted of anechoic sounds of real instruments. 2)
would include both musical stimuli as well as stimuli which are
not distinctively musical as in the terms of a melody or a harmony,
3) would enable control over the acoustic ("musical") features [12]
(dynamics, rhythm, timbre, pitch and tonality) of the selected stim
uli and 4) could be used in a wide range of listening experiments.
Moreover, the aim is to develop a systematic stimuli selection pro
cedure, which can be used in conjunction with the experimenter's
knowledge and intuition. It is worth to mention that the current
work does not attempt to produce a selection procedure for "eco
logically valid" musical signals although the first method proposed
below also fullfils this criterium to a certain extent. The aim is to
provide a framework for further development of processes where
(random) stimuli can be generated and selected in a systematic
way.

3.1. Background 3.2. Acoustic features

The starting point for the current work is the anechoic symphony
orchestra recordings made by Patynen et at. [4]. These recordings
consist of the following excerpts:

• W. A. Mozart: Aria of Donna Elvira from the opera Don
Giovanni (3 min 47 s)

• L. v. Beethoven: Symphony no. 7, I movement, bars 1-53
(3 min 11 s)

• A. Bruckner: Symphony no. 8, 11 movement, bars 1-61 (1
min 27 s)

• G. Mahler: Symphony no. 1, IV movement, bara 1-72 (2
min 12 s)

The Fig. 2 represents the chromagrams of the music pieces.
Each instrument has been recorded (48 kHz, 16 bits) separately in
an anechoic chamber. Also some editing and noise reduction have
been applied on the separate instrument tracks (see details of the
recording process in [4] and [13]). Clearly, one could also use any
recordings, such as, single notes, but in order to preserve musi
cal characteristics, which occur naturally in played music, such as
transitions, these recordings were thought to be the most appropri
ate for the current investigation.

The characterization of the stimulus space is inspired by recent
developments in the field of music information retrieval (MIR),
where acoustic features calculated directly from audio signals are
used for various purposes, particularly for automatic classification

A set of 14 acoustic features were selected to characterize the mu
sical properties of the stimuli. Regarding the computational time
needed for calculating each feature for each individual sample, the
following features were considered covering the main musical as
pects including timbre, dynamics, tonality and rhythm:

• Timbral:
- zero-crossing rate (sign change in the signal per second),
- spectral roll-off (a cut-off frequency below which lies 85
% of total energy),
- brightness (energy above 1500 Hz),
- spectral flatness,
- spectral entropy,
- roughness.

• Dynamics:
- root-mean-square energy (frame length of 50 ms, 50 %
overlap)
- low to high energy ratio (% of frames with less than aver
age energy in the segment)

• Tonality:
- spectral flux (distance between the spectrum of successive
frames of 50 ms, 50 % overlap),
- key clarity,
- mode (minor (-1) - major (+1)),

• Rhythm:
- Tempo
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The values were averaged over the duration of each segment
to obtain single values for subsequent analysis. The calculation of
these features was performed by using the default configurations
defined in MIRtoolbox [12J because there was no reasons were
found to change these settings. However, it is acknowledged that
the settings, such as, the durations of temporal windows and the
percentages of overlap affect the calculations, and closer investi
gation to these aspects would be beneficial for future work.

3.3. Stimulus production

To make the stimulus production process more tangible, the length
of the stimuli to produce was arbitrarily set to five seconds. Of
course, in real applications the length of the stimuli would be de
termined by the experimental design and the context and objec
tives of a study. Two different stimulus production methods are
proposed. The first method produces "ecologically valid" musi
cal stimuli, but is restricted by the available musical variations in
the original music pieces as well as the desired length of stim
uli. The second method produces a larger set of random stimuli,
which might be musically questionable but enables control over
various other aspects of the stimulus set, such as the number of
instruments. Both of these methods enable a random sampling of
the produced stimulus population. In addition, the characterization
of these stimulus populations by musical features combined with
principal component analysis allows one to include covariates in
statistical models, thus enabling the evaluation of these effects in
the results. The principal component analysis used below is per
formed on the correlation matrix.

3.3.1. Method 1.

First method is inspired by a method represented by Alluri et at.
[16J. The aim is to select five second segments from the origi
nal music pieces, that would capture the range of musical vari
ations embedded in these music pieces. The original instrument
recordings are combined into one channel and 5 second segments
with I second hop size (80 % overlap) are extracted. Including
all music pieces, the total number of segments obtained and sub
sequently analyzed was 621. Musical features are calculated for
each segment and the features containing values for shorter tem
poral windows are averaged over the 5 second period. Then, prin
cipal component analysis (PCA) is performed in order to reduce
the dimensionality of the feature space, and to reveal associations
between different features. Principal components with eigenvalues
larger than I are selected, and varimax rotation is performed with
the selected components in order to clarify the structure and inter
pretation of the reduced space. Finally, this reduced space can be
used to select sets of samples in various ways.

Here, the averaged values of the features of the five second
segments from all recordings were combined to the same data ma
trix which was subjected to PCA. The first 5 principal components
explained 81 % of the total variance and were retained. Table 1
presents the feature loadings these PCs after varimax rotation. AI
thought the interpretation of principal components should be val
idated by a perceptual experiment, as in Alluri et al. [16], the PC
loadings indicate that the first PC is associated with the timbral
properties, the second to the sensory dissonance or consonance,
the third to the dynamics and PC4 and PC5 to the tonal character
istics of the samples.
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Table I: Feature loadings onjive principal components after vari
max rotation. Features were calculated for 621 stimuli produced
by extracting 5 second segments of anechoich music (see text for
details).

PCl PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5
% of var. 32 % 14 % 13% 13 % 13%
Zerocross 0.74 -0.09 0.37 -0.04 -0.12

Rolloff 0.77 0.42 0.14 0.31 0.10
Brightness 0.89 -0.05 -0.02 -0.07 -0.19
Flatness 0.80 0.51 0.05 0.20 0.14
spcEnt 0.91 -0.17 -0.06 -0.02 0.13
spcCent 0.85 0.40 0.17 0.17 0.05

Roughness 0.07 -0.87 0.00 0.21 0.16
Spread 0.52 0.71 0.04 0.34 0.20
Rms -0.31 0.10 -0.85 -0.02 0.16

Lowenergy -0.02 0.14 0.83 -0.07 0.05
spcFlux -0.11 0.05 -0.39 -0.80 0.06
Keycla 0.01 -0.01 -0.18 0.79 0.16
Mode 0.02 -0.04 -0.06 0.00 0.92

Tempo -0.05 -0.03 0.32 -0.47 0.24

3.3.2. Method 2

In contrast to the method described above, here the aim was to
produce a large set of stimuli, which consist of anechoic instru
ment sounds but are not predetermined or deliberately composed
in musical terms. First, each anechoic instrument recording is seg
mented at silent periods determined by root-mean-square energy
in 500 ms frames and 100 ms hop size. The segments from each
music piece were grouped into instrument banks. In the present
case 15 different instrument banks were obtained, reflecting the in
strumentation of the original compositions. The respective instru
ments are bassoon, cello, clarinet, contrabass, French horn, flute,
oboe, timpani, trombone, trumpet, tuba, viola, 1. violins and 2.
violins.

To produce a large randomized set of 5 second samples, one
sample of each instrument bank was randomly selected and com
bined with randomly selected samples of other instrument banks.
Here, only segments shorter than 5 seconds were used. The tempo
ral positions of the selected segments were randomly varied inside
the five second sample to avoid 'stacking' the sounds to the begin
ning of the samples.

In this randomization procedure, it is also possible to control
the number of instruments included in the random combinations.
In the current implementation, the composition of instruments in a
classical orchestra was used with an added trombone and a percus
sion instrument. In this orchestration the number of instruments,
i.e., the number of randomly selected samples of the instrument
banks was as follows: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2
French horns, 2 trumpets, 2 timpani, 10 1. violins, 8 2. violins, 6
violas, 4 cellos and 2 double bass. 1000 random combinations of
the segmented instrument samples in this orchestration were pro
duced. Features were calculated for each combination separately
and average values were extracted. Like in the previous method,
this feature set was analysed using PCA and varimax. Again, the
first 5 principal components were retained and together they ex
plained 82 % of the total variance. However, in contrast to the
first method where the explained variances were more equally dis-
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tributed between the PCs, we now observe that the PCl explains
as much as 43 % of the total variance even when the varimax rota
tion tends to make the explained variances more equal. The feature
loadings on these PCs are tabulated in Table 2. The loadings indi
cate that again the first component is associated to timbral features,
but now also dissonance related aspects are included. The second
component is associated with dynamics, the third with tonality,
and interestingly mode and tempo parameters uniquely character
ize the fourth and fifth component, respectively.

Table 2: Feature loadings on five principal components after vari
max rotation. Features were calculated for 1000 stimuli produced
by randomly combining the 5 second segments ofanechoic instru
ment sounds (see text for details).

PCl PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5
% of var. 43 % 15 % 9% 7% 7%
Zerocross 0.79 0.22 -0.13 0.03 -0.04

Rolloff 0.93 -0.11 -0.04 -0.04 0.00
Brightness 0.87 0.16 -0.17 0.01 -0.05

Flatness 0.93 -0.28 0.02 -0.05 -0.03
spcEnt 0.93 -0.03 0.13 0.01 -0.03
spcCent 0.98 -0.06 -0.08 -0.04 -0.03
Spread 0.69 -0.53 -0.08 -0.07 -0.01

Roughness 0.70 0.29 0.14 0.11 0.05
Rms -0.02 0.90 0.06 0.00 0.00

Lowenergy -0.05 -0.82 0.12 0.03 -0.01
spcFlux 0.11 0.10 0.91 -0.03 -0.Q2
Keycla 0.31 0.29 -0.58 -0.16 -0.14
Mode 0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.99 0.01
Tempo -0.03 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.99

3.4. Selection of samples

The sample space characterized by musical features and ordinated
by PCA with varimax rotation can be used to select samples in
various ways. However, the sample scores on the principal compo
nents could be used to constrict the random sampling on some sub
populations of interest. For example, if an experiment requires that
the samples should not be very dissimilar in terms of dynamics,
one could calculate a percentile (e.g., 25th) cutoff scores and make
random sampling only to the subpopulation inside that range. Oth
erwise, for instance a clustering analysis could provide interesting
possibilities for sample selection where one could choose samples
which are very similar or dissimilar with respect to this sample
space characterization. Also the rank ordering of samples scores
combined with equidistant sampling would provide sets of sam
ples where the variations between the samples in each set would
represent the ranges of variations in each component. This sample
selection method could also be used to perceptually validate the
interpretation of principal components as shown by Alluri et al.
[16]. The perceptual validation of the principal component spaces
presented in the current investigation is left for future work but is
acknowledged to be an important step in the development of this
audio corpus and the proposed stimulus selection framework.
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4. DISCUSSION

Anechoic recordings are continuously used in auralizations in room
acoustics and related fields. While in many studies the stimuli
have been succesfully selected by relying on researchers' expert
knowledge and intuition, such practice is susceptiple to experi
menter bias and problematic for scientific work. Here, a frame
work for stimulus production and selection procedure was devel
oped to alleviate this issue, but the applicability of this work re
mains to be validated in practice. The proposed stimulus produc
tion method takes advantage of the possibility to automatically
segment (and combine) anechoic instrument recordings of sym
phonic music. The resulted anechoic audio corpus consists of a
large number of short segments of anechoic instrument sounds.
The segments contain not only individual notes but also short pas
sages and transitions between notes. Sounds of 15 different in
struments of a symphony orchestra are currently included in the
corpus which is available online for academic purposes.

Only four short pieces of symphonic music were employed
in the production of sound samples, what evidently restricts the
representativeness of the audio corpus at the moment. Neverthe
less, the proposed framework for a stimulus selection procedure is
not restricted to only this sample space but can be implemented
in a wide range of studies where the experiment is not bound to
a specific type of stimuli. Although the issue of generalizability
and representativeness of the test stimuli may still remain even
when the proposed approach is advocated, it is already a major
advantage to have an explicitly described systematic approach as
a stimuli selection procedure, instead of just relying on intuition
and subjective opinion. Also the characterization of the stimulus
space enables the experimenter to make experimental designs and
corresponding statistical models where the influence of the prop
erties of the anechoic stimuli can be analysed. This approach can
be also used as a tool to guide the experimenter, even though the
final selection is performed on a subjective basis.

In the current work, the proposed framework was used pro
duce two large sets of 5 second long sound samples from four
short pieces of anechoic symphonic music. The first set consisted
of segments of music where the music was left as composed 
albeit cut from the context due to the desired length of stimuli.
Clearly, the length of the stimuli used here did not allow for the
evaluation of numerous intrinsic and essential aspects of music,
such as, longer phrases, verses, choruses, motifs, harmonic devel
opments etc. Such compositional properties of music were not
targeted in the current work, where the focus was on lower level
acoustic properties in the signals. Extending the length of the ex
tracted segments would be straightforward and would also allow
for analysing a number of higher level structures although these
structures would be effectively restricted by the musical material.
An interesting alternative would be to randomly concatenate the
segments of individual instruments to produce random "streams"
of instrument sounds, which could be in turn combined with other
instrument streams. Such random "music" could be used as a con
trastive stimulus to be compared with composed music and for
other explorative investigations of higher level musical percepts.

A complementary procedure and a second stimulus set was
produced by segmenting the separate instrument recordings and
randomly combining these segmented parts. This way also the
number of instruments in the produced stimuli could be controlled
although this option was not exploited in the current work. Again,
the length of the stimuli was fixed to 5 seconds, but variable length
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stimuli could also be easily produced. Considering the second
method which produces stimuli which are not distinctively musi
cal, calculating features designed to capture perceptually relevant
musical features is ambiguous. Other issues which should be ad
dressed in the future work are, for instance, the effect of the win
dow sizes used in calculating the features and determining the most
relevant features which would capture the most essential properties
of the anechoic signals. The feature set used in the current imple
mentation was limited to 14 features, excluding features, such as,
mel-frequency-cepstral coefficient (and its derivatives), pulse clar
ity, fluctuation centroid and fluctuation entropy. A closer look at
these and other features will be taken in the future.

In sophisticated auralization schemes, such as the ones used
for studying concert hall acoustics [17], and with appropriate ex
perimental design, this framework could be used to reveal system
atic dependencies between the room acoustical properties and the
musical features of the source signals. In addition one could also
analyze the influence of the instrumentation in the orchestra on the
musical features and/or perception of auralization or other signal
processing algorithms.

At the moment, the value of the proposed stimuli selection
procedure is theoretical and it remains to be studied if in the same
experiment the stimuli produced and selected by this procedure
will result in a significantly different outcome than the stimuli
hand-picked by the experimenter. Researchers are encouraged to
explore these and other possibilities as the pre-processed and seg
mented instrument files and the full length recordings are freely
available online. In addition, some basic Matlab scripts for the
segmentation and feature extraction are available by request, but
potential users are strongly encouraged to write their own scripts
as MIRtoolbox is well documented and provided with an extensive
user manual.
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ABSTRACT

The simulation of sound propagation in large rooms and urban en
vironments is mainly performed by geometric simulation methods
like ray tracing or the Sound Particle Simulation Method (SPSM).
Hence, a severe deficiency is that wave effects are not included, es
pecially if screening or diffraction effects are important. A method
to introduce diffraction is the Uncertainty relation Based Diffrac
tion (UBD) model, which has been successfully evaluated recently.
To find close edges as sources of diffraction, a subdivision of the
room into convex subspaces is performed by virtual walls. How
ever, this causes a recursive split-up of Sound Particles (SPs) at
each diffraction event. This effect should be compensated by a re
unification of SPs. Therefore, the Sound Particle Radiosity (SPR)
has been found that combines the SPSM with an advantage of the
radiosity method: the re-unification of sound energy that uses a
discretization of the surface into small patches. Now, SPR has
been extended to 3D for the first time. To increase the available
memory and to decrease the computation time, a parallelization
has been implemented for the first time. First results indicate that
the discretization of the virtual walls into patches yields additional
but tolerable errors in the simulation of diffraction. However, even
in 2D, SPR requires a huge memory. To solve this problem in 3D
remains a great challenge, even more for more complex rooms.
Also a method for a convex subdivision to 3D still has to be found.

1. INTRODUCTION

In room as well as in urban acoustics, where the objects are large
compared with wavelengths, geometric-energetic simulation meth
ods are applied, like the image source method [1,2], the SPSM[3],
ray tracing [4, 5], or beam tracing[6]. Today, most beam tracing
methods assume pyramidal beams[7, 8]. Naturally, all these ne
glect wave effects. Nevertheless, in the case of SPs, scattering
effects are simulated, but diffraction effects are still hardly simu
lated in a general way. This is a severe deficiency, especially in
very jagged rooms with many obstacles as in urban environments,
where sound often reaches receivers solely by diffraction. It is im
portant for auralization purposes, too. There are approaches that
add first order diffractions based on the rough approximation of the
detour law[9] or more accurate wave theoretical approaches[IO].
For small reflection orders, it is efficient to combine beam tracing
with diffraction[II]. For high reflection orders, even beam trac
ing becomes inefficient and the SPSM becomes more efficient 
especially if a high number of receivers is used[3]. But even with
the SPSM, the number of SPs and, hence, the computation time,
explodes due to the necessary recursive split-up of SPs. Avoid
ing the split-up is possible but finally less effective[12]. Thus,
a re-unification of SPs is needed. Stephenson proposed[13] that
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the acoustic radiosity method[14, 15], as known from computer
graphics[6], includes such a reunification effect but is restricted
to diffuse reflections. Consequently, the SPSM and the radios
ity method are combined to the SPR[13, 16] in order to achieve
a method that is cable an arbitrary order of specular reflections,
scattering and diffraction without an explosion of the computation
time. Meanwhile, the UBD diffraction method[12] has been gen
eralized, thoroughly evaluated and combined with the SPR[17].

However, this paper is focused on the algorithmic problems. It
is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the main features of the SPSM
are described, whereas the handling of scattering and diffraction is
briefly described. Sec. 3 describes the convex subdivision proce
dure, which is the base for an effective simulation of diffraction.
Sec. 4 describes the SPR before Sec. 5, 6 and 7 describe an es
timation the SPR efficiency, a method of parallelization and the
accuracy of the sound intensities that are computed with the SPR
one after another.

2. SOUND PARTICLE SIMULATION METHOD

The SPSM is a typical Monte Carlo method, i.e., the idea is to emit
a large number of SPs and to trace them iteratively over a number
of reflections. To find the next reflection point, each time a number
of walls has to be checked for intersection. Furthermore, the point
of intersection on the intersected wall has to be determined. Usu
ally, the termination criterion is related to a maximum number of
reflections or the desired length (time range) of the echogram. The
number of emitted SPs depends on the desired accuracy (e.g., the
uncertainty in the computed sound levels) or the spatial resolution
of the room surface.

2.1. Simulation of Multiple Frequency Band Simultaneously

In general, SP propagation paths are strongly dependent on the
frequency, such that they are computed for each frequency band
independently. In the SPSM, all bands are computed simultane
ously. Therefore, SPs are carriers of multiple energies instead of
carriers of a single sound energy. Thus, the frequency dependent
effects like scattering, diffraction, absorption and air attenuation
are only allowed to modify the carried energy, but not the actual
sound propagation path.

2.2. Emission of Sound Particles

An equal distribution is simple to realize in 2D, whereas in 3D
the unit sphere has to be subdivided into (at least approximately)
equally sized regions. A good approximation can be found, e.g.,
by the EQ Sphere method[18] (see Fig. l(a».
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(a) primary (b) secondary Figure 2: Diffraction of a SP passing by a single wedge in a dis
tance a by an angle ofc (after Stephenson [12]).

2.3. Wall Reflection

2.3.1. Scattering

Figure 1: Emission of SPs into about equal solid angle ranges
without randomization.

In case of ideally smooth surfaces, the sound energy is reflected
specularly (angle of incidence = angle of reflection). Then, the
energy of the SP is reduced by (1 - a), where a is the absorption
coefficient. In general, a is frequency dependent and, thus, the
energies that are carried by the SP have to be modified for each
frequency band independently.

3. CONVEX SUB-DIVISION

2.4. Detection of Sound Particles

Their deflection is described by a so called Diffraction Angle
Probability Density Function (DAPDF), which is derived from the
Fraunhofer diffraction at a slit. This UBD diffraction model has
been investigated and confirmed in detail during the last years in
2D, whereas also some approaches exist[17] for the 3D case.

This diffraction module is called whenever a virtual wall (see
Sec. 3) is intersected by a SP, which indicates one or several close
edges. In practice, S secondary SPs that carry energies according
to an integral of the DAPDF over the corresponding angle range
are emitted. In terms of the algorithm, one difference between
scattering and diffraction is that SPs are reflected in the case of
scattering, whereas they are transmitted through the virtual wall in
the case of diffraction (see Fig. l(b». Furthermore, the DAPDF is
used instead of Lambert's angular probability density functions.

Most geometrical acoustic simulation methods use a spatial sub
division technique to decrease the computational effort. In the
SPSM, a sub-division into convex subspaces is used, which are
interconnected by virtual, i.e., acoustically transparent, walls. The
main advantages of this approach are that a) the computation time
can be reduced by using only convex polyhedra and b) the virtual
walls can be used to detect SPs that have to be diffracted[21].

The spatial data structure in 2D is given by a closed polygon
that delimits the sound propagation area. This polygon is con
structed from a set of vertices. As the 2D scene is interpreted as
a cross-section of the 3D space, the vertices that protrude into the
sound propagation space are called inner edges. Although diffrac
tion occurs on all edges, only inner edges are sources of diffraction
in the present paper. Thus, these inner edges have to be the starting
point for a convex sub-division (see Fig. 3(a».

Bisecting lines can be defined at the centre direction of each
inner edge (see Fig. 3(a». In order to avoid additional vertices

Ideally thin rays never intersect with point-like receivers. So, small
detectors around the receivers are created. In contrast to classical
ray tracing, the SPSM takes the distance that a SP travels within
this detector into account[17]. Thus, the detectors may have any
shape. With rectangular detectors, a dense grid of detectors can
be established to simulate an immission area[3]. Maps of different
room acoustical parameters can be computed on such a grid. These
objective quantities are aimed at and analysed here.

(1). 3D' dp _ cos (19)
In . dO, - 7f '

. 2D' dp _ cos (19) d
In . d19 - 2 an

where p is the angular probability density, 19 the polar and 0, the
solid angle, respectively.

In order to avoid a split-up of SPs, these angular probability
density functions have been used to compute the direction of the
reflected SP. In order to achieve a higher spatial resolution and to
keep the sound propagation paths independent of the frequency, a
number of S secondary SPs are emitted in equally sized regions
(see Fig. l(b». The same algorithm as in Sec. 2.2 is used to com
pute these regions. Each of this SPs carries energies according to
an integral over a respective part of the angular probability density
function.

2.3.2. Diffraction

In order to introduce edge diffraction into the SPSM, Stephenson
proposes to use a diffraction model, which is based on the uncer
tainty relation[12]. The basic assumptions are: a) edges (for sim
plification only inner edges) are the main objects where diffraction
occurs, b) the SP deflection obeys the uncertainty relation and c)
the whole model remains an energetic one. The result is that SPs
are diffracted the stronger, the closer (local uncertainty) they pass
by an edge (see Fig. 2).

In case of a rough surface, the ratio of the non-geometrically re
flected energy and the total reflected energy is defined as a fre
quency dependent scattering coefficient 0-[19]. To handle scatter
ing in the SPSM, i.e., to define a simple angular characteristic for
partially scattering surfaces, commonly used methods[20] inter
polate between the geometric reflected energy and the scattered
energy distribution according to Lambert's law:
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(a) 2D

(b) 3D

ular reflections of first order[24]. Furthermore, a generalization
of the energy exchange in the radiosity method to specular reflec
tions is presented[25]. However, this method extends the radiosity
method by specular reflections on the contrary to an aspired equal
weighting of specular and diffuse reflections of the SPR. In order
to introduce reunification into the SPSM, Stephenson used the fea
ture of the radiosity method that the number of sound propagation
paths, i.e., the number of energy exchange factors, is finite[I3].
In the radiosity method, this is achieved by neglecting the history
of the sound energy. Stephenson interpreted that as reunification
of sound energy on a patch. However, this is the reason that only
totally diffuse reflections are possible - the drawback of the radios
ity method. In order to allow a generalization to specular reflec
tions, the sound energy is reunified on sound paths between pairs
of patches rather than on single patches[ 17] in case of the SPR.
Thus, the angle of incidence is not lost anymore. For Stephenson,
this is a discretization of both the surface (radiosity method) and
the directional space (SPSM)[13]. As a result, the SPR allows the
simulation of specular reflections, scattering and even diffraction
without an explosion of the computation time.

Figure 3: Convex Sub-Division by virtual walls.
4.1. Discretization

Three parameters of a SP have to be discretized (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Three parameters describe the SP propagation path.

To discretize the first two parameters, the circumference of the
room is divided into small patches. If SPs intersect with a patch,
their intersection points are shifted to the centre of the patch. In
addition, the time of incidence on a patch is discretized in time
intervals l:;;.t, whose respective traveling distance c . l:;;.t is cho
sen to equal the length of a patch. As SPs that travel less than
a time interval might cause infinite loops, these travelled distance
are increased to one time interval. As a reSUlt, a discretized SP
propagation path is completely described by three numbers. A SP
only carries energy (or a group of energies for different frequency
bands).

sound pa,rticle

(e) impact time(b) emission point (di
rection of incidence)

(a) target point

4. SOUND PARTICLE RADIOSITY METHOD

(that would increase the complexity again), these bisecting lines
are shifted to the closest vertex of the intersected wall. The result
ing bisecting lines act as virtual walls. The polygon is divided into
two independent sub-spaces at the virtual wall and the algorithm
is repeated until no inner edges remain. This algorithm has been
implemented and investigated in detail[21]. The result is that the
computation time of the SPSM is almost independent of the num
ber of vertices and only depends on a shape factor that describes
the ratio between virtual walls and real walls[21].

In 3D, the spatial data structure is given by a closed polyhe
dron that is defined by a set of polygons. Therefore, both inner
edges and inner vertices can be identified (see Fig. 3(b)). Bisect
ing lines can be defined on each inner vertex and are shifted to the
closest vertex of the intersected wall. Virtual walls can be inserted
using these constructed lines, but some crucial questions remain
open. Here, the result is a set of convex polyhedra that are con
nect by virtual walls. As this algorithm is not fully implemented
in 3D yet, both a manual sub-division as well as an automatic
sub-division into tetrahedra[22] are used preliminarily. Again, the
computation time is dependent on a similar shape factor, describ
ing the ratio of the virtual wall surface and the real surface.

Any recursive split-up of SPs causes an exponential increase of
their number and, thus, the computation time. This can only be
compensated by a reunification of the SPs. The idea of the radios
ity method is to consider a radiation exchange between pairs of
small patches of the room surface ending up in solving (directly or
iteratively) just a linear equation system[15j.

Meanwhile, the radiosity method has been applied and im
proved in room acoustics. It is either combined with beam tracing
to compute the late (diffuse) reflections in a hybrid method[14]
or appropriate discretizations without the extension to specular re
flections are investigated[23]. Another hybrid method combines
the radiosity method with the image source method to allow spec-

4.2. Sound Particle Logistics

In this method, the reunification of SPs happens when they inter
sect with the room surface. This is plausible, because this is the
time when they change their direction or split-up. To allow reuni
fication (in contrast to the SPSM), the SPs have to be traced quasi
simultaneously. The problem is: From an algorithmical point of
view, this is not possible exactly. Before SPs are traced further
from their intermediate position on a patch, they must wait, un
til all older SPs on the way have reached this position. In other
words, all SPs have to travel a certain distance, before the first
SP is allowed to travel further. This processing order can only be
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Figure 6: Different techniques defining patches on a surface.

5. EFFICIENCY OF THE SOUND PARTICLE
RADIOSITY ALGORITHM

patches

(b) regular grid

6 48 49

7565758

j=O 1

(a) Delaunay triangulation (after
[26])

4.3. Reunification Matrix (RUM)

patch-patch-comblnation

time interval

The RUM temporary stores SPs and extracts them when needed.
It is a multi-dimensional storage of energy, where the parameters
of the SPs (the number of the starting patch, the number of the end
patch and the number of the impact time interval) are encoded in
the position of the energy (see Fig. 5)[16].

achieved by a completely new frame algorithm. This is performed
by a Reunification Matrix (RUM).

5.1. Reunification Rate

First, the number of occupied elements N RU M (0) after a reflec
tion order 0 is determined. In this context, reflection order means
that each SP is reflected (including scattering or diffraction) 0 times.

On average, every SP is split-up into 1 + S secondary SPs
when they intersect with a wall. So, the number of occupied matrix
elements reads without reunification

To determine the speed-up of the SPR relative to the SPSM, two
contrary conditions have to be taken into account. On the one
hand, the storage of SPs in the RUM causes additional compu
tational effort, whereas, on the other hand, the reunification of SPs
reduces the computational effort. Thus, the reunification rate is the
main parameter describing the efficiency of the SPR. Furthermore,
the computation time of the SPR is investigated to determine the
computational effort of reunification.

Figure 5: Example for the SPR process in Reunification Matrix
(RUM). To achieve a 2D-depiction, the number of combinations
of the starting point and the end point is shown as the x - axis
and the number of the time interval is shown on the y-axis.

Initially, the RUM elements that describe the emission from
the sound source are filled with energy (normalized to the sum
of 1). Later, always the oldest, i.e., least far travelled SP energy
(green element), is taken out of the RUM. The sound propagation
path is reconstructed by the position of the energy. This particle is
processed by applying the laws of reflection, diffraction and scat
tering known from the SPSM. After each step, the SP energy is
stored in the RUM at the place corresponding to the intersected
patch, the former intersected patch and the time interval of inci
dence (red arrows). Whenever energy is to store in an already
occupied element (orange elements). Thus, SPs are reunified.

This procedure is repeated, until all energies are transported to
the uppermost RUM elements according to the maximum travel
ling time.

NRUM (0) = N· (1 + st, (3)

4.4. Definition of Patches

where N is the number of emitted SPs. With reunification[16],
the number of occupied matrix elements is decreased. A recursive
formulation reads

In 2D, the patches are equally sized line segments oflength lp. In
order to have a discretization parameter that is independent of the
room size, a relative parameter f p is introduced

where I is the mean free patch length of the room. However, in 3D,
a surface instead of a line has to be discretized into patches. One
attempt is to perform a triangulation of the wall into equally sized
triangles by a refined Delaunay triangulation[26] (see Fig. 6(a».
The drawback is that identifying single triangles and computing
their patch number is time consuming.

A huge simplification and more efficient is to place a rectan
gular grid on the surface (see Fig. 6(b». Only the determination
of the patch centres of patches that contain the wall boundary is
demanding. The parameter f p describes the average patch length.

(4)

+

NRUM (0 + 1)

N RUM (0 = 0)

NRUM (0) . qNRUM(O)

1 _ qNRUM(O)
S·----=------

l-q

N 'h S+1
Wit q= 1- ---

KRUM'

where K RUM is the available number of elements in the RUM.
A comparison is given in Fig. 7 for different S.
Without reunification, the number of SPs increases exponen

tially with the number of computed reflections o. With reunifi
cation, the number of occupied matrix elements and, thus, the
number of simultaneously existing SPs, is reduced significantly.
N RU M (0) = K RUM acts as the upper limit of the occupied ma
trix elements and, hence, SPs.

The size of the RUM is proportional to the product of a) the
number of starting patches, b) the (same) number of end patches

(2)
lp

fp = -=-,
I
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4 6

reflection order 0

6. PARALLELIZATION

(b) 16 edgecuts(a) 4 edgecuts

Figure 9: Two decompositions ofeight matrix elements in a graph
model.

A good decomposition is one that minimizes the remote calls.
In our experiments, a standard toolbox has been used[27]. For
further experiments, however, it is advisable to exploit geomet
rical information, i.e., the transfer probabilities between pairs of
patches. They are increased for patch-patch-combinations within
parallel and specularly reflecting walls (causing flutter echoes) or
reduced in case of patch-patch-combinations that are distributed
among distant sub-spaces.

Besides the reduction of computation time, another main purpose
of parallelization is to add additional memory by using computer
c1usters[27]. For efficiency, the idea is to assign a part of the RUM
to every computer. A simple approach is to assign all RUM ele
ments that describe the sound propagation paths within the same
convex SUb-space to the same computer. The bottleneck of these
computer clusters is the communication between distributed com
puters. To reduce this, a good decomposition of the RUM is needed.
In the RUM, each column (see Fig. 5) represents a sound propaga
tion path, i.e., a patch-patch combination. The nodes in the graphs
(see Fig. 9) depict RUM elements and the arrows sequences of
sound propagation paths, i.e., communications between matrix el
ements. The boundary between RUM elements of different com
puters (in reality: maybe of different sub-spaces) is indicated by
a red edge (see Fig. 9). Every transfer between different (sub
)RUMs is called edgecut. The number of these edgecuts indicates
the amount of communication overhead (remote calls), which has
to be reduced. For an example of eight columns, two different
decompositions are shown in Fig. 9.

o 2 3 4 5

maximum reflection order OMax

d'Y~~:EiiE
- Sound Particle Simulation Method
- Sound Particle Radiosity

The computation times have been measured by a simulation of a
two dimensional, rectangular room with N = 1000 primary SPs
and a split-up of S = 25. The computation times of the SPR and
the SPSM are compared in Fig. 8.

5.2. Computation Time

In case of a more complex scene, this size increases only lin
early with the number of convex sub-spaces (another advantage of
the sub-division). A modern computer with 16GB RAM allows
maximum discretization factors of j p ~ 4;0 in 2D or j p ~ -ft
in3D.

and c) the number of time intervals. The number of time inter
vals is reduced by recycling the RUM after a maximum free path
length (room diagonal) has been travelled. For a quadratic (cubi
cal) room, the number of available matrix elements turns out to
be

1 1
KRUM,2D ~ 47· jf, and KRUM,3D ~ 474· jJ, (5)

Figure 7: Number of occupied elements NRUM (0) as a function
of the reflection order 0, with different split-up values S. The esti
mated number ofoccupied elements with reunification (solid, SPRY
is compared to the case without reunification (dotted, SPSM)

Figure 8: Computation times ofSound Particle Radiosity (SPR). 7. ACCURACY OF SOME COMPUTED ROOM
ACOUSTICAL PARAMETERS

As expected, the computation time of the SPSM increases ex
ponentially with the reflection order (note the logarithmic y 
scale). Compared to this, the computation time of the SPR is
reduced. With this set-up, both computation times are equal at
approximately OMax = 4. For higher reflection orders, the SPR is
faster than the SPSM, but the SPSM is still faster for lower reflec
tion orders. For only one reflection, the SPSM computes less than
a second, whereas SPR already has a computation time of approx
imately one minute. The reason for this behaviour is the additional
computational effort to access the RUM.

Due to the discretization of the sound propagation paths, numerical
errors are produced - especially within the simulation of diffrac
tion. In order to determine the accuray of the SPR method, three
parameters are computed: a) the relative error of the total sound in
tensity, b) the relative error of a short time intervall of an echogram
and c) the relative error of the reverberation time. The result of a
SPSM simulation, i.e., without discretization, serves as reference.
All errors are strongly dependent on the discretization parameter
jP.
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is in the range of 0.002m(16.000Hz) < d < 1.092m(31.5Hz)
(Here: 6.8cm at 500Hz). The simulations have been performed
in a 2D rectangular room with a width of a = 20m in each di
mension. A single wedge with a height of a/2 = 10m is placed
on the centre of the floor. The source is placed in the centre of
the subspace on the left-hand side of the wedge (see Fig. 11).
No specified receiver position is needed, because a sound inten
sity map is computed for a whole receiver grid. These receivers
are placed is a distance of Wgrid = O.lm that equals their di
ameter (200x200 receivers). All surfaces (inc\. wedge) are fully
absorbent (0; = 1.0) to focus on the effect of diffraction). A suf
ficient number of N = 500.000 primary SPs are emitted and split
up into S = 200 SPs at each diffraction[ 17].

7.1. Influence of the Patch Size in 2D

In a first attempt, simulations have been performed without scat
tering or diffraction to focus on the numerical error due to the dis
cretization.

The geometrical scene is defined by a rectangular room with
walls of length a = 10m and 81 receivers with a diameter of
TD = 1m. The maximum simulation time, and thus the max
imum length of the echogram, is restricted to TMax = O.ls to
focus on single reflections. The echogram is split up into 1000
time intervals of .6.t = O.lms. The absorption degrees are set
to 0; = 0.5 and scattering is disabled (cr = 0.0, S = 0) on all
four walls. The echogram that is simulated with the SPR con
verges to the echogram that is simulated with SPSM for decreas
ing discretization parameters f p. Only slight differences occur for
fp = 1/100, but strong deviation occur for fp = 1/20.

For all receivers, the reverberation time and the total sound
intensity are computed with the SPR are their errors are defined
relative to the results of the SPSM. Both values are below 2% for
fp < 1/100 and increase only up to 20% for fp = 1/10. The
reason is that small variations of the sound propagation path only
slightly affect both the reverberation time and the total intensity.
However, the average error in a single time slot is 300% for f p =
1/20 and 50% for fp = 1/200. Here, slight time shifts cause a
detection in adjacent time intervals. (A graph is omitted, because
the echograms are similar to Fig. 10). (a) fp = 1/20 (b) fp = 1/50

7.2. Influence of the Patch Size in 3D

wedge

(d) SPSM fp --+ 0

so

wedge

(c) fp = 1/100

so

Figure 11: Sound intensity levels for different discretizations of
a diffraction simulation at f = 500Hz in a quadratic, fully ab
sorbent room.

Again, the numerical error decreases with decreasing discretiza
tion parameters. To describe the influence of the discretization
error on diffraction quantitatively, the average over the absolute
level difference is investigated for all frequency bands (relative to
the respective SPSM) in the shadow zone (IdE at f = 500Hz
and fp = 1/50).

The error is shown to be strongly influenced by the ratio of the
patch length and the wavelength and only hardly dependent on the
absolute patch size. As a result, the patch length has to be adjusted
to meet the requirements for the highest frequency simulated. For
an accuracy of IdE even at 4kHz, a discretization parameter of
f p :S 2;0 is required.
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Figure 10: Echograms ofdiiferent discretizations in 3D.
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7.3. Influence of the Discretization on the Simulation of Diffrac
tion

2D result, which is confirmed by the numerical results of the er
ror in reverberation time and total sound intensity. Quantitatively,
the average error in a time interval in increased by a factor of 2
compared with the 2D result.

The same experiment has recently been performed for a cubical
room. The dimensions are adjusted to a = 1l.78m and TD =
1.178m in order to have the same mean free path length as in the
former experiment. An example of one of the 729 receivers (filling
the whole cube) is shown in Fig. 10. The result is similar to the

In case of diffraction, the spatial behaviour of the numerical errors
is more important than its time behaviour. Due to the functional
principle of SPR, all SPs are discretized by shifting their inter
section points to the patch centres before they are diffracted or de
tected. Former investigations revealed that at least one SP has to be
diffracted in the region of d = O.lA above the wedge. This region

8. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Due to the reunification effect, the SPR allows a room acoustical
simulation including diffraction or scattering of an arbitrary order
without an explosion of the computation time. It has been imple
mented in 3D and on a computer cluster for the first time. The SPR
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frame algorithm is identical in 2D and 3D. The spatial discretiza
tion of the surface has been performed using quadratic patches for
the first time. However, the size of the RUM increases to the power
of 5 in 3D instead of the power of 3 in 2D with the discretization
parameter. This huge size is still the main drawback of the SPR,
which can be compensated only by part using parallelization.

The concept of the convex sub-division still has to be fully im
plemented in 3D. The diffraction module is already analytically
defined and tested in 3D for simple setups[l7] and a combmatIOn
with the SPR algorithm is in preparation. However, the main chal
lenge is to find a method to reduce the required memory.
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ABSTRACT

This research examines the validity of utilising a 2D mul
tiplane FDTD acoustic model to simulate low frequency sound
propagation as part of a hybrid room impulse response (RIR) syn
thesis system. Analytic results, pertaining to the comparison of
simulated low frequency multiplane RIRs with both practical RIR
measurements and 3D FDTD simulated RIRs, demonstrate that a
good level of accuracy is attained through use of this hybrid mod
elling paradigm. This claim is further supported, in part, by com
parative subjective test results. Furthermore, 2D multiplane sim
ulations are shown to be far more efficient than full 3D FDTD
modelling procedures as they achieve a ~98% reduction in com
putation time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, geometric acoustic modelling approaches have been
harnessed to virtually simulate sonic environments for the pur
poses of room acoustics prediction and analysis. These approaches,
which include ray-tracing, image source method (ISM) and acous
tic radiosity (AR), while computationally efficient, produce an in
accurate representation of sound propagation at low frequencies.
This arises due to underlying assumptions, common to the imple
mentation of all geometric modelling techniques, which do not
facilitate the preservation of wave phenomena such as interfer
ence effects, diffraction and standing waves. Conversely, modern
wave-based approaches, such as the Finite Difference Time Do
main (FDTD) and Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) paradigms,
allow for direct numerical solution of the wave equation. As such,
wave-based acoustic models inherently emulate the behaviour of
low frequency sound propagation to a far greater level of accuracy
than their geometric predecessors. However, the implementation
of these numerical acoustic models is hindered greatly by their re
liance on extensive computational resources and lengthy compute
times.

Despite the computational challenges posed by numerical ap
proaches, which are particularly apparent for 3D acoustic simula
tions, implementations of 3D FDTD models may be processed m
real-time under certain conditions. A previous study [1] demon
strates that it is possible to render 3D soundfields by means of the
FDTD paradigm at interactive sampling rates through utilisation
of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). However, this outcome is
realisable only when restricting the size of the modelled spatial
domain and/or the simulated frequency bandwidth. An alternative,
efficient wave-based modelling method devised by Raghuvanshi
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et al. [2, 3] applies Adaptive Rectangular Decomposition (ARD)
to segment the spatial domain into cuboid sections for which the
analytical solution of the wave equation is known. As such, the
entire modelled soundfield may be resolved temporally through a
series of weighted Cosine basis functions. In [3], the ARD system
is shown to achieve significant savings for band-limited acoustic
modelling in terms of memory consumption and requires up to l8x
less computation compared to FDTD schemes, noting that a GPU
implementation was not used. Further reductions in computational
expense are attained when reducing the spatial dimensionality of
the model. This was discussed in relation to room acoustic mod
elling by Kelloniemi et al. in [4] where multiple 2D DWMs were
used to emulate acoustic simulations of a geometrically simplis
tic 3D soundfield. In this work, the authors predicted reductions
in memory consumption and processing cost of 97% and 99% re
spectively against a 3D DWM model while preserving important
spectral features present in the soundfield.

All numerical acoustic modelling implementations are limited
in their use in terms of valid bandwidth due to inherent disper
sion error which becomes evident with increasing frequency [5].
For this reason, full bandwidth wave-based models rely on greatly
over-sampled spatial domains leading to large increases in com
putational cost. In attempt to alleviate the trade-off between ac
curacy and efficiency in full audio bandwidth room acoustic sim
ulations, several examples of hybrid modelling systems have been
developed. These methods seek to render room impulse responses
(RIRs) through complementary assimilation of two or more vir
tual modelling paradigms. An example of such a system, docu
mented in [6] combined use of a wave-based 3D FDTD scheme
with optimised ISM and AR models for hybrid RIR generation.
This modelling approach limited the application of FDTD simu
lations to low frequencies and, hence, reduced the required com
putation load and run-times comparative to full audio bandwidth
FDTD schemes. Results obtained were then amalgamated with
high frequency RIRs generated by the ISM and AR models to ren
der a spectrally complete hybrid RIR. A more recent study [7],
largely influenced by the research of [4], sought to validate the
use of multiple 2D cross-sectional FDTD schemes as a means of
representing low frequency sound propagation throughout a 3D
enclosure, again as part of a hybrid modelling approach. Results
presented in this work demonstrated that the wave-based 2D mul
tiplane approach achieved a reasonable approximation to low fre
quency RIRs simulated by a full 3D FDTD scheme, in a simplis
tic modelling scenario, while reducing simulation run-times by
99.15%.

The research documented in this paper seeks to further exam
ine the validity of utilising 2D multiplane FDTD schemes as an
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2.2. 3D FDTD Model

Table 1: Overview of source and receiver placements in each RIR
measurment case.

The derivation of the 3D FDTD scheme utilised in this work begins
with the 2nd order homogeneous wave equation:

(0.60,0.69,2.00)
(2.91,2.65,1.49)
(0.70, 1.85, 1.50)

Receiver (x,y,z) (m)

1 (3.61,2.85,0.68)
2 (2.91,0.65,1.49)
3 (3.61,0.50,1.45)

CASE Source (x,y,z) (m)

ray-tracing and ISM to render RIRs for virtual environments de
veloped by the user.

The geometries of the live room were compiled from archi
tectural diagrams and input to ODEON via a .par (parameter) file.
Sound source and receiver locations were defined within the model
with reference to the locations utilised for practical measurements.
Reference receivers were also defined at a distance of 1m from
each sound source location for the purposes of the RIR calibra
tion process described in section 3. A total of 7 different mate
rial types were applied to the surfaces incorporated in the model:
Floor (carpet); Ceiling (fiber board); Walls (plaster board and cav
ity); Window (double glazed); Door (solid wood); Patch Bay outer
shell (medium density wood); Patch Bay front panel (metal). The
closest approximate material properties available in the ODEON
material library were applied as appropriate. To generate results of
suitable accuracy, 50000 rays were used to render each impulse re
sponse. Mono omni-directional RIRs were obtained by extracting
the W-channel of B-Format impulse responses in each case in or
der to maintain consistency both with practical measurements and
with the capture method implemented in the FDTD schemes.

--I-- ~DOORWAY

efficient means of low frequency acoustic modelling. This task
was undertaken by utilising the multiplane approach, in conjunc
tion with ray-based geometric techniques, to render hybrid RIRs
of an existing space. Resulting low frequency RIR spectra were
then compared against those of practical RIR measurements and
those generated by a 3D FDTD model of the enclosure in order to
analyse the level of agreement between both virtual models and
reality. Finally, preliminary subjective tests were conducted to
compare auralisations rendered by means of 2D multiplane and
3D FDTD hybrid acoustic modelling in a perceptual sense. It is
proposed that 2D multiplane FDTD modelling will offer a highly
efficient means of augmenting geometric approaches to rendering
large-scale acoustic scenes for virtual reality and acoustic predic
tion applications where perceptually valid, real-time or interactive
design workflows are required.

Figure 1: 3D depiction of the Live Room geometry (as viewed in
ODEON) highlighting significant dimensions and features and the
orientation with the x,y and z axes. Source and receiver placements
are represented by 'PI-P3' and '1-3' respectively.

(1)2. THE VIRTUAL ACOUSTIC MODELS

The acoustic models created for the purposes of this study were
virtual representations of the recording studio live room situated
in the Audio Lab at the University of York. An overview of the
room geometry is depicted in Figure 1. Practical RIR measure
ments were obtained from this space prior to the modelling proce
dure in order to gain real results for comparison. For the purposes
of RIR measurement, an omni-directional sound source was ap
proximated by rotating a Genelec 8130A loudspeaker around the
azimuth at increments of 90°and capturing IRs for each orientation
using a ST450 Soundfield microphone. Mono RIRs were rendered
by summing the W-channel of the captured B-Format responses
obtained for each loudspeaker orientation. In this way, three im
pulse responses were collected from the live room using the sound
source and receiver placements detailed in Table 1. In total, three
acoustic models, described here, were constructed to simulate the
acoustic of this space for each case of source and receiver location,
yielding three RIRs per model.

2.1. Geometric Model

ODEON 10.1 Auditorium [8] acoustic prediction software was
utilised to develop the geometric acoustic model of the live room
and render the mid-high frequency RIRs. This software package is
an industry standard acoustic modelling program which combines

fPp(Tt, t) = 2~2 (~ t)
8t2 C v p n,

where p is a measure of acoustic pressure at time t at a location
given by the 3D Cartesian positional vector Tt, c is wave speed
in ms- 1 and \72 is the 3D Laplacian operator. Spatio-temporal
discretisation of (1) through use of centered finite difference ap
proximations yields the 'Standard Rectilinear' (SRL) update equa
tion, see e.g. [9], implemented in this study. To ensure the FDTD
scheme operates with numerical stability a lower limit is imposed
on the magnitude of the spatial sampling interval. For 3D FDTD
schemes this lower limit h3D, calculated by means of Von Neu
mann analysis [10], is given as h3 D ~ ckV3 where k is the dis
crete time step (s) defined as the reciprocal of the temporal sam
pling frequency Fs. The spatial discretisation of (1) inherently
gives rise to dispersion error, due to anisotropic wave propagation,
which is most apparent at high frequencies. In order to reduce the
impact of dispersion effects, h3 D was set equal to the lower limit
giving a usable simulation bandwidth of 0.196Fs [9]. Frequency
independent locally reactive surface (LRS) boundary conditions
[9] were utilised to terminate the spatial domain allowing for ap
propriate reflection coefficients to be applied to each bounding sur
face. Suitable reflection coefficients for each modelled boundary
surface were derived by averaging the low frequency absorption
coefficients, provided in ODEON, for the corresponding surface
material type applied in the geometric model. Table 2 provides
the reflection coefficients applied to each surface in the 3D FDTD
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Surface R3D R2D,MP

Floor 0.8860 0.7982
Walls 0.9592 0.9061

Ceiling 0.8944 0.8541
Window 0.9747 0.9442

Door 0.9539 0.9033
Patch Bay Shell 0.9487 0.9002
Patch Bay Front 0.7416 0.6742

than 2% of the number of nodes required for the 3D FDTD model.
Hence, a very large computational saving is gained through use
of the multiplane model. This is further reflected in comparative
computation times. For the generation of a Is RIR at audio rate,
the multiplane models required a processing time of approximately
60s, therefore achieving a run-time reduction of ~98% compared
against the 3D model.

Table 2: Overview of reflection coefficients applied to differ
ent surface types in the 3D (R3D) and 2D multiplane (R2D,MP)
FDTD models.

3. VIRTUAL RIR CALIBRATION AND HYBRIDISATION

3.1. 3D FDTD RIR Calibration

n = (5.437 x (Fs x 10-3
)) - 3.6347 (4)

The spectrally complete hybrid RIRs were then created by sum
ming the corresponding fully calibrated geometric and 3D FDTD
impulse responses.

where p[n] is the pressure value recorded at temporal sampling
instant nand N is the length of the impulse response in samples.
To proceed, a constant K, which may be applied to reduce the total
IR energy to unity, is calculated using the following relation:

(2)

(3)

As such, three values of K were calculated and applied to the cor
responding GA-RIRs through multiplication, thus appropriately
calibrating the geometric model for each response case. The re
sulting GA-RIR signals were then high pass filtered to remove all
spectral components below a cut-off frequency of 2kHz. This cut
off frequency was selected to ensure that the results obtained from
FDTD modelling, applied to create the hybrid RIR, consisted of
measurements well within the usable bandwidth of the numerical
scheme computed.

In order to avoid reducing the effectiveness of the energy match
ing procedure between geometric and FDTD results, it was first
necessary to process the 3D FDTD RIRs and remove D.C. compo
nents arising due to the nature of the excitation function and erro
neous pressure recordings occurring at mid-high frequencies due
to dispersion effects. As such, each 3D FDTD RIR was passed
through a 2nd order D.C. blocking filter and a low pass filter with
a cut-off of 2kHz. Having done so, it was then possible to calibrate
the 3D FDTD RIRs with the geometric results by multiplying each
response with an energy matching parameter n, defined in [6] as:

Once the 2D and 3D FDTD RIRs have been obtained they are
processed such that they can be combined with the mid-high fre
quency geometric (GA-) RIRs generated in ODEON. In the case
of 3D FDTD RIRs, this task was undertaken in accordance with
the RIR matching procedure documented in [6]. The initial step
involves calibrating each GA-RIR by equalising the total acous
tic energy recorded at the corresponding reference receiver, posi
tioned at a distance of 1m from each sound source in the geometric
model, to a unity value. To this end, the total energy ET of the GA
reference impulse response captured at each reference receiver was
calculated using,

2.3. 2D Multiplane FDTD Model

The 2D Multiplane FDTD model was designed to approximate the
3D live room geometry through use of three intersecting 2D SRL
FDTD schemes derived in an analogous manner to the 3D scheme
with rt and \72 of (1) reduced to 2 dimensions. Again, a lower
limit was imposed on the spatial sampling interval in the inter
est of maintaining numerical stability, which for the 2D FDTD
case is: h2D = ckV2. This gives an inter-nodal distance of
O.Ollm for Fs =44.1kHz yielding a maximum spatial position
ing error of source, receiver and bounding surface placement of
((h2D)2/2)0.5 < 0.008m comparative to practical dimensions.
Locally reacting surface boundary conditions were also utilised in
the multiplane model, however the reflection coefficients applied
to each bounding surface (see Table 2) were subject to calibration
as discussed in section 3.2.

Each 2D FDTD scheme represented a cross-section of the space
orientated in the x-y, x-z and y-z planes with a common point of
intersection defined by the position of the receiver in each mea
surement case. Sound excitation positions were defined by taking
the sound source locations and projecting them perpendicularly
onto each plane. In this way, the excitation nodes defined in the x
y, x-z, and y-z orientated cross-sectional schemes shared the (x,y),
(x,z) and (y,z) coordinates of the measurement source locations
respectively. As with the 3D case, excitation of each plane was
achieved by initialising each source node to a unity pressure value.
The individual responses captured from the cross-sectional planes
were aligned in time, synchronising the direct sound component of
each 2D RIR, and then summed to obtain the complete multiplane
RIR.

The multiplane models created for each RIR measurement case
consisted of approximately 300 000 nodes, which equates to less

model.
The 3D FDTD model may be envisaged as a rectilinear lat

tice of pressure sampling nodes occupying the volume defined
by the dimensions of the live room with an internodal distance
of 0.0135m corresponding to Fs = 44.1kHz. The positioning of
boundary surfaces and source and receiver placements within the
model was calculated by rounding the actual position to the nearest
sampling instance with a maximum deviation of ((3h3D )2 /4)°·5 <
0.012m. A Dirac Delta sound excitation signal was applied for
each RIR case by initialising the source node to a unity value. Im
pulse responses were then captured by recording the response to
this excitation at the receiver node. Approximately 17 000 000
sampling nodes were required to render the 3D model and average
computation times were in the region of 3800s for 1s RIRs at the
audio sampling rate.
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3.2. 2D Multiplane FDTD RIR Calibration 4.1. Low Frequency Analysis

4. OBJECTIVE RESULTS

The results documented in this section are derived from the mea
sured RIRs and those simulated by the 2D and 3D FDTD hybrid
approaches. For the purposes of this study, analysis of RIRs is
constrained to low frequency spectra in order to evaluate the re
sults generated by the 2D multiplane and 3D modelling methods
and then to compare both sets of results with real acoustic data.

where ET,2Dn and ET,3Dn are the total energies of the 3D and
2D multiplane RIRs, respectively, for each measurement case n =
1,2,3. Having been calibrated by K n the multiplane RIRs were
then summed with geometric results to produce the complete 2D
multiplane FDTD/geometric hybrid impulse responses. Currently,
the correct calibration of the 2D multiplane RIRs relies on the gen
eration of corresponding 3D RIRs for use as a reference. It is in
tended that this reliance will be removed in future work through
development of an analytical means of matching the energy lev
els present in GA-RIRs and multiplane RIRs closely following the
work presented in [6] and [13].

Due to dissimilarities of the laws governing energy decay in 2D
and 3D FDTD schemes, as documented in [11], it was expected
that the multiplane model would exhibit comparatively longer de
cay times. For this reason, calibration of reflection coefficients ap
plied to the boundary of each 2D plane was necessary in order to
obtain RIR reverberation times (RT60) consistent with those gen
erated in the 3D model. To this end, a series of simple cubic 2 x 2
x 2 m 3D FDTD lattices were constructed to obtain the RT60,3D
of each cube with constant reflection coefficients, equal to those
utilized in the 3D live room model, applied to all surfaces. The
recorded RT60 ,3D values were then inserted to the Norris-Eyring
for 2D RT60 rearranged to make the subject the boundary absorp
tion value a:

4.2. Global Reverberation and Early Decay Times

Reverberation time T30 and early decay times (EDT) were derived
from the RIRs captured in the live room and the virtual models
for each measurement scenario in accordance with ISO documen
tation [14]. As such, it was possible to calculate global values for
both parameters by averaging the values returned for each mea
surement case applied in both models and in practice. Table 3 pro
vides a review of the recorded parameter values in the 500Hz fre
quency octave. The additional 'Just Noticeable Difference' (JND)
ranges were calculated by applying 5% JND [15] for EDT and
30% JND for T30 [6]. These percentage values refer to the maxi
mum deviation from the true value beyond which the difference in
decay times become perceptible. Hence, the JND measures pro
vided offer insight to the subjective tolerance range for EDT and
reverberation time with reference to the value calculated for each
environment.

Three impulse responses, representative of the three measurement
configurations applied in practice (see Table 1), were collected
from each hybrid acoustic model. Figure 2 depicts a graphical
comparison of the low frequency magnitude responses of the mea
sured RIRs and the 2D multiplane and 3D FDTD hybrid RIRs in
each measured case. For all cases, it is apparent that the magnitude
of the low frequency response obtained in practice (denoted 'real')
is consistently greater than that of either the virtual RIRs. This dis
crepancy is simply due to a difference in sound excitation strength
applied in the real and virtual environments and was rendered neg
ligible by means of a normalisation procedure prior to construc
tion of material used during subjective testing later described. The
magnitude responses generated by both hybrid models appear to
show good agreement in overall energy levels which exposes the
success of the energy matching procedure previously discussed.

The spectra presented for measurement cases 1 and 2 depict
good agreement between low frequency components of measured
RIRs and RIRs produced by both models below 150Hz. In this
frequency range, comparable alignment of resonant peaks is ob
served, suggesting that strong axial modes are well represented
by both acoustic models. Referring to case 1 in the range of 160
200Hz, it is apparent that the multiplane model does not accurately
recreate the modal aspects present in both measured and 3D mod
elled spectra. This is potentially due to the inherent inability of the
multiplane model to capture prominent oblique modes occurring
in this frequency range. However, a similar disparity is not ob
served in case 2, where the multiplane model achieves a far better
representation of the notch (190Hz) occurring in the measured re
sponse than the full 3D model. The cause of this result is yet to be
investigated. Beyond 200Hz, in both cases 1 and 2, a reasonable
correlation exists between the multiplane, 3D and measured RIR
spectra in terms of spectral component positioning. Measured low
frequency behaviour in case 3 is shown to be better represented by
the synthesised 3D RIR than that of the multiplane models, how
ever, agreement between all spectra is notable below 100Hz. In
this case the 2D multiplane response exhibits a lack of clarity in
terms of defined resonant components above 200Hz comparative
to measured and 3D modelled results. In summary, the overall
representation of low frequency characteristics possessed by syn
thesised 3D RIRs and measured RIRs attained by the multiplane
model is very encouraging considering the achieved reduction in
run-time compared to full 3D FDTD modelling (see section 2.3).

(6)

(5)

ET,3Dn

E T ,2Dn

a = 1 _ exp (-7rSln(10
6
))

cLRT60 ,3D

where Sand L were set to the surface area and side length of
the 2 x 2 m cross-section of the 3D cubic schemes. Using (5) it
was possible to calculate appropriate boundary absorption values,
and hence reflection coefficients, for the 2D multiplane model that
corresponded to those applied in both the geometric and 3D FDTD
models.

The RIRs simulated by the multiplane model were filtered in
a similar manner to the 3D FDTD RIRs in order to remove D.C.
components and frequencies above 2kHz. In addition, a further fil
tering stage was required to remove the effects of afterglow, as per
the procedure documented in [12]. This was appropriate as the af
terglow phenomenon in 2D numerical schemes acts to erroneously
skew the magnitude of low frequency spectral components.

The final calibration stage involved matching the total energy
present in the filtered multiplane RIRs to that of the correspond
ing calibrated 3D FDTD RIRs and, by extension, the geometric
RIRs. This was carried out by applying (2) to the multiplane RIRs
and multiplying each RIR by a matching constant K n defined as
follows:
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CASE 1 - Live Room Impulse Responses (Freq. Domain)
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CASE 2 - Live Room Impulse Responses (Freq. Domain)
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CASE 3 - Live Room Impulse Responses (Freq. Domain)

LEGEND: REAL ----2D MP FDTD -3D FDTD

Figure 2: Comparison of magnitude spectra of real (solid grey), 2D Multiplane (black dashed) and 3D FDTD (solid black) RIRs at low
frequencies for all three cases of source and receiver combinations.

T30s00Hz (s) T30 JND Range (s) EDTsoOHz (s) EDT JND Range (s)

20 MPFDTD
3DFDTD

Real

0.38
0.36
0.44

0.27 - 0.49
0.25 - 0.47
0.31 - 0.57

0.26
0.41
0.42

0.25 - 0.27
0.39 - 0.43
0.40-0.44

Table 3: Global T30s00Hz and EDTsoOHz values derived from RIRs measured in practice ('Real') and those rendered by the 2D multiplane
and 3D FDTD hybrid acoustic models ('2D MP FDTD' and '3D FDTD' respectively).

As shown in Table 3, good agreement is exhibited between
the 2D Multiplane and 3D FDTD model reverberation times with
a minimal discrepancy of 0.2s. This demonstrates the effective
ness of the reflection coefficient matching procedure applied to the
multiplane model (see section 3.2). A similar result is not observed
for EDT where the difference between 2D and 3D models is much
greater than JND tolerance values. This outcome is unexpected as
energy levels, due to an impulse excitation, in 2D FDTD schemes
should take longer to decay than those in 3D. Hence, it may be hy
pothesised that the values returned for the particular octave band
under examination may not be representative of the overall EDT
characteristics of the multiplane RIRs, however this claim requires
further investigation. In addition, EDT is dependent on the distri
bution and amplitude of early reflections. In the case of the 2D
multiplane model, low frequency reflection paths are represented
only in planar cross-sectional areas as opposed to the volume of
the modelled space in its entirety. As such, the temporal density of
early reflections present in the multiplane FDTD RIRs is expected
to be less than that of the 3D FDTD RIRs. This issue, which might
also influence the EDT results presented in Table 3, remains to
be examined in future work. Through comparison of the live room
T30 with those of the models, it is apparent that reverberation times
simulated in the virtual models lie within the JND range of the live

room T30 , and hence the audible discrepencies should be negli
gible. With reference to the EDT measured in the live room, the
3D FDTD model is shown to produce the closest approximation of
initial sound decay characteristics.

5. SUBJECTIVE TESTING

A simple preliminary listening test, described in the following, was
constructed in order to support or disprove the following hypothe
sis:

"Auralisations generated by means of 3D FDTD/geometric and
2D Multiplane FDTD/geometric hybrid modelling will exhibit agree
able levels of similarity to auralisations rendered through use of
measured RIRs in terms ofperceived frequency response and re
verberation."

5.1. Listening Test Material and Procedure

In review, a total of 9 RIRs were captured during the course of this
study: 3 from measurements of the live room, and 3 from each of
the hybrid models, representing 3 source and receiver configura
tions applied in practice. These RIRs were utilised to create aural-
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Figure 3: Average perceived similarity of frequency response be
tween real and virtual auralisation for all excerpt and case combi
nations. Global averages are also shown.

isations of the real and modelled spaces by convolving each with 3
anechoic audio excerpts: an orchestral recording (25s), an all-male
vocal quartet (7s) and a pink noise burst (2s). This resulted in an
audio test set of 27 auralisations, 9 of which were of the live room
corresponding to the performance and capture of each anechoic
excerpt as per all three cases of source and receiver placements.
The remaining 18 auralisations were the virtual representations of
the 9 auralisation scenarios as rendered by each hybrid acoustic
model.

This auralisation set was arranged into 18 pairs such that each
pair consisted of an auralisation rendered from live room mea
surements ('real') and the corresponding auralisation produced by
means of one of the two hybrid acoustic models (,virtual'). To
clarify, 9 test pairs compared the real auralisations with those ren
dered from 3D FDTD/geometric modelling and the remaining 9
compared real auralisations with those rendered from 2D Multi
plane FDTD/geometric modelling.

During the test, subjects were presented with the auralisations
in 'AB' pairs where, in each instance of the 18 pairs, 'A' was ran
domly selected as a real auralisation while 'B' was a virtual aural
isation, or vice versa. Subjects were asked to listen to and com
pare the level of similarity between auralisation 'A' and 'B' with
reference to frequency response and reverberation. Results were
recorded by enabling subjects to rate the similarity of each per
ceptual parameter on a 7-point 'scale of similarity' on which a
returned value of '0' corresponded to 'highly dissimilar' and '6'
corresponded to 'highly similar'. This process was repeated for all
18 pairs of auralisations.

Due to the composition of the measured and rendered RIRs,
the auralisations were rendered in Mono audio format and pre
sented to subjects over headphones with both left and right chan
nels producing the same signal. Volume levels remained consistent
across all tests and the ordering of presented auralisation pairs was
randomised for each subject.

5.2. Listening Test Results

The results provided by 10 test participants were combined and av
eraged to find the mean rating of similarity in terms of frequency
response and reverberation for each model, case and excerpt com
bination. In doing so it was possible to compare the level to which
each hybrid model compared with the auralisations of the live
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Figure 4: Average perceived similarity of reverberation between
real and virtual auralisation for all excerpt and case combinations.

room and, hence, discern the effectiveness of the 2D multiplane
FDTD hybrid model comparative to that of the 3D FDTD hybrid
system, as per the test hypothesis.

Figure 3 displays the average perceived similarity offrequency
response between both virtually modelled and real auralisations.
For brevity, excerpts are denoted 0., v., and N. for orchestra, voice
and noise respectively. Likewise, cases 1-3 are denoted CI, C2
and C3. The error bars shown describe the standard deviation of
recorded results from all tests with respect to the mean similar
ity values. As such, it may be observed that the perception, or
rating, of similarity varied significantly between subjects for each
auralisation comparison. However, from the mean values it is clear
that, in terms of frequency response, the 3D and multiplane hybrid
models performed comparably for O. - C3 and N. - CI. In con
trast, the 3D hybrid model auralisations were perceived as most
similar to the live room auralisations for the vocal excerpt in all
measurement cases. This is most likely due to the content of the
vocal excerpt which consisted of a 4-part male vocal ensemble and,
therefore, was comprised of mainly low-mid frequencies. Refer
ring back to Figure 2, it is shown that the multiplane responses
at low frequencies best match those of the 3D model responses
for measurement case 2. This is reflected in the results for the
vocal auralisations suggesting that for auralisations, comprised of
mostly low frequencies, perceptual similarities in frequency re
sponse may be more dependent on the placement and definition
of resonant spectral components than initially thought. This inter
esting outcome is to be examined in future work in order to verify
whether or not this is the case. Subjective comparison between
virtual model auralisations and real auralisations rendered using
the pink noise excerpt suggests that the multiplane model exhibits
a higher level of realism than the 3D model (N. - C2 and C3) in
terms of perceived frequency response. This outcome, which is
converse to that demonstrated for the vocal auralisations, demon
strates that 2D multiplane modelling may be more appropriate than
3D FDTD modelling for particular auralisation purposes. Lastly,
global test results noted in figure 3 appear to support the subjective
test hypothesis. These global values were calculated by taking the
mean value of all average similarities shown in figure 3 for each
virtual model. In doing so, the influences of the audio excerpts and
RIR measurement cases on the test results were bypassed to gain
an overall measure of similarity. The discrepancy between these
values for the 2D multiplane and 3D FDTD hybrid models is en
couragingly small being in the region of 0.21.
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In figure 4, the average perceived similarity between the live
room auralisations and those produced using the two hybrid acous
tic models is displayed in terms of reverberation. Considering first
the comparison of real and virtual auralisations produced using
the vocal excerpt, it may be observed that the 3D model auralisa
tions consistently outperform those of the multiplane model with
respect to perceived reverberance. As previously noted, this par
ticular excerpt may expose the inaccuracies of the multiplane ap
proach and, hence, the disparity between measured EDTs noted
in Table 3 may be impacting these results. For the orchestral au
ralisations, discrepency between the reveberance of each model is
shown to be small. The similarity ratings for each model are vari
able in the case of the pink noise excerpt auralisations, however
global results (calculated analogously to those in figure 3) suggest
a reasonably small comparative difference between modelling ap
proaches in terms of perceived reverberance and, hence, provide
partial support of the test hypothesis.

It is noted that the overall perceived similarity between model
auralisations and auralisations rendered from practical RIR mea
surements is relatively low, as shown by global results for both
frequency response and reverberation. This is expected consider
ing the assumptions on which both hybrid modelling paradigms
are based and the fact that significant acoustic phenomena, such as
resonances in bounding surfaces, are not as yet possible to model.
Moreover, particular aspects of the hybrid acoustic models could
be refined in order to better represent a real acoustic environment.
Such refinements would see the inclusion of approximated sound
energy attenuation due to viscosity of air, frequency dependent
boundary absorption characteristics at low frequencies and more
accurate representations of sound source/receiver frequency re
sponse and directivity characteristics.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper provides an overview, and assesses the performance, of
a recently devised 2D multiplane FDTD hybrid modelling paradigm
applied to a realistic acoustic modelling scenario. Objective results
obtained from RIR measurements demonstrate that this efficient
multiplane approach possesses the potential to model realistic low
frequency sound fields to a level of accuracy similar to that of 3D
FDTD schemes while reducing run-times by approximately 98%.
Results generated by conducting subjective listening tests support
the claim that 2D multiplane and 3D FDTD hybrid models pro
duce comparable levels of realism in rendered auralisations when
compared against auralisations generated from practical measure
ments. With reference to the findings of this study, it is proposed
that future work will aim to investigate and contrast the represen
tation of early reflections in 2D and 3D FDTD acoustic modelling
to better match RIRs resulting in each case. Additionally, the ap
plicability of the mutliplane technique for acoustic simulation will
continue to be assessed through a series of further subjective tests.
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Figure 1: Overview of the binaural synthesis method.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional representations of sound fields based on spherical har
monics expansions do not include the sound source distance infor
mation. As multipole expansions can accurately encode the dis
tance of a sound source, they can be used for accurate sound field
reproduction. The binaural reproduction of multipole encodings,
though, requires head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) with dis
tance information. However, the inclusion of distance informa
tion on available data sets of HRTFs, using acoustic propagators,
requires demanding regularization techniques. We alternatively
propose a method to embed distance information in the spher
ical harmonics encodings of compact microphone array record
ings. We call this method the Distance Editing Binaural Ambison
ics (DEBA). DEBA is applied to the synthesis of binaural signals
of arbitrary distances using only far-field HRTFs. We evaluated
DEBA by synthesizing HRTFs for nearby sources from various
samplings of far-field ones. Comparisons with numerically calcu
lated HRTFs yielded mean spectral distortion values below 6 dB,
and mean normalized spherical correlation values above 0.97.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary cues for distance perception are the intensity and the
direct-to-reverberant energy ratio [I]. Recent studies suggest that
listeners are also able to use binaural cues to determine the range of
lateral sound sources for distances within I m [2, 3,4,5,6]. Binau
ral cues can hence be used to determine directions and distances of
nearby sound sources. However, it is difficult to include distance
information on available far field HRTFs. The simplest approxi
mation uses a head-sized sphere to model distance variations [7].
Better approximations require to solve an acoustic propagation
problem using demanding regularization techniques [8,9, 10].

We alternatively propose a method to edit distance informa
tion in the spherical harmonics encodings of distant sources. Our
method is intended to make sounds appear closer or farther than
their original distance during its binaural rendering (see Figure 1).
At the recording stage, we assume sound fields captured by a com
pact spherical microphone array. At the reproduction stage, we
rely on the use of a surrounding distribution of virtual secondary
monopole sources rendered with far field HRTFs. A discrete dis
tribution of this kind of virtual sources rendered with HRTFs can
be understood as an array of virtual loudspeakers [II]. Hence, we
refer to this reproduction scheme as the virtual loudspeaker ap
proach. To match the sound field at the central area in the virtual
loudspeaker positions to the field in the microphone positions, we
perform spherical re-samplings based on spherical harmonics and

Figure 2: Geometry used for the binaural synthesis method.

distance manipulations based on Hankel functions. Binaural sig
nals are finally rendered using the distance-edited encodings.

A top view of the assumed geometry is shown in Figure 2. A
point in space r = (r, e, ¢) = (r, 0) is specified by its distance r,
its inclination e E [0°, 180°], and its azimuth ¢ E [0°,360°]. The
listener's ears lie on an inclination e= 90°. The front direction lie
on an azimuth ¢ = 0°.

Section 2 overviews sound field analysis and binaural synthe
sis techniques. Section 3 overviews the synthesis of HRTFs for
arbitrary positions from continuously available far field HRTFs.
Section 4 describes the continuous formulation of our proposal.
Section 5 evaluates our proposal in a practical scenario, where mi
crophones and virtual loudspeakers are placed on spherical sam
plings. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. BINAURAL AMBISONICS

2.1. Binaural rendering from spherical harmonics encodings

The Schmidt semi-normalized spherical harmonics, of order nand
degree m, are denoted by Ynm(e, ¢) = Ynm(O). They form an
orthonormal basis for the set of square-integrable functions on the
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unit sphere §2. The sound pressure f (0) on the unit sphere is a
function in this set. It can be expanded as [12]:

3. USING HRTFS FOR CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS
OF FAR SOURCES

n=Om=-n

00 n

where the coefficients fnm define its spherical spectrum [12]:

(7)if(r, k) = r G(r, b, k)H(b, k)dO,
JnE§2

In this section, the ideal case where HRTFs are continuously avail
able for distant sound sources at a fixed radius is introduced. In this
continuous case, the binaural synthesis of nearby sound sources is
formulated as an acoustic propagation problem. We do not con
sider reverberant fields. Hence, we use the termfar field to refer to
spherical sound fields for which HRTFs hardly depend on distance,
that is, to sound sources beyond I m distance from the listener's
head [2, 3,4,5,6].

The Helmholtz' principle of reciprocity allows to formulate
the measurement of HRTFs as an acoustic radiation problem [14].
Two original sound sources are assumed to be located at the lis
tener's ears, and a measurement sphere of radius b is centered on
the listener. Here, all the sources of scattering from the head and
torso of the listener, together with the original sound source, all of
them constitute the source field. When torso is not considered, the
head's radius rh is defined as the smallest sphere's radius contain
ing the head, hence containing the source field too.

Given an initial set of HRTFs denoted by H(b, k), measured
on the sphere b = (b,O) enclosing the head for a source field
of wave number k, the HRTFs denoted by if (r, k) on any other
sphere r = (r > n" 0) containing the source field are completely
defined by the simple source formulation [12]:

(I)

(3)

(2)

00

v
B = L DvHvO!v,

v=l

where D v is decoded from existing encodings fnm as follows:

Eqs. (I) and (2) are respectively called the spherical harmonic
reconstruction (SHR) and decomposition (SHD). A captured sound
pressure field can thus be encoded with the SHD and decoded
with the SHR. This defines the traditional High Order Ambisonics
(HOA) format, a scalable way to render sound fields by decoupling
the directions of the recording (0') and reproduction (0) setups.

Binaural reproduction of sound fields encoded by Eq. (2) is
also possible. Encodings are decoded for a surrounding array of
V virtual secondary sources using Eq. (1). The secondary source
driving signals Dv derived in this way are then rendered with
HRTFs H v for the corresponding directions. Binaural signals B
consist on superposing the resulting signals from all directions Ov:

(4)
n=Om=-n

and the normalization factor o!v is applied to the virtual loudspeak
ers, so that they cover almost equal areas.

2.2. Distance manipulation of multipole encodings

The multipole expansion extends Eq. (1) to include distance infor
mation. The pressure g( r) = g(r, (), ¢) on a sphere of radius r can
be expanded by [12]:

00 n

g(r) = L L gnmhn(kr)Ynm(O), (5)
n=Om=-n

where G(r, b, k) are the Green functions of wave number k char
acterizing the sound transmission in free space, from all monopole
sources located at b to each desired position r.

Multipole expansions of the Green function in Eq. (7) has been
used to synthesize HRTFs for arbitrary positions from the initial
set of HRTFs at a single radius [8, 9, 10]. Accurate synthesis is
obtained following this approach. However, the source positions
of the initial set need to be distributed almost uniformly on the
sphere, for the radiation problem is formulated on the spherical
harmonics domain. Otherwise, the multipole expansions requires
regularization techniques according to particular geometries, for
which an appropriate selection of the regularization parameter can
become a demanding task.

where h n is the spherical Hankel function, and the coefficients
gnm can also be derived from the pressure g(r') on a sphere of
different radius r', as follows [12]:

4. DISTANCE EMBEDDING FOR HIGH ORDER
AMBISONICS WITH BINAURAL RENDERING

gnm = h (lk ') r g(r')Y";m(O')dO'.
n r I n 'E§2

(6)
In this section, our alternative proposal to embed distance infor
mation on recordings of distant sound sources is described.

Eqs. (5) and (6) are the basis for the treatment of distances
in sound field analysis. They have been applied to recording and
reproduction technologies like Near Field Compensated High Or
der Ambisonics (NFC-HOA) [13]. These equations relates the
pressure on a recording sphere of radius r' and the pressure on
a reproduction sphere of radius r. Binaural rendering with virtual
loudspeakers can also be done in a similar way to Section 2.1.
However, spherical harmonics encodings cannot be easily con
verted into the NFC-HOA format, since this requires determining
the reference distance r' established during recording. Further
more, NFC-HOA systems seek accurate reproduction, while some
recordings may be enhanced by making sounds appear closer or
farther than their original distance.

4.1. Using far field recordings by a rigid continuous sphere

An alternative approach to the multipole expansion of the Green
functions assumes a surrounding and continuous distribution of
monopole secondary sources. The surrounding secondary sources
are placed at the same radius b > 1 m as the initial set of far
field HRTFs and binaurally rendered with them. This reproduc
tion scheme is called the virtual secondary source approach [11].
The requirement of expanding the Green functions G(r, b, k) is
thus relaxed, and the signals D(r, b, k) to drive the virtual sec
ondary sources are computed instead. The driving signals are typ
ically derived so as to match the sound pressure field due to sound
sources in the far field, on a radius r > 1 m, using sound field
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of spherical harmonics products [12]. Assuming infinite recording
points, it can be shown that the driving signals become

( ) ~ -Fnhn(kb) ( ) ( )
D r,b,k = ~ ka2 h',.,(ka) 2n+l Pn cosGrb , (11)

where Grb is the angle between the source position r and the vir
tual secondary source position b.

The filters Fn in Eq. (11) are chosen in such a way that they
compensate for the distance effects. These filters therefore read

whose factors compensate for the scattering effects introduced by
the rigid sphere of radius a, and propagate the recordings on the
radius a to the radius b where the secondary sources are. These
filters are typically used to capture sound fields with rigid spherical
microphone arrays [12, 18].

(12)
2 h~(ka)

Fn(a, b, k) = -ka hn(kb)'

4.1.3. Distance-embedding filters

Tn addition, the theory of acoustic holography [12] allows to com

pute the near field compensation filters ~~ ~~~\ to estimate the pres
sure field at a new distance r. The driving signals for an arbitrary
distance r can therefore be synthesized by applying the filters

4.1.1. Spherical spectra of recordings and driving signals

On the recording side, we consider an ideal scenario where the
pressure field is captured by a continuous, rigid and spherical sens
ing surface of radius a. In other words, the far field recordings,
which we denote by M (a, k), are available at an infinite number
of points a = (a < b, fl'). We characterize the recorded signals
using the model of the acoustic scattering from the rigid sphere
due to a point-like sound source. The total pressure on the surface
of the rigid sphere reads [17]

analysis techniques [15, 16]. However, sound field techniques typ
ically decompose the sound field into plane waves, thus neglecting
the distance-related effects, which may be important for a binaural
rendering with high levels of realism. Our proposal follow the vir
tual secondary source approach considering the distance effects.
In fact, we will derive the driving signals from far field recordings,
but assuming point-like sources instead of plane waves. Therefore,
in our proposal, the distance information can be further edited.

We next derive the signals to drive the continuous distribution
of virtual secondary sources from a captured sound pressure field.
By D(r, b, k) we denote the driving signal of a virtual secondary
source placed at b, associated to a sound field generated by a sound
source of wave number k placed at r. In particular, we assume
that the sound sources are on the same radius where the virtual
secondary sources are continuously distributed (r = b > 1m).

1 00 hv(kb)
S(a, b, k) = - ka2 L hUka) (2v + l)Pv(cosGab ), (8)

1/=0

hn(kb) 2 h~(ka)
Fn(a, r, k) = hn(kr) Fn(a, b, k) = -ka hn(kr) (13)

where Gab is the angle between the measurement point a and the
source position b, Pv is the Legendre function, hv is the spherical
Hankel function and h~ its derivative. In addition, we consider
the recording spherical spectrum coefficients Snm(a, k), of order
n and degree m, which reads [12]:

Snm(a, k) = r S(a, b, k)Y';m(fl')dfl'. (9)
JOI

On the virtual reproduction side, though, we assume driving
signals whose spherical spectrum coefficients Dnm(b, k) vanish
for orders greater than N. Expansions of the driving signals in
terms of spherical harmonics, evaluated in the secondary source
directions fl, are therefore defined by [12]

to the spherical spectrum of the far field recordings.
The filters proposed in Eq. (13) do not depend anymore on

the distance b of the original sound source, as long as the original
source is placed beyond I m distance from the center of the lis
tener's head. According to the acoustic radiation problem in Sec
tion 3.1, the minimum desired distance r that can be synthesized is
the radius rh of the smallest sphere containing the listener's head.

Application of Eq. (13) to sound fields recorded by compact
microphone arrays and encoded with spherical harmonics enables
the binaural rendering of sound sources at any distance r > rho
We call this method the Distance-Editing Binaural Ambisonics
(DEBA) hereafter.

5. APPLICATION OF DEBA

4.1.2. Filters on the spherical spectrum

The spherical harmonics encodings are independent of the de
composing directions. Hence, the spherical spectra of the record
ing and virtual reproduction signals can be related by means of
propagating filters from the radius a to the radius b.

By Fn we denote the distance propagation filters. To derive Fn ,

we replace Dnm(b, k) in Eq. (10) by the product of Fn with the
spherical spectrum Snm (a, k) of Eq. (9). We then proceed to use
the orthonormality property of spherical harmonics, and their ad
dition theorem to decompose the Legendre polynomials into a sum

N n

D(b, k) = L L Dnm(b, k)Ynm(fl).
n=Om=-n

(10) We proceed now to formulate and evaluate DEBA in a practical
scenario, where microphones and virtual secondary sound sources
are placed in almost regular samplings of the sphere.

5.1. Using spherical microphone arrays

In practice, a finite number Q of microphones is used on the record
ing side. The microphones are assumed to be placed at discrete
points a q = (a, fl q ) on the spherical surface. We denote each mi
crophone signal by M(aq , k), which arises from the discretiza
tion of M(a, k). We replace D nm in Eq. (10) by the product
of Fn with a quadrature over q of the recording spherical spec
trum IOI M(a, k)Y';m(fl')dfl'. We proceed to use the addition
theorem of spherical harmonics [12] to deal with relative direc
tions. The signals to drive the continuous distribution of secondary
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sources, necessary to binaurally render nearby sound sources from
the compact microphone array recordings, now read

where r is the desired distance, and 8 q is the angle between the
microphone at a q and the virtual secondary source at b. In partic
ular, we considered almost constant integration quadratures f3q.

Octahedral gridIcosahedral grid

(14)

D(r, b, k) =
N Q

2:)2n + l)Fn(a, r, k) L Pn(cos 8 q)M(aq, k)f3q,
n=O q=i

v
B(r, k) = L D(r, bv, k)H(bv, k)Qv, (15)

v=l

where e is the base of the natural logarithm and the number of
microphones Q imposes the upper limit to the order.

Virtual loudspeakers should be placed on regular samplings of
the sphere to avoid spatial aliasing. Regular spherical samplings,

where Q v is the normalized quadrature weight that approximates
the differential d!t at each sampled point b v . In particular, we will
use quadrature weights that are proportional to the area of each
sampled point's neighborhood. We define the neighborhood of a
sample as all points on the sphere that are closer to it than to other
samples.

The driving signal D(r, b v , k) in Eq. (15) arises from the dis
cretization of Eq. (14). The driving signal for a virtual loudspeaker
at b v intended to render binaurally nearby sources from the micro
phone array recordings finally reads

(19)

though, are only possible for the platonic solids. Among existing
almost-regular samplings of the sphere, we have chosen the con
structions based on the octahedron and the icosahedron. Icosahe
dral grids are constructed by subdividing the icosahedron's edges.
They provide almost constant quadrature weights. In contrast, oc
tahedral grids are constructed so to have octahedral rotation and
inversion symmetry. They provide exact quadratures for numerical
integration on the sphere [21] and, therefore, are suitable for com
putations with spherical harmonics. Figure 3 shows examples of
icosahedral and octahedral grids, where dots indicate the positions
of virtual loudspeakers and the lines enclose their neighborhoods.

,
SD(fJ) = (!~ (20 I 1Hrej(fJ, Ii) I) 2) "2 (18)

I ~ oglO B(fJ, Ii)

Figure 3: Spherical grids to distribute the virtual loudspeakers.

5.3. Conditions for the evaluation of the numerical accuracy

We need to know the effect of the number of virtual loudspeakers
on the synthesis accuracy. For this purpose, microphone signals
denoted by M (aq , k) were characterized with Eq. (8) and the algo
rithm provided in [22]. The microphone signals correspond to 360
far field sound sources equiangularly distributed on the horizontal
plane at a radius b = 1.5 m. Initial sets offar field HRTFs denoted
by H(bv , k) were computed numerically for a dummy head using
the Boundary Element Method (BEM) [23]. The sound sources
used to compute the far field HRTFs were arranged on icosahe
dral and octahedral grids, at a radius b = 1.5 m. Transfer functions
for the whole binaural synthesis process, denoted by B (r, k), were
therefore characterized by using Eqs. (15) and (16), for several fre
quencies and desired positions in the horizontal plane. A reference
set of near-field HRTFs, denoted by Hrej(r, k), was also numer
ically computed using BEM. The resulting transfer functions for
the whole binaural synthesis process were finally compared with
the reference near-field HRTFs.

For each desired distance r, accuracy along azimuth fJ was
calculated by means of the spectral distortion (SD), defined by the
logarithmic spectral distance between H(fJ, f) and B(fJ, f) [24]:

Also for each desired distance r, accuracy along frequency f was
calculated by the normalized spherical correlation (SC) between
H(fJ, f) and B(fJ, f) [10]:

L,f=i Hrej(fJj , f)B(fJj, f)
SOU) = --------"-----=---------,----,----------c;-, .

(L,f=i H';ej(fJj,f)) "2 (L,f=i B2(fJj ,f)) "2

(16)

(17)

D(r, b v , k) =
N Q

L(2n + l)Fn(a, r, k) L Pn(cos 8 qv )M(aq, k)f3q,
n=O q=i

5.2. Using actual data sets of HRTFs

Measured sets of HRTFs are generally available for only some sur
rounding source positions at a fixed radius on the far field. Their
spatial resolution is generally lower that the minimum audible an
gIe of human auditory perception [19, 20]. To implement DEBA
with such HRTF data set, an integral over the surface of the unit
sphere similar to Eq. (7) need to be approximated by a weighted
sum of a finite number of initial far field HRTFs. We refer to this
kind of discrete distributions of secondary sources as virtual loud
speaker arrays. We therefore assume a finite number V of virtual
loudspeakers placed at discrete points bv = (b, !tv) on the far field.
We denote by B(r, k) the binaural signals for a desired position r.
Hence, the binaural signals are synthesized as follows:

where Fn (a, r, k) is the distance-embedding filter of Eq. (13), and
8 qv now represents the angle between the microphone position a q

and the virtual loudspeaker position b v .

The filters Fn in Eq. (13) show high gains at low frequencies
and high orders n, specially when using a rigid sphere of small
radius a. In order to avoid low frequency distortion, spatial modes
and frequencies are typically related. Hence, the reconstruction
order N was chosen according to the wave number k and the scat
terer size a as proposed in [20]:

eka
N = min(IT1, LVQ - IJ),
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Figure 4: Reference and synthesized HRTFs for distant (top) and nearby (bottom) sources on the horizontal plane (inclination of 90°).
Reference HRTFs were numerically computed for a dummy head (left). We assumed 252 microphones and, hence, a spherical harmonics
decomposition oforder N = 14. Synthesis was performed with 1002 virtual loudspeakers on an icosahedral grid (middle) and 590 virtual
loudspeakers on a octahedral grid (right), in both cases at a 1.5 m distance. These numbers ofvirtual loudspeakers correspond to the best
accuracies (see Figure 5).

We assumed microphones placed on a spherical scatterer of
a = 8.5 cm radius, which we consider is the size of an average
human head. According to [20], binaural synthesis in the en
tire audible frequency range, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, would re
quire an order N =43, and therefore, a recording array of at least
Q = (43 + 1)2 = 1936 microphones. However, the practical num
ber of microphones in existing compact arrays imposes a limited
spatial bandwidth. At this stage, our evaluations were particularly
focused on the recording setup available at the Research Institute
of Electrical Communication in Tohoku University [25]. We there
fore assumed Q = 252 microphones distributed in an icosahedral
grid over the scatterer of a = 8.5 cm radius. This allowed for
spherical harmonic expansions up to an order N = 14, and hence,
accurate synthesis was only expected up to a spatial aliasing fre
quency of around 6.7 kHz.

5.4. Accuracy evaluation by computer simulations

Figure 4 shows some examples of HRTFs synthesized for the left
ear and sound sources on the far (top panels) and near (bottom
panels) regions. A visual comparison with the reference HRTFs
on the right panels shows that the synthesis for sound sources
placed on the same side of the ear (azimuth from OOto 180°) can
be performed with good accuracy up to around 8 kHz. Never-

theless, clearly decreasing accuracies appear for sound sources
placed on the opposite side of the ear (azimuth from 1800 to 360°).
We noticed that the low-order spherical harmonics expansion does
not yield a good approximation for the HRTFs. This was spe
cially noticed for sound sources on the contralateral side of the ear,
where signals of rapid variations along frequency and azimuths are
caused by the head shadowing. In addition, discontinuity lines at
some frequencies were due to the order limitation set by Eq. (17).
Discontinuities are more prominent on the contralateral side and
for desired distances near the head. On the other hand, slight de
creasing accuracies appeared for distant and nearby sound sources
of frequencies below 1.5 kHz. These particular observations sug
gested to focus the spectral distortion evaluations along azimuth
on the contralateral side, and the spherical correlation evaluations
along frequencies below 1.5 kHz.

Figure 5 shows the results of the numerical accuracy evalua
tion of the binaural synthesis performed with virtual loudspeak
ers on icosahedral (left panels) and octahedral (right panels) grids.
The top panels show the mean values of the spectral distortion for
sound sources on the opposite side of the left ear, along azimuths
from 1800 to 360°and frequencies below 8 kHz. The bottom pan
els show the mean values of the spherical correlation along all az
imuths and frequencies below 1.5 kHz. Spectral distortions for
contralateral sound sources yielded monotonically decreasing ac-
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Figure 5: Mean values of the spectral distortions on the contralateral side (top) and spherical correlations below 1.5 kHz (bottom) between
the reference and synthesized HRTFs. Virtual loudspeakers (V. L.) were arranged on icosahedral (left) and octahedral (right) grids.

curacies with decreasing desired distance. Regarding the number
of virtual loudspeakers, the best accuracies were obtained using
1002 points in icosahedral grids and 590 points in octahedral grids,
for which common minimums clearly appeared at all distances.
On the other hand, spherical correlations for low frequency sound
sources showed that accuracy is not affected by the number of vir
tualloudspeaker, but decreases monotonically with the desired dis
tance. In general, evaluation using the spectral distortion yielded
mean values below 6 dB, and using the spherical correlation, mean
values above 0.97.

Our simulations were based on the addition theorem of spheri
cal harmonics and, therefore, we did not consider the effects of ma
trix inversion based on regularization techniques, which are com
monly applied in existing implementations of sound field encoding
and decoding techniques [13]. In addition, typical sets of HRTFs
are measured for non-uniform distributions of sound sources, mak
ing it necessary to use regularization techniques to match the vir
tualloudspeaker signals to sound field recordings. Although at this
stage our evaluations were focused on the number of uniformly
distributed loudspeakers, an extended study would require to add
regularization techniques.

loudspeakers driven with head-related transfer functions. DEBA
can accurately synthesize binaural signals due to sound sources
placed on the horizontal plane. Accurate synthesis is possible up
to the spatial aliasing limit imposed by the use of a finite number
of microphones.

For evaluation, we relied on spherical harmonics encodings
derived from the computer simulation of a compact, spherical mi
crophone array. Transducers for both, recording and reproduc
tion arrays were positioned in almost regular samplings of the
sphere. Transfer functions for the whole process were charac
terized and compared with a set of near-field HRTFs computed
numerically for a dummy head. Comparisons using the spectral
distortion yielded mean values below 6 dB, and using the spheri
cal correlation, mean values above 0.97. The accuracy cannot be
improved by increasing the number of loudspeakers beyond the
spatial aliasing limit imposed by the number of microphones. For
lateral sources below I kHz, the accuracy decreased monotonically
as the synthesized sound sources approaches the listener's head.
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ABSTRACT
Real-time auralisation systems are increasingly being used by re
searchers aiming to observe how particular stage and auditorium
configurations affect a musician's performance technique. These
experiments typically take place in controlled laboratory condi
tions equipped with auralisation systems capable of reproducing
the 3D acoustic conditions of a performance space in response to a
performing musician in real-time. This paper compares the perfor
mance of First Order Ambisonics and Spatial Impulse Response
Rendering in terms of both objective measurements and subjective
listening tests. It was found that both techniques spatialised single
reflections with similar accuracy when measured at the sweet spot.
Informal listening tests found that the techniques produced very
similar perceived results both for synthesised impulse responses
and for measured stage acoustic impulse responses.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to investigate specific subjective effects of stage acous
tic conditions on a performing musician, it is necessary to intro
duce musician test subjects into known stage environments and
allow them to play in the space, noting their subjective reaction
to specific objective variables. The most straightforward way of
providing this environment is to perform the experiments in exist
ing performance spaces. However, gaining access to performance
spaces can be costly and often it is not possible to control specific
aspects of the acoustic response. Therefore, the alternative is to
develop a laboratory system which is capable of presenting a test
subject with controlled acoustic conditions allowing, for example,
a musician to play in a virtual version of a performance space.

Such research has been emerging since the 1980's with Gade
[1] pioneering an approach using electronic delays and reverber
ation chambers to create virtual versions of concert halls and in
vestigating specific phenomena experienced by musicians. Digital
audio and spatial audio techniques have moved on significantly
since then and it is now possible to provide a listener with a much
more accurate 3D simulation of a soundfield which can be adjusted
to allow certain phenomena to be investigated in more detail.

* This work was supported by Arup Acoustics. Thanks to all the listen
ing test volunteers and the Glasgow City Halls for allowing access to the
venue
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Recently, a number of authors have made use of real-time con
volution [2] and Ambisonic recording/playback techniques [3] in
order to emulate stage acoustic conditions for a performing musi
cian in real-time. The use of First Order Ambisonics (FOA) pro
vides a convenient and efficient way of capturing, analysing, trans
forming and recreating 3D soundfields in laboratory conditions.
However, a real-time auralisation system capable of reproducing
an accurate and natural sounding acoustic environment continues
to present a significant challenge. FOA-based systems, are known
to have a limited spatial resolution and due to the highly correlated
nature of the loudspeaker signals, can often result in blurred and
coloured reproduction of sound sources at the sweetspot [4]. Other
techniques, such as Higher order Ambisonics (HOA) [5] have re
cently been used to increase the spatial accuracy of an auralised
soundfield, however the lack of widespread availability of HOA
microphones can in some cases prohibit the use of measured im
pulse responses.

Spatial Impulse Response Rendering (SIRR) [4], is a more re
cently developed spatial audio technique which is capable of pro
viding detailed directional analysis, complex modification and re
production of 3D impulse responses over arbitrary loudspeaker ar
rays. It is a perceptually motivated approach which analyses a 3D
impulse response for physical properties that will transform into
human auditory localisation cues. It then synthesises appropriate
loudspeaker feeds aiming to recreate a natural sounding soundfield
with the equivalent spatial impression. SIRR provides an attrac
tive alternative to FOA-based real-time auralisation systems as it
is possible to manipulate and analyse elements of an impulse re
sponse in much finer detail.

This paper presents a comparison of SIRR and FOA-based
real-time auralisation systems for use in the context of stage acous
tic laboratory tests. A series of objective and subjective tests were
performed to indicate which technique is more appropriate for
these types of experiments. The tests aimed to objectively com
pare the spatialisation quality of auralised impulse responses us
ing each technique by measuring at the sweetspot of an auralisa
tion system. Subjective tests were also carried out to determine
if there were any audible differences using each technique when
auralising various target acoustic conditions. If a SIRR-based sys
tem was demonstrated to produce similar or better objective and
subjective results than an FOA-based system then it would be an
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initial indication that using SIRR is a viable option for stage acous
tic experiments and therefore the various advantages it has can be
exploited in the future.

The structure of the paper is as follows: The first section be
gins by briefly describing the typical architecture of a real-time
auralisation system used in stage acoustic laboratory tests. It will
then describe the operation of SIRR for both analysis and re-synthesis
of 3D impulse responses and compare the operating performance
against FOA based systems using a series of objective tests. Fi
nally, the paper will report on an informal listening test which
aimed to ascertain if naive listeners could detect any subjective dif
ferences between 3D soundfields recreated using SIRR and FOA.

2. REAL-TIME AURALISATION SYSTEMS

A real-time auralisation system measures the direct sound created
by a musician which is then processed by a computer capable of
performing real-time convolution of the direct sound with a 3D
impulse response of a performance space. In FOA-based systems,
the direct sound is convolved with the four channels of a B-format
impulse response representing the target space. The processed au
dio is passed to a decoder matrix which produces a number of
speaker feeds which play back the auralised sound of the perfor
mance space back to the musician over a loudspeaker array. Figure
I shows the layout of a typical FOA-based real-time auralisation
system. A SIRR-based system operates in a similar way with the
exception that the impulse response has been decomposed into a
number of impulse responses (one per loudspeaker) and so there is
no need for a decoder stage.

as they are produced by the instrument and solid floor respectively.
By silencing any audio before the first required reflection and then
truncating by a value equal to the system latency, the effective la
tency of the system can be minimised. Typically, the direct sound
is measured using directional microphones positioned close to the
musician in order to minimise unwanted feedback. In this par
ticular system the direct sound is measured using a single direc
tional microphone, however further improvements could be made
by using multiple microphones positioned around the musician to
ensure the complex, time-varying radiation characteristics of the
instrument are captured.

3. SPATIAL IMPULSE RESPONSE RENDERING

Spatial Impulse Response Rendering (SIRR) is a spatial audio tech
nique which allows a 3D soundfield to be rendered to an arbitrary
speaker layout [4]. The technique involves the analysis of a sound
field to obtain its directional properties and subsequent synthesis
of the resulting diffuse and non-diffuse cues to recreate a perceptu
ally equivalent soundfield. A 3D soundfield can be measured with
an Ambisonic microphone and analysed in the time-frequency do
main to produce a pressure signal with accompanying meta-data
carrying information regarding the direction of arrival and diffuse
ness of each time-frequency element. The meta-data is then used
to reconstruct the soundfield using amplitude panning techniques.
SIRR has found many different applications including soundfield
analysis [6], high quality auralisation of room acoustics [4] and
parametric spatial audio effects [7].

3.1. Analysis

Diffuseness can be estimated by obtaining the proportion of
sound energy contributing to the net transport of energy and can
be calculated using equation (4). This produces a value between
1 and 0 for each time-frequency element characterising the sound
as either diffuse or non-diffuse. By multiplying the audio signals

The direction of arrival of a sound can be estimated by obtaining
the active sound intensity which is a product of the sound pressure
p(t) and particle velocity vector u(t). This describes the trans
fer of energy of the soundfield and therefore the opposing vector
will describe the direction of arrival of the sound. This can be
achieved by analysing the B-format output of an Ambisonic mi
crophone where the omnidirectional signal, W(t), is assumed to
be proportional to the pressure p(t). The remaining orthogonal,
figure-of-eight pressure-gradient signals X(t), Y(t) and Z(t) can
be considered as proportional to the components of the particle
velocity u(t). Therefore the active intensity can be obtained us
ing equation (I) and the direction of arrival found using equa
tion (2) and (3) giving azimuth and elevation respectively. Where

X(w) = (X(w)ex + Y(w)e y + Z(w)e z ), "*" denotes complex
conjugation and Zo = Poc is the acoustic impedance of air.

PC

ISoundcard Convolution WXYZ I
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IAmbisonic Decoder I

JJa~ 1111111 II

ISpeaker Equalisation I

LJ

~ a
Figure I: System diag ram ofa typical FDA -based real-time aural
isation system (only 4 loudspeakers are shownfor clarity)

A real-time auralisation system similar to that shown in figure
1 was constructed in the Arup-DDS SoundLab situated in Glas
gow, UK. The SoundLab is an acoustically controlled space with
dimensions 4m (I) x 6m (w) x 2.5m (h). The average T20 of the
space at 500Hz is approximately 0.15s. The SoundLab has a mea
sured background sound pressure level (LAF90) of approximately
18dBA. The SoundLab features a 16-channel 3D loudspeaker ar
ray comprising of three rings of Yamaha MSP5A active loudspeak
ers arranged in a 4 - 8 - 4 arrangement as shown in figure 4. The
speaker system was equalised to ensure a flat frequency response
and an equal level contribution at the sweetspot.

For the purposes of stage acoustic auralisation it is neither nec
essary or practical to auralise the direct sound or the floor reflection
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Figure 2: System diagram ofsynthesis technique shownfor a single
loudspeaker channel

by V1Jj or by~ the audio signals can be separated into dif
fuse and non-diffuse signals respectively and re-synthesised with
appropriate spatial audio techniques as described below.

The synthesis phase of SIRR produces a time-domain impulse
response signal per loudspeaker channel which can then be utilised
by a multichannel convolving reverberator to recreate the acoustic
conditions of the target space at the sweetspot.

(5)

(6)

(J(t) = 1 -IIS(t)11

1 x
S(t) = X L Ii(t)

4. OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS

5. TEST METHODOLOGY

Where Ii (t) is the ith frequency band for time step t and X is
the total number of frequency bins used in the analysis [6, II]. The
mean angular direction for each time frame can be subsequently
computed using equations (2) and (3). For stage acoustic im
pulse responses, (J will be close to zero when t = 0 (as the di
rect sound arrives) and will increase quickly to a maximum value
less than one as the impulse response becomes increasingly diffuse
with time. The arrival of a coherent reflection will produce a lo
calised trough in this response with a magnitude dependent on the
nature of the reflection.

When using a short time window and low hop size in the time
frequency analysis, a single reflection may be identified a number
of times with slightly different results per iteration resulting in a
number of points representing the direction of arrival per reflec
tion. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) can be used to identify
clusters of these points when arranged by diffuseness and direction
of arrival. The component-mean (centre) of the cluster can then be
used to estimate a direction of arrival.

In order to compare the performance of each spatialisation tech
nique in the context of stage acoustic laboratory experiments, a
real-time auralisation was set up in the SoundLab using known
impulse responses rendered using FOA or SIRR. The impulse re
sponse of the auralised space within the SoundLab was measured
at the sweetspot in order to emulate a musician using the space.
This was achieved by positioning a directional loudspeaker and
ambisonic microphone in the sweet spot of the loudspeaker array
to represent the musician's instrument and head respectively.

The impulse responses used in the test consisted of either a
single synthesised reflection arriving from a single direction or
a measured stage impulse response obtained during a survey of
the Grand Hall, Glasgow City Halls. The stage impulse response

The intensity vectors obtained in the analysis phase (as described
in section 3.1) can also be used to evaluate characteristics of 3D
impulse responses. When a coherent reflection or plane wave is
analysed using SIRR, the intensity vectors all tend to point in the
direction of arrival at the time of arrival. Conversely, in diffuse
(or reverberant) conditions, the intensity vectors are distributed in
a more stochastic fashion. Conditions measured on stage typically
consist of a number of coherent early reflections followed by a
diffuse reverberant decay. Therefore, observing the angular distri
bution of intensity vectors in an impulse response will allow the
presence of reflections to be detected [6]. Furthermore, the mean
direction of the intensity vectors will indicate the direction of ar
rival of each reflection.

Spherical variance, (J (5), can be used to assess the angular
distribution of the intensity vectors for each time step. It is defined
as the magnitude of the mean resultant vector, S(t) (6) where 11·11
determines the magnitude of the enclosed vector. The intensity
vectors Ii (t) are normalised prior to calculation of S (t) to provide
more robust results as demonstrated in[6].

(4)'IjJ(w) = 1 _ 2ZoIIR{W*(~)X(w)11
IW(w)12 + IX(w)l2/2

3.2. Synthesis

B-format

Synthesis of the audio signals takes place in the frequency domain
by transforming the audio signals using the Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) and applying the meta-data obtained in the anal
ysis to the audio signals before using the Inverse Short Time Fourier
Transform (ISTFT) to produce the output time-domain audio sig
nals. The analysis-resynthesis process is shown in Figure 2.

Non-diffuse sound sound synthesis aims to reproduce coherent
reflections as point-like sources and is typically implemented using
Vector Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [8]. VBAP is an ampli
tude panning technique that allows sounds to be panned around a
periphonic loudspeaker array using vector calculation to determine
the level of a local triplet of loudspeakers. The diffuse sound syn
thesis aims to recreate the reduced interaural coherence produced
by the diffuse sound energy. This is achieved by decorrelating the
sounds identified as being diffuse and distributing equally to each
loudspeaker. Decorrelation can can be implemented in a number of
different ways however in this study decorrelation via time-varying
phase randomisation was used which has been reported to give ac
ceptable results when re-synthesising impulse responses [9].

High quality implementations of SIRR makes use of all B
format signals, applying the meta-data to a set of decoded signals
for each loudspeaker using virtual microphone principles. This
has been observed to provide better directional separation, natu
ral decorrelation and overall higher audio quality. The directivity
factor has been found to produce favourable results when set as a
dipole microphone pattern and angled towards each loudspeaker
[10]. It has also been shown that the use of virtual microphones
can affect the correct reproduction of energy in both diffuse and
non-diffuse sound. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to
apply correction gains to ensure the correct ratio of diffuse and
non-diffuse components [10,9].
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was obtained by measuring in the venue using a Genelec 1029A
Active loudspeaker and Soundfield ST350 Ambisonic microphone
arranged in a manner emulating the instrument and head of a musi
cian respectively. The apparatus was positioned down-stage right
approximately 4m away from a nearby side wall. The average mid
frequency reverberation time (T30, 500Hz) at this position was
found to be approximately 1.75 seconds. The synthesised impulse
response consisted of a single, non-diffuse reflection with a time
delay of 60ms relative to the direct sound which was panned using
ambisonic panning techniques to various angles of azimuth (0° , ±
60° ± 90°, ± 110°). The amplitude of this reflection was set to be
-6dB below the direct sound.

Both the measured and synthesised FOA impulse responses
were processed as described in section 3 to obtain an impulse re
sponse for each loudspeaker in the SoundLab. The analysis and
re-synthesis was implemented in the time-frequency domain using
a MATLAB script. An STFT was used with a 16-sample Han
ning window (with 16 samples of zero padding) and a hopsize of
4 samples. Signal reconstruction utilised an ISTFT alongside the
OverLap-Add method (OLA) in order to obtain as close to per
fect reconstruction as possible. The window size was chosen to
ensure that the highly transient nature of the impulse response sig
nals were preserved. It is noted however that the small window
size will require a compromise in terms of frequency resolution
due to the inherent trade-off between time and frequency resolu
tion of the STFT.

A Genelec 1029A Active loudspeaker was mounted on a tri
pod at a height of lOOcm above the floor (height to top of main
driver) and a radial distance of approximately 50cm from the re
ceiver to the centre of the loudspeaker. The receiver was an Sound
field ST350 Ambisonic microphone which was located in the sweet
spot at a height of l30cm shown in Figure 3. Impulse responses
were measured using a lO-second, logarithmically swept sinusoidal
signal generated in MATLAB. The sine sweep was played through
the loudspeaker and measured simultaneously at a sampling fre
quency of 44. 1kHz and a 32-bit floating-point bit depth. Impulse
responses were extracted from the recorded sine sweeps by con
volution with the inverse of the original sweep as demonstrated by
Farina [12].

The direct sound from the loudspeaker was measured using
an M-Audio Luna cardioid condenser microphone positioned on
axis between low and high frequency drivers of the loudspeaker
at a lOcm distance. As with previous experiments [2], the direct
sound in this experiment was measured using a single directional
microphone. This is a noted simplification as a musical instru
ment exhibits complex and time-varying radiation characteristics
which cannot be measured using a single microphone. The sound
source used to measure the stage impulse responses is identical to
that used in this experiment therefore the error in using a single
microphone to measure the direct sound is minimised. It will be
necessary for future stage acoustic laboratory tests to consider the
impact of this.

The direct sound was input into the auralisation system as de
scribed in section 2. When auralising using FOA, real-time convo
lution was performed in Max MSP using two, 4 SIR2 VST convo
lution engines, the resultant convolved audio was decoded to the
16-channelloudspeaker array in the SoundLab using a Gerzonic
Decopro ambisonic decoder set to a "Max-RE" type for all fre
quencies. When auralising using SIRR, the number of convolution
objects increased to 16 (one per loudspeaker) and the ambisonic
decoder is removed.
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Figure 3: Model ofexperimental set up in SoundLab (loudspeakers
on one side have been omitted for clarity)

6. OBJECTIVE RESULTS

Figure 4 shows an example set of objective results for an auralised
reflection arriving at an angle of -90° (anticlockwise), 60ms after
the direct sound at a level of -6dB below the direct sound. The
omnidirectional amplitude response of this scenario is shown for
both FOA and SIRR. The direct sound occurs shortly after t = 0
and the reflection clearly arrives at t = 60ms. The decay seen
after each of these events is caused by the SoundLab acoustic re
sponse. Overlaid on this plot is the spherical variance for both
techniques. It can be seen the spherical variance is very similar
for the first 50ms which starts at a value of zero when t = 0
and increases rapidly during the SoundLab acoustic decay. Af
ter t = 50ms, there are clear differences for each technique when
the reflection arrives. It can be seen there is a sharp reduction in
spherical variance when the reflection arrives which is of greater
amplitude when using SIRR than FOA.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the angle of the mean resultant
vector for the first 0.2 seconds of the synthesised impulse response
using FOA and SIRR respectively. For clarity, the plots show the
analysis for parts of the impulse response that are below a mean
diffuseness value of 0.55. The smaller dots show the analysed an
gle of arrival while the larger dots show the GMM estimate. The
expected angle of arrival is shown by a cross which in this case is
positioned at -90°.

When using the GMM estimation method to estimate the angle
of arrival from clusters of points, errors can be introduced into the
estimation as the location of a component-mean is influenced by
nearby clusters. These clusters can be created by periods of silence
or other nearby reflections. In this case, the adjacent clusters are
caused by the room acoustic response of the SoundLab. Therefore
for each GMM estimation, three component-means were calcu
lated. This is to ensure that the auralised reflection is estimated
by one component-mean whereas the response of the SoundLab is
estimated separately, the results of which are then discarded.

It can be seen in both cases (Figures 5(a) and 5(b» that one
component-mean is very close to the expected angle of arrival
while the remaining estimates are related to the SoundLab acoustic
response.
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Figure 4: Composite plot showing measured FDA and SIRR Sound
Pressure Level envelopes (dBFS) and the associated spherical
variance measured for each technique. This example shows the
direct soundfrom the loudspeaker (including the early response of
the SoundLab) and a single reflection occurring at t = 60ms.

7. LISTENING TESTS

Informal listening tests were undertaken in the SoundLab to evalu
ate the perceived performance of an FaA and SIRR based systems,
Tn previous studies [1] it was found that because the musician was
generating a sound that was subsequently auralised, it is highly
unlikely the musician would be able to exactly repeat that sound
affecting the reliability of experiments. In order to specifically
compare the performance of the auralisation system it was nec
essary to design a repeatable experiment where the source signals
remained unchanged with each repetition. Therefore, this listening
test was designed as a passive test where test subjects were asked
to sit in the sweet-spot of the loudspeaker array and listen to pairs
of brief musical samples which were played through a directional
loudspeaker positioned in front of them (imitating the musical in
strument) and auralised in real-time with known impulse responses
using FaA and SIRR. In this experiment, the test subject is not
engaged in the physical act of playing their instrument and so is
able to focus their attention solely on the audio stimuli presented
to them. They will therefore be more sensitive than performing
musicians to subtle differences in the presented acoustic response.
Therefore this test should be viewed only as conservative compar
ison between the two spatialisation techniques.

The listening test was an AlB (hidden reference) test where lis
teners compared pairs of musical samples (where each sample had
been auralised with an impulse response then rendered using FaA
or SIRR) and asked to rate on a five-point Likert scale how similar
or different they thought the two sounds were (1 being most simi
lar and 5 being most dissimilar). The test pairs were short musical
samples played through the loudspeaker in front of the test sub
ject (a short cello sample playing legato (Source 1), short clarinet
sample playing staccato (Source 2) and a sustained long note from
a clarinet (Source 3». This sound was auralised in real-time with
an impulse response consisting of either (a) - a synthesised coher
ent reflection or (b) - a measured stage impulse response obtained

200F~~=C;~~~~;'iI--,--~-----r----,--,-------,
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• GMM estimate
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Figure 5: Plots of the direction of the mean resultant vector over
time for an impulse response containing a reflection at t = 60ms.
Results with diffuseness> 0.55 have been omitted for clarity. The
cross represents the expected angle ofarrival (-900

). The larger
dots (GMM component means) show the estimated angle ofarrival

in the Grand Hall of Glasgow City Halls or (c) - no synthesised
acoustic response. The test subjects could listen to each excerpt
as many times as they liked before recording their answer. The
test subjects were not given any visual reference and were asked
to face forward at all times. A number of null tests were intro
duced where both samples were the same in each pair and a single
example test was presented to the listener at the beginning which
was not included in the results.

There were 47 randomised combinations of stimuli in total.
There were six volunteers, all between the ages of 24 and 32 (4
male, 2 female). Most of the test subjects had a background in
audio engineering or acoustics, all of the volunteers had some ex
perience of music performance. All test subjects reported no sig
nificant hearing loss.

It was expected due to the different rendering methods used,
the test subject would consistently identify one method over an
other due to the differing ability to accurately place and reproduce
the reflection. Consequently, when the test subject was asked to
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8. LISTENING TEST RESULTS

9. DISCUSSION

Figure 4 showed that for a single auralised reflection, the spher
ical variance is lower when it is rendered using SIRR than when
using FOA. This illustrates that the intensity vectors, indicating
the direction of arrival of the reflection, are more tightly clustered

Src.3Src.2Src.1

4

3.5-

3-

1.5

2.5

4.5

Figure 7: Listening test results for sounds auralised with a mea
sured impulse response rendered with FOA compared with SIRR.
Central lines indicate the median response while box edges indi
cate 25th and 75th percentiles, outliers are indicated by crosses

when using SIRR and therefore less ambiguous in terms of spa
tialisation. This is to be expected for the example shown as the
reflection arrived from the same direction as one of the loudspeak
ers. When using SIRR, this reflection would be rendered exclu
sively with VBAP (due to it being non-diffuse) and therefore only
one loudspeaker would be active when recreating this sound. In
FOA, however all the loudspeakers are active at all times, there
fore more loudspeakers would be contributing to recreate this re
flection which may have contributed to a wider distribution of
intensity vectors and hence a higher value of spherical variance.
When single reflections were auralised from a direction between
two loudspeakers, the spherical variance increased slightly when
using SIRR but remained mostly unchanged when using FOA.
This is consistent with operation of both spatial audio techniques
where the localisation quality of FOA can be made to be largely
independent of the direction of arrival. The localisation quality of
VBAP will reduce slightly when the direction of arrival is between
two loudspeakers separated by a large distance.

The GMM was shown to perform well when estimating the an
gle of arrival of reflections. It was found however that the Sound
Lab acoustic response introduced a noise floor into the estimation
which increased as the time of arrival of the reflection decreased.
This method is useful for assessing measured impulse responses
but requires improvement for use in assessing auralised reflections
in non-anechoic conditions. In this case, a more rigorous cluster
ing approach could improve the accuracy of the results.

The results presented in figure 6 and figure 7 provide an initial
indication that for auralisation of single reflections and measured
stage acoustic impulse responses, SIRR and FOA perform equally
well in the context of stage acoustic experiments although subtle
differences can be discerned between the two techniques. A gen
eral trend in the listening test results indicate that in the presence of
a directional sound source (representing a musical instrument), a
listener may have more difficulty detecting the presence of a reflec
tion when it arrives at a similar angle to the sound source. This is
thought to be predominantly due the masking effects caused by the
musical instrument. Similarly, the results also imply that detection
of reflections can be affected by the type of musical expression. In
this experiment, the reflections appear to have been detected more
easily when the sound source was a clarinet playing staccato notes.
This is thought to be due to the increased transients, coupled with
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rate the similarity of (a) no reflection against (b) SIRR or FOA
rendered reflection, it was expected that they would report a larger
difference with one technique than the other. Furthermore, it was
expected that the test subjects would report significant audible dif
ferences when a musical sample, auralised with a stage acoustic
impulse response, was rendered using (a) SIRR or (b) FOA tech
niques.

Figure 6: Listening test results for sounds auralised with a single
reflection rendered with FOA or SIRR compared to no reflection.
Thick lines indicate 25 and 75 percentiles, thinner lines show the
extremities of the data points, dots within boxes indicate the me
dian while circles indicate outliers

The results in figure 6 show how similar or dissimilar the partici
pants thought the musical pairs were when one of the samples was
auralised with a single reflection using FOA or SIRR and the other
sample was played without a simulated reflection (i.e. direct sound
only). It can be seen that in most cases, auralising with either tech
nique produces similar median scores throughout. Furthermore,
there is no discernible pattern by which one technique results in
larger differences than the other.

For each reflection angle, it can be seen from the responses that
the staccato clarinet sound source (source 2) resulted in reflections
being identified more easily than the clarinet tone or legato cello.
There is also a general indication that the presence of a reflection
was more easily detected when there was a high angular separation
between the reflection and the sound source.

The results in figure 7 show how similar or dissimilar the par
ticipants thought the musical pairs were when musical samples
were auralised with a stage acoustic impulse response rendered
with FOA or SIRR. The results show that test subjects could dis
cern a slight difference between the musical samples and that this
difference was consistent even if the source type was altered.
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note spacing allowing the auralised reflection to be more easily
detected. This however does not appear to be the case when the
sound is auralised using a stage acoustic impulse response as the
median results in figure 7 are very similar.

Overall, the results provide an initial indication that SIRR and
FDA-based auralisation techniques perform equally well in the
context of stage acoustic laboratory tests for a listener positioned
in the sweetspot. However, mainly due to the low number of un
trained participants there is significant uncertainty within the re
sults, therefore further study with musician test subjects is required
in order to allow for a more concrete comparison. Considering the
potential advantages that SIRR offers in terms of detailed modi
fication and analysis of impulse responses, this study provides an
indication that SIRR is a viable technique for future research. This
could potentially allow researchers to take advantage of the com
plex transformations and analysis that SIRR is capable of in ad
dition to providing a simulation environment where the listeners
impression of the soundfield is less dependent on them being lo
cated exactly in the sweetspot.

10. CONCLUSIONS

This article has demonstrated how SIRR can be used in the con
text of stage acoustic laboratory experiments to provide a detailed
analysis of an impulse response presented to a test subject and
also to re-synthesise a measured B-format impulse response using
a combination of VBAP and de-correlated speaker feeds. Infor
mal listening tests provided an initial indication that passive lis
teners could detect small differences between impulse responses
auralised in real-time with SIRR and with FDA. Future work will
focus on development of the SIRR technique for use specifically
in stage acoustic laboratory experiments.
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ABSTRACT

Various approaches have been reported on HRIR modeling to lighten
the high computation cost of the 3-D audio systems without sac
rificing the quality of the rendered sounds. The performance of
these HRIR models have been widely evaluated usually in terms
of the objective estimation errors between the original measured
HRIRs and the modeled HRIRs. However, it is still unclear how
much these objective evaluation results match the psychoacoustic
evaluations. In this research, an efficient finite-impulse-response
(FIR) model is studied as a case study which is essentially based
on the concept of the minimum-phase modeling technique. The
accuracy dependency of this modeling approach on the order of
FIR filter is examined with the objective estimation errors and the
psychoacoustic tests. In the psychoacoustic tests, the MIT HRIR
database are exploited and evaluated in terms of sound source lo
calization difference and sound quality difference by comparing
the synthesized stimuli with the measured HRIRs and those with
the FIR models of different orders. Results indicated that the mea
sured hundred-sample-length HRIRs can be sufficiently modeled
by the low-order FIR model from the perceptual point of view, and
provided the relationship between perceptual sound localization/
quality difference and the objective estimation results that should
be useful for evaluating the other HRIR modeling approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION

Head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) play an important role in
binaural 3-D audio rendering, which is generally realized by con
volving the input stimulus with HRIRs. The direct way to obtain
the HRIR from a given source location is to measure the HRIR at
the ear drum for the impulse placed at the source [1 J. However, the
measured HRIRs are always a couple of hundred-sample lengths,
which results in the high computational cost for real-time appli
cations especially when simultaneously rendering multiple sound
sources. To overcome these problems, various approaches have
been reported to model HRIRs in the temporal and/or spectral do
main [2)[3]. The HRIR modeling approaches that have been re
ported in the literatures can be roughly classified into three cat
egories: the physical-based computational approach [4)[5], the
parametric modeling approach [6)[7], and the filter-based model
ing approach [8)[9J.

As the simplest physical computational approach, the struc
tural model is composed of different basic filters each of which is
used to model the acoustic effects of each component of human
body on wave propagation in an anechoic environment. Though
this model is conceptually simple to implement, it is very difficult
to estimate the model parameters from the geometrical measure
ments, especially for pinna riO]. Moreover, it is still unknown
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how to deal with the sources coming from the back half space
[4]. Another well-known computational model is the boundary
element method (BEM), which provides an elegant way of the par
tial differential equations that describe acoustic wave propagation
around a physical object [5]. The disadvantage of this approach in
clude the difficulty in getting accurate surface meshes (especially
for pinna) and the high computational cost. The negative aspect of
these physical computational approaches is that they made a num
ber of assumptions, which may remove some essential information
which are necessary for producing a realistic acoustic environment
simulation.

The parametric modeling approaches, which attempt to func
tionally represent the HRIRs, generally first model the measured
HRIRs using a set of parameters that are further used for HRIR
synthesis. For instance, Evans et al. suggested a form of con
tinuous orthogonal representation in which the HRTFs were ex
pressed as a weighted sum of surface spherical harmonics [6],
and Kistler and Wightman reported to approximate the minimum
phase HRTFs with principal components analysis (peA) [7]. But
the use of such models in systems still has many draw backs. One
of them is the HRIR implementation which, even if greatly com
pressed, requires a large computational cost to uncompress or re
cover the data.

The FIR and IIR filters are also widely used for HRIR model
ing in the temporal and/or spectral domain. Bolmmer and Wake
field presented to design the IIR filter based on the error criteria of
log-magnitude spectrum differences [9]. Asano et al. investigated
the abilities of IIR filters with different orders for modeling indi
vidual HRIRs, and showed that a 40th-order IIR filter yielded good
approximation of individual HRIRs in terms of sound localization
difference, with the exception of increased front-back confusions
in frontal incident angles [11]. Though IIR is able to model HRIRs
with a quite low order, it is very difficult for IlR filter to be inter
polated between discrete positions.

The performance of most HRIR models have been widely eval
uated usually in terms of the objective estimation errors between
the original measured HRIRs and the modeled HRIRs. However, it
is still unclear how much these objective evaluation results match
the psychoacoustic evaluations. In this paper, we focus on a FIR
approach for HRIR modeling on the concept of the minimum
phase approximation technique. Main attention was paid to in
vestigate the accuracy dependence of this FIR-based modeling ap
proach on the order of FIR filters through psychoacoustic tests
in terms of sound source localization difference and sound qual
ity difference. And one objective evaluation errors was used to
investigate the effectiveness of this FIR models. Psychoacoustic
test results demonstrated that the measured HRIRs can be suffi
ciently modeled by the low-order FIR model. And the relationship
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between perceptual sound localization/ quality difference and the
objective estimation results is useful for evaluating the other HRIR
modeling approaches.

Frequency response olHRIR and FIRs,..

35

Compare 01 HRIR and FIR

Figure 2: Frequency response of HRIR and FIR.

FIR is done. So the number of zeros will not affect the ef
ficiency of this model. Figure 3 shows the original HRIR
and the FIR with the order of 47. (For easily compare, the
start point of FIR in the figure was moved 33 samples.)

I HRIRI
-FIR0.3

0.4

2. METHOD

The implementation of the filter-based modeling approaches can
be in the time or frequency domain. The modeling approach stud
ied here is in the frequency domain. More specifically, the fre
quency responses of the measured HRIRs are approximated on the
minimum phase theory, which consists of the following steps (We
use the front HRIR (0°, 0°) of MIT database as an example):

1. lTD estimation ofHRlRs.

The commonly used approach for ITD estimation is based
on the cross-correlation between left and right channels of
HRIRs [7]. The lTD is calculated in this work through es
timate the time delay of each HRIR, which is determined
as the time at which the HRIR becomes non-zero using
the threshold-based detection technique, and yielded the al
most identical results with cross-correlation method [2]. As
shown in the figure 1, the time delay is 33 samples (the red
part).
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Figure 3: Compare of original HRIR and modeled FIR.

Figure 1: Example of time delay detection of HRIR. 3. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATIONS

2. Amplitude approximation ofthe minimum-phase HRlRs with
the different FIRs ofdifferent orders.

The minimum-phase HRIRs, h'(t), are first derived by re
moving the zeros at the beginning of HRIRs based on the
estimated ITDs. The corresponding transfer functions are
denoted as H'(k) in the frequency domain. Then the ampli
tude responses of H' (k) are approximated by the FIR filters.
The coefficients of the FIR filters to be estimated are even
tually determined by using a linear least square error func
tion [12]. Note that given different FIR orders, different
coefficients of FIR filters can be derived. In other words,
the FIR models with different orders should yield different
abilities in approximating the amplitude response H'(k) of
the minimum-phase HRIRs. Figure 2 depicts the frequency
response of minimum-phase HRIR and the frequency re
sponse of FIRs with the order of 47 and 68.

3. Modeled HRlRs synthesis by adding lTD cues.

The time domain modeled HRIRs h(t) can be obtained us
ing the FIR filters, followed by supplementing the lTD cues.
Actually, it is needn't add the zeros to the FIR directly. This
procedure is essentially implemented by adding the zeros to
the output signal when the convolving of input signal and

3.1. Data

The HRIRs were provided by MIT measured using a KEMAR
dummy head [1]. Gardner and Martin made an assumption that
the dummy head is perfectly symmetrical, so the HRIRs need be
collected for only one ear. This assumption allowed them to mount
two different pinnae on the KEMAR, and the HRIRs associated
with both pinna types could be collected simultaneously. The
HRIRs used in this paper are measured with the right ear.

To investigate the dependence of the ability of the considered
HRIR modeling approach on the order of FIR filters and find out
the minimum order of the FIR for modeling the measured HRIRs,
various FIR orders were designed according to the E series stan
dard [13]. Since the length of the measured HRIRs were 512 sam
ples, the examined FIR orders were eventually determined as 10,
15,22,33,47,68,91, 121, 178,200,261,383,464. Given a FIR
order, the modeled HRIRs can be computed using the approach
described in the previous section. In our tests, the directions of
horizontal plane and vertical plane are evaluated. The horizontal
angles of the HRIRs are from _90° to 90° at the interval of 30° ,
and the vertical angles were from -30° to 90°, the interval is 30°.

To generate the stimuli for psychoacoustic tests, three signals
were exploited, including one broad-band white noise, one male
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speech signal and one telephone ring signal, with the length of 2s,
3s and 2s respectively. The stimuli were eventually generated by
convolving three types of signals with the HRIRs modeled with
the FIRs of different orders and adding time delay. The generated
stimuli were subsequently presented to subjects for psychoacoustic
tests.

where H is the frequency response of original HRIR, iI is the fre
quency response of modeled HRIR (FIR), and N is the number of
available frequencies in the considere_d range, that limited between
500 Hz and 16 kHz. For calculate H, the zeros are added to the
FIRs.

Table 1: Five-grade score scale using in the psychoacoustic listen
ing tests and its description.

3.3. Objective evaluation

In order to objectively evaluate the model against the original mea
sured HRTF, and further find the relationship between the objec
tive and subjective evaluations, the spectral distortion (SD) was
considered as error measure [10].

3.2. Subjective evaluation

A total of 10 subjects (5 male and 5 female) with normal hearing
were recruited and paid for their participation in psychoacoustic
tests. The subjects were aged from 23 to 28. In tests, stimuli
were presented to the subjects at a comfortable listening level with
Sennheiser HD 280 Pro headphones. Two psychoacoustic tests
were carried out for comparing the stimuli generated by the mod
eled HRIRs and those by the measured HRIRs, in terms of sound
quality difference and sound localization difference, respectively.
In each evaluation (for quality or localization difference), each
subject listened to a total of 1512 stimuli (3 signals x 12 DOAs
x (13 orders + 1 original) x 3 times), where each stimuli were
presented three times. The stimuli were grouped into 108 sets in
each of which 14 stimuli (processed by the FIR filters with 13 dif
ferent ordered and the measured original HRIRs) were randomly
presented to subjects. In listening tests, the 108 sets were further
divided into 6 sessions with 18 sets in each session. The subjects
were asked to have a break after one session.

For the perceptual tests, the paired comparison evaluation was
used, in which one stimulus was generated by convolving the dry
signal with the measured HRIR and the other with the FIRs of dif
ferent orders. The presentation order of the stimuli sets and the
stimuli in each set were randomized for each subject. The stimuli
could be listened to several times until the subject made a decision.
For each paired comparison, subjects provided a score on the five
grade scale based on his/her preference in terms of the degree of
difference in sound quality or sound localization. The detail spec
ification of the five-grade scale is shown in Table. 1. During the
test, no feedback information was given to the subjects.

Overall results

3.4. Results

The overall psychoacoustic results in terms of sound quality differ
ence and localization difference are plotted in figure 4. As shown
in figure 4, a FIR filter with 68 coefficients (Note that the zeros that
represent the time delays are not considered) is sufficient in both
sound quality and localization. That is, the FIRs with 68 coeffi
cients (not 512 samples as in the measured HRIRs) are able to pro
vide the quite similar perceptual sensation. The FIR-based HRIR
modeling approach greatly reduced the length of HRIRs, which
further reduced the computational cost and speed up the synthesis
procedure of binaural signals. Furthermore, if only sound source
localization performance is considered as evaluation criterion, the
minimum order of FIRs can be further decreased to 47, at which
the sound quality will be slightly different from that by the mea
sured HRIRs.

As the three signals used in our psychoacoustic tests exhib
ited different energy distribution in the time-frequency domain,
the dependency of the modeling ability of FIR-based approach
on the FIR order was further investigated by looking at its rela
tionship with the stimuli type. The perceptual results in terms of
sound quality difference and sound source localization difference
are plotted in figure 5 and figure 6, respectively. From these re
sults, it is noted that the minimum order of FIR that provided the
acceptable sound quality and sound localization is dependent on
the stimuli type. For example, the FIR order that yielded suffi
ciently acceptable sound quality and localization for the telephone
ring signal is lower than that for the male speech and white noise
signals. This difference might come from the difference in energy
distribution of each stimulus in the time-frequency domain.

Figure 7 depicts the SD of FIRs with different orders. As
shown in figure 7, the SD is nearly 2 dB where the order of FIR
is 47, which obtain acceptable source localization performance.
If the sound quality is concerned, which means the order of FIR
would be 68, the SD is nearly 1 dB. When the SD is larger than
4, correspond to the FIR order is small than 22, both the sound
quality and source localization performances are poor.Exactly different

Different
Uncertain

Almost same
Exactly same

Description
1
2
3
4
5

Score

SD= (1)
Figure 4: Overall results.
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Sound quality difference results
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ful for other HRIR modeling methods.
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ABSTRACT

Modem auralization techniques allow to make better assessment
of particular interior type for different destination and purposes.
The quality and reality of acoustic recording and reproduction
systems increase so the results of this kind of research are much
more reliable.
The article shows the psychoacoustic comparison of different
reverberant interiors. The auralization was provided using 1st
order ambisonics spatial impulse responses convoluted with
anechoic choral music. Listening tests were conducted within
the 16-channel sound system. The subjects were tested using the
pair comparison method and the results were analyzed with the
multidimensional scaling approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although there is an increase of popularity and diversity of
modem auralization techniques, they are not very often employed
in a room acoustics validation and evaluation. Early works on
that subject were conducted using few channels sound systems
with many simplifications [I], [2]. Modem ambisonics tech
niques [3], [4], sound-field synthesis [5] and other complex
systems [6], [7] are well known and commonly exploited but
hardly to previously mentioned goals. Actual work focuses on
that subject with respect to orthodox churches, so on interiors,
where the acoustics features are extremely important and con
nected with a sense of characteristic space. The chosen orthodox
churches from the southern and eastern parts of Poland were
examined in the context of the orthodox choral music. The Or
thodox church (referred as a building) is inseparably connected
with spirituality and philosophy of the eastern Christianity. Its
architecture is based on orthodox liturgy and implicates a natural
cultural landscape of the east part of Europe. The acoustic meas
urements in orthodox churches were marginalized by now and
only a few buildings were examined.
The first order ambisonics is employed in a measurement pro

cess and in listening experiments. The article shows the research
methodology and the main statistically developed results.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF SPATIAL IMPULSE
RESPONSES IN THE CHOSEN ORTHODOX CHURCHES

IN POLAND

Measurements of SIRs (Spatial Impulse Responses) were con
ducted in eleven chosen orthodox churches in Poland from June
to October 2012.
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The measurements and the overview of basic features were pro
vided for the churches with different architecture style, size and
interior design. In order to measure SIRs, EASERA Pro software
was employed as well as authors algoritluns implemented with
the Matlab computing language. The IS03382 standard [8] was
followed during the measurements as possible. Due to the specif
ic goals of the research, some simplifications were made. As it
was mentioned before, first order ambisonics microphone 
Soundfield ST350 was used, and instead of an omni-directional
source, an active loudspeaker JBL EON 515 was employed.
Because of the main destination of SIRs (listening experiments),
the number of measurement locations was also limited. The main
placement of the measurement instruments was common for all
the churches. The sound source was placed in front of the ico
nostasis and the microphone behind a tetrapod. This is a typical
place where a priest, a deacon sings or the choral music concerts
take place. Behind the tetrapod (a small table about six meters in
front of the iconostasis) there are the best first seats for the audi
ence. On the basis of the B-format pressure component, the room
acoustic parameters were also calculated and some of them are
listed in table 1. Except for the previously explained setup, the
measuring points were located at characteristic places for ortho
dox churches:

• in a central point of the church (at least at two different po-
sitions),

• under the main dome,
• under the gallery,
• at the back of the church,
• at a side naves (at least three different positions),
• at other positions if the church shape suggested this.

Except for the small local wooden churches at Zdynia and
Konieczna, all of the churches were made of bricks. The most
Latin style characterizes the medium size Hole Trinity Church in
Sanok. The churches in Wlodawa and Hrubieszow are the exam
ples of the Byzantine-Russian style. The church in Tomaszow
Lubelski is also a medium size as well as a St. Peter and Paul in
Siemietycze, both in the Neo-Russian style. The churches in
Bialystok, Hajnowka and the Resurrection Church in
Siemiatycze are the largest ones.. The church in Hajnowka is
well known from the International Festival The Hajnowka's
Orthodox Church Music Days were best choirs from all over the
world perform. The church of Divine Wisdom in Bialystok is
interesting due to the fact that it is a miniaturized copy (I :3) of
Hagia Sophia in Istanbul.
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Table I: Acoustic parameters ofchurch SIRs usedfor listening tests.

No. Church of the... \ Parameter RT [s] CRO [dB] C50 [dB] t, [ms] LEF STI G Vol. [m3
]

1 Holy Trinity in Sanok 1,83 4,2 2,3 65 0,47 0,58 7,3 1650
2 Sacred Virgin Mary in Wlodawa 2,09 2,6 0,8 93 0,57 0,58 6,6 2400
3 Assumption in Hrubieszow 1,82 4,6 2,5 59 0,21 0,61 3,3 1700
4 St. Nicholas in Tomaszow Lubelski 2,87 3,4 1,7 105 0,25 0,58 3,8 3050
5 St. Peter and Paul in Siemiatycze 2,2 0,7 -1,2 109 0,76 0,51 7,7 1500
6 Holy Spirit in Bialystok 6,53 0,2 -0,4 235 0,22 0,49 6,6 9500
7 Holy Trinity in Hajniwka 4,59 3,9 3,0 106 0,1 0,56 3,7 6050
8 Resurrection in Siemiatycze 4,74 3,9 3,0 106 0,14 0,56 5,8 6400
9 Divine Wisdom in Bialystok (Hagia) 6,14 0,9 -0,7 198 0,27 0,46 5,7 5950
10 Protection of the Mother of God in Zdynia 1,07 6,9 4,1 41 0,51 0,68 4,7 750
11 St. Basil in Konieczna 1,17 7,7 5,4 37 0,46 0,68 5,2 900

3. LISTENING SETUP

Figure I: The idea scheme of loudspeakers placed on
sphere configuration

The system was positioned with a laser angular meters and then
calibrated and phase checked.

For the listening test, the 16-channel setup was prepared using
the RME converters and Genelec 6010 monitors. The selected
loudspeakers are quite small but their sensitive is 93 dB SPL with
flat frequency response from 74 Hz to 18 kHz (±2,5 dB). The
loudspeakers are spherically placed around the listener, whose
configuration is shown in Fig. 1. This setup was installed at the
anechoic room of AGH-UST using microphone stands with
sphere diameter of 3,2 meters.

Loudspeaker no. qJ [0] e [0]
1 0 0
2 45 0
3 90 0
4 135 0
5 180 0
6 -135 0
7 -90 0
8 -45 0
9 68 -45
10 158 -45
11 -113 -45
12 -23 -45
13 23 45
14 113 45
15 -158 45
16 -68 45

Table 2: Loudspeakers angular coordination in respect to
the listener position

4. STIMULI PREPARATION

Loudspeakers of the system are situated on a sphere around a
listener in three planes - above, under and on the height of listen
er's head. Exact angular coordination in respect to the listener are
presented in the table 2.

•
II

Figure 2: Listening stand overview photo

The human voice is often regarded as one of the most beautiful
musical instruments. When the human voice is multiplied (like in
choir), as the result of this mixture there is a sound of a very rich
and interesting timber. Choral music is inseparable from Ortho
dox church and its tradition so as a samples in listening test,
choral music exerts were used.

4.1. Raw sounds recording

In order to obtain raw audio material (without any reflections or
other type of response), choral free field recording were made.
Recording of chamber orthodox choir (8 singers) was performed
at anechoic room of AGH-UST. The whole choir was recorded
using multitrack setup using one type of microphones (Rode NT5
with cardioid capsule) for each voice. Soprano, alto, tenor and
bass tracks were separately recorded and prepared for next re-
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search stages. Recorded music samples were in moderate tempo
and not complex harmony, with neutral, and universal lyrics
(halleluiah).

4.2. Raw audio samples convolution with SIRs

Finally, obtained SIRs were convoluted with a raw choir music
samples. In order to place each voice in the right position of
sound plan, each convolution was performed for every voice
separately. As a result there were 176 convolutions (11 churches
x 4 ambisonics components x 4 choir voices). After that, the B
format tracks were converted to 16-channel setup, acording to [3]
and the coordinates shown on table 2.
Choir voices placement were performed using VBAP (Vector
Based Amplitude Panning) technique [9]. Voices (phantom
images) were placed typically for regular SATB choir according
ly to data in tables 2 and 3. Angular positions of particular voices
in table 2 are the trigonometric result of typical distances be
tween singers and 6.5 m distance from listener position. Table 3
shows calculated gain factors for specific loudspeakers of listen
ing setup, based on YBAP.

Table 3: Gain factors ofspecific loudspeakers ofsetup

Voice q> 1°1 Loudspeaker no. Gain factor

Soprano -20
1 0,78
8 0,63

Alto -7
1 0,98
8 0,19

Tenor 7
I 0,98
2 0,19

20
I 0,78

Bas
2 0,63

J ·1Tot.~.;;;;",,,,,,,,.;;-,,------------;;;~=~,

Figure 3: Form window used during the tests

Actual tests were followed by a few training rounds to introduce
test subjects with exemplary stimuli and to practice whole test
procedure. Test subjects were placed in the center of loudspeaker
sphere individually to achieve similar sweet spot condition for
every listener. During the tests, only the subject and the operator
remained in the anechoic chamber. Whole test last for about 40
minutes so a short break in the middle of it was obligatory. Every
test round was introduced by a lector, and the listeners had the
opportunity to repeat every round if needed. Listening group
counted of 20 people from 20 to 35 years old within 6 female.
Listeners had different listening or acoustics experience and
different confession. None of the listeners had impaired auditory
system.

6. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS

.()~.5'o--.()~.----=.().7-3---'.()"=.,---=.().~,---;Co---=0.:-,--;O"'.'~O.3;---;0~.• ---;!0.5

Actual work discusses results of a preference test only. First step
of statistical analysis is the correlation between personal listeners
results. Average value of Pearson's coefficient equals 0,38 for n
= 20. Zero hypothesis which assumes no correlation between
answers of listeners was not rejected in 40 cases on 180 possible
pairs, at 0,95 significance level. The conclusion is that alternative
hypothesis assuming significant correlation of the particular
results cannot be accepted. For more intuitive and visual correla
tion analysis, metric MDS [10] is used to visualize correlation
matrix (fig. 4). It could be noticed that there are two clusters of
subjects relatively close to each other. This suggests to perform
analysis with respect to noticed division - separately for both
groups, marked in fig. 4 as group A and B.

06r- - __,--.-__-_,

5. LISTENING TEST

The main purpose of the performed psychoacoustic procedure is
to ranking measured churches in sense of acoustic esthetics. It is
difficult to precise this kind of criteria. So, in order to find out
relations between the listener preferences and the physical fea
tures of the rooms, the MDS (Multidimensional Scaling) method
was employed [10]. Obtaining data about objects similarity and
preferences for MDS analysis was performer using paired com
parison. For 11 churches, there are 55 unique possible pairs to
compare. Each test round was designed using 2IFC procedure (2
stimuli, intervaled forced-choice). After two choral music ex
cerpts of length about 15 s each, located in different churches,
the listener's task was to choice which of them sounds better and
how much do they differ. To clarify and unify listeners task, the
exact question was stated before each survey:

• How similar are the following sound excerpts representing
different interiors, where 0 denotes to totally different and
100 refers as identical? {similarity test}

• In which ofpresented auralized interiors would you prefer
to listen to this kind ofmusic? In other words: Which ofthe
presented sounds you like more? {preference test}

Listeners answered to these questions after each round of two
sounds using tablet touch interface. Fig. 3 shows the application
form window used during the tests.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.'

Group A
Group B
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Fig 4: Graphical interpretation of correlation matrix of
results ofparticular subjects
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7. RESULTS

Collected data was processed in two ways. Fig. 5 shows prefer
ences test results using Thurstone-Mosteller's least square ap
proach [II]. Presented results are based on the probability analy-

sis of listeners preferences in paired comparison test. Mentioned
probability is calculated on the base of quantity when object i,
was marked as preferred accordingly to other object j. This kind
of scaling is performed for both statistically significant groups of
subjects.

Group A Group B
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Fig 5: Listeners preferences calculated using Thurstone-Mosteller's least square approach ofdata obtained in paired compari
son test

After comparison of diagrams in fig. 5 it could be noticed that the
main difference between considered groups is for objects 6-11.
Group A prefers objects 10 and II much more than objects 6, 8
and 9. Opposite tendencies can be noticed for group B. Both
groups prefers objects 2 and 4 the most.
Second approach to calculation is based on non-metric MDS
scaling. Difference between objects is calculated on the basis of

probability of preferences according to transformation in [10].
Graphical interpretation of preferences for both statistical groups
are shown in fig. 6. Applying non-metric MDS scaling within 2
dimensions resulted with stress factors of 0,11 for both groups.
For random data and the same analysis parameters stress factor
would equals 0,21. So according to [10], actual fitting is rated as
good.
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Fig 6. Graphical interpretation ofpreferences for both statistical groups calculated using non-metric MDS

For both diagrams in fig 6 there are two geometrically arranged
aggregations of objects and some separated ones. For group A
this separated objects are very big and reverberant and for group
B very small and acoustically dead compared to others. On the

basis of fig 5 and 6 it can be concluded that noticed statistical
groups differs mostly in sense of negative preference. Analysis of
individual subjects does not suggest any special features of any
groups (age, acoustic-music experience, sex etc.) Smaller group
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B contains three orthodox listeners versus one orthodox in a
group A. This clue seems to be not strong enough to make some
general conclusion about it.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of 11 SIRs in several orthodox churches were
conducted as well as listening test using auralized samples of
choral music. Tests were conducted in order to find listeners
preferences about highly reverberant rooms in aspect of choral
music. Auralization was performed using ambisonics and VBAP
technologies. First order ambisonics was employed at every stage
of research. Conducted acoustic measurements in orthodox
churches in central Europe on that scale are one of the first.
Listening experiments were performed using psychoacoustic
methodology and modem statistical MDS approach. Correlation
analysis of results revealed two different groups of listeners.
They had different preferences especially about extreme rever
berant conditions. They had completely opposite opinion about
very long and short reverberation time in context of choral ortho
dox music. Based on conducted research very interested conclu
sion can be stated that listeners were divided not with aspect to
what do they like, but rather in what do they not like. All listeners
rated medium size churches with big central dome as most pre
ferred. Future research on current subject is planned with em
ployment of higher order ambisonics and different approach in
on place SIR measurement in order to achieve even more realis
tic auralization.
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ABSTRACT

The role of acoustics in architectural planning processes is often
neglected if the designer lacks necessary experience in acoustics.
Even if an acoustic consultant is involved he might be presented
with limited options after the initial planning process. Some dis
advantageous decisions might be hard to reverse then. To improve
and facilitate the construction process permanent immediate feed
back should be given to the designer. Planning cannot be imaged
today without live 3D visual rendering. But also acoustics should
be rendered in real-time to provide the same type of intuitive feed
back. Therefore a real-time room acoustics auralization was im
plemented into a popular CAD-Modeling tool. Binaural room im
pulse responses are continuously updated using image sources and
ray tracing algorithms and convolved in real-time with audio feed
from recorded sounds or the user's microphone. The CAD model
can be freely modified during the simulations including geometry,
surface materials and source and receiver positions. Using stream
ing low-latency convolution, an immediate feedback is provided to
the user.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the most important tool during the design process of
an architect is the CAD-editor. It enables the architect not only to
use it as a planning tool, but it also offers the possibility to expe
rience his ideas in three dimensions without erecting the physical
structure. Especially when it comes to buildings and rooms which
are used for the presentation of acoustical signals, such as concert
halls or conference rooms, it becomes important to also include
the acoustical characteristics in the design process. For the visual
appearance, it is possible to use rendering tools producing a photo
realistic image of the model. To achieve the same level of quality
for the audio feedback, an auralization based on room acoustics
simulations is required. Room acoustic simulation algorithms are
usually based on the assumption that a sound wave is interpreted
as a ray which behaves in a similar way as a light ray (Geometrical
Acoustics). Often a hybrid model is used to simulate a room im
pulse response, combining the image sources methods[ I] and the
ray tracing algorithm [2].

Based on the geometry as well as on surface properties, acous
tic simulation software (e. g. CATT-acoustic [3]) is able to provide
realistic auralizations of the room as well as a reliable prediction
of the room acoustic parameters. The same simulation models are
also integrated in immersive Virtual Reality systems[4], allowing
the user to interact intuitively in a virtual environment while expe
riencing multimodal feedback. Similar room acoustics simulation
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techniques are expected to be applied in the entertainment indus
try soon, e. g. for real-time sound rendering in computer games [5].
These models however focus not on providing the realistic acous
tical reproduction of the environment, but on rendering plausible
audio feedback with reduced computational effort, without inter
fering the high computational demands of the visual rendering.

However, all of these listed applications of room acoustic sim
ulations do not represent a suitable easy-to-use tool, which the ar
chitect can use to analyse and experience the room acoustics in his
building. The available room acoustic tools are often expert tools,
requiring extensive knowledge about room acoustics and the sim
ulation techniques. Virtual Reality systems are very expensive and
also do not represent a convenient tool due to the system's com
plexity. By integrating an auralization software into the popular
3D modeling software SketchUp, we are able to provide an easy to
operate tool, which helps to understand the effects of room acous
tics as well as enriches the architectural design process.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Extensive research in the areas of room acoustics, binaural hearing
and spatial reproduction made it possible to develop algorithms to
simulate [6] and auralize [7][8] virtual sound fields. Because of
the steady increase of computational power, today's room acoustic
simulation software (e. g. ODEON [6], CATT or EASE) is able to
calculate accurate results by generating room impulse responses
in a reasonable amount of time, including effects such as absorp
tion, scattering and diffraction[9]. In various surveys, the accu
rarcy of different room acoustic simulation software has been val
idated and compared to measurements[IO][II][12]. These tools
help the user to predict and understand the room acoustics in the
room of interest. A binaural synthesis based on measured Head
Related-Transfer-Functions[13] offers the possibility to listen to
virtual sources in the room. These auralizations are however of
ten only possible for a static receiver-source situation in the room
or, in case of dynamic situations, depend on precalculated and
interpolated simulation results [14] or on the usage of computer
clusters[15]. Although editing options for CAD models are given
in most simulation tools, the possiblities are usually very limited
and an external dedicated 3D design tool is much more powerful
and often preferred. To eliminate this lack of interactivity with the
model, this work presents the implementation of a real-time au
ralization software, directly integrated in the SketchUp modeling
software and providing binaural feedback through headphones to
the user.
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3. REAL-TIME AURALIZATION IN SKETCHUP

The real-time auralization tool can be seperated in three parts: the
SketchUp plug-in, the simulation client(s) and the real-time convo
lution module. The concepts and aspects of their implementation
of these software modules are presented in the next sections. Fig. 1
gives an overview of the system. The plug-in (Section 3.1) not only
includes the graphical user interface, but also acts as a server for
the scene data. It contains a network interface which provides the
relevant data for the room acoustic simulation to one or more sim
ulation clients (Section 3.2). The results of the simulation (e. g. a
binaural room impulse response) are sent to the convolution mod
ule (Section 3.3) and played back to the user.

SketchUp Plug-In

C graphical user interface y- user
scene data I playback control

.. •
Simulation Client(s)

I update control 1
j. spatial

I simulation control~~ streaming r. audioconvolution

~ r- playback
Room Acoustics
Libraries ±-
~~ aCOU~~filte~JsImulatIOn syntheSIS

Figure 1: System components of the auralization system

3.1. SketchUp plug-in

SketchUp , is a popular modeling tool, which can easily be learned
by beginners and efficiently be operated by expert users. Its func
tionality can be extended by adding plug-ins using the scripting
language Ruby. In order to run a room acoustic simulation, the ba
sic functionality of SketchUp (setting up a room and assigning wall
materials) had to be extended. The implemented plug-in realizes
the selection and positioning of sound sources and receivers and
automatically sends all acoustically relevant data to the simulation
client:

• Room polygons

• Assigned wall materials

• Receiver characteristics

• Source characteristics

• Auralization configuration

A data update is only sent if the situation was changed by the
user. Different update rates are used, while source and receiver
positions are updated at a high rate (-100 Hz), geometry changes
are sent at lower rates (-10Hz).

To properly modify the situation, the graphical user interface
of SketchUp had to be extended with special functionality required
for the auralization. These extensions are presented in the follow
ing subsections.

I www.sketchup.com
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Sources and Receivers

Besides the room model, for an acoustic transfer path at least one
source and one receiver must be defined. Therefore the plug-in in
troduces additional buttons on the program surface to place acous
tic sources and receivers. The objects also contain an adequate
visual model (see Fig. 2) and can freely be moved with the move
function of SketchUp. By right-clicking on the object it is possi
ble to assign a source directivity, an anechoic sound file or sound
card input channel for the playback (sources), and HRTF data (re
ceivers). If multiple receivers are added to the scene, the user has
to pick one receiver as the active receiver. The sound sources of the
scene can be muted and unmuted also by right-clicking on them.
To run an auralization, the scene has to contain at least one source.
However, adding one dummy-head receiver is not essential, be
cause one receiver object is always represented by the position and
orientation of the camera viewing the scene. By pressing the but
ton in the toolbar, the user is able to switch between the camera
and dummy-head-receiver object.

Geometry and Materials

For the modification of the geometry and the wall materials, no
extensions were required. Accurate results of the room acoustic
simulations can however only be provided if the room does not
contain any holes and all materials are assigned on the inside of
the room. If the acoustical properties (absorption and scattering)
should be considered by the room acoustic simulation, a database
file with the same name of the assigned SketchUp material has to
be included in the material database of the simulation. By pressing
a button in the toolbar, the user can visualize the acoustical proper
ties of the selected material (absorption and scattering coefficient
for third-octave bands).

Control Panels

The control panel, displayed on the right side in Fig. 2, includes the
most important settings of the room acoustic simulation (e. g. Im
age Source order, Ray Tracing particles) and of the auralization.
The simulation components can be switched on and off. Buttons
for playback and volume control are included in the toolbar. An
other panel, which is currently being developed, enables the user
to distribute the workload of the acoustical simulations to multiple
simulation clients.

3.2. Simulation Client

Room Acoustic Simulation

The simulation is based on the software library RAVEN [16][17],
developed at the Institute of Technical Acoustics, RWTH Aachen.
The interfaces of the RAVEN module include functions to define
the scene and run simulations in various configurations. Results
of the RAVEN simulation models have been validated for various
situations, e. g. in [18].

RAVEN defined state-of-the-art algorithms and includes hy
brid acoustic simulation models to generate single components of
a room impulse response. Fig. 3 shows an energetic room impulse
response including the direct sound, the early reflections (calcu
lated by the image sources method) and the reverberation (gen
erated either by a ray tracing algortihm or a statistical artificial
reverberation model). The artificial reverberation was integrated
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Simulation Parameters

Aurahzation Settings

Image Sources

Reverberation

Figure 2: Graphical user interface of the auralization tool integrated in the modeling software SketchUp

Table I: Example of a simulation object, generating a binaural
room impulse response containing direct sound and reverberation
based on a ray tracing

the contribution of the simulation result is exchanged in the to
tal room impulse response. Adjusted to the psychoacoustical de
mands of a highly interative situation (e. g. quick receiver move
ment in the camera mode), the calculation of the direct sound audi
bility and filter response is executed at a higher priority level than
the image sources and the reverberation threads.

to demonstrate the difference between and the two reverberation
models. As the generation of an artificial reverberation requires
significantly less computations in comparison to the ray tracing, it
can also be used to provide plausible reverberation feedback with
out violating the real-time condition in case of only low computa
tional capacities being available. The seperation of the simulation
components is reasonable in terms of psychoacoustics, algorithms
and data structures [17, 19]. It also offers the possibility to seper
ately auralize each part of the impulse response.
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Figure 3: Simulation models and their contribution to the energetic
impulse response

Simulation Objects

For each active source-receiver combination of the scene, one sim
ulation object is created. For a simulation job, a multi-threading
approach is applied, which generates parallel simulation threads
according to the configuration of the object (see Table I). Each
simulation component has its own thread, running at different pri
ority levels and update rates. Once one simulation task is finished,
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The resulting filter parts of the simulations are cached. If the
user enables one simulation component after it has been disabled,
it is immediately available. This also applies for switching back
and forth between different receiver positions - the room impulse
response for the source to the reactivated receiver can be quickly
loaded from the working memory without repeating a simulation.
This keeps the latency for direct comparisons at a minimum level.

Update handling

A scene modification by the user can affect the auralization in dif
ferent ways. While a small movement of the source might modify
the situation of the direct sound and the early reflections signif
icantly, the perceived reverberation of the room hardly changes.
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To classify the modifications made by the user, a class was imple
mented to analyse the current modification. Fig. 4 shows all pos
sible modification types. HRTF and Directivity occur if the users
selects a different directional characteristic for the receiver or the
source in the scene.

ters during the convolution. The headphone playback of the binau
ral signals is realized using low-latency ASIO sound card drivers.
Crosstalk cancellation filters for the playback of binaural signals
through loudspeakers [25] are currently being integrated.

Table 2: Description of the example scenario

3.4. Performance Analysis

The performance of the auralization software not only depends on
the used hardware, but also on the configuration of the simulation
as well as on the complexity of the auralized scene. Instead of an
extensive performance analysis for various situations, the calcu
lation times of only one typical example is discussed here. This
situation is characterized by the parameters shown in Table 2.
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The analysed scenario contains one source and receiver, both
located inside the concert hall. According to the described param
eters and the equations given in [19], the standard deviation of the
energy envelope of the late decay is less than (J"L = 0.8 dB.

Fig. 5 visualizes the timeline of the most relevant steps in case
of a geometry modification. The calculations were carried out on a
common desktop computer (Intel Core i7 @ 3.40 GHz processor,
8GB RAM).

L---------User interaction-----------l

Figure 4: Classification ofa scene modification

A room modification however represents the most defacing
modification. While for an insignificant geometry modification
(Geometry # I, e. g. dividing a plane of the room without any acous
tical effect for the simulation), no update is required and a mate
rial exchange only leads to an update of the ray tracing simulation
and image source filter, a normal room modification (Geometry
#2, e. g. shifting a wall or adding objects to the room) necessi
tates an update of the spatial data structures as well. Spatial sub
division is usually applied to reduce the high number of intersec
tion tests which occur during Geometrical Acoustic simulations
[20](21]. For static room geometries with typical polygon counts,
the usage of a Binary Space Partioning tree [22] leads to the low
est computation times. For modifiable room geometries however,
it has been found that other spatial data structures, e. g. the Spatial
Hashing (SH) technique, should be prefered because the update
of a spatial hashmap is faster in comparison to the update of the
BSP tree[23]. In the here presented auralization tool, both of these
spatial data structures are used, according to the situation of the
scene. In general, the BSP tree is used to reduce the number of
necessary intersection tests within the direct sound, image source
and ray tracing calculations. In case of a geometry modification,
the calculations of the early parts of the room impulse responses
are based on the SH structure, reducing the latency of these calcu
lations significantly.

3.3. Convolution and Streaming

The real-time convolution and streaming module of the auraliza
tion tool can be used as a stand-alone application, which can be
controlled via a network interface. During the standard application
of the tool however, it runs on the same computer as the SketchUp
software, providing the acoustic feedback through headphones di
rectly to the user. The module supports the convolution and play
back of multiple stereo channels, which allows to auralize multiple
sound sources at once. The convolution is based on a Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) convolution algorithm, performing an effi
cient block-based Overlap-Save convolution [24]. Subdividing of
the room impulse responses in multiple parts of equivalent length
realizes a quick convolution with low latency times. Cross fading
is applied to avoid audible artifacts caused by the exchange of fil-

Figure 5: Timeline of a simulation update after a geometry modi
ficationfor the given example situation

As a reaction on the user modifying the geometry, the scene
data is updated and the modification is analysed by the simula
tion client. Both spatial data structures are recalculated in different
threads by the geometry controller. The calculation of the Spatial
Hashing update takes approximately 3 ms, while it takes 25 ms
to update the BSP tree. As soon as the SH update is finished, the
simulations of the direct sound and the image sources are executed.
Including the binaural filter synthesis, the updated results are sent
to the convolution engine after a total processing time of 24 ms
(DS) and 34 ms (IS). The simulation thread of the ray tracing al
gorithm is started as soon as the BSP update has finished. The ray
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tracing calculation is waiting for the updated BSP-tree because the
overall calculation time of a ray tracing based on SH would be
significantly higher (700 ms). In a future version, the spatial data
structure will be implemented transparently and the ray tracer will
already start working on the SH table until the BSP is available.
As the binaural filter synthesis of the reverberation is based on
an highly accurate approach, which includes spatial information
(HRTF data) for each reflection of the room impulse response, the
calculation times are relatively high. Different methods for the
synthesis of a perceptually equivalent late part of the impulse re
sponse are currently investigated [26] and will be implemented.
The convolution and reproduction of the binaural signal adds an
other 5 to 10 ms of delay to the simulation latency, depending on
the used buffer size of the sound card driver.

The range of calculation times (one source, one receiver) for
similar conditions (configuration, model, hardware) are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: Range ofcalculation times for the simulation jobs and the
filter synthesis.

Simulation Component Simulation Time Filter Synthesis
Direct Sound 0.5 .. 2 ms 1 .. 5 ms

Image Sources 1 .. 15 ms 1 .. 10 ms
Ray Tracing 250 .. 1500 ms 25 .. 75 ms

A total response time of almost 500 ms violates the real time
requirement. However, as the user is not able to perceive minor
changes in the reverberation and the most important changes (di
rect sound and early reflections) can be updated in less than 50 ms
even in case of highly interative situations (e. g. flying through the
virtual scene in the camera mode), the response times are regarded
as sufficiently low. Additionally, because typically, a user of the
SketchUp software is not able of doing more than one geometry
modification within one second, a system response including the
update of the room's reverberation within one second constitutes
immediate feedback for the user.

4. APPLICATION

The auralization plug-in is currently successfully being used for
demonstrations and exhibitions as well as in university courses in
cluding architecture, room acoustics and Acoustic Virtual Reality
at different universities. Students are able to design and modify a
room while receiving immediate acoustic feedback. This enables
them to learn about room acoustics in a playful manner, e. g. ex
changing wall materials helps to understand the effects of absorp
tion and scattering. The tool provides a perceptual measure of the
room acoustic parameters, which can be calculated and visualized
with a tool named SketchUp- Visualiser [27], which is also devel
oped at the Institute of Technical Acoustics, RWTH Aachen. A
convenient feature of the tool is the investigation of different lis
tening positions by placing multiple receivers at different seats in
the audience. By using the switch-receiver function, it is possi
ble to quickly switch between different listener positions in a con
cert hall (see Fig. 6). The dummy heads represent the listening
positions, the orange dummy head indicates the currently active
receiver.
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Figure 6: Switching receiver positions in a concert hall

5. CONCLUSION

This work describes the implementation and the possible appli
cations of a real-time auralization tool which is embedded in the
popular 3D modeling software SketchUp. The development of the
graphical user interface was focused on a seamless integration into
the software as well as on the intuitive control of the auralization
also by non-expert users. The simulation client realizes a state
of-the-art room acoustic simulation, efficiently combining multi
ple simulation models to create a binaural room impulse responses
which is directly processed by the low-latency convolution engine
of the tool. The simultaneous use of two spatial data structures is
applied to keep the latency of the auralization at a minimum level.
Additionally, an elaborated update management reduces the simu
lation workload in various cases of user interaction.

Although not all simulation results can be calculated in real
time, the auralization tool is able to auralize interactive situations
based on physically correct simulation results without significant
delays. Because of the parallelized threading concept with a pri
oritization on quick updates of psychoacoustically dominant parts
of the impulse response, the auralization of one sound source in a
room can easily be calculated on a single standard desktop com
puter or laptop, providing an immersive listening experience with
multimodal feedback. Currently it is successfully being used for
teaching and demonstrations, e. g. in lab courses about room acous
tics and spatial hearing. Combined with the calculation and visu
alization of room acoustic parameters in SketchUp, the presented
auralization software represents a convenient and reliable tool also
for room acoustic consultants.

In future, the usage of multiple simulation clients for the au
ralization of multiple sources at once will be tested and investi
gated. Models for priority management in case of larger scenes
with multiple sources will be researched and applied to the soft
ware. The modular software concept also supports the extension
of the software with different simulation and reproduction meth
ods, with Higher-Order Ambisonics and VBAP recently being im
plemented [28].
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ABSTRACT

Auralization provides a valuable tool that allows architects,
building owners, and other decision-makers to directly experi
ence the aural implications of design decisions and allows them
to make more informed choices. Standard numerical metrics are
difficult to relate to aural phenomena without significant practice
and frequently fail to capture acoustical issues that are essential
to the basic functionality of spaces. Consultants at Acentech have
been using auralizations of full soundscapes including many
independent sources as design and communication tools for a
variety of projects including atria, lecture halls, theaters, and
performance spaces. These auralizations have included natural
speech and electro-acoustic reinforcement, crowd activity, inter
actions between PA systems and room acoustics, HVAC noise,
wall and window transmission, and the subjective effects of
sound masking. In general, clients find the experience of listen
ing to their as-yet unbuilt spaces to be exciting and useful.
Though most are not trained listeners, they typically move quick
ly past the "wow" stage and into critical listening and candid
discussion of the different acoustical treatments presented and of
the overall sound of the space. This helps architects and project
owners to feel connected to the acoustical aspect of the design,
and it helps the team to agree on design decisions that may have
significant implications regarding cost and aesthetics.

This paper presents several case studies of projects where
auralization was an integral part of the design process. Addition
ally, it describes a rapid auralization design and development
process using a MaxMSP-based real-time ambisonic convolution
platform.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last ten years, consultants at Acentech have worked to
develop and refine techniques for using auralization as part of the
design process for a variety of buildings and spaces. Much of this
work has focused on the auralization of activity sounds in large
public spaces such as atrium-type lobby spaces in universities
and cultural institutions. The relevant features for auralization of
this type of space are:

• overall loudness of activity noise,
• ease of close conversation in the presence of this noise,
• intelligibility of a PA system, and
• transmission of sound among adjoining spaces.

By presenting auralizations of an environment over loudspeakers
in an acoustically appropriate meeting room, it is possible for a
group of listeners, such as a project design team and owner, to
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experience the auralization together and to accurately judge
many aspects of the auralized space's acoustical character, such
as loudness, reverberance, and speech intelligibility.

To create a perceptually realistic soundfield, it is necessary to
include multiple source locations and to convolve each source
with time-incoherent anechoic sound material. Our early tech
niques required completing separate convolutions for each source
and then combining sources and adjusting their levels in an audio
editor. This time-consuming process was replaced by a
MATLAB routine that performed all of the convolution and
combination while maintaining relative level calibration
throughout. But, this process still required that all audio to be
presented in the auralization be pre-rendered, resulting in a more
time-consuming revision and calibration process and leaving no
possibility oflevel adjustment among sources during playback.

The most recent innovation to this process uses software created
with the MaxMSP development environment to perform all of
the required convolution in real time during the presentation.
This allows for easy toggling on and off of individual sources,
level and timbre manipulation of individual sources, and switch
ing among various architectural design conditions, all during the
presentation.

This paper presents case studies of several auralizations that
employed these techniques in different ways to demonstrate
relevant information about projects and to provide direct experi
ence of the acoustics of project spaces.

2 A REAL-TIME CONVOLUTION PLATFORM FOR
AURALIZATION DEVELOPMENT

We conceptualize auralization development as four main pro
cesses:

• modeling,
• impulse generation,
• source material selection and convolution, and
• playback calibration.

Typically, our modeling begins in SketchUp and is then exported
to CATT Acoustic where material properties are added. The
CATT model is then processed with TUCT, CATT's room anal
ysis subprogram which generates impulse responses.

Because CATT did not provide convolution and summing of
different anechoic audio material with multiple sources, we
developed a MATLAB script in 2008 which convolved source
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material with first-order ambisonic (B-Format) impulses re
sponses for each sound source in the model, and then summed
and rendered the resulting audio as either a four channel (quadra
phonic) or five channel (5.1 surround) WAV file using simple
decoding filters generated by CATT Multivolver. This process
was effective, but revisions and calibration were time-consuming
since any changes involving source material required repeating
the entire convolution and summing process. This placed
auralization out of reach for most project budgets.

2.1 Auralization with pre-rendered audio: Museum
Atrium

The first major step in the early development of our auralization
program took place in 2003 through 2005 during design of a
major new wing at the Museum of Fine Arts Boston, which
opened to the public in 2010. This work was presented previous
ly at the EAA Symposium on Auralization in Espoo, Finland in
2009 [1] and at Internoise 2009 in Ottawa, Canada in 2009 [2].
The auralization presented a familiar architectural acoustics
problem and solution: excessive loudness in a large, reverberant
public space, addressed with the inclusion of large areas of
acoustically absorptive material. The design team and museum
trustees heard a predictive auralization of their future space
during a fundraising banquet, complete with 500 talkative diners,
a live swing band, and an amplified speech by the museum's
director. Participants experienced the difficulty of speaking with
their table-mates at this busy function in the absence of acousti
cal treatment and registered relief when the recommended treat
ment was added in the virtual environment. The auralization
included two source locations for diners, a third for the band, and
a fourth for public address loudspeakers. Three architectural
design conditions were presented: no acoustical treatment, a
small amount of acoustical treatment, and the recommended
amount of acoustical treatment. All audio was pre-rendered and
played back as four-channel wav files. Anechoic sounds were
gathered from various sources, including original recordings of
conversation and clearing of dishes made in our nearly-anechoic
presentation room, speech from museum audio tour recordings,
and studio recordings of a swing band.

Figure 1: The Ruth and Carl J Shapiro Family
Courtyard at the Museum ofFine Arts Boston, MA USA.

The Ruth and Carl J. Shapiro Family Courtyard opened in 2010,
and the response from the museum and the public has been
overwhelmingly positive. The courtyard performs acoustically as
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designed and supports a wide range of uses. Subjectively, it
sounds remarkably similar to the auralization: live but well
controlled even when full of activity.

This auralization, though successful, was time-consuming to
produce. Minor adjustments to relative levels required repeating
much of the process. Such adjustments are often necessary in this
kind of auralization, as different source material is recorded and
calibrated at different levels. Final relative level balancing is
often an iterative process, checked with the aid of a sound level
meter, CATT output data, and various reference sources. When
balancing, for example, a live band with activity noise from
diners, we assume a role similar to that of a live sound board
operator, adjusting the band to a subjectively appropriate level.
The difficulty of making such adjustments was a source of frus
tration to us for several years.

2.2 Towards a more flexible and efficient auralization
development platform

Two points drove the redevelopment of our earlier auralization
process. First was a desire to reduce the time and cost required to
create an auralization presentation, so that we could make wider
use of auralizations in our consulting practice. Second was a need
to maintain design flexibility for as long as possible in the devel
opment process, so as to respond efficiently to client requests for
changes.

The first two steps of our auralization process, modelling and
impulse generation, are by far the most time intensive. For com
plicated auralizations with many sources, processing the model
can require several CPU-weeks of processing time. While multi
core CPUs and smart model design which accommodates parallel
processing significantly reduces total processing time, processing
a complicated model still frequently requires tying up multiple
computers for several days. Because of this, we desired a plat
form where the model only needs to be processed once, and most
needed tweaks or adjustments can happen downstream.

Convolution in MATLAB is a fairly quick process. However, our
process of pre-rendering the auralization meant that any change,
no matter how small, required a full repetition of the convolution
and summing steps - not a trivial matter when making final
preparations on the day of a client meeting!

These issues pointed towards a platform that could perform the
convolution and ambisonic decoding in real-time, while also
providing flexible options for additional processing.

2.3 Real-time multichannel convolution using MaxMSP

We currently produce all of our auralizations using the MaxMSP
programming environment published by Cycling '74 for all steps
following the generation of impulse responses in TUCT. These
include convolution, ambisonic manipulation, and the final pres
entation. Max was originally created as a graphical, object
oriented programming platform for musical composition, and has
been steadily upgraded to include a robust set of audio (MSP,
Max Signal Processing) and video (Jitter) processing tools. Max
also makes graphic user interface (GUI) implementation trivial,
since many of the graphical function objects are directly useable
as UI objects as well. One of Max's strengths is that it is an open
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platfonn that allows independent development of additional
function objects (called "externals"); this extensibility is critical
when using Max as an auralization tool since many of required
functions, such as convolution and ambisonic encoding and
decoding, are not part of the base MaxMSP object library.

The most important tools for auralization in Max are the convo
lution externals in the HISSTools library, written by Alex Harker
and Pierre Alexandre Tremblay of the Huddersfield Immersive
Sound System (HISS) research group at the University of Hud
dersfield, UK. The HISSTools Impulse Response Toolbox pro
vides simple yet powerful objects for real-time convolution in
Max, as well as tools for measuring and manipulating impulse
responses. HISSTools can be freely downloaded from the HISS
website [3].

We use two libraries for ambisonic processing in our auraliza
tions, Ambisonics Externals for MaxMSP written by Philippe
Kocher and Jan Schacher at the Institute for Computer Music and
Sound Technology at the Zurich University of the Arts, Zurich,
CH and Ambisonic tools for MaxlMSP written at the Center for
New Music & Audio Technologies at the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA. Both of these libraries are
freely available at the websites of the respective organizations [4,
5]. These tools allow decoding the convolved ambisonic signals
for playback on arbitrary speaker arrangements and also allow
sound sources to be placed and moved within an ambisonic
soundfield.

Using MaxMSP as a development platfonn has dramatically
reduced the time required to create a complex auralization and
allows us to retain the flexibility to modify the auralization all the
way up to, and in some cases during, the final presentation to our
clients. This in tum leads to a more responsive and deeper en
gagement with our clients resulting in better communication
between all parties and more successful projects.

3 CASE STUDIES IN AURALIZATION-DRIVEN
DESIGN

3.1 Multiple concurrent sources: Concert Hall

The new General Academic Building at the University of Massa
chusetts Boston, currently in design, will include a 400-seat
music recital hall to be used for solo recitals, chamber music,
jazz combos, orchestra, vocal chorus, and other musical ensem
bles. The design includes acoustical variability in the form of
curtains at the lower walls. An auralization presented several
different types of perfonnance, including solo piano, jazz band,
symphony orchestra, and vocal chorus, heard at three audience
positions, with various curtain configurations. For the large
ensembles, two source locations were included on stage to pro
vide some left-right spatial spread. Stereo anechoic material was
used where available, and in other cases monaural material was
used. The source material was taken from the Denon compact
disc "Anechoic Orchestral Music Recording" (1995) and from
Wenger Corporation's "Anechoic Choral Recordings" (2004).
The auralization helped the university music faculty to gain
confidence in the design, particularly its acoustical variability.
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Figure 2: CATT Acoustic model ofthe University of
Massachusetts recital hall, Boston, MA, USA

We have begun experimenting with using anechoic recordings of
individual instruments made by researchers at Aalto University
[6], and hope to use these to render orchestral music with im
proved spatial accuracy in future projects.

3.2 Natural source, sound reinforcement, and HVAC
system noise: Multifunction Hall

Margery Milne Battin Hall at the Cary Memorial Building in
Lexington, Mass. is a multifunction auditorium built in 1928.
The hall's users were unsatisfied with its sound reinforcement
system, and the building's HVAC system was loud and ineffi
cient. Acentech was asked to design an upgraded PA system and
to assist the mechanical engineer in quieting the ventilation
system.

To demonstrate the predicted effects of our various design rec
ommendations, and to help the client prioritize their use of lim
ited funds, we created and presented an auralization. This aurali
zation included a natural sound source on the stage, the HVAC
background noise, the full existing sound system (12 sources),
the full proposed sound system (21 sources), and room responses
with and without acoustically absorptive curtains. Several op
tions were included for HVAC noise. The current noise was
presented based on the system noise level and spectrum meas
ured in the auditorium, and two proposed upgrades to the HVAC
system were presented based on levels and spectra calculated
according to ASHRAE guidelines. Since the auralization is being
processed in real time, the background noise, PA system, and
curtains can be toggled during playback with a continuously
running source. This allowed for seamless comparisons between
the different options and made the differences much easier for
the clients to understand.

Figure 3: Battin Hall, Cary Memorial Building,
Lexington, MA USA
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Because the convolution takes place with first order ambisonic
impulse responses, each source requires four channels of real
time convolution. While we have successfully had over 50 chan
nels of convolution running concurrently on a quad-core CPU,
the 140 channels of convolution that would be required to gener
ate the responses of all 35 sources in real time is not practical. To
reduce the number of concurrent convolution channels, we
grouped all of the loudspeaker sources for the existing PA system
and the sources for the proposed PA system, which will be fed
the same anechoic source material, into a single TUCT run and
then exported a summed impulse response of the entire group.
This allowed us to present all 35 sound sources while only re
quiring 16 concurrent channels of convolution.

3.3 Custom source material and integration of measured
impulse responses: Aquarium Exhibit Hall

One of the New England Aquarium's most popular exhibits is the
Shark and Ray Touch Tank, where guests can pet small sharks
and stingrays. The space has a naturally high background noise
level due to the tank's pumps and the electric dryers for guests to
use after washing their hands. When combined with the added
noise of as many as 100 excited elementary school students, the
hall containing the Touch Tank can be extremely loud. The New
England Aquarium was interested in ascertaining the noise im
pact on the animals in the tank, as well as exploring potential
room treatments to reduce the overall noise level for the comfort
of their staff and guests.

Figure 4: The Touch Tank at the
New England Aquarium, Boston MA

For the auralization of this space to be successful, it was critical
that appropriate audio source material was used. Since the audi
ence for this auralization was intimately familiar with the mod
elled environment the sounds presented had to match their expec
tations in order to be convincing. To achieve this, we recorded
many sounds within the space, including the background sound
of the unoccupied space, the hand dryers, and the sound of ex
cited children. The speech of one of the educators who directs
patrons in safely touching the animals was transcribed and re
recorded anechoically. Since we were also concerned about the
noise impact on the animals in the water, we also recorded the
background sound underwater using a hydrophone, and measured
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the transfer function impulse response between a microphone just
above the water and a hydrophone in the tank.

The auralization was very successful, but in an unusual way: in
this case we demonstrated that additional acoustical treatment
would not make a substantial difference in the loudness of the
space, and that the most effective option for quieting the exhibit
would be to control the number of patrons in the space at one
time. We also clearly demonstrated that the airborne noise gener
ated by patrons in the exhibit was almost entirely masked inside
the tank by the noise of the pumps that circulate the water. By
making a modest investment in the auralization, the Aquarium
was able to avoid making a large investment in room treatments
that would have required shutting the exhibit down to install and
then been ineffective in addressing their noise concerns.

This auralization served to highlight a common thread in all of
our auralization work: the importance of appropriate source
material in creating perceptual veracity (as opposed to parametric
accuracy) in an auralization. By having access to a semi-anechoic
space, we are able to record custom material for use in our au
ralization work to ensure that the character of the source material
is appropriate to the expectations of our audience. By tailoring
the source material to match what our clients hear in their current
spaces, listening to the auralization can be focused on the para
metric aspects of the presentation without being sidetracked by
clients' being disengaged from the listening experience by the
distraction caused by inappropriate audio content.

3.4 Complex soundscape with varied acoustics in a large
space: University Atrium

The centrepiece of the new home of the Olin Business School at
Washington University in St. Louis, MO is the Forum, an amphi
theatre-like lecture and presentation space which extends through
several floors of circulation space and is ultimately open above to
a five storey glass, wood, and stone atrium featuring a cafe with
seating all around the opening. Despite our presentation of calcu
lated reverberation times and expected background sound and
speech intelligibility levels, the client remained unsure that the
extensive acoustical treatments we recommended were truly
needed. After further discussion, it was decided that an auraliza
tion would be the best way for the client to make an informed
decision regarding room treatments, and to develop appropriate
expectations for the acoustical performance of this complex
space. Of particular interest to the client was the level of cafe
activity noise that would be audible in the Forum during a lecture
presentation.

This auralization included a speech source and sound reinforce
ment system in the Forum, and four independent activity sources
in the atrium. Many different types of anechoic source material
were used for the activity sources, ranging from quiet studying
with light footfall noise to boisterous conversation and the
sounds of eating and tables being cleared. The level of ambient
activity can be varied in real time, and for each activity level
chosen by the operator appropriate activity samples are dynami
cally selected and fed into the convolution engines for the vari
ous modelled activity sources. A close-mic'd recording of a
speech by an Olin School professor was used as the sound source
in the Forum, which was both context-appropriate and helped to
anchor the audience's sense of place in the modelled environ
ment. This recording was made by the school for public relations
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Figure 5: The GUi (Graphical User Interface) ofthe Olin Business School Forum auralization,
constructed in MaxMSP.

purposes and, while not anechoic, was sufficiently dry to be
effective for this auralization of a reverberant space. Moreover,
the cardioid podium microphone used for the original recording
is of the type which speakers will use in the built space, which,
while compromising the timbre of the unamplified speech, better
presents the full signal path of amplified speech.

Five varying levels of acoustical treatments were modelled,
ranging from the initial design to fully treating every available
surface. Five listener locations are available, including one inside
a faculty office overlooking the atrium which incorporates the
transmission loss of the window glazing and allows for three
different glazing types to be auditioned. Of course, all of these
parameters are freely variable at run time without a need to stop
and restart the source recording. See Figure 5 for an illustration
of the graphical user interface (GUI) used to select the various
options available in this auralization.

In this case, school administrators in attendance were able to
make the connection between the architectural design, the nu
merical descriptions of the room acoustics, and the percept of
experiencing the described environment through the auralization
in a way that they had not been able to from a written report.
Having come into the auralization sceptical about the need for
the extent of acoustical treatments that we'd recommended, their
final decision was that fully treating the Forum and atrium was a
requirement for the success of the project. They were also alerted
to practical considerations regarding scheduling of Forum pres
entations and the need to control Cafe activity during these pres
entations.

3.5 Algorithmically generated, massively multichannel
outdoor soundscape: 17th Century Churchyard

While not an architectural design problem per se, The Virtual
Paul's Cross Project [7] represents the current cutting-edge of
Acentech's auralization program. This project was a joint inves
tigation led by Dr. John Wall at North Carolina State University
which included the English, architecture, and linguistics depart
ments at NCSU, the St. Paul's Cathedral archaeology staff, and
acoustical consultants at Acentech. The goal of the project was to
recreate the soundscape and visual surroundings of John Donne's
1622 Gunpowder Day sermon at Paul's Cross in the churchyard
outside of St. Paul's Cathedral as it was prior to the Great Fire of
London in 1666.

The Paul's Cross auralization includes the modelled acoustics of
the open churchyard and its surrounding buildings, a 2 hour and
15 minute anechoically-recorded sermon, and an "artificially
intelligent" crowd which is variable in real time from between
zero to 5000 people and that "listens" to the sennon and then
selects appropriate reactions from a custom-produced sample
library. Birds fly overhead, horses trot past at the edges of the
crowd, dogs bark, and the bells of St. Paul's mark the quarter
hours. All of this is observable from twelve different listener
locations, and crowd size and listener location are variable during
playback without any interruption to the sermon.

The ability to generate the full soundscape in real time was abso
lutely critical to the success of this project. If we had been re
quired to hand-arrange all of the crowd reactions and ambient
sound events, we would have been faced with a task comparable
to doing sound design for a feature-length film which would have
required an amount of work drastically outside the project
budget. By using statistical models to drive the auralization, we
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were able to specify model parameters and then automatically
generate all of the ambient sounds, with that added benefit that
no two listens through the sennon are exactly the same. Also, not
needing to pre-render the audio substantially reduced the size of
the data assets. As an example, the audio assets for the auraliza
tion total 2.6 GB of data. If all configurations of the auralization
were to be pre-rendered, it would result in 240 GB of data, al
most a hundredfold increase. As we have seen in other cases,
real-time auralization allows the sermon to run continuously
while model parameters are changed, resulting in a notably more
enveloping and believable aural experience for the listener.

While triggering the more static environmental sounds of wind,
animals, and church bells was fairly straightforward, generating a
crowd that could track the dynamics of the sermon was a greater
challenge. A rudimentary artificial intelligence (AI) was written
in Max that listens to the sermon and then selects a sample from
the library of crowd recordings of an appropriately intense re
sponse. The full crowd is made up of ninety independent in
stances of this AI, which are tiled across the soundfield of the
churchyard. Each AI's behaviour preferences are randomized at
runtime. This allows the impression of a very large crowd of
independent listeners to be generated from a small amount of
source material.

To fully model each node of the AI and environmental sound
within CATT would have required 250 days of processing time
and 400 additional channels of real-time convolution. Instead, a
simplified approach was taken. The dry output of each AI and
environmental sound generator was encoded into an ambisonic
signal to give the direct sound the appropriate spatial and level
cues in the final presentation. Then, the omnidirectional channels
(W in B-Fonnat parlance) of all of the AIs and effects were
summed together and convolved with a set of impulses derived
from an omnidirectional source in the center of the churchyard
with the direct sound removed. Thus, the direct sound is pre
sented in a spatially accurate way via the ambisonic encoding of
the dry audience and effects, and the reverberant sound is still
perceived as coming from reflective surfaces that are accurately
placed around the listener. Since precise spatial localization was
desired for the preacher and the church bells, they are auralized
with dedicated sources with appropriate directional characteris
tics in the model. Even with the shortcuts for reducing the chan
nelload of the ambient sound sources, the Paul's Cross auraliza
tion requires over 100 concurrent audio playback channels (but
only 12 convolution channels, due to the simplifications de
scribed above) when the crowd size is set to its maximum.

The Virtual Paul's Cross auralization has facilitated a new level
of conversation and inquiry into Donne's preaching and more
broadly of the experience of the churchgoing public of 17th
century England. We have been able to provide a direct experi
ence of the wayan unamplified voice interacts with an outdoor
forum such as the historical Paul's Yard and of how speech
intelligibility and loudness change for many listener positions
and crowd sizes. Being able to switch between listener positions
and crowd sizes immediately and in real time allows for much
easier and more natural comparisons to be drawn from the aurali
zation than would be possible from tabular data and opens the
experience up to a wide range of interested listeners who lack the
acoustical knowledge to gain a meaningful understanding of
aural events from technical descriptions of them.
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Figure 6: A rendering ofPaul's Cross, ouside ofSt.
Paul's Cathedral, London, UK

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have found auralization to be uniquely capable of bridging
the "communication gap" between acousticians, architects, and
project stakeholders in our consulting practice. Allowing parties
to come together and listen as a group to the acoustical implica
tions and possibilities of architectural design decisions facilitates
understanding in a powerful way that allows for rapid and har
monious decision making. In many cases, auralization is not only
the best way to communicate acoustical infonnation, but can
result in overall cost savings to a project by reducing the need for
revisions during the design process or renovations to correct
problems after construction.

In particular, a real-time auralization system allows for richer and
more immersive auralizations, without interrupting the flow of
the source material and an immediate response of the sound to
interactions with the presentation GU1. A real-time system also
results in substantial time and cost savings to the client, and
allows both initial development as well as revisions as the project
progresses to happen on a schedule consistent with the aggressive
timelines of many architectural projects.
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2. SPHERICAL HARMONICS

3. SPHERICAL MICROPHONE ARRAY PROCESSING

3.1. Spherical Harmonic Decomposition

When a plane wave impinges upon a rigid sphere, the sphere will
radiate a spherical wave whose intensity will vary as a function

(2)2n + 1 (n - m)! pm( 0) im4>
~ (n+m)! n cos e .

(The real-valued expression uses sine and cosine terms for the az
imuthal component.)

The spherical harmonics form an orthonormal basis on the
sphere:

monic order come only from the number of channels in the loud
speaker array.

This paper examines a method for determining mixed-order
ambisonic decoding schemes determined by the constraints of the
two systems, as well as a way to evaluate the perceptual accuracy
of these schemes using binaural models.

The homogeneous wave equation is given in its general form by:

2 1 EP p
\7 p = c2 8t2 . (1)

If expressed in spherical coordinates, solutions can be obtained
through a separation of variables, yielding sets of functions for the
radial, azimuthal, and elevation components (6]. Solutions to the
azimuthal component are given by either sine and cosine terms or
complex exponentials, while solutions to the elevation component
are given by the associated Legendre functions (P;:'(x) in the co
sine of the elevation angle. Combining these two components (and
adding a normalization term) yields the (complex-valued) expres
sion for spherical harmonics:

ABSTRACT

A spherical microphone array can encode a measured soundfield
into its spherical harmonic components. Such an array will be sub
ject to limitations on the highest spherical harmonic order it can
encode and encoding accuracy at different frequencies. Ambison
ics is a system designed to reproduce the spherical harmonic com
ponents of a measured or virtual soundfield using multiple loud
speakers. In ambisonic systems, the size of the sweet spot is wave
length dependent, and thus decreases in size with an increase in
frequency. This paper examines how to reconcile the limitations
of the recording and playback stages to arrive at the optimum am
bisonic decoding scheme for a given spherical array design. In
addition, binaural models are used to evaluate these systems per
ceptually.

Spherical microphone arrays have been studied extensively for beam
forming (1, 2), source localization, and other applications. Like
wise, much theoretical and practical work has been done on the
optimum methods for ambisonic decoding (3, 4, 5]. Both systems
use the concept of spherical harmonics: spherical microphone ar
rays can decompose a soundfield into its spherical harmonic com
ponents, while ambisonic decoding can reconstruct the spherical
harmonic components of a soundfield for a listener.

The performance of spherical microphone arrays is frequency
dependent, affected primarily by the array's size and number of
sensors. In many applications, such as beamforming and direction
of-arrival (DOA) estimation, a narrow frequency band is used,
where the array's performance is optimum. However, restricting
oneself to a narrow frequency band is untenable when presenting
auditory scenes to listeners. Thus, we require a way to utilize infor
mation from outside of the optimum band, where higher spherical
harmonic orders might not be accurately decomposed, but lower
orders are.

Much of the literature on ambisonics deals with the reproduc
tion of simulated soundfields, where the exact DOA of every sound
event is known, and the restrictions on the highest spherical har-

1. INTRODUCTION
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of the incident wave's angle of incidence and wavelength (in re
lation to the radius of the sphere). It is shown in [6] and [7] that
by solving the wave equation with the appropriate boundary con
ditions, we arrive at an expression for the pressure at a point on
a rigid sphere of radius a (denoted by its angular position (e, ¢)
due to a plane wave incident from (e;, ¢;) with amplitude Po and
wavenumber k = 27rf / c:

=
p(e, ¢, ka) = 47rPoL inbn(ka) L ynrn(e, ¢)ynrn(e;, ¢;)*,

n=O

(4)
with

_ . j~(ka) (1)
bn(ka) - In(ka) - (1)' hn (ka), (5)

hn (ka)
a quantity referred to as the modal amplitude, which is shown for
several orders in Fig. 1. The slope of each curve is 3 dB per octave
multiplied by the order.

Now, if we apply a weighting factor W to each point on the
sphere:

rn'(e ) Yn'"7'(e,¢)*
Wn' ,¢,ka = 47rin'bn,(ka)' (6)

and then integrate over the entire sphere, we can use the orthonor
mality of the spherical harmonics (Eq. 3) to yield the following
result:

12

" 1" w;:r' (e, ¢, ka) p(e, ¢, ka) sine de d¢ =

PoYn'"7' (e;, ¢;)*. (7)

Thus, we can determine the spherical harmonic components of the
incident plane wave. However, evaluating the integral in Eq. 7 re
quires a continuous spherical transducer, and in practice, we must
sample the pressure at Q discrete points on the sphere (denoted by
their angular positions (eq, ¢q), leading to the following summa
tion:

Q

L W;:r' (eq, ¢q, ka) p(eq,¢q, ka) C;;,(eq, ¢q) ~
q=l

where C:- are the quadrature coefficients. Using a nearly uniform
sampling scheme, we can estimate the spherical harmonic compo
nents up to order N such that Q ~ (N + 1)2.

Figure 2: Left side: frequency at which WNG = -20 dB as a func
tion of sphere radius for a 64-channel array at different spherical
harmonic orders. Right side: frequency at which aliasing errors
occur as a function of sphere radius for different spherical har
monic orders.

3.2. Error Sensitivity

Spherical microphone arrays lend themselves well to beamform
ing, a set of techniques for multi-channel sensors that allow for
spatial filtering [2, 8, 9, 10]. These techniques involve solving for
a set of weighting factors that are applied to each channel on the
array, allowing the array to "look" in a particular direction at a par
ticular frequency. The robustness of the beamformer is given by a
quantity known as the white noise gain (WNG):

(9)

where d T is a column vector of the microphone pressure values
due to a plane wave impinging on the sphere from some direction
(ei , ¢;), and W the sensor weights to look in that direction. WNG
represents the array's sensitivity to noise and microphone position
ing errors, with negative values representing an amplification and
positive values representing an attenuation of (spatially uncorre
lated) white noise. A spherical array is most sensitive to these
types of errors at lower frequencies, where higher order spherical
harmonic components are low in level and must be amplified con
siderably. The lefthand portion of Fig. 2 shows the frequencies
at which WNG =-20 dB for a 64-channel array of varying radius.
This value can be used as a guideline to determine the lowest fre
quency at which a certain order of spherical harmonic components
can be accurately measured by a given array.

3.3. Aliasing

At higher frequencies, the aliasing of higher order spherical har
monic components into lower orders becomes an issue. We can
see from Eq. 4 that a plane wave is not spherical harmonic order
limited and from Eq. 5 that higher-order components become more
prominent at higher frequencies. Thus, aliasing errors affect the ar
ray for frequencies such that ka > N, where a is the radius of the
sphere and N is the highest spherical harmonic order that can be
measured by the array [11]. This frequency is shown in the right
hand portion of Fig. 2 for a range of sphere radii and spherical
harmonic orders, with arrays of smaller radii and higher order (i.e.
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4. AMBISONICS

with a greater number of channels) offering higher thresholds for
aliasing.

00 L

P= 47r L injn(kr) L ynffi(O, cP) L wlynffi(OI, cPl)'.
n=O 1=1

(11)
Then we solve for each nand m in order to have Eq. 11 be equal
to Eq. 10:
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Figure 3: The top shows normalized radial eITor (in dB) as a func
tion of distance from the center of the array (in units of kr), from
I st to 7th order basic decoding (moving left to right), after Ward
and Abhayapala[13] and Poletti [4]. The bottom shows the fre
quencies at which the -10, -15, and -20 dB error thresholds occur
at a radius of 8.9 cm, the size of a typical human head.

n00

4.1. Basic Decoding

Ambisonics is a system that uses multiple loudspeakers to synthe
size a soundfield, where the gains of the loudspeakers are deter
mined based on the spherical harmonic expansion of the soundfield
[12,3,4,5].

Let us start with a plane wave of wavenumber k i and incident
from the direction (Oi, cPi), defined by its spherical harmonic coef
ficients as:

p = eikir = 47r 2:>njn(k'r) L ynffi(O, cP)ynffi(Oi, cPi)"
n=O m=-n

(10)
If we want to synthesize this plane wave with L plane wave sources
located at (Ol, cPl) for 1 ::; 1 ::; L, each with an amplitude of Wl,
then our expression for the synthesized field pis:

These amplitudes Wl can be solved for up to order N, subject to
the requirement that L 2: (N+I? for 3-D arrays and L 2: 2N+1
for horizontal arrays. This is known as basic decoding.

L

L Wlynffi(Ol, cPl)' = ynffi(Oi, cPi)"
1=1

(12)
For a given order of ambisonic reproduction, there will be some
frequency above which the area of the sweet spot will be smaller
than the size of a typical human head. Thus, audio content above
this frequency will not be simulated accurately at the listener's
ears. In [14], Gerzon proposed that high frequency localization
can be predicted by the direction of the energy vector at the center
of the array, rE, as given in:

4.2. Wavefield Error Analysis

One method of evaluating the quality of the reconstruction is by
calculating the normalized radial error between the synthesized
sound field pand the sound field being reconstructed, p, given by:

This quantity is a function of the distance from the center of the ar
ray as related to the wavelength one is examining, expressed as kr,
and is shown for 1st through 7th order (moving from left to right)
in the top portion of Fig. 3. A given value of kr will be a larger dis
tance from the center of the array for a lower frequency (i.e. longer
wavelength) than for a higher frequency. Thus, the sweet spot will
be larger for lower frequencies than for higher frequencies.

One way to evaluate the performance of ambisonic systems in
terms of human perception is to examine the frequency at which
the radius of the sweet spot (as determined by some threshold in
the normalized radial error) becomes smaller than the radius of
the average human head (given in [4] as 8.9 cm). As the order of
ambisonic reproduction increases, so will this frequency, as shown
in the bottom portion of Fig. 3, for several different thresholds of
normalized radial eITor. Thus, as higher spherical components are
added to the reconstruction, higher frequencies are reconstructed
accurately at the two ears.

(14)

where Wl is the gain of the lth loudspeaker radiating sound from a
position denoted by the vector Ul from the loudspeaker's position
to the center of the a1Tay. The magnitude of the vector, rE, repre
sents the concentration of source energy in the desired direction,
and thus the accuracy of high-frequency localization from that di
rection. In order to maximize this value, one can apply correcting
gains (go, gl, ... , gN) to each order of spherical harmonics (i.e. to
the right side of Eq. 12.) Methods for calculating the correcting
gains are given in [3]. This is known as max-rE decoding.

4.4. Binaural Cue Analysis

The localization accuracy of different decoding schemes can be
examined using a model of the auditory system used previously in
[IS] to evaluate the localization of various stereo recording tech
niques. The auditory periphery is simulated with Head-Related
Transfer Functions (HRTFs). The behavior of the basilar mem
brane and the hair cells is simulated with a gamrnatone filter bank
with 72 bands and half-wave rectification. lTD analysis is per
formed using an interaural cross-coITelation in each frequency band.
ILD analysis is performed using an array of excitation/inhibition
(EI) cells. This model allows for the creation of maps that COITe-
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late lTD and ILD values (expressed in milliseconds and decibels,
respectively) with azimuthal directions.

This allows for another way to evaluate the accuracy of am
bisonic reproduction - by calculating errors in the lTD and ILD
cues rather than errors in the reproduced wavefield, as detailed ear
lier. First, the spherical harmonic signals are decoded to a virtual
24-channel horizontal loudspeaker array (with equiangular spac
ing, putting each channel 15 degrees apart in azimuth from its
neighbors.) The signals reaching each ear are obtained by con
volving the loudspeaker feeds with the appropriate HRTFs and
summing over all loudspeakers. Plane waves can then be simu
lated from a variety of directions, and the lTD and ILD cues can
be compared to the natural condition.

From these maps we can then look at average binaural cue er
ror as a function of frequency by averaging over azimuthal angles
and also over a number of different HRTF catalogs, as measured in
[16]. This is shown in Fig. 4 for 1st through 7th order ambisonic
rendering. The dotted lines indicate the average error across all
frequency bands. The results are in line with what we would ex
pect from an analysis of the wavefields:

I. Cue errors are less at lower frequencies

2. The higher the order, the higher the frequency at which sig
nificant cue errors occur

3. The higher the order, the lower the average cue error across
all frequency bands

5. BAND-SPLITTING FILTERS

As discussed in the previous section, it is possible to achieve more
perceptually accurate decoding by using basic decoding in lower
frequencies and max-rE decoding in higher frequencies. This ne
cessitates a crossover network to transition between the different
decoding schemes. One popular crossover is the Linkwitz-Riley
(LR) crossover [17]. A second-order LR crossover is formed from
cascading two first-order Butterworth filters, a fourth-order LR
crossover from two second-order Butterworth filters, etc. The ben
efit of the LR crossover is that the low- and high-pass portions
are phase-matched, and the magnitude of each portion is -6 dB at
the crossover frequency, leading to a unity gain for the sum. The
rolloff is equal to 6 dB per octave multiplied by the order.

Depending on the characteristics of the particular systems be
ing used, one might want to decode the signals in three or more
bands, requiring multiple crossovers. Putting two crossovers too
close to one another in frequency results in a summed signal whose
magnitude deviates noticeably from unity gain. These problems
can be avoided by placing crossovers far enough apart in frequency
so that the magnitudes of the low-pass and high-pass components
are equal at a maximum value of -20 dB.

6. PROCESSING MEASURED SOUNDFIELDS FOR
PLAYBACK

In this section, four hypothetical spherical microphone arrays are
considered: two 16-channel and two 64-channel rigid spherical ar
rays, each set with radii of 2.5 and 5 em. These arrays utilize a
nearly-uniform sampling scheme, with the positions of the sen
sors given in [18]. Therefore, the 16-channel arrays are capable
of decomposing the spherical harmonics up to third order, the 64
channel arrays up to seventh order.
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Fig. 5 shows the White Noise Gain thresholds (the lower line
corresponding to a WNG value of -30 dB, the upper to -20 dB) and
aliasing frequencies, plotted together with the thresholds for tran
sitioning from basic to max-rE decoding. (Note that the decoding
thresholds are based on the size of a typical human head, and thus
are not affected by the properties of the microphone array.) Over
laid on these plots are the decoding schemes chosen based on the
principles outlined previously, namely:

1. Do not utilize spherical harmonic components below a WNG
of -20 to -30 dB

2. Do not decode above the spherical harmonic aliasing fre
quency

3. Use max-rE decoding at frequencies above which the nor
malized radial error reaches -10 to -20 dB

4. Separate multiple crossovers by at least 20 dB.

As before, where we compared different orders of ambison
ics, we can evaluate the accuracy of the lTD and ILD cues of these
various decoding schemes (of "mixed" order) across multiple fre
quency bands, as shown in Fig. 6 (with the plots of Ist and 5th
order ambisonics shown for reference). The average errors across
all frequency bands shown in Table I.

Table 1: Average lTD and lLD cue error and aliasing frequency
for each spherical microphone array.

Avg.lTD Avg.ILD Aliasmg
Array error (ms) error (dB) Frequency (Hz)

a=2.5 em, Q=16 0.24 4.3 6551
a=5 em, Q=16 0.21 4.1 3275

a=2.5 em, Q=64 0.20 4.1 15285
a=5 em, Q=64 0.17 3.8 7643

There are two main points that we can gather from Fig. 6. The
first is that increasing the number of channels for a spherical mi
crophone array of a given radius is a "win-win" scenario: higher
spherical harmonic orders become available, the WNG threshold
frequencies for lower orders are pushed lower in frequency, and
the aliasing frequency moves higher, yielding a wider frequency
range for reconstruction. Thus, we see improvements in both lo
calization accuracy and bandwidth. Of course, increasing the num
ber of channels will increase the cost and complexity of building
the array. In addition, going from a 3rd order to a 7th order micro
phone array does not yield the same gains in localization accuracy
as moving from 3rd order to 7th order ambisonic reproduction of
a simulated soundfield, as the highest order components are some
times available for only I or 2 octaves before encountering the
aliasing frequency.

Increasing the spherical array radius, however, involves a trade
off. On the positive side, the WNG thresholds move lower, mak
ing higher order spherical harmonic components available at lower
frequencies. However, the aliasing frequency also moves lower,
meaning that we are trading localization accuracy for bandwidth.

7. CONCLUSION

The common basis in spherical harmonics makes ambisonics a nat
ural fit for reproducing soundfields measured with spherical mi
crophone arrays. Incorporating higher order spherical harmonic
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Figure 4: lTD and ILD error by frequency band for 1st through 7th order ambisonics, with average error over all frequency bands shown
by the dotted lines.

components offers the opportunity for more precise localization,
but at the same time introduces complexities at both the recording
stage and the playback stage that need to be dealt with. The goal of
this paper is to illuminate the sources of those issues and develop
a framework to resolve them, particularly with respect to auditory
perception.
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ABSTRACT

As an individualized alternative to traditional artificial heads, indi
vidual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) can be synthesized
with a microphone array and digital filtering. This strategy is re
ferred to as "virtual artificial head" (YAH). The YAH filter coeffi
cients are calculated by incorporating regularization to account for
small errors in the characteristics and/or the position of the micro
phones. A common way to increase robustness is to impose a so
called white noise gain (WNG) constraint. The higher the WNG,
the more robust the HRTF synthesis will be. On the other hand,
this comes at the cost of decreasing the synthesis accuracy for the
given sample of the HRTF set in question. Thus, a compromise be
tween robustness and accuracy must be found, which furthermore
depends on the used setup (sensor noise, mechanical stability etc.).
In this study, different WNG are evaluated perceptually by four ex
pert listeners for two different microphone arrays. The aim of the
study is to find microphone array-dependent WNG regions which
result in appropriate perceptual performances. It turns out that the
perceptually optimal WNG varies with the microphone array, de
pending on the sensor noise and mechanical stability but also on
the individual HRTFs and preferences. These results may be used
to optimize VAH regularization strategies with respect to micro
phone characteristics, in particular self noise and stability.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to take into account spatial cues within a binaural repro
duction, the use of so-called artificial heads, which are a replica
of real human heads and pinnae, is common practice today. By
this means the signals at the ears receive characteristic spatial in
formation, which encompasses interaural time and level differ
ence cues, but also spectral cues due to the shape of the pinna,
for instance. Disadvantageously, artificial heads are inherently
bound to non-individual (average) anthropometric geometries and
are most often implemented as bulky devices. Alternatively, the in
dividual frequency-dependent directivity patterns of a human head
(HRTFs) can be synthesized with a microphone array and digital

* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
mail: eugen.rasumow@jade-hs.de
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filtering (cf, [I], [2], [3], [4] and [5]), which will be referred to as
a virtual artificial head (YAH). A VAH is more flexible than real
artificial heads, since, e.g., the filters can be adjusted post-hoc to
match any individual sets of HRTFs. In contrast to approaches
in the spherical harmonics domain (i.e. applying spherical har
monics decomposition, optimization and re-synthesis, cf. [3] and
[6]), the YAH re-synthesis in this study is optimjzed in the fre
quency domain for discrete directions in the horizontal plane only,
assuming the intermediate directions to be inherently interpolated
by the YAH. One advantage of this approach is that much fewer
microphones are needed in comparison to e.g. spherical harmon
ics based approaches (cf. [7] and [8]). The individual filter co
efficients can be calculated by optimizing various cost functions,
where a least square cost function is known to yield appropriate
perceptual results (cf. [5]) and is thus used in this study (cf. sec
tion 2). The robustness of the filter coefficients is usually assured
by imposing a constraint on the so-called white noise gain (WNG),
in order to consider small deviations of the microphone character
istics and/or positions (cf. [4]). By doing so, the robustness of the
filter coefficients increases with higher WNG while the accuracy
decreases at the same time for a given HRTF set and vice versa
(cf. Figure 1). Thus, it seems reasonable to find a compromise
in the regularization, where the perceptual appraisal of a HRTF re
synthesis using the YAH is assessed best as a function of the WNG.
Two microphone arrays (cf. Figure 2) were applied in this study.
These arrays enabled the use of measured steering vectors (as op
posed to the application of analytical steering vectors in cf. [3], [4]
or [6]) and to re-synthesize individual ear signals by individually
recalculating pre-recorded signals.

2. REGULARIZED LEAST SQUARES COST FUNCTION

Consider the desired directivity pattern D(w, G) as a function of
frequency wand discrete azimuthal angles G, as well as the N xl
steering vector d(w, G) which represent the frequency- and direc
tion-dependent transfer functions between the source and the N
microphones. Then the re-synthesized directivity pattern of the
YAH H(w, G) for one particular set of steering vectors d(w, G)
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can be expressed as l in the cost function

p

JLs(w(w)) = L IwH(w)d(w, 8) - D(w, 8)1
2

(2)
8=1

WNG ( ) = 10.1 (wH(w)Qrn(w) W(w)) with
m W og10 WH(W)TIN w(w) ,

1 p

Qrn(W) = p L d(w, 8)dH (w, 8) (3)
8=1

Here, the N x 1 vector w(w) contains the complex-valued filter co
efficients for each microphone per frequency wand a given set of
steering vectors d(w, 8).

In order to calculate the filter coefficients w(w) for the steering
vectors d(w, 8), one may employ a narrowband least squares cost
function J LS, being the sum over P directions of the squared abso
lute differences between H(w, 8) and D(w, 8) that is to be mini
mized, i.e.

In this study, filters were optimized to represent individual HRTFs
measured in the horizontal plane with an equidistant angular spac
ing of 68 = 15°, resulting in P = 24 directions. A straightfor
ward minimization of Eq. 2, however, may result in non robust
filter coefficients w (w), where already small errors of the micro
phone positions and/or characteristics may cause huge errors of
the re-synthesized directivity patterns (cf. [4] and [9]) and which
may lead to a not desirable amplification of spatially uncorrelated
noise at the microphones. More robust filter coefficients can be ob
tained by imposing a constraint on the derived filter coefficients.
To this end, we propose a modified definition of the white noise
gain (WNGm ), given as

(7)

(6)

P

JLSp(W(W)) = L IwH(w)d(w, 8) - D(w, 8)1
2

8=1

+ ~ ( (WH(W)TINW(w)) - fJp10w (WH(W)Qrn(W) w(w)) ),

(4)

where ~ represents the Lagrange multiplier and fJpow = 10-&.
The closed form solution of JLs p (w (w)), yielding the regularized
filter coefficients w(w), is given by

w(w) = (Q(W)+~(TIN - _fJ1 .Qrn(W)))-I. a (w),
pow

with (5)
p

Q(w) = L d(w, 8)dH (w, 8) and
8=1

p

a(w) = L d(w,8) D*(w,8).
8=1

While the least squares solution of the cost function in Eq. 2 is
quite well known in literature (cf. [9], [5]), the regularization term
in Eq. 5 differs from usual regularization strategies, as for instance
known from diagonal loading (cf. [13]), Tikhonov-regularization
or similar regularization approaches (cf. [14]). The main differ
ence lies in the dependence of the regularization on the applied
steering vectors (Qrn (w)) and the desired WNGm fJ. However,
the presented regularization approaches the diagonal loading or
Tikhonov-regularization for very large fJpow (i.e., for the most
stringent regularization possible).
The optimal ~ to satisfy the desired WNG-constraint was chosen
iteratively. Analogous to the procedure in [5], ~ was increased
in steps of 6~ = 1~0 for each w until WNG m (w, ~) ?: fJ or
~max = 100 were reached (if existent at all, this only occurred at
very high frequencies).

(1)H(w, 8) = wH(w)d(w, 8).

-10

and TIN being the NxN-dimensional unity matrix. By doing so,
WNGm (w) relates the mean array gain in the measured acoustic
field (determined by Qrn (w) and w(w)) to the inner product of the
filter coefficients, i.e. to the array gain for spatially uncorrelated
noise at the microphones (ef. [10]). Usually, regarding beamform
ing applications the WNG is given for a certain direction (discrete
steering direction 8 0) only (cf. [11],[12] and [5]), whereas the
WNGm in Eq. 3 may be referred to as the mean WNG over all con
sidered directions 8. This modification of the WNG was applied
since a direction-dependent constraint (as is realized in the classi
cal WNG) would consequently yield a direction-dependent regu
larization, which is not desirable for a VAH re-synthesis. Hence,
the mean WNGm incorporating all associated directions is intro
duced in this study (Eq. 3). Positive WNGm represent an atten
uation of spatially uncorrelated noise, whereas negative WNGm

represent an amplification ([11]) relative to the mean array gain in
the measured acoustic field. We suggest to apply the constraint
WNGm (w) ?: fJ for regularization, where the gain fJ (in dB) has
to be chosen manually according to the expected error of the steer
ing vectors (cf. [4]). The combination of the least squares cost
function from Eq. 2 with the constraint incorporating Eq. 3 results

I In the following x H denotes the Hermitian transpose of x and x*
denotes the complex conjugate of x.

2.1. Influence ofthe WNG-constraint on the VAH re-syntheses

The accuracy of the VAH re-syntheses depends on the desired
HRTFs, the number of microphones, the topology of the micro
phone array, the cost function and also the applied Lagrangian

o
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Figure 1: Magnitude of the desired HRTF (8 = 90°) for the left
ear of subject 81 (black line) and VAH re-syntheses with various
WNGm (dashed lines) for array 2 as a function offrequency.
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multiplier p, (cf. Eq. 5). In general, the desired WNGm is ap
proached by gradually increasing p,. This in turn will cause in
creasing deviations of the re-syntheses from the desired HRTF.
The magnitude of the resulting p, is primarily determined by the
desired WNGm fl. Thus, the regularization yielding a desired
WNGm unavoidably causes distortions of the VAH re-syntheses
which may vary individually with the desired HRTFs and steering
vectors. This aspect is exemplarily depicted in Figure 1. On the
other hand, higher WNGm are associated with more robustness
regarding small changes of the microphone characteristics and/or
with a lower amplification of spatially uncorrelated noise at the
microphones.

3. MICROPHONE ARRAYS USED

The main goal of this study is to investigate the perceptually op
timal WNGm for different subjects, using different microphone
arrays. For this reason, the perceptual evaluation was made with
recordings using two open planar microphone arrays incorporating
different kinds of microphones and support structures but the same
number of microphones and an identical topology which was cho
sen according to [4]. The advantage of using open planar arrays
over rigid spheres or the like is the opportunity to realize vari
ous two-dimensional inter-microphone distances. By this means,
a mathematically motivated microphone topology according to [4]
was chosen, which is assumed to yield appropriate results regard
ing the accuracy and robustness of the re-syntheses.
The first microphone array (arraY1' left panel in Figure 2) con
sisted of 24 Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 microphones. The individual
microphones were mounted on a wooden plate using a solid wire
construction. Together with analog preamplifiers the sensor noise
of each single microphone signal was approximately 35 dB(A). No
absorbent material was used for the support structure of array l'

Figure 2: Two used microphone arrays with 24 KE-4 microphones
(arraY1' left) and 24 sensors composed of48 MEMS microphones
(array2' right) with the same planar microphone topology accord
ing to [4].

For the second array (arraY2)' micro-electromechanical system
(MEMS) microphones (Analog Devices ADMP 504 Ultralow Noise
Microphone) were used in an custom-made electrical circuit. Here,
each sensor is composed of two MEMS microphones. A composed
sensor yielded a sensor noise of approximately 27 dB (A), which is
quite low for this kind of microphones. The directivity of such a
composed sensor can be assumed to be negligible for frequencies
of interest (i.e. f :'S 16 kHz). For arraY2' 24 of these sensors
(consisting of 48 MEMS microphones) were mounted on a printed
circuit board (cf. right panel in Figure 2) with the same topology
as for arrayl' In order to reduce effects of standing waves be
tween the sensors and the board, array2 is covered with absorbent
material.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

4.1. Material

Prior to the experiment, individual HRTFs and headphone (AKG
K-240 Studio) transfer functions (HPTFs) were measured for four
subjects using the blocked ear method according to [15]. For mea
suring the HPTFs, subjects were instructed to reposition the head
phone ten times to various realistic carrying positions which suc
cessively yielded ten different individual HPTFs. The individual
HPTF resulting in the smallest dynamic range of its magnitude for
frequencies 300 Hz:::; f :::; 16000 Hz was inverted in the fre
quency domain and transformed into the time domain. The HRTFs
as well as the inverse HPTFs were implemented as finite impulse
response (FIR) filters with a filter length of 256 taps, correspond
ing to ~ 5.8 ms at a sampling frequency of fs = 44100 Hz. This
filter length was chosen to incorporate all aspects associated with
an appropriate binaural reproduction (cf. [16]). The individual
HRTFs as well as the steering vectors d(w, 8) for the two micro
phone arrays were measured in the horizontal plane with an angu
lar spacing of 15°. All HRTFs were smoothed in the frequency
and spatial domain prior to the VAH re-syntheses according to the
perceptual limits derived in [17]. Moreover, the associated impulse
responses of all measured steering vectors d(w, 8) were also trun
cated to a filter length of 256 taps in order to achieve smoother
transfer functions.

4.2. Test stimulus

As to cover a wide frequency range and simultaneously to in
clude temporal cues, the test stimulus for perceptual evaluation
consisted of 3 short bursts of pink noise filtered with an eighth
order bandpass with the cutoff frequencies of flow = 300 Hz and
fhi = 16000 Hz. The lower bandwidth limitation of the test stim
ulus flow was chosen due to the limits of the loudspeakers used.
However, since the influence of varying the WNGm is primarily
evident for frequencies f 2': 3 kHz (cf. Figure 1) it seems rea
sonable to assume that this limitation does not have a significant
influence on the perceptual evaluations. Each noise burst lasted
~ s with 0.01 s onset-offset ramps followed by silence of i s. This
test stimulus was intended to facilitate the evaluation of spectral
deviations, temporal dispersion but also the influence of the sen
sor noise. The presented stimuli were calibrated with a G.R.A.S.
type 43AA artificial ear to have 70 dB SPL for the frontal direction
8 = 0°.

4.3. Methods

A listening test was carried out with four experienced listeners
(two of them are authors of this article). The subjects were in
structed to rate four different aspects (localization, sensor noise,
overall performance and spectral coloration, cf. section 4.3.1) of a
test presentation with respect to the reference presentation (binau
ral reproduction with original individual HRTFs and HPTFs). The
quality of the reference setting (representing desirable re-syntheses)
has a major effect on the evaluations. Thus it needed to be assured
that the individual binaural reproductions incorporated all essential
individual spatial characteristics. For this reason, the individual
binaural reproductions used in the reference setting were played to
the subjects before the experimental procedure in a preliminary lis
tening test. All subjects were able to perceive the presented stimuli
outside the head and correctly assigned the corresponding direc
tions in the horizontal plane.
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S. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - PERCEPTUAL
EVALUATION

Although means and standard deviations were used for illustrating
the evaluations in Figs. 3 and 4 (for increased clarity), a non para
metric statistical test was applied. The Friedman test was applied
to analyze whether the evaluations for at least one of the tested
WNGm (for a fixed direction, array and assessed aspect) was con
siderably different than the evaluations for the other WNG m . A
sufficiently small p-value indicated an effect of the WNGm on
the evaluations. The p-values for the assessed aspects (separate
boxes), the applied arrays (columns) and directions (rows) are given
in Table I. The p-values for conditions indicating a significant ef
fect of the WNGm on the perceptual evaluations (considering the
Bonferroni correction for 24 repeated tests, a p-value of p ::; °2~5

is assumed to indicate a significant effect of the WNG m ) are de
picted as bold numbers. However, due to the rather small num
ber of subjects and the presumably low test power, the p-values
in Table I may primarily be used to highlight tendencies of all
evaluations for fixed conditions without postulating any statistical
(in)significances for the effect of the WNGm •

In sum, it emerges that the tested WNGm mainly seem to have an
effect on the evaluations for array1 with regard to sensor noise and
coloration. The evaluations regarding localization seem primarily
to be affected by the WNGm for 8 = 90° and both arrays. The
evaluations regarding the overall performance seem to be affected
by the WNGm mainly for array 1 and 8 = 90°.

Table 1: p-values (rounded to 3 digits) according to the Fried
man test regarding localization, overall performance, sensor noise
and coloration for the three tested directions separately. p-va1ues
indicating significantly different evaluations when varying the
WNGm (p< °2~5 = 0.0021) are depicted as bold numbers.

The mean and the standard deviations (over three randomized pre
sentations) of all individual evaluations are depicted in Figure 3 as
functions of the WNGm on the x-axis with the assessed aspects
separated in rows, the directions 8 separated in columns and the
color indicating the subjects. The average performance (means
and standard deviations over subject) is depicted in Figure 4, with
the color indicating the assessed aspects (see legend).
In general, the perceptual evaluations and their variation within re
peated trials in Figure 3 (standard deviation depicted as error bars)
seem to depend on the direction of incidence 8 and the used mi
crophone array, but as well on the subject. This is an effect of
individual preferences with individual internal scales and was to
be expected according to analogous studies (cf. [5]). In order to
analyze potential preferences regarding the WNGm for the appli
cation of a VAH, primarily the relative tendencies of intra- and
inter-individual perceptual evaluations depending on the WNG m

are focused on.

-

localization array1 arraY2 overall array 1 arraY2
8 _ 0° 0.164 0.445 8 = 0° 0.341 0.081

8 = 90° 0.004 0.006 8 = 90° 0.000 0.129
8 = 225° 0.147 0.933 8 = 225° 0.109 0.188

sensor noise array1 arraY2 coloration array 1 arraY2
8 _ 0° 0.004 0.049 8 _ 0° 0.035 0.578

8 = 90° 0.000 0.340 8 = 90° 0.000 0.827
8 = 225° 0.000 0.079 8 = 225° 0.015 0.319

• spectral coloration: Subjects were instructed to evaluate the
perceived spectral coloration without evaluating the poten
tial deviations of localization or other cues.

4.3.1. Assessed aspects

The subjects were instructed to evaluate the quality of the test set
ting with respect to reference setting for four chosen aspects which
are assumed to be significant for appropriate VAH re-syntheses:

• sensor noise: Subjects were instructed to evaluate the per
ceived sensor noise which was primarily apparent in the
temporal pauses of the test stimulus.

• overall performance: The evaluation of the perceived over
all performance incorporated all feasible aspects depending
on the taste and preferences of the individual subject.

• localization: The evaluation of localization incorporated the
perceived angle of incidence (azimuth and elevation) and
the perceived distance in combination.

Prior to the listening tests, the steering vectors were measured and
the test stimuli were recorded using the two microphone arrays (cf.
section 3) in an anechoic chamber. Furthermore, the individual
VAH filters were optimized to re-synthesize the individual HRTFs
in the horizontal plane with an angular spacing of Do8 = 15°.
In the test condition, the sum of the filtered stimuli (represent
ing the re-synthesized ear signals, cf. Eq.1) was also filtered with
the inverse HPTF filters (same procedure as in the reference set
ting) and played to the subject via headphones. In both conditions,
the stimuli were played back in an infinite loop with the possibil
ity to switch between the reference- and test condition or to stop
the playback. To limit the number of experiments to a manage
able amount, three directions in the horizontal plane were chosen
for evaluation with azimuth angles 8 = 0° (front), 8 = 90°
(left) and 8 = 225° (back right) and the WNGm was one of
WNGm(w) =-9 dB, -6 dB, -3 dB or 0 dB for all w. These pres
elected WNGm were assumed to roughly cover the area with the
best suited WNGm based on previous preliminary tests.

The three tested azimuthal directions 8, the two microphone ar
rays as well as the four WNGm were varied in randomized or
der within one experimental run with three random presentations
(retest) for each condition. The true identities of the signals in the
reference and test setting were hidden to the subjects. In sum, 216
conditions (presented signal pairs) were evaluated by each sub
ject, whereas one of the tested parameters (impact of various cali
bration strategies) was eliminated from the analysis in this article
in hindsight. Hence, 3 directions x 2 arrays x 3 presentations x
4 WNGm = 72 individual evaluations (of a total of originally
216 individually gathered evaluations) will be analyzed and dis
cussed in section 5 and 6. Within each condition, subjects were
able to switch between the reference and the test setting arbitrar
ily. The entire experiment was performed applying an English cat
egory scale, ranging between bad, poor, fair, good and excellent
with four intermediate undeclared steps (cf. [5]). Each session
lasted approximately 120-180 minutes, where subjects were able
to subdivide the session arbitrarily and to do as many breaks as
they wanted. Prior to the evaluation each subject had time for fa
miliarization with the various reference and test conditions.
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Figure 3: Perceptual evaluations for array 1 (left block) and array2 (right block). The aspects of evaluation are aligned in separate rows
(first row: overall performance, second row: localization, third row: sensor noise and fourth row: spectral coloration) and the direction of
arrival 8 is aligned in three columns (8 = 90° in the leji column, 8 = 0° in the middle column and 8 = 225° in the right column). The
individual evaluations (mean and standard deviation over three randomized presentations) are depicted as a function of the WNG m in dB.
The colors and markers indicate the four subjects (81, 82 , 83 and 84 ).

5.1. Localization 5.2. Sensor noise

In general, all subjects concordantly reported the localization in
the horizontal plane to be re-synthesized well by the VAH. How
ever, the aspect localization was also used to evaluate the perceived
distance of the sound source (cf. section 4.3.1). The perception
of distance may vary noticeably when interaural level differences
from lateral directions are not re-synthesized accurately. This may
be a possible explanation for the better evaluations for 8 = 0°,
which is especially evident for subject 81 and 82 (cf. Figure 3).

For subject 83 , the evaluations with regard to localization vary
hardly with the tested WNGm nor with the array. The p-values
from Table 1 indicate the most notable effect of the WNGm on
the evaluations with regard to localization for 8 = 90° with both
arrays. This aspect is also apparent in the averaged evaluations (cf.
Figure 4) for arrayl' where the evaluations decrease for higher
WNGm. However, there does not seem to be such an unambigu
ous tendency for the evaluations with array2 and 8 = 90°. More
over, the averaged evaluations seem also to decrease slightly with
increasing WNGm for 8 = 225° and arrayl' This slight effect is
concordantly associated with a relatively higher p-value from the
Friedman test (p=0.147), as well indicating a less notable effect of
the tested WNGm.

In sum, the evaluations of localization seems to decrease with
higher WNGm using array 1 and are approximately constant or
do not vary in a clearly interpretable way for array2'

The evaluations with regard to the perceived sensor noise for array 1

are considerably different from the evaluations for arraY2' Espe
cially for lower WNGm (WNGm ::; -3 dB), the sensor noise for
array 1 is evaluated worse compared to the evaluations for array2'
The evaluations improve with increasing WNGm, especially for
subjects 81 and 84 where the evaluations for WNGm=O dB and
array! are approximately in the range of the evaluations for array2'
The evaluations for arraY2 vary much less with the WNG rn , re
sulting for subjects 81 and 84 in variations of approximately the
amount of their standard deviations (over randomized presenta
tions). This effect is also represented by the associated p-values,
with relatively small p-values (p::; 0.004) for all directions 8 and
array! and rather high p-values (P2': 0.049) for all directions 8
and arraY2' On the other hand, there also seems to be a slight
trend towards better evaluations for higher WNGm with arraY2'
with the worst evaluations for the lowest WNG rn of -9 dB (in the
averaged evaluations in Figure 4 as well as for subject 82 and 83

and 8 = 225° in Figure 3). This indicates that sensor noise is
not negligible for all subjects even with arraY2' However, the av
eraged evaluations in Fig. 4 as well as the associated p-values in
Table 1 indicate that the gathered evaluations vary much less with
the tested WNGm when using array2 compared to array 1 .

In sum, the perceptually optimal WNG rn with regard to sensor
noise seems to vary with the used microphone array and its inher
ent sensor noise. The evaluations of the sensor noise (if detectable)
seem generally to enhance with higher WNG rn , which was to be
expected.
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Figure 4: Perceptual evaluations averaged over all subjects for the arraY1 (left block) and arraY2 (right block) are depicted as the mean
and the standard deviation for the four aspects to be evaluated (localization, overall performance, sensor noise and coloration).

5.3. Overall performance

The largest variations of the evaluations with regard to overall per
formance can be observed across different subjects, while the eval
uations remain rather constant over different WNGm , especially
for subject 83 with both microphone arrays. However, there seems
to be a slight trend to worse evaluations for higher WNGm using
arraYl (cf. e = 90° and e = 225°) as well as for the lowest
WNGm of -9 dB (presumably due to the more disturbing sensor
noise). This trend is also apparent from the averaged performance
using arraYl in Figure 4, with the Friedman test indicating the
largest effect of the WNGm for e = 90°.
The evaluations vary less clearly with the WNGm for arraY2'
There, the best evaluations were mostly observed at higher WNGm

(cf. 81, e = 225° and 82, e = 0°) and worsened slightly for the
lowest WNGm (cf. Figure 4). In general, the evaluations with
regard to overall performance seem to be correlated to the eval
uations with regard to spectral coloration (cf. section 5.4), again
emphasizing the relevance of spectral coloration for the evalua
tion of a binaural re-synthesis with respect to a reference con
dition. Furthermore, comparing the averaged evaluations of the
overall performance for both microphone arrays (cf. Figure 4) at
higher WNGm , the evaluations seem better for arraY2 compared
to arrayl' This aspect is assumed to be a consequence of the lower
inherent sensor noise of arraY2: Typically, the Lagrangian multi
plier J.i is lower for lower desired WNGm . To achieve a desired

16 -arraY1 - WNGm= 0 dB

14 ---arraY1- WNGm=-6 dB

12 -arraY2 - WNGm= 0 dB

---arraY2 - WNGm=-6 dB
10f-~-=----"------'

8

6

4

2

Figure 5: Exemplary course of the Lagrangian multiplier J.i (cf
Eq. 5)for array1 and arraY2 (blue and red lines, respectively) and
WNGm of 0 dB and -6 dB (solid and dashed lines, respectively)
as a function offrequency of the left-ear re-synthesis for 8 1 .

WNGm , the required J.i is usually lower (empirical observation)
for array2 compared to array l' cf. Figure 5. Although not shown
here, this tendency has also been observed for the other subjects
and WNGm . A possible explanation could be that J.i needs to be
enlarged more in order to counteract the higher inherent sensor
noise of array1 (resulting in larger random errors on the measured
steering vectors) in comparison to arraY2' Considering that the
accuracy of a re-synthesis decreases with larger J.i, the higher in
herent sensor noise of array1 may therefore be a reasonable expla
nation for a worse accuracy of the re-syntheses and subsequently
for the worse evaluations at WNG m 2: -3 dB.
In sum, the evaluations with regard to overall performance seem
best for WNGm =-6 dB and WNGm =-3 dB when using arraY1
and for WNGm 2:=-6 dB when using arraY2'

5.4. Spectral coloration

The evaluations with regard to spectral coloration seem to differ
considerably for the four subjects. This phenomenon may be partly
explained by the fact that the perception and evaluation of spectral
coloration is influenced by the perceived localization and the in
teraction with the perceived sensor noise. This may introduce a
certain degree of interpretation to assess this aspect. Furthermore,
subjects have individual internal scales and assess individually.
This is primarily evident when comparing the evaluations of sub
ject 82 and 83 , for instance. The evaluations of subject 83 vary
roughly between good and excellent while the evaluations of sub
ject 82 vary roughly between fair and poor, representing the most
negative evaluations of this study.
In general, slightly better evaluations are evident for the frontal
direction e = 0° compared with the lateral directions. The av
eraged evaluations in Figure 4 as well as the p-values in Table 1
indicate that the evaluations for arraY1 vary considerably across
the tested WNGm for all tested directions e with decreasing av
eraged evaluations for higher WNGm in Figure 4. This tendency
does, however, not hold for arraY2' with its p-values being rel
atively high (p2: 0.319) for all directions. This array-dependent
difference of evaluations may be explained by the differently sized
Lagrangian multipliers J.i for the two applied arrays (cf. Figure 5
and the discussion in section 5.3).
In sum, the evaluations of the perceived spectral coloration seem
to vary with subjects and also with the used microphone arrays.
Higher WNGm seem to distort the perception of spectral col
oration for array l' On the other hand, the evaluations with regard
to spectral coloration do not seem to vary considerably with the
tested WNGm when using arraY2'
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this work the effect of regularization on the appraisal of bin
aural reproduction was investigated. Firstly, we introduced an al
ternative definition of a WNG-criterion, which is better suited to
re-synthesize HRTFs using microphone arrays.
Secondly, the evaluation of the perceived sensor noise (if notice
able) seems to improve considerably with increasing WNGm , where
as the explicit presence of sensor noise (primarily at lower WNGm

with arraYl) does not consistently seem to deteriorate the overall
performance. This latter observation may be due to the chosen
test paradigm - it is conceivable that noise is more disturbing in
other scenarios, e.g. when listening to music recordings. Further
more, the higher sensor noise of array 1 seems also to have caused
worse evaluations with regard to localization, coloration and over
all performance for WNGm 2: -3 dB. This phenomenon may
be explained by the empirically higher Lagrangian multipliers f.L
that were required for arraYl to comply with a fixed WNGm (cf.
section 5.3).
The best compromise with regard to all assessed aspects and the
associated robustness can be found at WNGm of -6 dB and -3 dB
for arraYl and at the highest of the tested WNGm of 0 dB for
arraY2'
In general, the obtained evaluations confirm the validity of re
synthesizing HRTFs using microphone arrays in conjunction with
individually suited WNGm . There is still room for improvement
for the calculation and regularization of the filter coefficients, es
pecially with regard to spectral coloration. Thus, one next step
may be to elaborate a more appropriate and frequency-dependent
regularization method.
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2. ROOMS ACOUSTICS, EARLYILATE REFLECTIONS
AND MIXING TIME

Finite-Time-Differences (FDTD), but they suffer from high nu
merical demands on computation power and are thus hardly ap
plicable for normal to larger rooms or broadband simulations in
cluding higher frequencies. Recent approaches used a combined
wave and ray based simulation method, which calculates the lower
end (e.g. below the Schroeder frequency) using the FEM [10].
Geometrically based simulations, such as the described RT or IS
methods have, on the other hand, highly developed representatives
that already realize real-time capabilities [11].

The room impulse response can be divided into an early part which
is dominated by distinct strong early reflections and a late part
that mainly consists of reflections which have been reflected and
scattered several times, so that they thoroughly overlap due to in
creased reflection density over time and the broadening of the im
pulses with higher reflection orders. Many attempts have been
made to define the transition time between these two parts on a
physical basis, but recent conclusions show that physical mixing
does not explain diffusion and does not define the moment when
a sound field turns diffuse [12]. It is in question if a perfectly dif
fuse reverberation exists at all in a real room. As the motivation
for the separation of the impulse response is based on a psychoa
coustic effect, it can be concluded that the human auditory system
is not able to distinguish single reflections anymore as from a cer
tain reflection density, a consensus in literature [13, 14]. Thus the
transition time can still be determined in perceptual investigations,
of which many have been conducted in the recent years. Unfortu
nately, most of them were restricted to only one room [13, 14], so
that generalized conclusions cannot be drawn.

A detailed comprehensive overview of physical predictors for
the estimation of the transition time as well as their evaluation on
a perceptual basis can be found in a recent publication by Lin
dau [15]. The investigated predictors comprised model based ones
(deriving the transition time from room parameters such as volume
and mean free path length) as well as impulse response based ones
(analyzing the time domain impulse response).

Shoebox shaped rooms usually have longer mixing times, due
to their long unobstructed path length and regular shape. For these
enclosures, Lindau found a transition time t m , proportional to the
mean free path length, with

ABSTRACT

Popular room acoustic simulations use hybrid models for pre
cise calculation of the early specular reflections and stochastic al
gorithms for the late diffuse decay. Splitting the impulse response
into early and late parts is also psychoacoustically reasonable. The
early part is responsible for the localization and the spatial and
spectral perception of sources, which makes the correct reproduc
tion of its time-frequency structure important. In contrast the later
part is responsible for the sense of spaciousness and envelopment,
properties related to the room and its diffuse decay.

Nevertheless, in auralization systems the reproduction of the
whole impulse response is done through the same reproduction
system and method, even though there are systems better suited to
coherent reproduction (important for the early arrivals of an im
pulse response) and others better suited for the reproduction of
incoherent fields (the reverberant tail of an impulse response).

A hybrid approach is presented which uses one common loud
speaker system for the simultaneous rendering of different repro
duction methods. A method with strong localization cues such as
binaural via crosstalk cancellation or VBAP is used for the direct
sound and early reflections, while a method with higher immersion
and envelopment such as Ambisonics is used for the diffuse decay.

1. INTRODUCTION

The challenge of generating high quality artificial reverberation
has been dealt with since the late 1950's with many studies and
publications. Important insights about properties of a room im
pulse response were already derived, e.g. by Schroeder in 1954
[1]. Whilst this was mostly constrained to theoretical thoughts,
early work in the field of artificial reverberation based on simple
analogue feedback loops. The main goal in these times aimed at
producing natural sounding reverberation [2]. Only after the intro
duction of the first computational algorithms for the estimation of
real reflections, already known algorithms such as ray tracing (RT)
and the image source method (ISM) were applied in acoustics by
Krokstad in 1968 [3] and Allen and Berkley in 1979 [4]. From
then on the focus shifted towards the replication of real and com
plex shaped rooms. Nevertheless, due to the high computational
demand, it was not until 1984 that Borish [5] extended the popular
image source model to arbitrary polyhedra. Until today, the com
bination of these two models in hybrid algorithms mark the state
of-the-art in room acoustics simulation and auralization techniques
[6, 7, 8, 9], although more accurate approaches for the estimation
of sound propagation in rooms are known. They base on Finite
Element-Methods (FEM), Boundary-Element-Methods (BEM) or
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V being the room volume and S the room's surface area. Ab
sorption and reverberation time were not found to have significant
influence.

Regarding the IS model for prediction of early reflections, we
find that the time range in an impulse response that is covered by
a constant order of image sources is proportional to the mean free
path length, just as the transition time t m itself, as proposed by
Lindau. This concludes to the necessary image source order DIS

being a constant factor between mean free travel time t = 4V / cS
(c: speed of sound) and transition time tm :

Figure 2: Visualization of modeled reflections in a concert hall.
Early reflections are constructed using the Image Source method
(left) while late reverberation is modeled using ray tracing (right).

(2)

3. ROOM AURALIZATIONS USING SPATIAL 3D SOUND
REPRODUCTION

Figure 1: Left: Perceptual and physical division of the room im
pulse response. Right: Relation of specularly and diffusely re
flected sound in a typical room{l6].

Scattered reflections in the early part und all reflections after
the image sources cut-off time (which should at least cover the
mixing time) are then calculated using the ray tracing technique
which calculates the temporal energy envelopes for each frequency
band. The reflection modeling of image sources (IS) and RT are
illustrated in Figure 2.

of time and direction of arrival and frequency spectrum. Due to
the precedence effect, the direct sound has a major influence on
the localization of a source and the early reflections will affect
the perceived source width. The reproduction system has to make
sure that localization is as natural as possible, including exact com
pliance with frequency-dependent interaural level and time differ
ences [17].

The point of full three-dimensionality is missed in many spa
tial reproduction techniques. A 3D reproduction should include
not only horizontally distributed sources, but also the incidence
from elevated angles and near field effects for sources that are
close to the head of the listener [18]. Even large and expensive
wave-field synthesis (WFS) systems mostly do not provide height
information. More commonly used and more affordable systems
such as vector-base amplitude panning (VBAP) and Ambisonics
can theoretically reproduce elevated sources, but there are only few
implementations that support realistic distance perception. VBAP
has no support for close-by sources and Ambisonics only in near
field compensated higher-order ambisonics (NFC-HOA) setups [19].

A popular method to reproduce binaural signals is the crosstalk
cancellation (CTC) [20], also called transaural in some publica
tions. It uses a regular loudspeaker system, with only two speak
ers required, and takes advantage of wave interference to achieve
a sufficient channel separation between the left and right ear of
the listener. The main drawback of this system is the requirement
to accurately know the current position of the user, which is typ
ically solved using a tracking system and continuous adaption of
the CTC filters [21]. Thus, this technique is often found in virtual
reality systems, when the user is already tracked for interaction or
3D visualization [22].

Regarding this, binaural technology has a lot of advantages in
3D rendering, being very close to the way how the human ear per
ceives sound in nature. But as a major disadvantage it is difficult
to reproduce binaural cues using loudspeakers. Using headphones
on the other hand is not only problematic in terms of comfort and
extemalization, but also usually not able to impart the feeling of
envelopment in diffuse sound fields. Additional problems such
as the necessity to compensate for individual headphone transfer
functions accrue.

(3)
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To estimate the necessary image source order, the additional
12 ms in the transition time formula will be neglected in favor of
a full additional order of image sources, which is a valid approx
imation for even small rooms with at least 4 m of mean free path
length. Including this simplification, the necessary image sources
order can be estimated independently of reverberation time, vol
ume or absorption to DIs,min, with:

It can be concluded that for rooms, as selected by Lindau,
which had shoebox shape and volumes in a wide range from 182m3

up to 8500m3
, each with varied mean absorption, a general mini

mum IS order can be defined that results to three. After this third
reflection, the sound field can be expected to be mostly mixing,
uniform and isotropic, yielding a diffuse late reverberation. Sim
ilar observations were found by Kuttruff [16] when he analyzed
the contributions of specular und diffuse energy in a room impulse
response (RIR), as shown in Figure 1.

To provide immersive auralizations the simulation results are pro
cessed so that they can be reproduced over headphones or loud
speakers. On the reproduction side it is important to remember
the psychoacoustic motivation of the separation of components in
the room impulse response. Early reflections and especially the
direct sound have to be reproduced with highest precision in terms

Guastavino et al. [23] compared different reproduction tech
niques (CTC, Ambisonics, Panning) and came to similar results as
described above and summarized in Table 1 (with additional com
ments by this author). It can be concluded that the reproduction
method must also account for the psychoacoustics that define our
hearing in rooms.
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Table I: Comparison ofdifferent reproduction techniques, as pub
lished by Guastavino [23Jwith additional comments.

Method Advantages Drawbacks

Binaural CTC Precise localization, Poor realism, lack of
good readability, near immer-

field sources sian/envelopment,
needs individual HRTF

Ambisonics Strong immersion and Poor
envelopment localization/readability

Stereo Panning Precise localization Lack of immer-
sion/envelopment

4. HYBRID REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS

The idea to combine different systems for a separated reproduction
of direct sound and reverberation was first mentioned in the Am
biophonics group in the early 1980s, mainly supported by Glas
gal, Farina and Miller [24]. Their approach proposed a crosstalk
canceled stereo-dipole playback for a wider stereo image and op
tional additional ambience speakers fed by the original signal con
volved with an IR of a hall or similar reverberant space. The idea
mainly aimed at an advanced reproduction of commercially avail
able stereo recordings that were performed with certain popular
microphone arrangements, such as ORTF or MIS, but the group
also proposed their own microphone methodology and called it
Ambiophone: two head-spaced omnidirectional microphones with
a baffle behind them to muffle room reflections from non-frontal
directions. Farina combined the stereo-dipole technique then with
Ambisonics and had the chance to convolve his recordings with
Ambisonics impulse responses of the hall where the recordings
were actually made. The application of Ambiophonics can mainly
be seen in the enhancement of stereo or 5.1 recordings, but the
optional ambience channels have to be seen more as an artificial
effect due to the fact that general recordings do not come with spa
tial impulse responses of the recording venue.

It was not before 2010 that Favrot proposed to apply the idea
of hybrid reproduction that is matched to the events in a RIR to
room acoustics prediction models which can generate spatial IRs
for existing or virtual halls [25]. He used a variable Ambisonics
order for the early and late part of the RIR to benefit from reduced
computation load for late reverberation and better localization of
the direct sound.

In this present contribution a combined hybrid system is intro
duced that uses one common loudspeaker system to playa CTC
and an Ambisonics signal at the same time. The binaural signal
will ensure high detail of temporal and spectral features of the di
rect sound and early reflections, while the Ambisonics signal is
used to produce a spacious and enveloping diffuse sound field.
The poor localization abilities of Ambisonics are published in a
variety of studies [23, 26], and the poor immersion of binaural or
transaural reproduction is documented as well [23]. Both observa
tions clearly motivate the hybrid approach where binaural signals
are used for the direct sound and early reflections and Ambisonics
for the late decay.

Table 1 shows how the Pros and Cons of these two technolo
gies are close to being perfectly complementary. The benefit and
effort of binaural signals that use individual head-related transfer
function (HRTF) are recently discussed. An investigation by Ma
jdak found that a mismatch and lack of individualization substan
tially degraded the localization performance of targets placed out
side of the loudspeaker span and behind the listeners, showing the
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relevance of individualized CTC systems for those targets [27].
The earlier introduced transition time is perfectly qualified to

define the crossover between the two reproduction systems, with
the same motivation as for the simulation. Therefore the CTC is
used to reproduce the direct sound and specular reflections up the
order of 3. Further reflection paths and all scattered reflections are
fed into the Ambisonics engine. The presented idea is not meant
to replace any cinema or public address system, due to the fact
that the CTC is a single-user experience. It is more aimed at so
phisticated room acoustics simulation and reproduction in virtual
acoustics applications, such as virtual concert hall prototyping or
fully immersive virtual environments [22].

4.1. Binaural Synthesis

Binaural filters are generated by attenuating each audible image
source according to the distance law for spherical sources. The
absorption coefficients of all walls in the reflection path are com
bined to a spectral filter which is then convolved with the source
directivity. The last step of this filter chain adds the spatial infor
mation by including the HRTF data for the correct sight angle of
the image source.

Virtual sound sources closer than 2 m need appropriate HRTF
data that is measured in the near field (0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0,
2.0 meters) [21]. If no such near field data is available, a range
extrapolation should be applied, as proposed by Pollow [28]. If
a NFC-HOA decoder is available, the range extrapolation can be
implemented by interpreting a set of fixed-range HRTF as a virtual
loudspeaker array [29].

To be able to compare also discretely working 3D reproduc
tion systems, the binaural IR can also be extended to comprise all
late reflections, so that the full room impulse response is ready for
playback trough a CTC system.

4.2. Crosstalk Cancellation

A loudspeaker-based binaural reproduction chain starts with a bin
aural signal that can be either recorded using an artificial head
or, in case of the presented method, simulated and synthesized by
convolution of a HRTF or binaural RIR with an anechoic signal.
A crosstalk cancellation filter network makes sure that the origi
nal binaural signal arrives at the listeners eardrums. Ideally, the
CTC filters have to be constantly adjusted to the listener's head
position and rotation. Combined with a dynamic binaural synthe
sis, a dynamic CTC allows a realistic spatial reproduction with
only few loudspeakers. Dynamically adjusting CTC filters and
binaural IRs in real-time requires considerable system complex
ity and low-latency convolution, both available since a few years
[21]. The tracking devices often base on electromagnetic or optic
input, but current developments aim at contact-free 6-degrees-of
freedom tracking by using infrared depth maps or video-based face
detection.

When combined with an Ambisonics or other reproduction
setup that already offers a multiple loudspeaker installation, it is
possible to select two speakers of this setup which will serve the
best possible channel separation. In a dynamically tracked system,
this loudspeaker pair can be continuously exchanged dependent on
the user's head position, without noticeable switching artifacts, as
shown by Lentz [21]. Equation (4) describes the CTC as a closed
form solution, with ZL/R denoting the perceived signal:
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For a binaural reproduction the output z should be equal to the
input x apart from a time delay. Thus, the following equation has
to be valid:

with I being the identity matrix. The transfer matrix with the
crosstalk cancellation filters C can easily be obtained by means of
a pseudo-inverse of the transfer matrix H, resulting in:

(9)
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4.3. I. Generation ofAmbisonics B-format Impulse Responses

The late reverberation is predicted using a ray tracer. Thus, the
simulation result is a data structure that contains the amount of
energy that is arriving from a certain direction in a certain time
interval in a certain frequency band, as shown in Figure 3. The
temporal, spectral and spatial domains are discretized, usually in
accordance with the number of rays for the desired resolutions.

As the number of rays is meant to be kept a variable param
eter and is usually chosen to a much lower number compared to
the amount of real reflections in a room, the late reverberation is
modeled by a synthetic sequence of Dirac pulses. If these pulses
are arranged in accordance with the exponentially growing actual
reflection densities over time, as derived by Kuttruff [16], then the
whole sequence describes a Poisson process. The spectrum of this
Poisson sequence is flat, so that no coloration occurs. In order to
apply the temporal envelope of the ray tracing result for a certain
frequency band, the noise sequence is filtered through an octave
filter bank. Before the distinct pulses are smeared and overlapped
by the filter bank, they are at first weighted by spherical harmon
ics. Therefore each single pulse is inserted in an own channel for
each spherical harmonics order/degree with an amplitude accord
ing to the direction of arrival which is known by the ray tracing re
sults. The band filtered Poisson sequences, which contain already
temporally and spatially weighted pulses, are then superposed and
result in the channels of a broadband B-format impulse response.

Figure 3: Acoustic ray tracing results in a :.patial data structure
with time-frequency information of the energy of incident rays for
each detection sphere.

available loudspeaker setup, which has to be dimensioned to fulfill
the requirements of the Ambisonics order N, i.e. the number of
loudspeakers L has to be at least:

In the proposed hybrid system Ambisonics is only used for
late reflections, therefore the usual implementation of plane wave
sources would be sufficient and near-field compensation (NFC)
[19] is not essential. However, to include comparisons of direct
sound rendering using the different methods, also a NFC decoder
has been implemented.

After the design of a CAD room model and its parametriza
tion, including material properties, source positions/directivities
and receiver positions/HRTF, the IS model will return the posi
tions and spectra of audible image sources and the ray tracer re
turns spatially discretized time-frequency energy histograms. To
auralize the virtual scene, this information can now be translated
into actual impulse responses. As proposed, the early reflections
part is rendered into a binaural IR, while the scattered and late
reflections are used to build an Ambisonics B-format IR.

(7)

(6)

(5)z=H·C·x

H·C=e-j~·1

C = e-jl>. . (HHH + (3(j)1)-1 . HH (8)

This approach has no requirement on the matrix H to be square,
meaning that more than two loudspeakers could be simultaneously
used to achieve improved channel separation [30].

[ZL] = [HLL HLR] [YL] = Hy = z (4)ZR HRL HRR YR
The filters for the CTC are placed prior to the loudspeakers,

so that y = C . x. The transfer function of the complete system is
given in matrix form as

The closed-form solution according to equation (7) is the exact
solution for the entire crosstalk cancellation. It requires, however,
infinitely long filters that are also prone to have stability problems.
The later issue can be dealt with through a regularized matrix in
version approach.

The regularization applies a constraint at the maximum gain
allowed to the filters and can be expressed as follows:

4.3. Higher-Order Ambisonics

The Ambisonics technique was initially designed in the early 1970s
to perform spatial recordings and multi-channel broadcasting [31].
The known recording method of intensity stereophony with two
perpendicularly superposed cardoid microphones (XY-arrangement)
was upgraded by the use of an extra figure-of-eight microphone
perpendicular to the other two microphones - note that the XY
arrangement with two cardioids can be substituted by two figure
of-eight and an omnidirectional microphone. This configuration
corresponds already to the Oth and 1st spherical harmonics (SH)
orders. Moreover, the original formulation of 1st order Ambison
ics can be expanded to higher spherical harmonics orders, the so
called higher-order ambisonics (HOA). This improves the usually
imprecise localization of only 1st order reproduction at the cost of
a more complex recording and reproduction system.

An Ambisonics microphone with three figure-of-eight micro
phones plus one omnidirectional microphone at the same position
is unpractical. However, a set-up with four omnidirectional mi
crophones on the faces of a tetrahedron can be used instead by
later transforming the signals into the desired omnidirectional and
figure-of-eight patterns using spherical harmonics transformation.
The microphone signals are called A-format while the transformed
signals are called B-format. The B-format signals can be indepen
dently stored or broadcasted and for playback they are adequately
decoded into the G-format which is directly fed into the speaker
set-up available for reproduction. The B-format guarantees stor
age and transmission of spatial audio data, independent of the de
coding stage. The decoding step is then only dependent on the
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To enable comprehensive listening tests, it is also possible to
render all image sources additionally into the B-format, so that the
whole room impulse response (including direct sound and early
reflections) can be played back through the Ambisonics system.

As for the IR synthesis algorithm, there is no limitation to the
maximum SH order. In practice, Ist order reproduction can be
sufficient in a hybrid system, while the cues that are important for
localization are covered by the CTC. Anyway, if the late decay is
not spatially homogeneous, e.g. in case of late echos from certain
directions, a higher order encoding will improve the localization
of late reflections.

In preliminary informal listening tests, the 2nd order signals
were judged better than 1st order signals, even when only applied
for late reflections during combined hybrid CTC/Ambisonics play
back. Especially for cases when unusual room shapes should be
simulated, such as long L-shaped corridors, it will become im
portant to have spatially coded late reverberation. Problems as
reported by other authors [32, 33], who encountered phenomena
such as coloration or inside-head localization due to the correla
tion of the loudspeaker feeds, were not noticed in the test trials
with the presented method. However, the decision if late rever
beration should be spatially coded and thus have correlated loud
speaker feeds or if uncorrelated noise should be used which as
sumes a perfectly diffuse sound field and misses out on any spatial
cues is subject to upcoming listening tests in the near future.

4.4. Calibration

To be able to seamlessly mix the early and late part of the IR with
different reproduction techniques it must be ensured that their lev
els are accurately adjusted. In an ideal case under free field condi
tions it is possible to calculate the resulting sound pressure levels
at a single position for any of the presented techniques. Under real
world conditions the perfect sweet spot does not exist because the
signals are presented to a human listener with two ears. In case
of Ambisonics and CTC the assumption of ideal interference of
the signals in a single point (Ambisonics) or two ear drums (CTC)
usually does not hold true.

Dependent on the actual speaker layout the position of a virtual
source has also an impact on the resulting level. This is especially
the case if the layout is not regular or if the mounting conditions of
each speaker are not exactly the same (which is nearly impossible
to achieve in a normal room).

Therefore it is hard to calculate the accurate binaural sound
pressure levels. To equalize the levels as best as possible without
any knowledge about the virtual scene or real listening room, an
equal distribution of virtual sources on a sphere (>900 sources)
was used. The listening room with installed loudspeaker system is
then measured or simulated and the loudspeaker impulse responses
are used for CTC, HOA and YBAP decoding. To prepare signals
for an unknown listening room, the loudspeaker IRs can be simu
lated for free field conditions. However, the impact of the listening
room on the final levels and the calibration between the different
formats has not been analyzed yet. The author assumes that the
impact is different for CTC compared to Ambisonics or YBAP.

A general investigation on the impact of the listening room on
loudspeaker reproduction of auralizations that include reverbera
tion was performed by the author and will be published [34].
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5. LOCALIZATION PERFORMANCE LISTENING TESTS

The accuracy of localization of virtual sources was measured for
different reproduction methods. A listening test was conducted
in a fully anechoic room with a 24-channel loudspeaker array, as
shown in Figure 4). The loudspeakers were arranged in three lay
ers with elevations of 0° and ±30° and an azimuth angle of 45°
between each loudspeaker starting with a frontal direction of 0°
azimuth.

Figure 4: Listening tests were conducted in an anechoic chamber
equipped with 24loudspeakersjor spatial reproduction.

Figure 5: Tracked head-mounted display and virtual environment
jor accurate pointing.

A tracked head-mounted display (HMO, Oculus Rift) provided
an accurate and bias-free pointing method [35]. A three-dimensional
virtual sphere was rendered with a grid in 15° resolution and refer
ence lines for horizontal and median planes, as shown in Figure 5.
The listener's current view direction and head orientation/rotation
were shown. In a training phase only real loudspeakers were driven
with pink noise and the HMO displayed the actual source position.
Averaged over all subjects an average pointing accuracy of 0.3°
was measured.

Five reproduction methods were tested. Three pure implemen
tations of CTC, YBAP and 4th-order Ambisonics and two hybrid
variants using CTC or YBAP for the early party and 4th-order Am
bisonics for the late reverberation. For the CTC the HRTFs of the
artificial head Fabian[36] were used and 2 loudspeakers at an el
evation of 0° and an azimuth of ±45°. These HRTFs were mea
sured with a source distance of 1.7m and therefore matching the
loudspeaker distance in the test chamber. Fourth order Ambison
ics was used with plane wave max-lrEI Ambisonics decoding.

As virtual room a model of the Concergebouw in Amsterdam
was used to provide a realistic environment. The receiver was
placed over the first rows. Four sources were presented at a dis
tance of 5.5m (critical distance in this room model) at positions
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walls in the virtual scene. The simulation of the sound field includ
ing all room acoustics reflections is done using the RAYEN frame
work. For the hybrid auralization, the room impulse response is
divided into three parts (direct sound, early reflections and late re
verberation), according to findings from psychoacoustic research.
This division also suits the algorithms of geometrical acoustics that
are commonly used in room acoustics simulations (image sources
and ray tracing).

The hybrid approach can take advantages of the individual
strengths of each reproduction method. Strong localization cues
are necessary for direct sound rendering. The late diffuse sound
field should be rendered using immersive reproduction methods.
Both signals are calculated using RAYEN and are played back si
multaneously through the same loudspeaker setup. To enable a
seamless transition the average loudness of the different systems
has to be calibrated accurately, which has to be done for each indi
vidual loudspeaker setup.

The moment of transition from the early to the late part of the
impulse response is defined by the mixing time. It was shown that
in typical cases after three reflection orders the sound-field can be
expected to be mixing and diffuse. Then the renderer can switch
from a method with strong localization to a method with high en
velopment. The aim is to render a realistic and natural sounding
high quality auralization of spatial sound with reverberation.

With the used loudspeaker setup (24-channel array) none of
the tested systems provided an overall superior localization per
formance than the other systems. However, the binaural CTC pro
vided a more homogeneous localization accuracy across different
source positions. This behavior is typically preferred, especially
for scenes with moving sources, making this technique suitable
for the early part of the impulse response. A test for the immer
siveness of different systems has to be designed and conducted in
further research, to find an optimal method for the reproduction of
late reverberation.

Figure 8: Results oftwo-way ANOVA grouped by presented source
position. The high impact of the presented source position is visi
ble. Red brackets indicate significant differences.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6: Presented 4 source positions in the listening test. Frontal
9 loudspeakers are shown for reference.

shown in Figure 6. The positions were limited to the front direc
tion and to an elevation of ±30° to ensure a valid reproduction
for YBAP and avoid the subjects having to turn around. Each po
sition was repeated three times while the order of all stimuli was
randomized.

A sound file was only played as long as the subjects were look
ing directly in front. A deviation of more than 2° would pause the
playback immediately. The samples could be repeated as often as
desired.

In total 18 subjects participated in the test with an average lo
calization accuracy of 16°. The deviation was calculated as the
distance of the cone of confusion of the presented source and the
chosen direction. Individual results of all subjects are shown in
Figure 7 (left). Between the presented five systems no significant
differences were found in a one-way ANOVA test, as shown on the
right hand side of Figure 7. The ANOYA yields a significant main
effect of source position (F(3,5l)=6.695; MSE=0.222; P < 0.001;
TJ~ =0.283) between position 4 and all other positions. A two
way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of system for posi
tions 2 (F(4,64)=9.463; MSE=0.075; p < 0.001; TJ~=0.372) and 4
(F(4,64)=11.538; MSE=0.019; P < 0.001; TJ~=0.419), as shown in
Figure 8. It can be concluded that YBAP and HOA have a higher
dependency on the source position than the CTC.

Figure 7: Left: Results of the localization perfor-mance tests for
the 18 individual subjects. Right: Results of the ANOVAfor differ
ent reproduction systems (CTC, CTC+HOA, HOA, VBAP+HOA,
VBAP). No significant differences were found in localization per
formance.

100·

A method was presented that combines different loudspeaker-based
reproduction methods (such as CTC, Ambisonics or YBAP) to au
ralize a sound field. The sound field can consist of one or more
sound sources and all reflections of these sources that bounce off
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